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Abstract 
Theodore Stoudite (759-826) was at the centre of a revival of patristic learning which 
equipped him to apply the weight of the Christian tradition to the Byzantine image 
controversy of the eighth and ninth centuries. In this recovery of the tradition Theodore 
discovered how the epistemological and ontological demands of both radical divine 
transcendence and divine active agency in the creative order are met in the incarnate 
Christ. He concluded that the liturgical expression of this developed theology requires the 
presence ofthe Christ-El.Ku.lv. 
The structure of this thesis reflects the single argument of the three-part 
'AvnppTJnKol. Kaul: EiKovowfxwv(c. 816). Antirr I and II describe the content ofthe 754 
and 787 Councils, revealing the causes of the theological impasse which prevented the 
resolution of the controversy. In Antirr I and 11 Theodore also establishes the ground for 
his argument in Antirr III by distancing the eighth century Christ-El.Kwv from its function 
in former centuries as symbol, pure narrative painting and relic. Theodore defines its 
contemporary function as liturgical, devotional and doctrinal in character. Written in 
response to the 815 Council, Antin· Ill is Theodore's apology for this Christ-El.Kwv as a 
legitimate object of npooKUVTJ<ns-. The argument is established within the parameters of 
the tradition as Theodore carefully defends the circumscribability of Christ in accordance 
with Chalcedonian Christology. 
My analysis of the Antin·, assisted by a reading of his letters, reveals that 
Theodore understands the Christ-dKwv as playing a key role both in the ascetic struggle 
to free the mind from ;\.oyw1J.o{ (distracting thoughts), and in the practice of 8Ewp{o: 
(contemplation) within the Liturgy. The liturgical, doctrinal and devotional Christ-dKwv 
has become a revealed and formal means by which the worshipper receives a Dionysian 
avaywy~ (spiritual uplifting) to the divine presence. 
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Preface and Acknowledgments 
Almost four decades ago I entered university as a child of the sixties, seeking pure form 
and beauty in a study of mathematics. Youthful impatience quickly turned my head in the 
direction of the Philosophy Department of Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia, 
where I was able to speak the language of the soul more immediately. I acknowledge the 
care and nurture of Professor Cornelius Kampe who first engaged me in philosophical 
thinking. My reading of Husserl and the development of his phenomenological method 
was the beginning of a reflection which has resulted in this thesis, indebted to that 
phenomenological bias towards 'seeing' and Husserl's Vorstellen. It was also at Acadia 
University that Dr. Roger Forsman introduced me to the thought of Austin Farrer which 
convinced me that an ancient metaphysics (Aristotle in this case) was not ancient at all. 
This thesis was written while rector of a demanding inner-city congregation noted for its 
social outreach programmes, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The beauty of the ancient liturgy 
(sung by one of the finest choirs in Eastern Canada) in an elegant building of international 
architectural significance, situated in an extreme economically and socially disadvantaged 
neighbourhood, urged me to attend urgently to the question of image and prototype. What 
role does the visible have in the shaping of the soul? How is contemplation of the divine 
assisted through external form? I am deeply grateful to the Parish of Saint George's for 
encouraging me to begin these studies five years ago, and for its prayerful support along 
the way. Only a congregation with an active prayer life and living within the tradition of 
the Church would be able to understand these studies as consonant with the obligations of 
my priesthood and as contributing to my pastoral ministry to them. My prayer is that 
this congregation will continue to give itself to the ascetic struggle and that their 
contemplation in the liturgy will lead not a few, but many, to~ 8EonT{a. 
I also acknowledge the support of the Chaplain General's Office, Canadian Armed Forces 
who recognized these studies as part of my continuing education as Military Chaplain. I 
am particularly indebted to two senior officers who especially encouraged me both 
professionally and personally: Col Karl McLean, Senior Army Chaplain, Canadian 
Forces, and LCol Don Peterson, Chief of Staff, 36 Canadian Brigade Group. 
The academic community which has gathered at Durham in recent years to study patristic 
spirituality, Byzantine ecclesiology and Orthodox theology, supported me in every way 
possible. Though my parish responsibilities allowed only infrequent visits to Durham, the 
remarkably humble, scholarly, liturgical and caring character of that predominantly 
Orthodox community taught me much more about divine contemplation than this thesis 
begins to indicate. These individuals include Father Andrey Kordochkin, The Reverend 
Dr. Adam Cooper, Dr. Augustine Cassiday and Serhii Hovorun. Mika Toronen, of the 
Saint John the Baptist Orthodox Monastery, Essex, began his doctoral studies at the same 
time as my arrival in Durham. I am more indebted to his care, kindness and patience with 
me than words can express. Such things are eternally written on my soul. 
A simple alphabetical listing of the names of those who significantly encouraged me along 
the way or more directly contributed to this thesis is demeaning to them yet illustrative of 
how much I am indebted to others for every word of this work. Yet their names belong 
here. Colleagues, advisors, mentors, referees, readers and friends will know the unique 
ways they have made this small work possible and why their names appear here: Ann 
Ankers, Stephen Blackwood, Steven Burns, Jan Connors, Barry Craig, Robert Crouse, 
Paige Davidson, Paul Friesen, Dick Gallagher, Wayne Hankey, Susan Harris, Angus 
Johnston, Renata Kartsonis, Peter Kussmaul, Sarah and Marcus, Mary MacLachlan, 
Garth MacPhee, Jim McCorriston, David Olding, Margaret Parkinson, Chris Purcell, Neil 
Robertson, Henry Roper, Christopher Snook, and George Westhaver. Elaine Maclnnis 
and Susan Cannon, librarians at the University of King's College, Halifax, successfully 
processed my hundreds of requests for inter-library loans patiently and without 
complaint. 
Professor Andrew Louth has guided me every step along the way. His gentle yet exacting 
manner demonstrates how the throughly rigorous and demanding scholarship of an 
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inspired teacher is nothing other than the art of the cure of souls. This thesis in no way 
begins to reflect the enormity of Professor Louth's understanding of its subject matter. I 
give thanks for the opportunity of sitting at his feet these five years. 
I acknowledge financial assistance from The Atlantic School of Theology (The Morris 
Scholarship), The Fellowship of the Maple Leaf, The Prayer Book Society of Nova 
Scotia, and both The Anglican Foundation and The Continuing Education Fund of The 
Anglican Church of Canada. 
Finally, I pray for the soul of my mother who fell asleep in Jesus mid-way through my 
doctoral studies, and who promised to intercede for me in God's nearer presence. And I 
pray for the soul of my father who fell asleep in Jesus five weeks later, but who did not 
have to make such a promise since he lived in God's presence here on earth and whose 
constant intercession for his son simply continues on another shore. 
In full knowledge of how small an offering this thesis is against the sacrifices they have 
made to allow me to write it, I dedicate this thesis lovingly to my son Andrew, my 
daughter Chelsea and to my wife Sandra. Their greater love is my blessing and strength. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Project 
In his Bampton Lectures for 1948, 1 Father Austin Farrer gave preliminary indications of 
the possibility of a Christian discourse of images which would be both adequate to the 
mystery of the Incarnation and alive to the rigors of the epistemological and ontological 
demands of philosophy. He suggested that every effort to explain a reality behind the 
image, ultimately is nothing other than a quest to explain the reality of the image itself: 
... in the case of supernatural divine revelation, nothing but the image is given to us 
as an indication of the reality. We cannot appeal from the images to the reality, for 
by hypothesis we have not got the reality, except in the form of that which the 
images signify.' 
The images are supernaturally formed, and supernaturally made intelligible to faith. 
Faith discerns not the images, but what the images signify: and yet we cannot discern 
it except through the images. We cannot by-pass the images to seize an imageless 
truth.' 
Farrer's comments were meant to apply equally to natural (rational) and supernatural 
(revealed) images. 'Rational analogies are,' he says 'by contrast [with revealed], natural, 
but in being natural they come no nearer to being adequate. ' 4 Rather, 
' Farrer ( 1948). 
' Farrer (1948), 58. 
'Farrer (1948), 110. 
'Farrer (1948), 95. 
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neither in revelation nor in rational theology can we point away from the image to 
that which the image signifies: in both we must be content to refer to the reality by 
understanding what the image tells us.' 
In those Bampton Lectures, Farrer introduced a notion of 'apprehension' which has a 
crucial epistemological role to play in grasping divine activity and presence in and through 
the image. 6 And in his subsequent philosophical works Farrer was keenly aware of the 
limits imposed by such an epistemology as he continued to investigate the implications of 
this view that: 
for our minds, a curtain hangs between the divine agency and its effect in us. We 
may be directly aware of the supernatural in the form of our own supernatural act: 
but we are not in the same way aware of the divine agency effecting it in us. Though 
the divine agent be nearer to our act than the fleshly body our act indwells, a subtle 
veil secludes him, of no thickness, yet impenetrably dark. Were it to rend, that 
would be the Day of Judgment, for we should see our Creator.' 
Unfortunately, however, in his later works Farrer did not develop directly these 
wonderfully promising possibilities of an epistemology and ontology of the image, both 
natural and revealed. But he did leave sufficient clues to inspire others (like myself) to 
continue to seek such a science or logic of images. For example, to say that in the end we 
are left with images interpreting other images is not a problem for Farrer, for he defines 
theological activity as the discernment of the interrelatedness of a hierarchy of images by 
; Farrer (1948), 94. 
"Cf. Forsman (1983). 
' Farrer (1948), 60. 
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which 'the principal images provide a canon to the lesser images'. Farrer cites an example 
of this theological activity in John's Gospel where the image of Christ as Judge of the 
world is a master image: 
The reduction of the lesser images to terms of the greater is a theological activity . 
... If men are judged by seeing the face of God, they are judged, and their judgment is 
an additional truth to the truth of the vision, though now subordinated to it. St. John 
is not reducing everything to a confused simplicity. The images which he 'reduces' 
to terms of others no more disappear or lose their force, than do the whole body of 
images, when we remember that they are no more than images, and so reduce them 
to one ineffable simplicity of God's saving love. All is denied, and all is affirmed ... 8 
The 'subtle veil ... of no thickness, yet impenetrably dark' always remains for us in this 
life, even in the great image ofthe Incarnation. For Farrer, the chief image ofthe Christian 
faith is the cross (as it was, we shall see, for the iconoclasts in seventh and eighth century 
Byzantium), but for the iconophiles of that period, it was the devotional EtKwv of Christ 
himself. Regardless, Farrer' s description of this central image of the Incarnation equally 
applies. Although the Incarnation fully reveals God's love for us in the Person of Jesus 
Christ, we know this only by faith, 
... and therefore the veil remams. All we have to say is that the veil, however 
impenetrable, is not blank. It is painted with the image of God, and God himself 
painted it, and made it indelible with his blood, when he was nailed to it for us men 
and for our salvation. We know him through the image, and by faith! 
" Farrer ( 1948), Ill . 
. , Farrer (1948), 61. 
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Farrer's language here initially suggests that he might well have something 
significant to contribute to the understanding of the Byzantine image controversy. The 
notions that the divine is 'apprehended' through and in the image, the inter-relatedness of 
supernatural images, and that scriptural exegesis and orthodox doctrine has to do with the 
proper ordering and establishment of a hierarchy of images, seem immediately to 
correspond to the concerns of the eighth and ninth century controversy. Generally 
speaking, however, this thesis would prove disappointing because Farrer's concern is 
with all types of images, and especially literary images. Rather, I have sketched Farrer's 
theory of images of his Bampton Lectures to help explain my approach to Theodore 
Stoudite in this dissertation. That is, I did not turn to a study of Theodore Stoudite in 
order to appreciate the devotional use of the icon by Eastern Christians, but to discover 
the epistemological and ontological grounds for the ultimate iconophile apology for the 
image, as they might be relevant to the general question of whether a science or logic of 
images is possible. Indeed, such an investigation might suggest images are the only object 
of our thought and the science of images is the only science possible. 
Finally, the 1948 Bampton Lectures have led me to this study of the Byzantine 
image via a study of Philo 10 in which I sought to find an interpretative key or rational 
method which was employed by one of the most renowned allegorizers within the 
Platonic and Aristotelian tradition. On the one hand, the images of Scripture in Philo 
appear to be interpreted without regard for their literal or objective meaning, and thus 
Philo's exegesis seems a perfect example of the 'imaginative' allegorical approach to 
10 Thome (1989). 
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Scripture which occasioned the disdain of twentieth century Biblical scholars. 11 
Goodenough writes of Philo' s allegorical approach: 
... the Biblical text is often, as Cohn" says, dismissed as ridiculous and absurd in its 
literal sense, and becomes a springboard up into psychology, politics, mysticism, 
ethics, metaphysics, theories of education, and a dozen other subjects which appear 
at first to be stirred together with a spoon.'' 
On the other hand, the eclectic Philo was also the transmitter of Pythagorean, Stoic, 
Platonic and Aristotelian thought to the Middle Platonist school which developed fully 
only a century or so after his death. So much does Philo take up this tradition that it has 
been suggested that Philo was not a serious exegete of Scripture at all, but that his 
intention simply was to present Greek philosophical ideas under the guise of a 
commentary to show that the Jewish faith contains the most profound Greek thought. 
Regardless, Philo certainly is thoroughly representative of the same ancient Greek 
philosophical tradition within which Farrer himself had looked to discover a metaphysics 
of causality and participation adequate to a theology of divine agency in the world. Given 
Philo' s philosophical commitments, it seemed reasonable to expect a logic and coherence 
to his allegorical interpretation. Yet this was consistently denied by scholars, at least 
before the last quarter of the twentieth century .14 
Fortunately, my search for the philosophical grounding of a logic of images in 
Philo was rewarded by the discovery of a single argument throughout the voluminous 
" See Louth (1983 ), 96-131. 
" L.Cohn was the editor with P. Wend land of the Greek text of Philo in six volumes, Berlin 1896-1915. 
'' Goodenough (1940), 56. 
"See Thome (1989). 
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Philonic commentary. I identified a continuous, sustained argument, highly structured and 
balanced, beginning with De Opificio Mundi (hereafter DOM), through the various 
individual treatises of The Exposition and The Allegory, and concluding with Quaestiones 
in Genesin (hereafter QG) and Quaestiones in Exodum (hereafter QE). The DOM 
establishes the philosophical principles which are systematically developed throughout 
the commentary. God is utterly transcendent, one and eternal, but he is active in the 
sensible creation via the mediation ofthe intelligible order: 
For God, being God, assumed that a beautiful copy would never be produced apm1 
from a beautiful pattern, and that no object of perception would be faultless which 
was not made in the likeness of an original discerned only by the intellect. So when 
he willed to create this visible world he first fully formed the intelligible world [Tov 
VOT)Tov] in order that he might have the use of a pattern wholly God-like and 
incorporeal in producing the material world as a later creation, the very image of an 
earlier, to embrace in itself objects of perception of as many kinds as the other 
contained objects of intelligence [ VOT)Ta]." 
... universal Nature ... brings forth no finished product in the world of sense without 
using an incorporeal pattern [ r\' Tl S" a VEU QCYW 1-laTOU napaod y 1-laTOS" OUOEv 
Thus the argument begins with the description of the 'master image', so to speak, which 
for Philo is that of the creation in the first three chapters of Genesis. Here is described 
how the causes of the intelligible reside in an undivided first cause, how the intelligible 
"DOM, 16. 
16 DOM 130. 
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world serves as the model for the sensible, and how man must come to know his principle 
and Creator through the mediation of the Logos - the likeness of God himself which is 
nothing other than Divine Reason or the Word of God. The account of the fall of the 
human soul begins a comprehensive presentation of an anthropology, psychology and 
epistemology which ultimately shows how man can prepare himself through the 
purification of the senses and repentance, for the longed for union with God. 17 This 
ecstatic vision, however, leaves the senses and understanding behind as the soul sees the 
intelligible directly. Seeing and understanding become dull because the divine vision is not 
an activity of the soul, but a passivity which allows God to enter it and reveal Himself to 
it. Thus the soul only attains its true freedom when it is released from the body and 
returns to God in this ecstatic experience. 18 There can be no logical progression from the 
discrete and sensible to the universal and intelligible. Logic has only one starting point: 
In the same way God too is His own brightness and is discerned through Himself 
alone, without anything co-operating or being able to co-operate in giving a perfect 
apprehension of his existence. They do but make a happy guess, who are at pains to 
discern the Uncreated, and Creator of all from his creation, and are on the same 
footing as those who try to trace the nature of the Monad from the dyad, and 
whereas observation of the dyad should begin with the Monad which is the starting 
point. The seekers for truth are those who envisage God through God, light through 
light. 1• 
17 QG IH.9. Quotations from Quaestiones et Solutiones in Genesin et Exodum are from Philo. Supplement I 
& 11, London: William Heinemann Ltd., and Cambridge Mass., Harvard University Press, 1961. The 
translation from the Armenian version of the original Greek is by R. M arcus. 
18 QG III.l 0: 'inasmuch as the mind is released from its evil bond, the body'. 
1
• De Praemiis et Poenis 41, 42, 43. 
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In the last stage of his overall argument QE 11, 52-123, Philo comments: 'That 
every sense-perceptible likeness has (as) its origin an intelligible pattern in nature, 
(Scripture) has declared in many other passages as well as in the present one.' He then 
describes Moses' ascent into the dense and thick cloud as teaching that the intelligible 
things cannot be seen directly by corporeal eyes, but rather: 
... because the multi-symbolism of intelligible things is described through the clear 
vision of the eyes, (namely) how one who learns by seeing rather figuratively can, 
by attributing certain forms to certain symbols, achieve a correct apprehension of 
them. 2" 
The notion of 'apprehension' reappears here, as in Farrer, but this time as the means 
whereby only those who have been given a vision of the divine are subsequently able to 
perceive the intelligible in the sensible image. The closing paragraphs of the argument 
describe the ability of the most particular sense-perceptible object (~ (3po:xuTchTJ 
o<j> po: y{ s-) to reflect and reveal the intelligible world of forms and ideas. Philo is 
commenting on Exodus 28.32b (LXX, Kat EKTunwoHs- E:v o:unJ) EKTUTTWIJ.O: o<j>po:yl:oos-
ay{o:oiJ.o: Kup{ou, rendered by Philo as translated by Marcus from the Armenian version 
of QE 122 as 'Thou shalt express in it the expression of a seal-impression, "Holiness to 
the Lord."' ): 
It pleases him that the incorporeal and intelligible substance should be unimpressed 
by itself and without shape but be formed and shaped by a seal-impression by the 
'" QE II 52. 
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Logos of the eternally Existent One. Excellently, therefore, has he represented the 
seal-impression as an 'impression', for there are expressed in them in part the forms 
which the patterns had." 
For this reason (the leaf) was in the front of the principal and sovereign (part) of 
the soul, to which the mind and the reason have been allotted, that the leaf was 
placed (as) a symbol of intelligible substance (and as) a likeness of the divine Logos 
and (as) an expressed seal-impression, (namely), the form of forms." 
In De Migratione Abrahami Philo commented on this verse as follows: 'The signet ... is 
the original principle behind all principles, after which God shaped or formed the 
universe, incorporeal, we know, and discerned by the intellect alone. ( ~ o<jlpayi.S" loEa 
Thus the intelligible world is the impression stamped by the loEa loEwv. 
The sustained rigorous argument ofthe Philonic commentary betrays the limits of 
a logic of a downward series of emanations from the transcendent Monad to the Logos, to 
his two powers- creative power (called 'God') and royal power (called 'Lord'), then to 
the lesser propitious and legislative powers, before finally the world of intelligible ideas is 
created. This scheme allows a providence which protects the Monad from any taint of the 
finite, discrete and sensible world since the intelligible provides formal and final causes for 
the sensible realm, but not the efficient cause. Thus the sensible is seen to be an imitation 
of the intelligible but such that the correspondence can never be inferred from the sensible 
ll QE ll.122. 
22 QE 11.124. Ibid. 
21 De Migratione Abrahami, Philo IV, trans. F. Colson and G. Whitaker, London and Cambridge, Mass., 
(1958), 190, 191. 
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image itself. Prior knowledge of the intelligible is required to perceive the true meaning of 
the image and its proper relation to other images. 
Philo's ontology and metaphysics is clearly inadequate to any quest for a science 
and logical hierarchy of images. For him, apprehension of the supernatural is not possible 
in and through the image itself. Further, Farrer's ongoing philosophical search for a 
metaphysics which explains the co-existence of several orders of efficient cause in the 
same action is denied, and thus the notion of a providence of divine agency in the created 
order is dissolved. Human and divine will cannot be seen to eo-inhere in any eventuality. 
The divine can only be known when the finite images are left behind. Finally, the 
mediating Logos is imaged only in man's reasoning soul as it discovers itself and its maker 
in the sacred scriptures and in his contemplation of the rational movements of the 
heavens, and then attempts to become like its maker through the exercise of reason. 
In our present investigation we leap to the end of the Patristic age to continue our 
search for a science or logic of images. In Theodore Stoudite (759-826) we expect not to 
discover a burgeoning fresh theology, but the ingathering and synthesis of the fruits of 
seven centuries of reflection upon another type of Logos (or at least the Logos embedded 
in the sensible as individual unooTacns-), the Person of Jesus Christ. In the meantime, 
Philo' s logic has been developed and refined first by the Middle Platonists (beginning just 
one hundred years after Philo ), and then by the Neoplatonists who continue to seek an 
epistemology and ontology which is adequate both to divine ineffability and finite images. 
This developing tradition is incorporated into, and sometimes part of, the Christian 
attempt to understand the implications of the Incarnate Word and can be observed clearly 
in the Oecumenical Councils' progressive definitions of the Person of Christ. All this 
10 
theological reflection reaches its definitive conclusion in Chalcedon (451AD) followed by 
the subsequent clarification of the two natures, two wills and two energies, in the 
following two centuries. By this time, the Church proclaims confidently that the 
epistemological and ontological demands of both radical divine transcendence and divine 
active agency in the creative order are met in the Incarnate Christ. 
But even more than this, we turn to Theodore Stoudite because he attempts to 
apply the fulness of this theology precisely to the question of finite visible images, and 
particularly to the Christ ElKwv. An important aspect of my argument will be to describe 
this Christ EtKwv which is the subject of Theodore's apology. In the course of the 
argument it will become clear that this Christ EtKwv must be distinguished from symbol, 
pure narrative painting, and relic. Rather, the Christ-E't.Kwv uniquely follows from the fact 
of the Incarnation and its place and function within the Christian o't.Kovo !J.{o: is defined by 
its liturgical, devotional and doctrinal character. Taking up the riches of seven centuries of 
Christian thought, with this Christ-EiKwv before him, Theodore will address the same 
questions as Farrer and Philo with their attendant epistemological and ontological 
demands. Theodore will attempt to show (1) how the finite Christ-E't.Kwv is the imprint of 
the Incarnate and Risen Christ, (2) how the supernatural (intelligible) divine prototype is 
'apprehended' through and in the finite Christ-EiKwv, and (3) how the offering of 
npoo-KUVTJ0lS' through and in the Christ-El.Kwv is received directly by Christ and becomes 
the giving of /..o:Tpdo: to the Triune God. Finally, just as all of creation finds its source, 
unity and consummation in Christ, we shall discover if Theodore demonstrates how the 
Christ-E't.Kwv is Farrer's 'master image' which provides the interpretative key to the inter-
relatedness and hierarchy of all finite images. I shall return to these themes in my 
11 
conclusion. 
The Abbot Theodore 
The argument of this thesis leaves little opportunity to give the reader an impression of 
the political and religious environment ofTheodore's life before 815AD, the year ofthe 
second iconoclast Council which prompted the writing of the Antirrheticus, yet this 
background is crucial to an appreciation of his part in that theological crisis. The first 
evidence we have of Theodore's entering the image debate is in a letter to his uncle and 
spiritual father Plato (c. 81 OAD), but it was five years or so later (815) that all aspects of 
his life would be dominated by this controversy. At that time, he had already reached the 
age of fifty-five. The following brief survey of his times and life to 815 will provide the 
context for my consideration of the theological focus of his latter years. 
The Constantinople in which Theodore was born in 759 was still the 'Queen' city 
of the Roman Empire, but of an ever decreasing and smaller Empire, constantly at risk 
both internally and externally. 24 Its buildings continued to show damage from the 
earthquake of 740, and its population had been significantly diminished by the great 
plague which followed within the decade. Nonetheless, Constantinople remained the 
centre of culture. Here was the seat of the emperor, the patriarch, the central bureaucracy 
and the army. 
The seventh century had seen the Persian Empire collapse before the Arabs and 
the Byzantine Empire lose its eastern provinces. As the eighth century began, three of the 
historic five oecumenical patriarchships (Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria) were in Islamic 
" These general comments about the political and religious situation in Constantinople 700-780 are 
uncontroversial and to be found in any modem history of Byzantium. 
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control. The emperor at the time ofTheodore's birth in 759 was Constantine V (741-775) 
who was generally successful in his ongoing resistance to his foes, including the constant 
Bulgar attempts to overcome Thrace and the north Balkans. However, during his time 
central and northern Italy, including Rome, were lost to the Lombards. This was 
significant for the growing separation of Byzantium and the West which would climax in 
the crowning of Charlemagne as emperor by Pope Leo Ill in 800. All in all, the entire 
century had been one of struggle but not disastrous defeat. Constantine V's father, 
Emperor Leo Ill, had begun the century by turning back the Arabs from the walls of 
Constantinople. This was the second major Arab assault on Constantinople in fifty years, 
and Leo's victory contributed to the decline of the Umayyad dynasty. Both Leo and 
Constantine were constantly engaged with the Arabs in Asia Minor. With Leo Ill and 
Constantine V began the line of lsaurians who were to prove themselves to be careful and 
able administrators of the remaining Empire which they inherited. Their double success in 
military and domestic matters also encouraged the general acceptance of their strong 
iconoclastic religious views. 
At Theodore's birth, iconoclasm had been the official policy of the empire for 
more than thirty years. Leo Ill had issued his first edict against images around 726. When 
Constantine V (741-775) succeeded his father, he intensified the efforts to enforce 
iconoclasm.25 His theological 'Inquiries' (II~iJa-ns-Y6 gives the entire image debate a new 
Christological focus from which it would never turn back. He called an oecumenical 
council in 754AD (hereafter '754 Council') attended by three hundred and thirty-eight 
bishops which took up his Christological themes and concluded by forbidding the 
25 The debate about the reasons for this imperial adherence to iconoclasm does not concern us here. 
26 These fragments are preserved by the Patriarch Nicephorus and found throughout his Antirr I and II. 
(Migne PG 100.206-373). 
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production, erection or concealment of images. It pronounced the offering of npoaKUVT)GlS' 
to images to be idolatrous and prescribed punishment for the violation of these decrees. 27 
Leo IV (775-780) at first showed significant relaxation of iconoclastic policies, but a 
palace intrigue28 involving the smuggling of icons into the private quarters of his iconophile 
wife Irene made him repent of his toleration. One of those implicated in the deed was 
Theophanes who died during his punishment (the iconophiles involved had been flogged, 
tonsured against their wishes, paraded in chains and briefly imprisoned) and immediately 
became one of the few iconophile martyrs. Just over a decade earlier, near the end of his 
reign, Constantine had provided the Church with the first and most notable iconophile 
martyr in Stephen the Younger in 765. (Theodore was six years old.) A later Vita of 
Stephen written in 808 was to become the model for iconophile hagiography. 
Constantine V was also intolerant of monasticism, although there is no necessary 
link between iconoclasm and anti-monasticism through these centuries. In the case of 
Constantine V, however, Theophanes describes an intensifying persecution of both 
monks and iconophiles as his reign continued. 29 The growth of his army was largely 
funded from the confiscation of iconophile monasteries, and the knowledge of this fact 
might have led to the extreme anti-monastic stance of the army during his reign. Leo IV 
(775-780) discontinued the persecution of the monasteries and appointed several monks 
as bishops. 30 On the other hand, he prevented prominent men from leaving the service of 
the state and entering the monastic life. We have commented above how he used the threat 
of being publicly tonsured and sent off to a monastery as a form of punishment. Many 
27 Mansi XIII. 328BC. 
28 For this account I follow Treadgold (1988), 5,6. 
29 Cf. Theophanes, 437-38, 446. 
'" Theophanes, 449. 
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theories abound which attempt to establish the link between imperial iconoclasm and the 
anti-monastic policies of these emperors. 
Such was the temper of the times into which Theodore was born. Byzantium was 
officially both iconoclast and antimonastic. Nonetheless, his family was a wealthy, 
influential and well-connected Christian iconophile and pro-monastic family. 31 Theodore 
would grow up alongside the most influential families of Constantinople (his cousin on his 
mother's side would become the second wife ofConstantine VI) and his own family was 
powerful enough to oppose quietly the official iconoclast and anti-monastic views. (At 
the time of Theodore's birth, his uncle Plato was heading off to Bithynia to become 
tonsured and enter the Symbols Monastery.) Of his father we know only that he held a 
post in the imperial treasury. Of Theodore's mother we are better informed both by a 
letter that Theodore wrote to her when she was ill (c.797-799) 32 and from his funeral 
oration (several years later) in which her piety (and her rejection ofthe superstition of her 
contemporaries!) is extolled. 33 Theodore had two brothers, Joseph and Euthymius, and a 
sister. Vita A 34 and B 35 briefly comment on Theodore's study in Grammar, Dialectic 
11 Sources for the details of his life include four main variants ofTheodore's Vita as discussed by Fatouros 
(1991a) 3,4. Of the two Vitae in Migne (PG 99.114-327) the second is the shorter and more reliable, upon 
which the first is based. It is authored by Michael the Monk, a Stoudite and younger contemporary of 
Theodore. The text indicates that Nikolaos the Stoudite is dead and thus it must have been written after 
868, i.e. at least forty-two years after Theodore's death. Other sources include his letters (Fatouros 1991a, 
1991 b); a description of the recent transfer of the remains of Theodore and his brother Joseph from Prinkipo 
to Constantinople in 844 (text in Van de Vorst, 1913, 50-61); his catechetica1 discourses (Migne 99.506-
688; Cozza-Luzi 1905; Auvray 1891.); funeral orations on the Abbot Plato and on Theodore's mother 
Theoctista (Migne 99.804-849 and 884-901); Vita of Theodore's contemporaries including Tarasios, 
Nicephorus, Nicolas of Stoudios and others; his Testamentum or confession of faith and last directions to 
his monks (Migne 99.1813-1824); the account by Naukratios of the last days and death of Theodore 
(Migne 99.1824-1850). See also the general history of the times to 813 (the extent of our interest) rehearsed 
in Theophanes' Chronographia (de Boor 1883), English trans. Mango (1997). In this brief introduction to 
Theodore's life to 815 I have presented the most basic facts as generally known and repeated in such 
secondary sources as Gardner ( 1905), Fatouros ( 1991 a), 1-20, Frazee ( 1981 ), Treadgold (1988), etc. 
32 Fatouros 6. 
"Theodore tells us that she knew the entire Psalter by memory. Migne PG 99.8858. 
·" Vita A, Migne PG 99.117C. 
" Vita B, Migne PG 99.2378. 
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('which those skilled in it call philosophy'), and Rhetoric, but it is impossible from these 
brief remarks to conclude the details of Theodore's early education. The scholars who do 
speculate differently on the content of Theodore' s learning36 (much of the debate stems 
from a scarcity of reliable sources about education in general at this time m 
Constantinople37) agree that Theodore received the best education available at the time, 
and might indeed have benefited from the beginnings of a brief 'humanist revival.' In his 
own letters Theodore sometimes presents himself as being well educated and often more 
trained in philosophy than his correspondents. He writes to his 'spiritual son' Severianos, 
quoting Eccl. 6,1-2, and forbidding him to speak about matters oftheology: 
ot<J8a Kat KaAW!> E(JTlV EKElVO ElTTElV" ElOOV TTOVTJp{av uno TOV TlAlOV, avopa 
oo~avTa nap' Eaun\) <JO<jlov dvm Ka{, 0 TO\JTOU xaAETTWTEpov, nau5EUElV UAAOU!> 
<jllAOVElKOU VTa. 35 
(Since your knowledge of dogma skill is not so great that you know how to speak in 
a precise manner, not having studied thoroughly either grammar or philosophy ... 
Indeed, since you have not been taught, you do not know to speak elegantly that 
this is the case. There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, a man who was 
wise in his own eyes and, what is worse, striving to teach others.) 
The sources are inconsistent in the details of his early life up to the time of his 
entering monastic life and until after the iconophile council of 787 AD (hereafter 787 
16 See Fatouros (1991a), 6 n.24. 
" See Moffat (1975), Lemerle (1986), Wilson (1983). 
'" Fatouros 445. 
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Council).39 It seems that Theodore entered monastic life just after 780 when the iconophile 
and pro-monastic Irene began to rule the Empire as regent for her son Constantine. His 
mother's brother, Plato, was already an abbot of the Symbols Monastery in Bithynia. 
Plato had visited Constantinople perhaps during Leo's reign40 and even more openly 
during the first part of Ire ne' s regency. His spiritual charisma led many, 41 including 
Theodore's entire family, to renounce the secular life, give their riches to the poor and 
follow him to enter the monastic life in Bithynia. 
In 781 Theodore entered the Symbols Monastery and two years later 
accompanied Plato to the Saccoudion Monastery where Plato became abbot. Both Vitae 
mention that Theodore was known to turn to the most menial tasks with enthusiasm, and 
that his humility soon was noted by all. 42 His exceptional gifts, piety and commitment to 
the coenobitic life led Plato to arrange for the patriarch Tarasios (784-806) to ordain him 
priest c.790.43 Four years later Plato became gravely ill and arranged for Theodore, only 
thirty-five years of age, to become abbot.44 When Plato recovered from his illness, he and 
Theodore shared the leadership of the Saccoudion Monastery. These were to be years of 
tremendous importance for Theodore as he gave himself wholly to the study of the lives 
of the Fathers and especially to the works of Basil the Great where Theodore came to 
,. The controversy in these centuries centred around three councils. The first two councils (in 754AD and 
787 AD) each claimed to be the authentic seventh oecumenical council whereas the third (815AD) supported 
the claim of the 754 Council. We refer to these councils by their dates as the 754 Council (iconoclast), the 
787 Council (iconophile) and the 815 Council (iconoclast). It was only sometime after 843AD, the date 
when images were finally restored in the Orthodox Church, that the 787 Council was formally affirmed as 
the Seventh Oecumenical Council, sometimes referred to as the Second Council ofNicaea. 
"' Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.8088, 8108, 8208-821 D. Plato was another monk to whom Leo IV 
had offered a bishopric. 
" See Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.820C. 
"Vita A, Migne PG 99.122D f.; Vita 8,6. 
" Described in Fatouros 38; see also Vita B, Migne PG 99.248A8. 
""See Vita B, Migne PG 99.2498; Vita A, 133C; Laudatio Platonis, 8288 f. 
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understand the principles of the monastic life. 45 In Saccoudion Theodore developed a Rule 
and Penitential which was to have continuing influence for the renewal of monastic ism. In 
his Testamentum46 to his monks, given during the fmal days of his life, of all the 
theologians he could have referred to in the entire tradition, Theodore holds up the names 
of Mark the Monk, the Abbot Isaiah, John Klimakos, Barsanuphios, John of Gaza, 
Dorotheus of Gaza, Dositheos (disciple of Dorotheus), Sophronius and other witnesses 
to the ascetic life. 47 Throughout his writings Theodore refers to many other coenobitic 
saints, including Anthony,48 Pachomios,49 Sabas/0 Arsenios, 51 Euthymios52 and others. 
Basil, as always, is singled out for special praise in the Testamentum. 53 On the other hand, 
Cholij (2002) suggests that an analysis of Theodore's writings and monastic reforms 
reveal a closer dependence upon other Fathers and especially Dorotheus of Gaza. 54 
Theodore would understand Dorotheus as a faithful disciple of Basil and not be bothered 
by the distinction. The survival of both Dorotheus' L1t6aaKaMm and the Greek text of 
Basil's Rules are due to ninth-century Stoudite efforts. 
One of the foundational ideas upon which Theodore based his reform was the need 
for monks to appreciate the history ofthe monastic and ascetic tradition through the lives 
., Vita B, Migne PG 99.245A f. On the extent of the influence ofTheodore's Rule and Penitential 
developed at Saccoudion, see Leroy (1958b). 
•
6 Migne PG 99.1814- 1824 . 
• , Leroy (1961b), 424 n.6, suggests the influence ofCassion on Theodore. 
48 Fatouros 420. 
•• Fatouros 149. 
'" Fatouros 149, 555. 
"PC 4. 
" Fatouros 500. 
53 Migne PG 31.1319 prints a scholium attributed to Theodore, defending the authenticity of 
Constitutiones Asceticae. The scholium itself is probably not authentic Theodore, but is a witness to a 
tradition which would link Theodore to Basil so intimately. 
,. 'St Basil ... was Theodore's most frequent cited authority, but a careful reading of his works shows that 
he was actually influenced, at least in matters of terminology and monastic organization, more by other 
Fathers. This is especially true of Dorotheos of Gaza, to whom Theodore seems to be most indebted. In 
fact, it is because of Theodore's enthusiasm for Dorotheos ... that Dorotheos found his way into the canon 
of Orthodox Byzantine monastic authorities.' Cholij (2002), 35,36. 
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of the Fathers. Perhaps Theodore attributed the decadence of the monastic life at the time 
to an ignorance of the ideals of the coenobitic life. 55 Theodore would assist in the 
acquisition of this learning by the regular catechizing of his community, at least several 
times a week. He advises, 'learn to know by reading the exploits of the holy Fathers, how 
great was their enthusiasm, how great was the bubbling of their spirit, what their struggles 
were and how, for these reasons, our good God glorified them. ' 56 Theodore stressed that 
this learning was never to be for its own sake, but always with a view to more faithfully 
living a life of monastic obedience: 'At the tribuna! of Christ it will be of no avail being 
well-learnt, well-spoken, knowing the texts by heart, being well-read. The Fathers in the 
Gerontikon were wise not because they knew much - some were quite uneducated. You 
can have studied much and yet still be eternally condemned.' 57 The significant point to 
note here is that the monks obviously were engaged in reading the Fathers, studying much, 
and learning the texts by heart, else such a warning and need to give direction to these 
pursuits would not be required. 
In 795 Theodore and Plato became involved in issues far broader than the internal 
welfare of their monastic confederacy. They led a protest against the patriarch Tarasios 
and refused to participate in communion with him. In January of that year Constantine VI 
had persuaded his wife Maria to enter a convent and then was married by a priest Joseph 
(steward of St Sophia and abbot of Kathara Monastery) to Theodote (Theodore's 
cousin).58 Tarasios had refused to forbid the tonsure (obviously against Maria's will), the 
'' Vita B, Migne PG 99.245 BC; Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.8240. 
'
6 PC 89.226. Trans. by Cholij (2002), 35. 
" TC 1.60. 609, as referenced and translated by Cholij (2002), 35. 
'" These events are described in several sources including Vita Tarasii 15, 408-12 and Theophanes Chron. 
(469f. De Boor); Constantine's attempts to reconcile with Theodore and Plato, see Fatouros 4,5 and Vita 
B, Migne PG 253 B-C. 
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wedding (Maria was still alive and thus the marriage was adulterous), or to excommunicate 
Constantine VI after the wedding. Constantine made several efforts to reconcile with Plato 
and Theodore but they refused. In February 797 Constantine arrested Plato, Theodore 
and ten of their monks, and scattered the remaining one hundred or so monks from 
Saccoudion. Plato was imprisoned in the palace in Constantinople. Theodore and the 
others were beaten and sent into exile to Thessalonica. Bishops and abbots along the way 
and in Thessalonica were forbidden to greet them. 59 
In August of that same year Ire ne successfully plotted the downfall of her son and 
became sole Empress. 60 She released Plato from prison and recalled Theodore and the 
exiled monks to Saccoudion. Tarasios quickly deposed and defrocked Joseph6 ' and wrote a 
letter of apology to Plato. Church unity was restored. More than this, many young 
people were drawn to the Saccoudion Monastery by the bold, virtuous and courageous 
actions ofTheodore and the monks.62 
Two years later, in 799, a series of Arab incursions made Irene fear for the safety 
of the monks of Saccoudion and she invited them to house the fifth century Stoudios 
Monastery within the walls of Constantinople. 63 The anti-monastic imperial stance during 
much of the eighth century had caused the Stoudite community to dwindle to only a few 
monks, at least according to the scholars who have reflected upon Theodore's life so as to 
highlight his accomplishments. Fatouros (1991 a)64 speculates that both Theodore and his 
59 See esp. Fatouros I, 2, 3, 4, 5; later reflection in Fatouros 21, 22; but also Laudatio Platonis, Migne 
PG 99.832B-833A; Theophanes 470-471; Michael of Stoudios 2480, 253C-256C. See also Hatlie (1995). 
"'At least she could act as such. In the next two years Irene warded off the various expected challenges and 
conspiracies from Constantine V's sons and supporters, but by Easter 799 her position as Empress was 
well consolidated. 
"' Vita B, Migne PG 99.2560. 
"' Vita B, Migne PG 99.257C f. 
6
' Vita B. Migne PG 99.257CD; VitaA 1418. 
'"' Page 11. He seems to be following a suggestion of Dobroklonskij whose life work on Theodore in the 
first decades of the twentieth century remains authoritative for those who read Russian. 
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supporters not only welcomed the move to the capital but may in some way have used 
the Arab threat as an excuse for the move to Constantinople65 where Theodore could not 
only expand his own community but also give a unity and stability to the network of 
monastic communities around the capital and beyond.66 
Having attended to the reading of the tradition in Saccoudion, Theodore continued 
his patristic studies in Stoudios. The first seven years of his leadership(Plato formally 
took an oath of obedience to Theodore when they arrived67) were to be tremendously 
busy and productive for Theodore. As the monastery grew to between seven hundred and 
one thousand monks, Theodore re-organized the community according to his continuing 
refinement and adaptation of Basil's Rules.68 Thus in Stoudios we find an emphasis both 
on a practical asceticism and a communal life based on the submission of the will. 69 To 
that end, as we have seen in Saccoudion, there was a determined interest in promoting the 
study of the Fathers. The Stoudios Monastery included a school for novices, a workroom 
for the copying of manuscripts, and an ever expanding library. Alfeyev (2000) cites a 
prescription from the Stoudite 'YnoTunwats-70 which dictates that on certain days every 
monk was expected to borrow a book from the library to read. This indicates that the 
65 After all, the Saccoudion monastery continued to survive and maintained close ties with Stoudios. 
""As suggested by Leroy (1958b ). 
67 Vita B. Migne PG 99.2480; Laudatio Platonis, Migne 99.836A. 
68 Cf. Vita B, Migne PG 99.26IA-D. Michael the Monk indicates that his supporters compared him to 
Basil the Great (Vita B; Migne PG 99.236A). 
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" Hausherr ( 1935) describes the submission of the will to be the dominant theme in Theodore who 
acknowledges his dependence on Dorotheos in his Testamentum and elsewhere: 'La saintete, pour Dorothee, 
comme pour Saint Basile et pour Saint Theodore Studite, consiste avant tout dans !'abnegation absolue de 
la volonte propre .... Jadis on considerait le martyre comme la perfection la plus haute; rien n'est change, 
sauf que le martyre consistera desormais dans I' obeisanse.' ( 133 ). Theodore wrote to his mother that in her 
obedient life in which she died to self, she too is a martyr: 'because you have engaged in the bloodless 
contests of martyrdom. (Tote; TOU IJ.apTup{ou a8Aotc; d:vatiJ.WT{)., (Fatouros 6.37). This theme is 
explored in Hatlie (1996). 
70 Alfeyev (2000), 15. He cites 'rnoTunwotc; 26 (Migne PG 99, 1713AB) and seep. 15, n. 16. I follow 
Fatouros in the accepted opinion that the 'YnoTunwotc; as it appears in Migne was composed after 
Theodore's death, but that it faithfully describes the situation during his time as Abbot. 
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library contained at least as many books as the number of monks, i.e. between seven 
hundred and one thousand books. Regardless of the precise number of books available, it 
is clear that all of the Stoudite monks were expected to be thoroughly educated in the 
tradition of the ascetic Fathers. In this regard Alfeyev offers an interesting speculation 
that the Stoudios Monastery was one of the first urban monasteries to inaugurate a new 
kind of monasticism which was more open to lay people generally: 'They were no longer 
isolated communities: lay people attended monastic offices; monks had to carry out the 
spiritual direction of seculars, have intensive and constant contact with the life of the city, 
visit people and receive visitors.' 71 In the light of this new monastic mission, Alfeyev 
suggests that the emphasis on book learning for the Stoudites had a different emphasis 
than in previous times: 'early monks read books in a contemplative manner just to gain 
profit for their own souls, whereas the Studites were supposed to be able to bring profit 
to others, particularly to seculars who asked for spiritual direction. ' 72 
The Stoudites introduced the more speedy minuscule or cursive script to the 
copying of manuscripts. 73 In general, Theodore continued the work begun at Saccoudion, 
expanding and revising his own works of monastic regulations (including the cycle of 
feasts and fasts), liturgical revision (Robert Taft writes of a 'new monastic synthesis' of 
Palestinian and Constantinopolitan forms of prayer accomplished by Theodore74), a 
'
1 Alfeyev (2000), 14. 
" Alfeyev (2000), 16. 
"The details ofthe introduction of the minuscule script by the Stoudites is uncertain. Perhaps it was 
introduced by Plato and Theodore who were used to this 'shorthand' script from their time in public office. 
,. 'One interesting aspect of this synthesis was the adaptation to a basically Palestinian structure of the 
prayers and litanies of the Constantinopolitan offices of vespers and matins found in the Eucho/ogion of 
the capital. In these Studite monasteries the composition of new ecclesiastical poetry continued apace, and 
St. Theodore himself gave a large place to the new compositions in his adaptation of the Palestinian 
monastic offices. It is from this poetry that the Oktoichos, Triodion, and Pentekostarion were later formed. 
The first Studite Typika or liturgical ordos to govern their use were composed in the ninth or tenth 
century.' Taft (1993), 276. Ware (1978), 41 also acknowledges that the ninth century Stoudite monks gave 
the present structure to the Lenten Triodion and composed the greater part of its contents, Theodore himself 
composing the second canon for weekdays in Lent. 
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prepared daily catechesis to the monks (or at the very least, several times a week), and 
poetry (including the setting forth of the duties and privileges of all monks, from the 
abbot to the cook, in iambic verses). In a letter written in this time to Nicolas who has just 
been appointed abbot elsewhere, he advises that every matter be set against the standards 
of the Holy Fathers ( Ol aylOt naTE' PES"). 
Ou napa(:li'js- TOUS" VO[J.OUS" Kat Kav6vas- TWV naTEpwv, npo YE naVTWV TOiJ ay{ou 
naTpos- +wwv Ba<n?\dou." 
(Do not depart from the rules and canons of the Fathers, especially of the Holy 
Father Basil.) 
The quest to become familiar with the whole tradition of the Fathers by means of 
the enterprise of collecting, copying and studying a vast quantity of theological texts for 
the monastic and liturgical reform of the Church would equip Theodore personally for his 
later huge contribution to the resolution of the image controversy, gaining the knowledge 
and spirit of the Fathers to produce a convincing iconophile theological apology within 
the tradition. In this apologetic we shall discover that his understanding of the tradition 
both provided the philosophical tools for his creative approach, but also determined the 
theological limits of the argument. 
Significantly, from 806 until his death twenty years later, Theodore had little time 
and opportunity for uninterrupted study of the Fathers. These were years of political and 
theological struggle, and he spent most of this time in exile, deprived even of the 
opportunity to consult books. 
" Fatouros I 0. 
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In 802 Irene was deposed and Nicephorus (802-11) was crowned emperor. Upon 
the death of patriarch Tarasios in 806, the emperor Nicephorus refused to appoint the 
obvious choice of Theodore Stoudios (perhaps fearing the uncompromising character 
Theodore had demonstrated in his quarrel with Tarasios). As part of his broad 
consultation before the appointment, Theodore had made it clear that a layman would not 
be an acceptable choice. 76 When the emperor choose the obscure (though learned and 
pious) layman Nicephorus, he knew that the Stoudites would oppose him. Therefore he 
imprisoned Plato and Theodore for twenty-four days during which time in one week 
Nicephorus was tonsured, deaconed, priested and consecrated patriarch on Easter Sunday, 
806.77 The emperor then decided quickly that it was time to reward the former steward of 
St Sophia, Joseph of Kathara, for his services rendered to the emperor since the time he 
had been defrocked by Tarasios in 797. He arranged for the patriarch Nicephorus to call a 
synod of sixteen bishops which readmitted Joseph to the priesthood and restored his 
stewardship to St. Sophia. 78 Theodore's letters reveal the subsequent course of events 
beginning with his decision, along with Plato, not to protest publicly but rather quietly to 
avoid communion with the patriarch Nicephorus and any others who celebrated the 
eucharist with Joseph. Although the emperor was unaware of the form of this silent 
protest for some time, perhaps his appointment of Theodore's brother Joseph as 
archbishop of Thessalonica 79 was an olive branch to the Stoudites generally. When the 
form of the protest was finally made known to the emperor, he quickly ran out of 
patience, posted soldiers around the Monastery, and appealed to the Stoudites through 
76 Fatouros 16. 
77 Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.837D-840A. 
" Vita B, Migne PG 99.265C f.; Fatouros 21, 22, 24, 30, etc. 
79 See Fatouros 23. 
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bishops and monks. When this failed, the emperor transferred Theodore and his 
companions to the Monastery of Sts. Sergius and Bacchus near the palace. He had the 
patriarch hold a synod of bishops which decided that Joseph of Kathara had performed 
the marriage of Constantine VI under a dispensation ( oi.Kovoll(a) of St. Tarasios, and that 
this dispensation of a saint must be honoured. Theodore cried out, 'John the Baptist is 
dying! The Gospel is being abolished! That is no dispensation!' In the end the emperor 
concluded that he had no choice but to exile Theodore, Plato and Joseph to different 
islands near Constantinople, and to expel the monks from Stoudios. 80 In a letter written to 
pope Leo Ill from exile in 809, Theodore calls the January 809 synod both 1Jolxo<n1vooos-
(the adulterous synod) and atpEnK~v cn!vooov (an heretical synod). 81 More than two 
years later, just as he was leaving for his campaign against the Bulgars, the emperor 
brought all the exiled Stoudites back to Constantinople, ostensibly an act of clemency 
because of Plato's ill health, but more truly a general offer of reconciliation. 82 
When Nicephorus died in battle against the Bulgars, the new emperor, Michael 
Rhangabe, 811-813, made great efforts to repair the unity of the church. Joseph was 
returned as archbishop of Thessalonica and Theodore, Plato, and the other Stoudites 
returned to their Monastery. Joseph of Kathara was deposed again (he would be 
reinstated one last time by Leo V) and Patriarch Nicephorus apologized not so much for 
his own actions but for the late emperor's lack of discretion and heavy handedness in the 
affair. The new emperor looked to reconcile with Charlemagne by recognizing him as 
emperor. Michael, however, was a poor military leader and within two years had suffered 
80 An account of this period of exile is to be found in the letters, generally Fatouros 33 - 56. In letters 33 
and 34 Theodore describes the situation to Pope Leo Ill. 
81 Fatouros 33. 
'' Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.841D-844A; Fatouros 453. 
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such defeat that he was forced to abdicate. The new emperor, Leo V, 813-820 was a 
determined and able leader. Unfortunately for the Stoudites and the iconophiles, he also 
was resolved to forbid the offering of npooxuvl)<ns to images. 
From the enthronement of Leo V in 813 to Theodore's death in 826, his life was 
dominated by an active opposition to iconoclasm. Upon his return to Stoudios in 811 
until the latter days of 814 Theodore enjoyed his last period of relative peace as resident 
Abbot at the Studious Monastery. In December 814 Theodore took the lead at a gathering 
of iconophiles which had been organized to dissuade the emperor from initiating 
iconoclastic policies. When the gathering gained an audience with the emperor, Theodore 
boldly told the emperor that he was subject to the church in matters of faith. The 
situation quickly worsened. At the beginning of Lent, 815 Patriarch Nicephorus resigned 
and was replaced by a lay court official, who was consecrated patriarch on Easter Day. 
Theodore's protest was a public procession of images around the Stoudios Monastery on 
the previous Sunday .83 The new patriarch immediately convened the 815 Council to which 
Theodore was invited but did not attend, addressing the Council through a letter instead. 84 
This 815 Council rejected the authority of the 787 Council and declared the 754 Council 
to be the true Seventh Oecumenical Council. Leo V quickly realized that Theodore would 
be unrelenting in his opposition to Leo's iconoclast programme and thus Theodore 
became one of the first targets of Leo's widespread persecution which continued to the 
end of his reign. In April 815 Theodore was imprisoned in a fort called Metopa in 
Bithynia. It is from there that he most likely wrote the Antirrheticus, his apology for the 
offering of npooxuvl)ots to images, before being moved to Bonita in Asia Minor in the 
'
3 Vita B, Migne PG 99.2858; Vita A, Migne PG 99.186BC. 
" Fatouros 71. 
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spring of 816. 
This is the conclusion of our quick sketch ofTheodore's life up to the beginning of 
his preoccupation with image theology in 815. The story of the concluding eleven years of 
his life will become clear enough in the remainder of this thesis, and especially in chapter 
three. But to understand better these later years, it is helpful to highlight the time of 
Theodore' s second exile of two and one half years, 809 - 811. This period of exile had 
accomplished something far more significant for the coming post-815 troubles than 
Theodore or the Stoudites could have realized at the time. A general appreciation of the 
chronology and character of Theodore's writings is required to help us understand the 
importance of that second exile for his final banishment from his monastery, 815-826. 
The Writings85 
The primary texts for a consideration of Theodore's image theology are limited to the 
Antirrheticus (hereafter Antirr) and the letters. Where I do not specify, Antirr refers to the 
three Antirrhetici since I conclude that Theodore intends them to be three parts of a single 
treatise or argument. The early letters contain Theodore' s initial expressions of image 
doctrine which are expanded in the Antirr. The later letters further clarify and develop 
these ideas. The Parva Catechesis (hereafter PC) and the three small theological works 
that relate directly to the question of images (Refutation and Overturning of Impious 
Poems, Certain Problems of the Iconoclasts, and Seven Chapters Against the Iconoclasts) 
offer supporting text but do not contribute substantially to the conceptions and 
arguments of the Antirr as developed by the letters. In the other writings judged to be 
authentic by Fatouros (199la) Theodore does not address image theology: the Magna 
" Fatouros ( 1991 a), 21- 42 is the most reliable source. 
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Catechesis (hereafter MC), thirteen sermons including funeral eulogies for his mother 
Theoctista and for his uncle Plato, the Testamentum (his final address and instructions to 
members of the Stoudite community and confederacy), and much monastic and liturgical 
poetry. 
The Antirr ( 'AvnppTJnKol K(XTa EtKovof_ufxwv) is found in Migne PG 99.328-436, 
which is taken from J. Sirmond, Sancti Theodori Studitae epistolae aliaque scripta 
dogmatica graece et latine, Paris, 1696. There is no recent critical edition. I have used the 
Migne text. An English translation by Roth ( 1981) is coloured by her interpretative stance 
but for convenience I have used this translation throughout, making adjustments for the 
translation of such words as Elxwv and n pooxuvl)CJtS'. I have found very little speculation 
on the date of composition of the Antirr, but my argument will suggest that the Antirr is 
one complete work in three parts, written in response to the 815 Council. In a letter to the 
815 sitting of iconoclast bishops, Theodore claims, 'But this is not the right time for a 
dogmatic explanation, which would easily persuade even a most dull person to look up to 
the splendours of the truth.' 86 The Antirr is Theodore's dogmatic explanation which he 
wrote within a year or so of the Council, probably while he was still in his first year of 
exile in Metopa in the Opsikian Theme, Bithynia. The dating of the Antirr not only 
involves a comparison with the dates of the letters associated with image theology, but 
also must take account of evidence found within the argument itself. This theme can best 
be addressed in this thesis after Theodore's general argument has been outlined and several 
conceptual notions have been introduced. 
There are 564 known letters. Fatouros (1991 a, 1991 b) provides a critical text of 
557 letters (the other seven are known by title only), plus introductions and summaries of 
86 Fatouros 71. 
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the letters, critical notes and commentaries, and a senes of very useful appendae. 
Evidently copies of these letters were made before they were sent out and after 
Theodore's death they were collected into five books. Fewer than one half of these 
originally collected letters still survive. Most of the extant letters were written from exile 
after 815. Theodore models his style on the letters of St. Cyprian, St. Basil and St. Paul. 87 
Whether Theodore is writing to a spiritual son, his spiritual father, a friend, pope, 
patriarch, synod, a monastery 88 or emperor, his letters are always personal in tone,89 
betraying an intensely learned, pious, humble and strong personality. Throughout, he is 
uncompromising in his passion for the cure of souls, the desirability of ascetic disciplines 
to be practised by all Christians, orthodox doctrine, and the health ofthe Church. 
The letters are hugely important in what they reveal generally about the political, 
social, psychological, and ecclesial aspects of the iconoclastic controversy and 
persecutions, but we shall examine these letters only insofar as they assist in the 
understanding of Theodore's image theology. Of the 557 edited letters, fifty make 
mention or deal substantially with theological issues directly relating to the image 
controversy. These are Fatouros 15, 17, 57, 60, 64, 71, 157, 170, 183,201,221,225,255, 
276,301,305,314,315,361,380,384,393,408,409,411,416,417,418,422,425,427, 
428,430,437,445,448,463,476,477,479,480,491,492,496,499.524,528,532,546, 
87 Fatouros (199la), 39, 40. 
"A number ofletters are written as formal catechesis to monasteries or to all exiled monks: cf. Fatouros 
381, 382, 406,410, 433, 457, 473, 480, 483, 488, 503. 
8
" Hatlie (1999b) cites a number of precepts about the nature and duties of friendship which are found in 
Theodore's letters (he gives several examples from the letters for each characteristic): 'true friends were 
those who remained close despite absence, cared for your soul, came to your aid in time of need, stood by 
you during troubles when mere acquaintances turned their backs, shared your griefs and burdens as well as 
your joys, praised you, made you better and stronger, sought harmony with you and for you, turned a deaf 
ear to the blasphemies of your enemies, generally agreed with your point of view but corrected you in a 
mild manner when you were wrong, were friends to your friends and hostile to your enemies. The ideal 
friendship itself, according to Theodore, was grounded in faith, love (ayam)) and virtue.' (139) 
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551. 
In his dating of the letters, Fatouros compares his evidence and rationale with that 
of Dobroklonskij, the translator and interpreter of Theodore in his two-volume 1913-14 
study in Russian. Fatouros often sees that Dobroklonskij has considered exhaustively the 
available textual and historical evidence and in these cases simply defers to his dating. I do 
not oppose any of Fatouros' conclusive datings but I do offer firm suggestions about 
several key letters to which he does not assign a conclusive date, including 17, 479 and 
491. My argument for the dating of these letters, and their relation to the date of the 
writing of the Antirr, depends upon concepts which will be introduced in chapters one 
and two. For this reason I shall address the question of the chronology of the Antirr and 
the letters more fully in chapter three. 
Letters which may be dated confidently on the basis of allusions to historical 
events and references to other letters include the following: 
Date Letter 
809-11 57 
815 71 
815/16 157, 221 
816 170,183,225,255 
816-18 201 
816-19 314, 361, 384, 393, 408, 409 
817/8 301,315 
818 305, 276, 380 
819 411 
821 417, 418, 422, 425, 430 
821-26 60, 437, 445, 448, 477, 480, 499.524, 551 
30 
826 532 
A number of letters are dated 'intuitively' by Fatouros, with no or very little 
evidence presented. These include: 
815-26 428 
821-26 463, 476 (post 428), 479, 492, 546, 528 (post 428) 
The following letters are not dated by Fatouros: 15, 17, 64, 491,496. 
Fatouros gives no reason why he accepts the authenticity of the three theological 
treatises VEA£YX05" Kai avaTpOTTTJ n1Jv ao-£{3wv TTOUJI.UXTWV (Migne PG 99.436-477), 
Ilpof3J.. rf paTa nva rrpos- dKovopdxous- (Migne PG 99.4 77-485), and Kaux 
dKovopaxwv K£fj>aJ..aw 6rrTa (Migne PG 99.485-497). He offers no critical information 
about these texts, other than that each was copied by Migne from Sirmond. VE/\£yxos- ... 
(The Refutation and Overturning of Impious Poems) considers poems of John 
Grammaticus, Ignatios, Sergios and Stephen, refuting them first in prose and then in ten 
poems. 
In addition to Fatouros (1991 a), 90 the detailed analysis of Cholij (2002),91 should 
be consulted regarding the MtKpa KaTrfXTJms- (PC) and M£yaJ..T) KaTrfXTJo-tS" (MC).92 
Cholij describes the different character of the two collections: 'The selection making up 
the Parva Catechesis was dictated by its liturgical use, and it achieved great popularity as 
a result. Its popularity also explains why Michael [the author of Vita B] speaks of it as 
the "first" book of the Catecheses, despite its later composition, between 821 and 826 .... 
The Magna Catechesis differs fundamentally from the Parva Catechesis only in belonging 
90 Fatouros (1991 a), 21-25. 
91 Cholij (2002), 65-73. 
"' Cholij's study focuses on Theodore's contributions to the monastic life and these catechetical works are 
his primary sources. 
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to an earlier period of Theodore' s abbacy.' 93 That these two sets of teachings were 
composed in such different venues, of course, determines their distinctive style and 
content. The PC was written by Theodore in exile to be read privately (albeit by many 
people): the teaching of the MC was delivered orally within the monastery setting when 
Theodore was still resident at Stoudios, and often deals with particular issues internal to 
the daily life of the monastic community. The more general nature of the teaching of the 
PC about the ascetic life explains why it has always had greater popularity both within 
the Stoudite community after Theodore's death, and up to our present day. All references 
and citations from the MC are Cozza-Luzi who published an edition of 77 catecheses in 
1888 (in A. Mai, NPB 9.2, Rome) and another 34 catecheses in 1905 (in A. Mai, NPB 
10.1, Rome). All references and citations from the PC are Auvray (1891). The translations 
borrowed from various secondary sources are not acknowledged when judged to be 
faithful to the original. 
The Abbot in exile 
I suggested above that Theodore's second period of exile (809-811) served as a precursor 
and 'training' for his final exile from 815 to his death in 826. Just as Theodore had 
adapted the Rule of Basil and the ascetical writings of so many of the Holy Fathers to the 
contemporary situation in Bithynia and Constantinople, so Theodore learned to be Abbot 
to a community of monks scattered by exile throughout the empire. As the 809-11 exile 
continued, Theodore mentions his regret that he had not understood sooner how effective 
his oversight by correspondence could be, and that he had wasted much time at the 
begiru1ing of this exile. When he made this comment he did not know that he would have 
'' Cholij (2002), 66. 
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ample opportunity to apply the lessons learned from the whole of this second exile during 
a third yet more intensive and lengthy banishment from the Stoudios Monastery. 
For example, during this second exile, fearful of his correspondence falling into 
imperial hands, Theodore developed a system of code (of which he makes use in his third 
exile) whereby the twenty four letters of the alphabet were attributed to various 
individuals and groups.94 That this degree of caution was necessary is borne out in the 
third exile when some of his correspondence was intercepted and Theodore was punished 
with a severity which almost caused his death.95 During this 809-11 period, Theodore 
disseminated catechetical teachings, responded to personal spiritual questions and 
concerns, answered theological queries, commented on the orthodoxy of various policies 
and proclamations of the emperor and patriarch, and generally encouraged the living of the 
ascetic life. In the next exile (from 815) caused by broader iconoclastic persecutions, such 
letters were sent not only to his Stoudite monks, but to many other lay iconophiles (men 
and women) who sought to know how to live faithfully during a time of persecution. As 
indicated above, most of the extant letters are from the later period, but the following is a 
passage from one ofthe few letters to have survived from the 809-11 exile. It is addressed 
to Naukratios,96 Theodore's closest disciple and future successor: 
Again another imprisonment for you, beloved child, but again a gravestone for the 
evil-named heretics, to you however an increase of heavenly prizes and praises. So 
for them there is groaning and weeping, but for you rejoicing and thanksgiving. And 
are you not further tested by being again put under guard, just as gold is purified by 
'' Fatouros 41. 
'" Vita B, Migne PG 99.296A-297C. 
'
6 For both the translation and the suggestive interpretation of this passage I am indebted to Professor 
Louth. 
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fire in the furnace? You will be found, therefore, a sacred child and seen by the Lord 
Master to be pure and honest in everything, a truly valuable vessel, ready for every 
good work. Bear with long suffering the strangeness of your second imprisonment... 
but show me how He watches over you; for I think it will be a heavier burden than 
the first. But, nevertheless, whether thus or otherwise you, my child, stand nobly, 
easing the griefs with the great joy of your hopes and winning yourself solitude, the 
discovery of apatheia by looking to and being related to God who alone beholds you, 
despising and scattering the chaffy thoughts that enter in from the sower of tares at 
all times. 
( ... T~V JlOVUJ<JlV, ano:8do:s- EUpE<JlV OUl Tfjs- ETTl JlOVOV TOV opwVTCX <JE 8EOV 
ano~A.bjJEWS' TE Kat <JXE<JEUJS', <JKU~aA.tsUJV KO:l AlKJllsUJV TOUS' ETTEl<JO:YOJlEVOUS' 
axupwons- AOYWJlOUS' no:pa TOU TWV <;t<;avtUJV <JTTOpEUJS' E:KcX<JTOTE.) 
In this passage, as a spiritual father and ~you JlEvos- of the Studios Monastery, Theodore 
encouraged the Stoudite monk and reminded him that he is on the side of Christ. But more 
than this, the last section reads like a catechetical or teaching discourse that Theodore 
might have given if he were at the Stoudios Monastery. For example, the theme of the 
quest for true 'solitude' was always before the monk, as was the notion of striving for 
O:na8na which any Stoudite monk would have known as a technical word for 'serenity' in 
the ascetic writings of the Fathers. A core concept of the ascetic life, Naukratios would 
have heard Theodore use this word often in his catechetical discourses at Stoudios and 
Theodore will continue to emphasize its central place in the catechetical discourses which 
he will send out during his final exile. For the monk, Theodore teaches, 'There is one 
repose then and one pleasure, to cleanse the soul and to look towards O:na8na. And let us 
not grow despondent (verb form of cXK1)6la) when called to repose and the joy of 
34 
ana8Eta. ' 97 Despondency (aKT]Ota) is the opposite of ana8Eta which is a freedom from the 
passions which quench the fire of our love for God. According to John Klimakos whom 
Theodore holds up to his monks as a witness to the ascetic life, the one who reaches 
ana8Eta is 'the one who keeps his soul before the face of the Lord, always reaching out 
to Him even before his strength.' 98 Dorotheos counseled that detachment from self-will 
leads towards ana8Eta: 'From detachment one comes with God's help to perfect ana8Eta 
( , ... , , '8 ) ,gg El.$' TEAElO:V ana El.aV • 
Another technical term of the ascetic tradition heavy with meaning and used in the 
above letter is that of ?\oyw~o{ in the phrase 'chaffy thoughts' (axupwBHs 'Aoywl . lOUS). 
Logismoi ('the thoughts') is a specialized term of an aspect of ascetic struggle with a long 
history in monastic literature. Naukratios and the other monks would have been well 
aware of its significance in the spiritual life both from their own reading and from 
Theodore' s catechetical teaching in the Monastery. 100 It can refer directly to 'demons' or 
at least to the thoughts that have been set in motion by demons, through the passions. 
The catechetical writings of Theodore surviving from his third exile are full of warning 
about the destructive power of these 'Aoyw~ol. The devil 'torments us and flogs us by the 
attack of incessant 'Aoyw~ol.' 101 Theodore asks, 'Who is blind? One short-sighted through 
attachment to the passions. Who is captive? One led away by unseemly 'Aoyw ~o{ .' 102 He 
"PC 60. 
"' Migne PG 88.11488. Translation from John Climacus: The Ladder of Divine Ascent, 29. See also 
Ware's introduction to this volume where he quotes Diadochus of Photice (mid fifth century) as speaking 
of the 'fire of ana8Eta ' (32). Louth ( 1996) describes Maxim us' understanding of a na8Eta as a 'purified 
love.' Ambigua I 0.22a&b carry the same theme as we are highlighting in Theodore. See Migne PG 
90.1148A-1149C; trans. Louth (1996) 120-122. 
99 Instructions 1.20; SC 92.177; Migne PG 99.1636BC. Translation of Cholij (2002). 
IUO Cf. PC 24. 
101 PC !0. 
102 PC 24. 
L _______ _ 
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warns: 'Let us not give in when we are struck by Aoywf1ol.' 103 We must be 'unsleepingly 
keeping watch over our thoughts, not opening the door to the passions, not giving place to 
the devil. ' 104 Both Congourdeau105 and Cholif 06 suggest that Theodore's listing of six 
'spirits of malice' in PC 4 is based on the eight o:Kap8apTot AOYWflOt in Evagrius, 107 most 
likely known by Theodore in the form presented by John Klimakos. 108 Writing during an 
exile which involved numerous voyages in captivity, Theodore often uses nautical 
language in his letters and catecheses. After listing the six vices in PC 4 (lust, gluttony, 
avarice, despondency, dejection and pride), Theodore compares the one afflicted as 
someone caught in a storm at sea, seeking the cessation ofthe wind: 'For if they manfully 
shake off AOYWfloi, they are filled with calm, having the Holy Spirit as the companion of 
their journey, as it is related of Saint Arsenios.' In another catechesis Theodore says 
succinctly, 'For what is the ascetic life but mastery of the passions, control ofthoughts, 
and unrelenting wrestling against invisible foes.' 109 
Thus we see that Theodore's teaching in his letter to Naukratios in the 809-811 
exile is typical catechesis, as if Theodore were resident in Stoudios, instructing his monks 
there. Indeed, it is as if, as Professor Louth suggests: 
the prison has become for Naukratios his monastery, there everything that he was 
striving for in the monastery will be worked out, there he is to team that looking to 
God and being beheld by God is all that matters, there the struggle against the 
passions is still going on, and there he is given the solitude and the hardship that will 
103 PC 63. 
10
' PC 53. 
105 Congourdeau (1993), 22, note 8. 
106 Cholij (2002), 214. 
107 Evagrii de octo vitiosis cogitationibus ad Anatilium I, Migne PG 40.1272A. 
1
"
8 See Ware (1982), 62-66. 
109 PC 57. 
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help him to attain apatheia. For the monks, as it were, persecution can even be 
regarded as a blessing, for all it does is force upon the monk the detachment, solitude 
and hardship that are the very conditions the monk is seeking through the 
asceticism of the monastic rule! 11 " 
Theodore's successful shepherding of his monks by correspondence during this, 
his second exile, prepared him for yet a greater challenge when, in 815, he was to be exiled 
for the third and last time and called upon again to maintain and nourish the persecuted 
church through his correspondence. During this final exile, however, Theodore was not 
just absent from his Monastery, but another Abbot of iconoclast leanings was 
immediately appointed by the emperor in his stead. 111 Theodore thus understood that his 
catecheses had to give spiritual direction to monks who might not enjoy the support of a 
community for a long time. Perhaps this is why Theodore dwells so much on the need to 
control /..oyw r.to{. The normal means of controlling these /..oyw r.to{ were for the monk to 
make very frequent confession ( E:~ayopEuats-) either to his ~you r.tEvos- or spiritual father: 
'There are numerous exercises of virtue; but of all of them not one is as necessary as that 
of E:~ayopEuats- and perfect obedience.' 112 • In this E~ayopEuats- all distracting ;\oywr.toi 
would be confessed - not just what the penitent judged to be bad or evil thoughts, but all 
trains of thought which were distractions from prayer. This would require an absolute 
trust in the ~you r.tEvos- or the spiritual father. 113 During these years of exile Theodore 
could not be the 1) you r.tEvos- present to receive E:~ayopEuats- from his monks. The 
significance of this for Theodore's sense of responsibility for the spiritual health of 
11
° From unpublished notes of Professor Louth. 
111 Leontius, who had opposed Theodore's stance in the Joseph controversy. See Fatouros 333 and 381. 
112 Oratio XI, Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.8120. 
113 For a general discussion see Hausherr (I 990). 
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individual monks is made clear by the Stoudite 'YnoTunwats-'' 4 which prescribes that each 
monk make a daily E:~o:yopEuats- to the ~you llEvos-. The 'YnoTunwats- was written after 
Theodore's death, but it is thought to accurately describe the monastic rule during 
Theodore's time as Abbot as well. Only under certain conditions and with special 
permission could E:~o:yopEuats- be made to anyone other than the ~youllEvos-. In this time 
of upheaval between 815-826 it is not even certain that any ~you llEvos- or spiritual father 
would be available for all those who received his written catecheses. In such a case, the 
established remedy for the elimination of t._oytajlo( and growth in d:na8na was not 
possible. Thus in these exceptional circumstances Theodore had to stress even more 
greatly the need for these t._oyw llo( somehow to be brought under control. Perhaps we can 
hear something of the frustration of an Abbot who directs his community by 
correspondence in this catechesis written near the end of his life. Among the authorities 
cited for the teaching contained in this catechesis, Theodore includes mention of 
Dorotheos, Arsenios and Thaddaeus: 
My brothers and fathers, I would like to keep silent and I am forced to speak. To 
keep silent so as not to sadden you; to speak because of the commandment, 
'Speak,' it is said, 'and do not be silent. I am with you.' '15 This was said, it is true, 
by the Lord to the apostle, but this word also applies to those who have the care of 
souls .... Tell me, where do they come from, these arrogant words among you and 
the unreasonable acts that follow? Is this not because you conceal and do not 
disclose your evil thoughts? An evil thought is the beginning, the root of the errors 
we make; if one discloses it, it disappears with God's help. If it remains hidden, it 
gradually evolves into a work of darkness. And from that comes death, splits 
'" Migne PG 99.1704-1720. 
w Acts 18.9. 
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between brothers, and so forth.' 116 
Finally, this discussion highlights an important aspect of Theodore's thought 
which must be remembered as I focus on the argument of the Antirr and the letters which 
pertain to image theology. It is clear that the theme of practical ascetic struggle or n pa~tS" 
is dominant in all his written catecheses and present in many letters during his third exile. 
These catecheses and letters were written at the very same time that Theodore is 
developing his image theology which is primarily connected with the practice of 8Ewp{a 
(contemplation). The Christ-dKwv will be shown to be liturgical, doctrinal and devotional 
in character. It is doctrinally defined primarily by its place within the overall decorative 
programme of the church interior which itself is largely determined by the cycle of feasts 
and seasons of the liturgical calendar, and it functions within the context of the spiritual 
logic ofthe Liturgy. The Christ-El.Kwv thus is an aspect of the broader worship and prayer 
life of the Byzantine Christian, and it has a specific role in bringing the soul to achieve 
8Ewp{a. Deep in the ascetic tradition is the close and necessary relation of npa~tS" and 
8Ewp{a. Ilpa~tS", at least initially, is a preparation and a leading into 8Ewp{a. Theodore's 
teaching on 8Ewp{a is clearly found in the collection of earlier catecheses delivered when he 
was resident in Stoudios: 'let us ascend the mountain of the Lord and contemplate with 
the eyes of the soul the joy of the promises of heaven,' 117 'What is more beautiful and 
more delightful to the living God than the splendour of virtues and the purity of soul, the 
illumination of the intellect and the elevation of the mind to things above (EKAall4JEwS" 
vous Kat E:napoEws npos Ta avw owvoias ), ' 118 'let us look up to heaven above and 
116 This is from the penultimate catechesis in the PC, 133. 
117 MC 80. 
118 MC 35. 
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know the f...oyoc:; of creation. ((3f...ETIOIJ-EV El<;" oupavov avw Kal YlVW<JKOIJ-EV t..6yov 
KTtoEwc;-.).' 119 Monks are to grow 'from splendour to spendour; contemplation to 
his later catecheses and letters written in exile, at the same time that he was developing his 
image theology, Theodore continued to remind the Stoudites of the purpose of npd~tc:;. 
Soon after the beginning of the exile, Theodore suggests to the monks who have taken 
refuge in the mountains that their sufferings and struggles will be their path to achieve 
contemplation: 
I praise ( u 11 vw) your holy exile, I praise your homes in the mountains, because, 
even though you are suffering, nevertheless it is the work of God. Moses conversed 
with God on Mount Sinai, Elijah was worthy to see God, as much as is possible, on 
Mount Horeb. The most divine Jesus himself ascended the mountain so that he 
could pray most humanly. What does this mean? It seems to me that this is a 
symbol of the ascent of the soul to contemplation ( cn)IJ.~ol>.ov TfjS' Kan\ <)Juxl]v 
ava~aaEwc:.;- To 8Ewprwa ), for as the mountain overshadows according to the 
lowliness and hollowness of the plains, even so by proportion, the mind of the 
supplicant rises to God through the highest region (6 voGs- ToG npoaEuxof1Evou 
avElat npos- 8Eov Bta ToG flETEwpou Tonou.). Do you see, 0 beloved, what is the 
kind of elevated place in which you live? Let us remember this, even we sinners 
who live in such a humble region, as we share with you by flying high as the eagles 
of the Lord."' 
"" Papadopoulos-Kerameus (1904), 107.181, as cited by Cholij (2002), 219. I was unable to consult the 
rare Papadopoulos-Kerameus edition of the Magna Catechesis, published in 1904 in St. Petersburg. 
'
2
" MC 61. 
"' Fatouros 393. 16-27. 
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In a reply to a recluse (c. 816-819) Theodore explained that the vision of God ( 1) 
8EonT{a) is only granted to those with a pure heart: 
To those who dwell in the common life (E:v T0 Kotv0 f:l{4l) it is not possible that 
the eye of the understanding ( 6 TT)<; 8wvo{a.,- o<j)8a/q.to<;) will be purified to such a 
degree that it is intent upon God without a barrier, the attachments of the flesh ( Tfj 
TT)<; aapKo<; npoana8Etq) making them see badly as if through some rheum. But to 
us who must renounce everything and who received the order to carry only the 
cross of Christ, seeing God is easy ( EtmET~<; lj 8EonT{a ); namely, not to think or 
consider anything except how to please God and to worship him with a pure heart, 
all carnal affections having been severed. (~youv To l.lTJ8Ev aAI\o Kat EXElV Kat 
Finally, in a catechesis in which he reflects on the Feast of the Transfiguration, Theodore 
asks who is able to enjoy the ineffable presence of the Lord, as did Peter, James and 
John?: 'Who is worthy to attain that joy? Who else but one whose way of life is pure and 
undefiled? For since our God is pure, or rather the highest light, he comes to the pure .. .' 123 
ITpa~ts- leads to 8Ewp{a. Only the mind free from /..oyw!J.o{ and the soul in the pure state 
of ana8na can know 8Ewp{a. In another reflection on the Transfiguration, this time from a 
letter c. 818-819, Theodore brings together these themes: 
'" Fatouros 387. As in the quotation from Fatouros 409, this language is that of Denys the Areopagite, 
though not identified here. For those who experience~ 8Eom{a see EH 4.8, Migne PG 3.4818; Ep. 8, 
Migne 3 .I 085A; I 0978. As well, Denys typically uses the language of worship and praise (here, 
.\aTpEuELv) in his description of the divine vision. 
"' PC20. 
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'With the visible manifestation of God,' as the all-wise Dionysius says, 'we shall be 
filled in all-holy contemplation (Ev navayvot<> 8Ewptat<> &:nonf..l]pOuflEVot), 
illuminating us (shining around us) with the glorious shining forth, as the disciples, 
at the divine transfiguration. For we participate by the mind free from passion and 
earthly things ( Ev &:na8El: Kat &:u/..ty HQ vc\) flETEXOVTES') in his intelligible 
illumination.'" 
In chapter four I shall quote this letter at greater length and it will be seen that Theodore is 
here speaking of a contemplation which is made possible by the Christ-El.Kwv. The Christ-
EtKwv plays a part both in the ascetic struggle to free the mind from 1\oywl-lo{ and then 
ultimately as the means whereby 8ELup{a can be achieved. In my examination ofthe Antirr 
and the image letters which follows, the reader should keep in mind that the focused 
discussion of this thesis takes place within Theodore's understanding that the Christ-
E1xwv has a specific place within the Christian notion of 8Ewp{a, and that 8Ewp{a can never 
be separated from npaet~. 
Theologia and Oikonomia 
In addition to this well established Byzantine understanding of ascetical theology, it will 
be helpful in this introduction to describe briefly two other fundamental and universally 
assumed notions of Byzantine theology. The first is the distinction between 8Eo/\oy{a 
and ol.Kovol-lta. Theodore's entire argument assumes that his opponents share a common 
understanding of these related terms. In the earliest writing we possess in which Theodore 
addresses the image question c.810, Theodore claims 'Ifthis offering ofnpoo"KUVT)at~ to 
the dKwv of Christ (Tij~ E1xovo~ Tou XpwTou) is taken away, then the very ol.Kovol-l{a 
'" Fatouros 409. 46-50. 
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of Christ is virtually destroyed.' 125 And in Antirr III.A.37 he insists that Christ must be 
circumscribed, 'unless the mystery of the OlKOVOf.l.la be a fantasy. (E\_ f.l.~ apa <j>avTao{a 
To Tljs- otKovof.l.{as- f.l.UOTT)pwv. )' With this language, Theodore accuses the iconoclasts 
of a heresy which denies entirely the salvation of God offered in Jesus Christ. The 
accepted definition, already established by the time of the Cappadocians 126 to whom 
Theodore is so indebted, is that 8Eo;\oy{a is the consideration of the Godhead in and of 
itself, and that ol.Kovof.l.{a is the working out of God's purpose in the world, through His 
Son. Theodore articulates the difference in a bit of catechesis to a convert during his third 
exile: 
For this is the true faith of Christians, according to the dogma of theology (To TfjS" 
8EoAoy{as- 8oyf.1.a), to believe in the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, in 
whom the baptized have their perfection: God the Father, God the Son, God the 
Holy Spirit, (in one God and not three/ yes, because there is one divinity, not divided 
into three hypostases, but divinity is contemplated indivisibly wholly in each 
person. The summing up of the confession turns out to be a paradox: God is said to 
be in each, yet there is one God), but then again there is the dogma of the 
oikonomia (To Tfjs- o\.KoVof.J.(as-) which is to believe that the word became flesh, that 
is to say that one of the Holy Trinity was born of the immaculate Virgin Mary, 
remaining what he had been, unchanging and coeternal God as with the Father, 
taking up our nature by his birth through the virgin in the Holy Spirit. And he is 
wholly God and wholly man, bearing wholly and without defect in him the natures of 
each ( Hx Twv E:KaTE:pwv <jluoEwv) out of which he is composed ( E:e wv ouvETE8"fl ), 
thus he is said to be very God and very man in the properties of one hypostasis ( EV 
"' Fatouros 57. 
"
6 Cf. Gregory Nyssa Contra Eunomium libri 3.1.131-2, 3.3.61-62; Gregory Nazianzen Orationes 30.8; 
Basil Contra Eunomium 2.2-3, 2.22. 
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Thus far the iconoclasts would agree, perhaps with the exception of the phrase 'in 
the properties of ... ' in the final phrase .128 For three hundred years the Church had been 
working out the implications of the Chalcedonian definition of the two natures in the one 
hypostasis. How are the full properties of each nature expressed in the one hypostasis? 
By the eighth century it has come to an agreement that this one Lord Jesus Christ had two 
natures, two wills, and two energies. But how does Christ express these human and divine 
natures 'without confusion, without change, without division, without separation ... '? Is 
there a 'theandric activity' which avoids monoenergism, in which the one Person of Christ 
acting with integrity does human things divinely and divine things hurnanly? 129 These are 
the continuing questions of the ol.Kovojl{o:: how God acts in human history in the Person 
of his divine Son to save us. Although these questions are not answered merely by 
acknowledging the distinction of 8Eot..oy{o: and ol.Kovojlto:, nevertheless the continuing 
attempt to answer these questions must maintain this distinction. In fact the distinction 
itself was first introduced into Christian thinking in the fourth century, during the Arian 
controversy, precisely to establish a clarity of thought conceming the divinity of Christ. 
What can be said about Christ as God in relation to the other members of the Holy 
Trinity is a matter of 8Eo/..oy{o:. What can be said about Christ as Saviour in relation to the 
world and the human soul is a matter of ol.Kovoll{o:. 
Theodore accuses the iconoclasts of violating this principle. As Theodore IS 
"' Fatouros 463. 
"'This is close, but not quite the language ofChalcedon which declares 'the property of both natures is 
preserved and comes together into a single person and a single subsistent being.' See Tanner ( 1990), 86, 
87. 
'"See Louth (1996), 54-62, 171-179 re. Maximus' interpretation ofDionysius' fourth letter in the light of 
the Christological divisions of the time. 
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concluding his entire argument in Antirr III.C.l5, the iconoclasts challenge that John 4.24 
teaches that any offering ofnpoKUVT]<JlS' to Christ ('since he is God'- E:ndnEp 8Eos-) in 
an ElKWV is idolatry. ('God is Spirit and those who offer him npoKuvl)<JlS' must offer him 
npoKuvl)<JlS' in spirit and in truth.') This accusation is put into the mouth of the 
iconoclasts to provide Theodore the opportunity to suggest that the root of the iconoclast 
heresy is that its proponents 'do not recognize how different the doctrine of the 
ooy11a).' The saying about offering npoKuvl)o-w in spirit and in truth belongs to 8Eo/\oy{a, 
but the offering of npoKuvl) <Jl5' to the Incarnate Christ in the Ei.Kwv belongs to the 
principle ofthe o\.KoVoJl{a (Tfjs- o\.KovoJl{as- /\oyos-). 13°Christ was both God and man. 
Theodore was familiar with Basil's Contra Eunomium 131 in which Basil takes up 
and corrects Eunomius' subordinationist interpretation of Acts 2.36, 'God has made 
(E:notT]<JEv) him [Jesus] both Lord and Christ.' According to Basil, Luke was not making a 
statement of 8Eo/\oy{a about the nature of the relations within the Godhead, but rather 
was describing God's activity within the created order ( ol Tfjs- o\.Kovo 11 {as- /\oyol ). Thus 
the Scripture does not deny the eternal divinity of the Son. Eunomius simply was not 
careful enough with distinguishing 8Eo/\oy{a from o\.KoVoJl{a. In a like fashion, in Seven 
Chapters against the Iconoclasts, Theodore refutes an iconoclastic interpretation of an 
alleged quotation from Gregory Nazianzen. 132 The quotation is not cited accurately, but if 
this is written during his exile Theodore might be recollecting from memory both the 
quotation and the interpretation by the iconoclasts. The attempted quotation is very 
130 This seminal passage near the conclusion of the apology continues in a way which will suggest how the 
offering of npoKuv*ns- to the ElKwv of Christ overcomes the distinction of oiKoVOIJ.ta and 8Eolloy(a. 
111 Theodore quotes from Contra Eunomium in Antirr ll.44. 
131 Cf. Demoen ( 1997), 79. 
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likely from Oration 28.7, which is the Theologian's second theological oration, and reads: 
nwc;- yap aEnnSv, Et nEpt ypannSv (for how would it [i.e. the Godhead] be holy, if it 
could be circumscribed?) The refutation of the iconoclast interpretation is simply to point 
out that he has failed to maintain the essential distinction between 8EoAoy{a and 
OlKOVOIJ.ta: 
Ou 11~v nEpt olKovo~J.(ac;- npouKnTo AEynv. "A'A.Aoc; yap ;._6yoc:; 8Eo/._oy(ac;-, Kat 
(This has not been said concerning the olKovol-l{a. There IS one principle of 
8Eoll.oy(a and another of olKovol-l(a: according to the principle of 8Eoll.oy(a the 
maxim is valid, according to the principle of olKovol-l(a it is not.) 
In this same oration of Gregory Nazianzen to which Theodore refers, Gregory has 
already made use of a citation from Plato, 'To conceive God is difficult, but to describe 
him is impossible.' 134 Gregory suggests that a truer expression would be, 'To describe God 
is impossible, but to conceive him even more impossible.' 135 Perhaps it is this text of 
Gregory which Theodore has in mind at the very beginning of the argument of the Antirrm 
when he makes an extreme statement regarding the difficulty of speaking of matters of 
8EoAoy{a. Theodore is cautioning against any attempt to describe the content of 8EoAoy{a 
or to make any statement about the Godhead at all. 
"on 1-LEv anEptAT]TITOV TO 8ElOV Kat anEptypanTOV, npoa8"Ti<H.tl 8"on Kat annpov 
131 Migne PG 99.496D-497 A. 
"'Oration 28.4 citing Timaeus 28C. Migne PG 36.28C. See Winslow (1979) 28, 29. 
n; Of course Gregory Nazianzen here generally follows the theme in Origen that Plato did not sufficiently 
defend the incomprehensibility of the divine nature. Origen, Celsus 7.36-45. 
116 Antirr l.2. 
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Kat a6ptoTOV Kat aoxrJI.tcXTlOTOV, Kat ooa 8ux Tfjs- a<jlmpEOEWS' TWV anEp OUK EOTl, 
f..Eynm navT{ nou 8ijt..ov. ... Kat ooov JlEv Kanx To Tfjs- 8Eof..oy{as- 8oyfla, oux 
on nEptypa<jlijs- ~ KaTaA~<j.JEWS' d8os- E~EUplOKElV, anayE· TOlJTO yap TfjS' 
"EAAT)VtKfjS' E:mvo{as- E<jlElJPEfla· at..A" ou8" on noTE EOnv 'lOIJ.EV TO 0EtOV, ~ 0 
Tt nEp EOTlV, ws- aUTO nEpt E:auTOU ETitOTaTm JlOVOV. 
(It is obvious to all that the Godhead is incomprehensible and uncircumscribable, and 
I add boundless, limitless, formless, and whatsoever else through the removal of 
[properties by privation] the Godhead is not...And in regard to the doctrine of 
theology, so far from inventing some kind of circumscription or comprehension of 
form (perish the idea! for this was an invention of pagan thought), we do not even 
know that the Godhead exists at all, or what sort of thing it is, as it alone 
understands about itself.) 
Thus only the language of a-privative, or apophatic, language can be used in relation to 
8EoAoy{a. But we must not make a hasty assumption from this relationship of 8EoAoy{a 
and apophatic language that therefore cataphatic language must be appropriate to the 
o't.KovoJ.i{a. Theodore immediately goes on to correct such a notion: 
'En Et 8E: 8t' aKpav aya80TT)Ta ElS av8pwnE(av <jluot V EA ~AU8E, YEVOIJ.EVOS' Ka8' 
Kpaots-, ~TOl TOU anEpl ypanTOU npos- TO nEpl yEypaiJ.JlEVOV· TOU andpou npos- TO 
TIETIEpaOIJ.EVOV. TOU aoptOTOU npos- TO 8twptof1EVOV. TOU CtOXT)JlaTtOTOU npos- TO 
EUOXT)JlaTtofJ.EVov· o Kat napa8oxov· 
(But because of His great goodness one of the Trinity has entered human nature and 
become like us. There is a mixture of the unmixed, and a compounding of that 
which is not able to be combined: that is, of the uncircumscribable with the 
circumscribed, of the boundless with the bounded, of the limitless with the definite, 
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of the fonnless with the well-formed, which is paradoxical.) 
The language appropriate to the Person of Jesus Christ is paradoxical 137 - both apophatic 
and cataphatic. The iconoclasts are convinced that the portrayal of Christ in an ElKwv 
denies the apophatic nature of Christ, and thus the saving ol.Kovoll{a. The iconophiles are 
equally convinced that the denial of the Christ dKwv negates the way that Christ has come 
to save us, and rejects the precious cataphatic language of the saving ol.Kovofl{a. The 
solution to this dilemma will lie in Theodore's understanding of the devotional ElKWV 
which, like Christ himself, must be spoken of in both apophatic and cataphatic language at 
the same time. Both Christ and his devotional EtKwv provide the bridge from the 
Theodore's understanding of tradition 
In his humility Theodore would very often express his unworthiness to be abbot, yet he 
makes one exception: 'whatever ill anyone may speak of me, let him do so, for he speaks 
truth, with one sole exception: I am no heretic.' 138 
The notion of heresy for Theodore was linked with that of tradition, which is the 
other notion which colours the whole of middle Byzantine theology. As with the concept 
of8Eot._oy{a/ol.Kovofl{a Theodore shared a general understanding oftradition with his 
contemporaries on both sides of the debate, but gave it his own refinement in the course 
of the argument. All parties on all sides of all the controversies in the seventh to ninth 
m Just as the confession of the Trinity is described by Theodore to be a paradox in Fatouros 463, as 
already noted. 
us MC 12, p 81. Cited by O'Connell (1972), 200. 
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centuries sought to be true to the authoritative tradition of Scripture as interpreted and 
lived by the Fathers and the saints (as recorded in their exegetical, doctrinal and devotional 
writings, in the V ita of the saints, and even monastic canons and Rules), as articulated in 
the opos- and canons of the six oecumenical councils, and as passed down in the divine 
liturgy (including the creeds). This tradition conveyed divinely revealed truth that was 
changeless and timeless. Theodore speaks for the spirit of the age when he distinguishes 
the character of this truth from that of heretical distortions: 
'0 1-LEv TijS' a?\ Tj8Eias- ?\oyos- I-LOVOEl8l]s- TlS' wv Kat CtKpa8avTOS' Tl)v <jlU<JlV, OUTE 
YVWI-LlKal:s- 8talpE<JE<JtV, OUTE XPOVlKal:s- CtAAOlCD<JE<JlV unof3ctAAE<J8at nE<jlUKEV' CtEt 
yap E<JTl Ta mha 8o~a(wv TE Kat npE<Jf3Euwv WS' TicX<JT]S' u<jlE<JHDS' TE Kat 
npou8E<JEWS' E~lJPTJI-LEvos-. '0 8E. ToiJ t)>Eu8ous- 11D8os-, aTE no?\uuxt8l)s- Kat 
1-lUpt<)yvwi-LOS' Tuyxavwv, E~ &.nwv TE El<;' a?\t..a 1-LETantTITWV, nij 1-LEv TOUTO 
npE<Jf3EUEl, nij BE. ETEpov avn8o~a(El, Kat l<JTaTat E:nt TOU mhoiJ ou8allif 
ou8a!-LWS', TOlS' Tf[S' CtAAOlW<JEWS' TE Kat Tponf[s- va8E<JlV unof3aA/..o!-LEV0'). 139 
(Because the word of truth is single and unshakable by nature, it is not subject to 
divisions of opinion or changes with time; for it is always holding and proclaiming 
the same doctrines, since it is free from all subtraction or addition. The fables of 
falsehood, however, because they are fragmented and diverse in opinion, always 
shifting from one position to another, proclaim one thing now, then hold the 
opposite, and never stand still in the same place, since they are subject to the 
pressures of variation and change.) 
In Antirr 11.47,48 the iconoclast offers to bring forward 'more authoritative texts from the 
holy Fathers' which forbid the erection of an EtKwv. The iconophile speaker replies that 
1)
9 Preface to Antirr 11, Migne PG 99.352C. 
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these cannot be authentic texts from saintly Fathers 'but from heretical interpolators; 
otherwise they would agree with the inspired Fathers.' The tradition was judged to have 
an integrity which should not be compromised. We shall see that this demand of total 
consistency and theological agreement within the tradition would lead to a way of doing 
theology which threatened to prevent the resolution of the image debate altogether. 
Innovation was thought to be the mother of heresy. As John of Damascus states 
the purpose of his Fount of Knowledge, 'I shall offer nothing of my own, but shall 
summarize, as succinctly as I can, what proven teachers have formulated.' 140 So Theodore 
likewise describes a treatise he has written: 'I have introduced no thought of my own in 
the entire work, but only to gather and collect [the teachings and precepts] of the holy 
F h '141 ( "'' ' 1;: ' - ' "> - , '"' , ' ' " at ers. I!T)vEV Ec, EaUTOU EV 01\0) TU) OUVTayllaTl '!'POVT)Ila ElOKEKOI!lKWS" ... T) 
wSvov TO u<j)ElVal Kat ouva<)Jm Ta TLllV 8EtWV naTEpwv.) The Damascene had pointed 
to Galatians 1.8: ' ... if anyone announces to you another gospel than that which the 
catholic church has received from the holy apostles, Fathers, and councils, and has 
guarded until now, do not listen to him ... If an angel or an emperor announces to you a 
gospel other than the one you have received, close your ears.' 142 Likewise, Theodore 
points to the same scriptural text (a favourite of Theodore's) in his Refutation of 
Iconoclastic Poems, describing true doctrine as 'the excellence of the apostles, the 
foundation of the Fathers, the keys of the dogmas, the standard of orthodoxy' and 
declaring that anyone who contradicts this doctrine 'even if an angel from heaven', is to be 
excommunicated and anathematized. Immediately after the 'heretical' synod of January 
809 which Theodore interprets as overturning the tradition of the church, he writes: 'How 
1
"" Migne PG 94.525A. 
'"
1 Fatouros 43.16-19. 
Ju Orations on the Images 2.6, Migne PG 94.1288, as quoted by Pelikan (1974), 9. 
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can any man living in the flesh, if he wavers and introduces innovations, especially such 
innovations as these, be other than alienated from God.' (Ka't nws- av8pwnos- nas- E:v 
a"-AoTpws- 8Eou;Y43 The Council in Trullo (692), part ofthe Sixth Oecumenical Council, is 
cited several times in his letters and in the Antirr. It cautions bishops in their teaching. 
It is necessary for those who preside over the churches ... to teach all the clergy and 
people ... collecting out of divine Scripture the thoughts and judgments of truth, but 
not exceeding the limits now fixed, nor varying from the traditions of the God-
fearing Fathers. But if any issue arises concerning Scripture, it should not be 
interpreted other than as the luminaries and teachers of the Church have expounded 
in their writings; let them [the bishops] become distinguished for their knowledge of 
patristic writings rather than for composing treatises out of their own heads.'"" 
Tradition was the agreed authority for both iconophiles and iconoclasts. The 754 
Council, 787 Council and 815 Council each in turn pleaded that their opos- and canons 
were entirely derivative from the orthodoxy of the previous six oecumenical counci ls. 145 In 
the Antirr the iconoclast demands that the iconophile prove his case 'by bringing together 
testimonies from various Fathers' .146 When Theodore reasons a point, the iconoclast 
retorts, 'You have proved by artificial logic ... but you have not proved it by indisputable 
witnesses.' 147 
w Fatouros 36.80-1. 
'"'Canon 19, cited by Meyendorff (1984). 
'"'In Fatouros 24 (808) Theodore challenges the claim that Joseph's reinstatement was accomplished by 
council authority, 'Sir, a council does not consist simply in the gathering together of bishops and priests, 
no matter how many there are .... A council occurs when, in the Lord's name, the canons are thoroughly 
searched out and maintained.' 
"" Antirr 11.28, Migne PG 99.3738. 
'"' Antirr ll.36, Migne PG 99.376D. 
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Within this shared commitment to tradition as authoritative, however, it seems to 
me that Theodore and the Stoudites in general had a more lively and present sense of 
tradition than did the iconoclasts. When Theodore quotes from Sophronius' Miracles of 
the Martyrs Cyrus and John, and from the Synodicon of Theodore of Antioch (actually 
Theodore of Jerusalem, 745-67) 148 he is challenged because these 'are recent, and not 
among the ancient Fathers, they cannot be accepted as authoritative witness.' Obviously 
for the iconoclast, a fixed canon of ancient orthodox authors had been established as 
authoritative. In this way of thinking, the fifth century view as expressed by Vincent of 
Lerins that tradition is the discernment of what the Church has always affirmed: 'quod 
ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est' 149 sends one back to the past to 
gather authoritative texts. This sense of tradition is that of an objective fixed body of 
dogma and sayings which is an external standard by which the present church is guided 
and judged. 
In response to this approach, Theodore presents another concept of tradition 
which is more urgent and present. He suggests that current teachers must be judged in 
relation to the tradition and if they do not follow 'Basil and the other inspired Fathers', 
then they are not to be accepted. On the other hand, these current teachers should be 
accepted as part of the authoritative tradition, if they meet certain conditions. 
But if their words are consistent and equivalent, not only those who are remembered 
for speaking two hundred years ago, but also anyone up to the present time who 
may say the same, should be both accepted by the Church of God and numbered for 
his true teaching with the holy apostles themselves, not merely with the later 
'""This Synodicon was read into the proceedings of 787. See Mansi 12.1135-46. 
'"
9 Vincent of Lerins, Commonitorium 2, Migne PL 50.640. 
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inspired teachers. In this regard listen to the Acts of the Holy Confessor Maximus, ... 
there is a great swarm of texts available from both ancient and recent authorities 
(Xp~CJEWV TWV TE TictAal Kat VEWCJTt) ... 150 
The authoritative tradition of the church includes Maximus Confessor in the seventh 
century and Theodore of Jerusalem in the eighth century. 
Theodore taught his Stoudite monks that they were at present living the tradition 
of the Church. The greatest privilege of the Stoudite life is to pass along to following 
generations the orthodox faith of the church, together with the monastic rule. 151 The 
tradition is not something that belongs to the past, but it is embodied in the Church (the 
church as the visible 'body of Christ', and not an invisible entity is a recurrent theme for 
Theodore ), in the monastic communities, and indeed in every baptized Christian who is 
faithful to the teachings, canons and sacraments of the Church. In the Stoudite efforts to 
order their lives according to ancient monastic rule, to progress in the spiritual life 
according to the inspired teachings of the ascetic Fathers, to worship in the liturgical 
tradition as inherited, and to collect, copy and study the writings of the Fathers and their 
Vita, the Stoudites lived the tradition. 
In living this tradition, the Stoudites were not looking backward. Rather, the rule 
of Basil, particularly as interpreted by Dorotheus of Gaza, was much enhanced and 
refined by Theodore. Theodore was wise enough in the ascetic tradition to have 
understood the principles of that tradition which he adapted to the new urban monastic 
mission. As well, Theodore and other Stoudites in the ninth century made significant 
''" Antirr 11.40, Migne PG 99.381AB. 
"' See Laudatio Platonis, Migne PG 99.845. 
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contributions to liturgical enhancement and revision, both in the writing of texts and 
poetry and in the ordering of the offices and Triodion especially, as mentioned above. In 
his regular catechesis Theodore would translate the insights of the received ascetic 
writings into practical advice for his community and for the individual monks under his 
care. In the very same way, Theodore the Stoudite defends his creative apology for the 
EtKwv by arguing that part of the very tradition of the Church requires that its divinely 
received, timeless and changeless doctrine must be articulated in fresh ways in the 
developing ol.Kovo1.!la. In this spirit he admits that the precise expression of his image 
theology cannot be found in the prior tradition, but it is nonetheless part of the tradition. 
In a letter written near his death Theodore summarizes some aspects of his image 
theology and concludes: 'Thus, 0 man of God, is the truth as it has been taught by the 
apostles and prophets and God-inspired Fathers, even if not in these very words, but 
through the truth of a careful examination of their sayings.' 152 
In contrast to this commitment to be true to the spirit of the tradition, in Antirr 
II.7 the iconoclast represents a view oftradition that sees it as a closed set: 
anapaOEKTO') b t-6yos-· 11~ napa:\a:IJ.j3avo1J.EVO') ~IJ.WV Ti'j Kanx TilGTlV OIJ.OAoyiq:. 
(your statement cannot be accepted, because it is not included in the traditional 
confession of our faith.) 
In his study of Leontius of Jerusalem, Gray (1989) suggests that this attitude can be 
found as early as the sixth century: 
152 Fatouros 463. 
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The ponderous weight of the imagined past - possessed of a perfect, seamless 
theology, the achievement of irreproachable and holy Fathers who spoke with but a 
single voice - made it impossible to conceive of oneself as living still in their age.' 5' 
On the contrary, in response to the iconoclast, Theodore describes a living tradition which 
requires that the expression of orthodox doctrine be constantly refined: 
Many teachings which are not written in so many words, but have equal force with 
the written teachings, have been proclaimed by the holy Fathers. It is not the 
inspired Scripture but the later Fathers who made it clear that the Son is 
consubstantial with the Father, that the Holy Spirit is God, that the Lord's mother is 
Theotokos, and other doctrines which are too many to list. If these doctrines are 
not confessed, the truth of our worship is denied. But these doctrines were confessed 
at the time when need summoned them for the suppression of heresies which were 
rising up against the truth. So after all how is it surprising, although it is not written 
that Christ is the prototype of His Ei.Kwv, if the times now require this to be said in 
opposition to the growing iconoclast heresy, since the truth is so clearly evident?' 5• 
The challenge for such an understanding of tradition as expressed here is precisely 
that challenge which was taken up by the church in its first six centuries. Through its 
developing exegesis, liturgy, creeds, six oecumenical councils, resulting canons, and 
theology, it set the limits of discourse and gave increasing definition to orthodox 8Eot..oy{o: 
and olKovoiJ.tO:. The eighth and ninth centuries are generally characterized as having left 
behind this lively sense of a developing tradition which, under the guidance of the Holy 
"'Gray (1989), 35. 
"• Antirr 11.7, Migne PG 99.356CD. 
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Spirit, atiiculated the implicit truths of the faith already present in Scripture. These 
subsequent centuries, rather, are thought to represent a more narrow backward looking to 
a tradition which is fossilized in the past, and associated with the growth of florilegia and 
'theology by snippet'. I shall examine these claims in due course in my argument, but it is 
important to note before we begin that at the very least, Theodore and the Stoudite 
community saw themselves as participants in, and contributors to, a living tradition. Their 
calling was to live and speak that tradition faithfully in whatever new ways their 
circumstances required: in their monastic rule, in their ascetic life, liturgically, and 
doctrinally. 
Approach and structure of this dissertation 
Citing I. Hausherr as 'an authority on Theodore' 155 Cholij (2002) promotes Hausherr's 
views that 'even ifTheodore had studied texts of the Fathers in extenso, he seems to have 
taken little note of context and is interested only in the conclusions and the way they are 
expressed.' 156 Cholij continues, 'Certainly this "lazy" way of doing theology was 
commonplace during the period.' 157 Cholij, following Hausherr, is speaking of the 
phenomenon which we shall describe below as 'argument by florilegia' which is a 
theological reflection based on established florilegia and not on the reading and 
understanding of complete texts. But then Cholij makes two revealing admissions. First, 
he concedes that Hausherr supports his negative assessment of Theodore's theological 
"
5 But surely not an authority on Theodore's theological writings; about which Hausherr wrote very little 
and it seems that Cholij has read even less. As Cholij suggests, Hausherr is exceptional when placing 
Theodore in the context of the monastic ascetic tradition, cf. Hausherr ( 1935); but he never claims, as far as 
I know, to have given proper attention to his theological works. Authors who have considered Theodore as 
a theologian have much more positive appraisals of his theological abilities. See Grumel (1921), Ladner 
(1953), Meyendorff ( 1970), Schonbom ( 1976), and Pelikan (1990). 
I% Hausherr (1926), 16 as found in Cholij (2002), 25. 
157 Cholij (2002), 25. 
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method by citing only one example where Theodore takes a quotation out of its original 
context. It is the quotation long established in iconophile florilegia, Basil De Spiritu Sancta 
18.45. Hausherr points out that in the original context Basil's text was part of the 
trinitarian argument about the divine nature of the Son, whereas Theodore uses it quite 
differently as part of his defence of images. Second, Cholij admits that Theodore' s 
theological writings such as the Antirrhetici: 
... would prima facie seem to evidence critical and analytical powers and an ability to 
elaborate sophisticated argumentation when required to do so. However these 
arguments were taken from a stockpile of Aristotelian arguments developed by 
iconophiles since the Second Council of Nicaea. To this author, they do not 
evidence any original creative thinking."" 
This dissertation will argue against both Cholij's assertions. First, it will show that 
Theodore intentionally broke away from any dependence upon established florilegia. In 
the case of Hausherr' s reference to the Basil quotation we will show specifically how 
Theodore was exceptional in the latter eighth and ninth century polemic in recognizing the 
broader textual context of this passage. In fact, Hausherr and Cholij are mistaken in their 
interpretation of the passage. Although Basil does speak of the Son as being a natural 
image of the Father in the Basil passage, Basil's overall argument has to do with the 
honour which passes from the image of the Emperor to the Emperor himself. In fact, 
Theodore will recognize all this, and will go on to use the Basil passage in yet another 
way. To maintain the integrity both of Basil's original argument, and his own, Theodore 
"" Cholij (2002), 25. Italics by Cholij. 
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will make a subtle but significant shift in the prefix of the verb. Far from dependence upon 
an isolated and disconnected piece of florilegium, or being careless in the reading of the 
Basil passage in its fuller context, Theodore analyses and makes use of the passage with 
precision and insight. 159 Theodore's broad appreciation and understanding of the full texts 
of the theological and ascetic tradition, exceptional for that period, equipped him to 
produce an apology for the offering of npooKuvl)ots- to the Christ-E\.Kwv which ended the 
unproductive cycle of proof-texting that had long stalemated the image debate. 
Second, I hope to show that Theodore fully intends Antirr Ill to be seen as a 
creative argument within the tradition. In Antirr I and 11 Theodore builds the foundation 
for this argument by carefully indicating just why such a creative use of the theological 
tradition is required to resolve the controversy. Cholij does not give any authority or 
reference for his claim of a 'stockpile of Aristotelian arguments developed by iconophiles 
since the Second Council of Nicaea,' but I suppose he is thinking generally of the well-
known yet purely speculative suggestions of Alexander (1958b) almost fifty years ago. 
Putting aside his failure to offer any support for the existence of such a 'stockpile of 
Aristotelian arguments' (Alexander himself offered no substantial evidence), Cholij's 
inability to see any original creative thinking in Theodore's Antirr and other theological 
writings is, of course, a matter of perception and judgment. I hope that the careful 
analysis of the Antirr in this thesis will make Theodore's theological creativity more 
apparent. 
My consideration of Theodore's image theology takes the form of an analysis of 
the argument of Theodore's Antirr, assisted primarily by a reading of his letters which 
"• In Antirr 11.24-26 Theodore sets up an exchange whereby the iconoclast brings Hausherr's charge against 
the iconophile that Basil's example was a reference to a natural and not an artificial image. The iconophile 
response answers the objection. 
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specifically address image theology. I will conclude that Theodore intends Antirr Ill to be 
an apology for the Christ-dKwv and thus to contribute to the final resolution of the 
iconoclastic controversy. Modem and current scholarship has not recognized the unique 
character and significance of the argument of Antirr Ill within eighth and early ninth 
century theological discourse. 
The Antirr as a whole is not a sustained philosophical argument independent of 
the tradition of the Church. Rather, in a general way Antirr I and 11 systematically present 
the various arguments of the theological debate of the controversy up to and including the 
Iconoclastic Council of Saint Sophia (815). Antirr Ill is Theodore' s separate, independent 
argument. Antirr I and 11 are unique among the writings of this period in that they show 
forth the full strength of both sides of the controversy. The theological arguments of the 
iconoclasts are not diminished in the interests of partisan debate, nor made into a straw 
man to be easily knocked over. Rather, in these first two Antirr Theodore genuinely 
rehearses, in a general way, the historical progression of the theological controversy as it 
developed conceptually in two stages: from its beginning to the Council ofNicaea (787), 
and from 787 to 815. 
Theodore offers this remarkably balanced presentation of the debate in Antirr I 
and 11 not because he wants to be fair to both sides. He feels the iconoclast position is 
entirely heretical and he clearly and consistently insists on the truth of the iconophile 
position. Yet Theodore subtly concludes that the actual theological debate has become 
unresolvable within the assumed categories of both sides, preventing even the possibility 
of a convincing theological justification of images. In Antirr I and 11 Theodore 
demonstrates the limitations of the current method of 'argumentation by florilegia' of the 
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seventh and early eighth century so that the character and strength of his positive 
argument in Antirr III can be seen to resolve the resulting stalemate. Although both 
iconoclasts and iconophiles ultimately appeal to the same authoritative tradition, the 
reasoning of each side begins from a different selection of pre-determined patristic texts. 
The two opposing compilations of patristic texts are set against one another in such an 
external fashion that the greater logic which provides the conceptual context and essential 
meaning of these texts has been lost. I will suggest that the theological tools and 
philosophical analysis available to the seventh and eighth century Byzantine church were 
insufficient to resolve this apparent contradiction within the tradition. 
Theodore overcomes this impasse through a fresh conceptual approach which 
depends upon a re-reading of the tradition, both theological and philosophical 160 , beyond 
the current established florilegia. His leadership in inaugurating the Stoudite tradition of a 
broad patristic education for monks gave him the resources to accomplish this. The 
conclusions of his extensive reading of the tradition as applied to the image question are 
presented in Antirr III. Theodore's extant letters (most of which were written after the 
Antirr) help identify the doctrinal sources, clarify and refine the concepts, provide 
commentary, and develop the argument of Antirr III. 161 
In the most general terms, Antirr I considers the iconoclastic charge that images are 
160 Theodore's recovery of the Platonic philosophy, as interpreted by Aristotle and his commentators, is 
part of the authoritative tradition for him. He identifies logic and grammar as useful tools when applied 
properly to the theological tradition. For example, in his preface to Antirr III he indicates that his argument 
will employ Aristotelian logic but within limits of the tradition which he calls the 'power of truth'. 
Tradition governs the proper use of syllogism (and Aristotelian thought in general): 2:u"-"-oyw11o'ts- 15E 
TlOl XPrlOOilO:l npos- T~V TOU ;A.oyou uno8EOlV, oux EXOUOl llEV EVTEXVOV TftV TTAOK~V KO:TU 
T~V "AptaTOTEAlK~V Tqvo;A.oy(av, ElT" ouv <jl;A.uo:p{o:v an;A.o'(KWTEpi.J,J OE <jl8EY110:Tl, T4\ KpaTEl 
TfiS' a"-TJ8Eto:s- EpTJpEtallEVots-. (I shall use some syllogisms to present the subject of my treatise, not 
indeed with the technical artifice of the Aristotelian system (or rather silliness), but with a simpler form of 
expression, relying on the power of truth.) Migne PG 99.389A. 
161 In these letters there is a refinement and articulation of the concepts found in the Antirr. It is misleading 
simply to suggest, as Damian (1993), that in the letters 'what he usually says is a reiteration of the 
arguments of his Refutations against iconoclasts.' (I 05). 
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idols and the accusation that images are the result and indicator of Christological heresy; 
Antin· 11 considers the iconoclastic charge that the offering of npooKuv11cns- to the EtKwv 
of Christ is an abomination of worship; Antirr Ill is a positive argument which shows that 
these are not separate but identical questions which are resolved by a proper 
understanding of the relation of E\xwv to prototype. 
Chapter one of this thesis outlines the structure of the Antirr and shows how the 
theological debate about images in the eighth and ninth centuries was an extension of the 
Christological controversies of the fifth through seventh centuries. Both iconophiles and 
iconoclasts sought to reflect and faithfully to endorse Chalcedonian Christological 
definitions. Each side promoted a particular redaction of the Chalcedonian formula as it 
had been received and understood in the eighth century, 162 but ultimately this shared 
conceptual framework reduced the debate to a question of the use of images as legitimate 
theurgy within Chalcedonian orthodoxy. The iconoclasts feared that the theological 
climate of the previous two centuries had tended to overemphasize the humanity of 
Christ such that His divinity is denied. For them the Christ-Ei.Kwv is an instance of an 
imbalance which violates the orthodox interpretation of the Chalcedonian definition of the 
person of Christ, resulting in Christological heresy. The eighth and early ninth century 
iconophile response was largely a defensive reaction to the substantial Christological 
arguments of the iconoclasts. Yet the motivation of both iconoclasts and iconophiles is to 
preserve and promote the defined orthodox Chalcedonian dyophysite doctrine. 
Chapter one also indicates the relation of the Councils of 754 (Hieria), 787 
161 Both sides were confident that they were faithful to the tradition. Almost a century after the 787 
Council, Photius comments that the iconoclasts were convinced that the tradition of the Church was 
contrary to images, 'accusing us of introducing daring innovations into apostolic teaching'. See Mango 
(1958), Homily 17.286-296. 
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(Nicaea) and 815 (St. Sophia) as each attempts to define the tradition with respect to 
images. Theodore agrees that the 787 Council faithfully confirmed and declared the 
tradition with respect to images, quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum 
est. Yet the definition of the 787 Council did not resolve the controversy. It did not 
provide theological justification for its claims, and although it is not the role of a Council 
to do so, nevertheless at some stage the doctrine declared by each Council must be 
theologically grounded. 163 After the 787 Council the attachment to iconoclastic sentiments 
remained strong and fertile for the ascendancy of Leo V in 813 , at least partially because 
that positive theology of the image still had not appeared. Because the iconoclastic 
bishops of the 815 Council did not feel that there had been a fresh theological challenge to 
iconoclasm since 754 (including 787), they were content simply to review and approve 
the arguments of 754, slightly amending them to reflect the current emphasis in iconoclast 
thought. They gathered as a Council apparently only to re-establish the 754 Council as 
the legitimate Seventh Oecumenical Council. I will suggest that, in reality, the intention of 
the 815 Council was deeper, and that it sought to articulate a view of images which would 
16
' The 754 Council itself is remarkable in the large amount of theological argument it advances. As 
suggested to me by Professor Louth, this is likely a sign of its anxiety about being able confidently to 
present itself as affirming quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est. Parry ( 1996) does not 
understand this feature of the 754 Council to be a deviation from council tradition and, assuming that 
Councils are meant to engage in theological debate, unjustly criticizes 787 as 'doing less than justice to 
iconoclast theology as presented in the Horos of 754' (134). The 787 Council understood its role to 
condemn the heresy of the past and to declare established doctrine which it presents as having been 
confirmed in the tradition. He writes: 'The thing that strikes one on reading the refutation is its ... reliance 
on patristic authority, and its failure to grasp the arguments of the other side. What it lacks in theological 
precision it more than makes up for with legend, hagiography and quotation ... it leaves several holes in 
the [theological] defence it constructs against iconoclasm.' (Parry 1996, 134-5). Although Parry fails to see 
that the authority of the tradition is discovered precisely in the hagiography and dependence upon the 
previous Councils and Fathers in general, his assessment is typical. Beck (1969) writes of the 787 Council, 
'Both the handling of the ratio theologica and especially that of the proof from tradition were appallingly 
inadequate .... The manner of using the Old Testament would scarcely have obtained the approval of a 
single Church Father of the seventh century .... In the demonstration of the Church's tradition all possible 
legends and miracle stories made a significantly deeper impression than the well stated skeptical remarks of 
the older Fathers, who were either not considered at all or were easily pushed aside .... In the history of 
theology the discussions of this synod mark the nadir for the Eastern Church.' (35). 
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be acceptable to the Frankish court, the papacy, and Byzantium. 
The bulk of Theodore' s theological writing was a response to the 815 Council. In 
the Antirr, Theodore suggests that although he judges that the history of the devotional, 
liturgical and teaching life of the church sufficiently substantiates the claims of the 787 
Council, 164 the specifically theological defence of offering npooxuvfJots- to the Christ-Elxwv 
had been inadequate and thus permitted the confidence of the 815 Council and the 
subsequent outbreak of iconoclasm under Leo V. 165 Completing his summary of the 
theological controversy to 815, Theodore concludes Antirr II with the clear implication 
that the force of the iconoclast position remained unanswered. 
Having shown the limited character of the eighth century iconophile arguments and 
the equal strength of the iconoclast arguments in my first chapter, I go on in chapter two 
to indicate two important lessons that Theodore learned from his close review of the 
controversy to 815. First, he concludes that the iconoclast arguments had prospered from 
the lack of clear definition ofthe subject matter ofthe debate: the Christ-E\xwv. Second, he 
came to see that the evidence of the florilegia was equally weighty on both sides of the 
issue and that appeal to florilegia would never achieve a definitive theological resolution to 
the controversy. In addressing these issues in Antirr 11 Theodore determined to define 
more closely the character of the Christ-E\xwv under discussion, and concludes Antirr 11 
'""He concludes Antirr Il: 'For evidence, moreover, that we have received from the Apostles themselves 
and have preserved up to the present time the tradition of erecting the image of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
of the Theotokos, and of any of the saints - raise your eyes, look around, and see everywhere under heaven, 
throughout the sacred edifices and the holy monuments in them, these images depicted and necessarily 
venerated in the places where they are depicted. Even if there were no dogmatic reason nor voices of 
inspired Fathers to uphold both the erection and the veneration of images, the prevailing ancient tradition 
would be sufficient for confirmation of the truth' (388CD). 
'"' In the light of Theodore's hesitations to accept the 787 Council, it is curious to note that the synod of 
843 called by the patriarch Methodius to prepare a liturgical celebration of the restoration of images, made 
no reference to the 787 Council. Waiter (1988) comments, 'Only a century after it took place was the 
second Council of Nicaea, like poor Malvolio, to have greatness thrust upon it, probably by the patriarch 
Photius. It was added to the six preceding oecumenical councils in his letter to the Bulgarians of about 
866.' (23). 
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with a clear description of the problem of the use of florilegia in the controversy. Both 
accomplishments prepare the reader for the theological argument of Antirr Ill. Written in 
direct response to and within three years of the 815 Council, the distinctive character of 
the argument of Antirr Ill becomes clear as we briefly compare its theological method with 
that ofNicephorus'VEAE-yxos- Kai 'AvaTpomf, a contemporary and more lengthy response 
to the 815 Council. Although the"D\E"yxos- also attempts to use the recovery of 
Aristotelian categories to contribute a crushing blow to the theological presentation of the 
815 Council, it fails to achieve its purpose because it remains within the conceptual 
framework of the eighth and early ninth centuries. Compared with Theodore' s Antirr Ill, 
it is a much more direct refutation of 815 beginning with a sentence by sentence refutation 
of the Council's definition followed by a comprehensive refutation of the iconoclastic 
florilegium of the 815 Council. I shall describe Theodore's recovery of the tradition as 
more comprehensive in content and method. Antirr Ill offers a creative legitimization of 
the Christ-El.Kwv by a fresh theological argument dependent upon a careful re-reading of 
the tradition. 
In chapter three I introduce the argument of Antirr Ill with a few remarks 
concerning its historical context. I point to evidence in the texts of the letters and the 
Antirr which determines the relation of several key letters to the Antirr and completes the 
chronology of the letters begun in this introduction. 
The final chapter follows the order of the four part argument of Antirr Ill. 
Theodore grounds his argument in a Christological analysis which comprises more than 
one half the length of the Antirr Ill. The following three parts work out the implications 
of that Christology for image doctrine. I suggest that Theodore's understanding and 
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innovative application of the notion of unoaTaats;- within the image controversy is his 
outstanding and definitive contribution to the debate. Theodore establishes a relation of 
Christ-dKwv to Christ based on the identity of hypostatic likeness which guarantees the 
one indivisible offering of npoaKUVTJGlS' to both Christ and his ElKwv. The role of the 
Christ-El.Kwv as a revealed and necessary aid to Christian 8Ewp{cx has been shown. 
Theodore concludes Antirr Ill with remarkable and compelling implications about the 
Christ-EtKwv and its essential place in the Christian o\.Kovoll(a. 
Theodore's Antirr Ill is a distinctive contribution to developing Christian doctrine. 
It successfully provides the long-awaited theological argument to justify the claims of the 
787 Council and demonstrates that the Christ-E-l Kw v protects and promotes the 
Chalcedonian orthodoxy which the iconoclasts themselves had claimed to champion. 
Theodore' s argument depends upon the application of his understanding of the 
philosophical and theological insights of the tradition to the image controversy .166 
Having set forth my intention, let me indicate what this study is not. First, it is 
not about images in general, in eighth and ninth century Byzantium. I do not sift the 
sources to speculate on the historical reasons for the growth of the dKwv in the centuries 
prior to Theodore's time. Nor do I explore the role of the saint in the spiritual life of 
Byzantium. The psychological processes within the viewer and user of the image is 
peripheral to my interest. Rather, the current authorities in these matters will be consulted 
only as it is important to understand the eighth and ninth century theological apologetic 
166 This view is a reversal of the consensus of much of modem scholarship which had interpreted the stage 
of the controversy up to 787 to be the more philosophically vigorous. In this widely held interpretation, 
the controversy after 787 was described as "already spiritually exhausted" (F.I. Uspenski, as quoted by 
Vasiliev 1932, 380), of "epigonenhafte Impotenz" (Ostrogorsky), and scholastic: ' ... in these later stages of 
the controversy the philosophical and theological arguments were subsidiary to the appeal to authority.' 
Martin (1930), I 90. Alexander (1953) inspired a reconsideration of these assumptions although we disagree 
with his opinion that Nicephorus and not Theodore was the champion of the latter stage of the controversy. 
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for the ElKWV. 
Second, I make no speculation about the future of Theodore's argument and 
whether it was available, understood or influential post-843. That it played a crucial role 
in the resolution of the debate in the first third of the ninth century is sufficient to claim 
its continuing significance for the Church. I do not assume that the present-day theological 
understanding and apology of icons in Eastern Orthodoxy share Theodore's 
understanding. Contemporary discussions of icons generally seem not to appreciate 
Theodore's theological commitments and concerns. 
Third, although I consider only the purely theological argument of Theodore's 
Antirr Ill, I do not suggest thereby that the theological debate is the primary force 
determining the unfolding events of these centuries. 167 Nor is my exclusive focus on the 
theological argument in the eighth and ninth centuries a claim as to its importance in the 
origin of Byzantine Iconoclasm. It is beyond the scope of my argument to investigate the 
extent to which theological concerns were interwoven with political, social, psychological, 
ecclesial, anti-monastic, Islamic, economic and possibly even military influences and 
167 Hatlie ( 1999) has recently cautioned that the iconoclastic controversy might be overstated as the 
controlling phenomenon of all political, social and ecclesiallife in these centuries. 'The tendency to make 
Iconoclast reforms the central if not exclusive concern of the age is one that many have succumbed to, not 
merely in their examination of religion and society, but also in such areas as the economy, internal politics 
and international relations.' Hatlie welcomes indications of what he hopes will be a shift away from the 
axiom, 'Iconoclasm is everything, and everything is Iconoclasm.' In this regard he points to Speck (1978), 
63-72 who shows that many Byzantines traveled seemingly effortlessly between iconoclast and iconophile 
circles. 
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motives as the cause and driving force of the controversy. 168 Regardless of the role of the 
theological debate in either the prompting or reversing of specific imperial iconoclastic 
policy and persecutions from time to time, the theology of the image which was achieved 
in the eighth and ninth centuries remains a defining contribution to the emerging 
theological, devotional and liturgical life of the Eastern Church. Contrary to Cholij 's claim 
that there is nothing creative to be discovered in Theodore' s theology, I shall argue that 
Theodore' s Antirr Ill is a creative achievement of that Middle Byzantine theology .169 
Throughout this thesis 'EtKwv' is translated 'image' and the two words are used 
interchangeably. El.Kwv is used in the primary texts to refer both to image in general and to 
the specific type of image which I describe in chapter two. There I introduce the notion of 
a liturgical, doctrinal and devotional El.Kwv which is fully developed by the eighth and 
ninth century and becomes the subject of the image debate. From that point on I continue 
to use image and EtKwv interchangeably with the exception that I use dKwv consistently in 
168 There are many summaries ofthe various twentieth century interpretations ofthe origins of Byzantine 
Iconoclasm. The boundless speculation in the secondary literature is fueled by the small number of primary 
sources which make any comment at all about the origins of Iconoclasm. Neither the Short History of 
Nicephorus (Mango 1990), nor the Chronicle of Theophanes (Mango 1997) tell us much about the origins 
of the controversy. The acts of the 787 Council preserves a letter of the patriarch Germanus of 
Constantinople to Bishop Thomas of Claudiopolis, written about 724, in which Germanus suggests that 
Thomas was led to his iconoclasm through Jewish and Islamic influence (Mansi XIII.I09B-E, 124D-E). 
The acts of the 787 Council also include two other letters of Germanus, to Constantine of Nacolia and to 
his metropolitan John of Synnada (Mansi XIII.lOOff), and a report of the Anatolian bishops (Mansi 
XIII.l97ff), all of which establish a causal connection between Islamic and Jewish-Islamic iconoclasm. 
Fifty years after the 787 Council, the patriarch Nicephorus, in his third Antirrheticus, agrees with the 
Anatolian bishops who in the 787 Council attributed the cause of iconoclasm to be the edict of the caliph 
Yazid II against the images (Migne PG l00.529C). Stephanos Diaconus, in his Vita S. Stephani Iunioris 
(c. 808), tells us that St. Stephen, martyr under Constantine V, attributed the origin of iconoclasm to the 
Greeks, the Jews, the Syrians and the heretics (Migne PG I 00. I 116B). After a survey of only a few of the 
scholars who take up but one of these numerous theories and assign the sources of Byzantine iconoclasm to 
Islam, Hadadd (I 982) simply but accurately sums up the present status of the overall origins debate: 'The 
literature is extensive, often interesting and quite inconclusive' (302 n.l). 
169 Although he does not consider Theodore's theological arguments (which leads him to misrepresent the 
overall argument of the Antirr), Afinogenov (1996) in fact suggests that after 787 Theodore is the only 
iconophile committed to a strictly theological apology. Afinogenov suggests that Nicephorus regards 
Iconoclasm as primarily an imperial heresy to be confronted both politically and by a strict adherence to the 
dogmas already advanced in 787. On the other hand, Afinogenov claims that for Theodore, Iconoclasm is 
'an ordinary heresy, to be confronted with purely theological arguments' (608). 
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the term Christ-ElKwv, and to refer to the established E1xwv of the Theotokos or of a saint 
which is the subject of the debate. For convenience and clarity I do not change the form of 
the noun ElKwv with the appropriate case ending required by its use in the sentence. For 
example, I use the nominative singular 'El.Kwv' even when the plural is called for. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
The Structure of Theodore's Antirrheticus 
Initial questions of the integrity of the Antirrheticus 
A reading ofTheodore's Antirr immediately raises questions of the nature and intention of 
the overall treatise. The individual prefaces to the chapters indicate that the three chapters 
are designed to be a single argument, but the overall structure and integrity of the treatise 
is obvious neither in content nor argument. Particularly problematic is the relation of 
Antirr Ill to the previous chapters. The sustained argument in Antirr Ill begins with 'A\. 
Kotvat ifvvowt ndcnv E.~ 'loou WIJ.OAOYT)VTat' (common ideas which are universally 
accepted) and concludes with the unity of npooKuvT)ots- of Christ and his E1xwv 'KaT a To 
TaUTov"0 Tfjs- unooTanKfjs- OIJ.otwoEws-' (according to the identity of hypostatic 
likeness). Unlike Antirr I and II, Antirr III does not represent a direct and obvious 
response either to the historical issues of the debate, the contemporary stage of argument 
of the controversy, or the style oftheological debate within the controversy. It shows no 
evidence of dependency upon an established florilegia and includes only one direct 
reference to the authoritative Fathers. This sustained independent argument without direct 
reference to the authority of privileged texts within the tradition is an anomaly in the 
literary works of the entire image controversy and begs explanation of its relation not only 
to the previous two chapters of the Antirr, but more generally to eighth and ninth century 
""To TauT6v is a variant (Cod. regius) to To mh6v . 
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iconophile literature. 
Further questions about the integrity of the A ntirr are prompted by the 
observation that the ideas promoted by the orthodox iconophile in Antirr I are often 
different in character from those presented within the argument of Antirr Ill. In addition, 
Antirr I takes care to refute iconoclast positions which are said in Antirr II no longer to be 
currently held. How is this explained within a single treatise? 
The three chapters do not embrace a consistent style, but proceed by means of a 
literary form specific to each. Antirr I is a series of answers to the typical eighth century 
anop{m of'heretics' to the possibility ofthe nEptypa<Pr\ of Christ and the consequent T-Tjv 
KaTa TTJV Ei.Kova <JXEHKTJV npo<JKUVT]<Jtv Tou XptaTou (offering of relative 
npoaKUVT]<Jts- to Christ in the El.Kwv). Antirr II reverses the order and this time a 'heretic' 
(singular) has an opportunity to respond to the typical claims, questions and objections 
of the orthodox iconophile position (anti-dnop{m). Antirr Ill is a tightly structured 
theological argument in four parts. It begins with a positive statement of Christology 
which is then applied to the image question guided by the cautions of the most difficult 
anopiat which can be brought to bear on his argument from within the tradition. 
In Antirr I Basil is the only Church Father referred to or quoted. 171 Antirr II 
proceeds by reference to and quotation of many Church Fathers. Antirr Ill refers to no 
Church Father directly other than to Basil's De Spiritu Sancto 18.45. 
Although the diverse character and content of the three chapters of the Antirr have 
been noticed by several scholars in the twentieth century, the absence of a sustained 
analysis of the Antirr has prevented an appreciation of its structure and the logic of its 
"'De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 is quoted twice and two passages from Basil's homilies are cited. 
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argument. Even the obvious indications of this logic given by Theodore himself in the 
individual prefaces have been missed. I shall now briefly suggest how these prefaces 
indicate the relation of the three chapters whilst maintaining the integrity of the Antirr. 
In his preface to Antirr I 172 Theodore states his intention to supplement his 
previous inadequate treatment of the heresy in an earlier work he calls o LTT/Al nunKos-' 73, 
by reviewing the entire iconophile argument: 
GU!l<jJOTTl(WV. 
(proving the component parts concerning the overall design [of the argument] set 
before one, explaining them and bringing them together.) 
The o LTT/Al nunK6s- may be a reference to Fatouros 57 which Theodore had 
written most likely during his second exile, 809-811. 174 In both Fatouros 57 and 
throughout the Antirr Theodore makes it clear that he is turning to the theological issues 
172 Migne PG 99.328D-3298. 
m 'denunciatory invective' following Lampe (1961). 
m Fatouros 57, 164-168. In this letter he refers to other writings on this subject which have not survived. 
Whether the o L:r71/o. t nunKo<:; is Fatouros 57 or one of the theological works referred to in that letter, we 
can assume that Fatouros 57 is typical of Theodore's theological reflections prior to the 815AD Council. 
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only hesitantly, 175 and because the inadequate theological response to iconoclast theology 
was significantly interfering with the ability of devout Christians to exercise ascetic 
practices both within and without the monasteries. 176 In Fatouros 57 Plato cannot be 
asking Theodore for a statement of right belief concerning images, because Plato had 
pm1icipated in the 787 Council and accepted its opos- as fully authoritative. Rather, Plato 
seeks an answer to the iconoclasts who continue to promote their heresy, and a reasoned 
account why it is necessary to offer npooKUVT)CHS' to the holy El.Kwv of Christ. 177 This 
request goes beyond the decrees of the 787 Council which did not offer a rationale for its 
claims that the offering of npoo-KUVT)<JlS' to the prototype through the dKwv was not 
idolatrous, and that the honouring or dishonouring of the ElKwv passes over ( ow~a{vn) to 
the prototype. The question of the necessity of offering npoo-KuVT)<JlS' to the Christ-dKwv 
175 See Theodore's introduction to this letter (Fatouros 57' I 0-17): ETIElO~ OE a no xpovou TIOAAOU 
ETIE(l)TT]OE oou ~ aytWOUVT] 6o0va{ !-LE Aoyov, TIW') OEl T~V OETIT~V XptoTOU ElKOVa 
npooKUVElV (ouK ayvooOaa, aAAa ~OUAO!-LEVT] KaVTEU8EV TOV aAoyov i-LOU Aoyov KlVElV), 
TT]VtKmha 1-LEV OUK E~EYEVETO 1-101 d:noKpt8ijvat, vuvt oE: Entj1Vl]08Et') 6€ov ~YT]Od!-LT]V TO 
EVTaA8EV 1-LOl E:<!>' oaov OlOV TE EOTl Tfj OUVEpy{q. TWV tEpwv oou npoOEUXWV anon A T]pWoat, 
El. Kat OTl aAAo8( nou nEpt TOUOE aUTOU Taxa iKaVW') E~Elnov.(Indeed for a long time your 
holiness has asked me to give the reason why it is necessary to offer npooKUVT]Ol'> to the holy icon of 
Christ [not that you are unaware, but you wish to arouse me from that silence into reasoning]. At that 
particular time I was not allowed to answer but now, turning my attention to it, it is right that I likewise 
take the lead in some fashion through my cooperation in the fulfillment of your holy prayers, even if 
perhaps elsewhere I have spoken out sufficiently concerning this matter.) The opening lines of both Antirr I 
and Ill make it clear that tradition and not theological argument is the sole or primary authority for 
Theodore, and he regrets having to enter the theological arena. In a letter written by Theodore before he 
began his theological writing, he thinks it adequate to point to the dogmas contained in the canons and 
constitutions of the church to convince the monk Basil that the Stoudites are not schismatics: 'a"-"-' El Kat 
cXAAW') EV TIOAAOl') Ui-LapTT)i-LaOt Tuyxdvoi-LEV, 0!-LW') 0!-LOOW!-LOl auTij') Kat Tpo<l>ti-LOl i-LETa TWV 
edwv 6oyl-laTWV Kat TOUS' KaVOVaS" atJTf\S' [TijS' EKKAT]OlaS'] Kat OtaTUTI!DOElS' yAtXO!-LEVOl 
<jluAaTTE08at ... ElS" EaUTOUS' ouv YEVW!-LE8a, w a6EA<j>E, Kat d:ntOW!-LEV npOS' TO <l>WS' Tf\S' 
aAT]8EtaS', Kat TWV tEpwv Kav6vwv wonEp Kat TWV OOYI-l<lTWV EyKpaTElS' <j>atVOli-LE8a .... 
(Although our sins are many, nevertheless we are of one body with the Church; we are its children and the 
children of its divine dogmas; and we strive to keep its canons and constitutions .... Let us be true to 
ourselves, brother, and let us look to the light of the truth and of the sacred canons, so that we may appear 
also to be keepers ofthe dogmas.)' Fatouros 28.27-29, 135-137. 
176 In this first preface Theodore points out that the heresy was 'frightening unstable souls by its empty 
noise. (nTOT]OlV TalS' aOTT]ptKTOl') <)Juxai:S" EVt(avouoa Ola Tij') KEVo<j>wvtaS").' Migne PG 
99.329A. 
177 'ETIElO~ OE a no xpovou TIOAAOU ETIE(l)TT]OE oou ~ aytWOUVT] 6ouva{ !-LE Aoyov, TIW') OEl T~V 
oEnT~v XpwTou ElKova npooKuVEtv. (But indeed for a long time your holiness has asked me to give 
the reason why it is necessary to offer npooKuVT]OtS' to the holy image of Christ.)' Fatouros 57 .I 0-12. 
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evidently had become the central issue in the years following the 787 Council (until the 
815 Council). 
The preface to Antirr I also indicates the literary form. Theodore will gather the 
various components of the iconophile argument and present them alongside the arguments 
ofthe iconoclasts: 
"HoT) OE npof3f-Tt81'iaETat 0 t-6yos- KaT<X avTt8EGlV TOU TE Ol.KElOU ooy IJ.aTO<;', Kat 
(Now I shall put forth the argument, by juxtaposition of our own dogma and the 
other side ... ) 
If the preface promised that Antirr I would sort out all the component arguments 
of the controversy, what remains to be done? My analysis of Antirr I in the following 
section will reveal that Theodore's intention is to clarify the eighth century iconophile 
arguments as they are represented in the 787 'Refutation' and opos-. In Antirr 11 Theodore 
will review the specific claims of the iconoclasts around the time of the 815 Council. The 
entire Antirr was written soon after the 815 Council. 178 The preface to Antirr 11 179 begins 
by ridiculing the iconoclasts for their shift in doctrine from the 754 to 815 Councils: 
178 The Antirr may be referred to in a letter dated by Fatouros to 818, addressed to Thomas, Patriarch of 
Jerusalem, and also sent to the Patriarch of Antioch (Fatouros 276). In this letter Theodore speaks of the 
renewal of persecution under Leo V, but then concludes: 'In order that you may know at least partially how 
impious the dogmas of these people are, I have appended some pages about them to this letter, together 
with a refutation that I have inexpertly made at the request of the devout' (Fatouros 276, 92-94). I shall 
argue that a shift in theological language of the letters after 816 suggests that Theodore wrote the Antirr in 
815/16 (see chapter three below). Perhaps a copy of this 815/816 Antirr was attached to Fatouros 276. 
179 Migne PG 99.328D-3298. 
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Kat l(JT(XTal E:nt TOU mhou ouBa~lll ouBai1WS', TOl') Tfj') aAAOlW<JEW') TE Kat 
Tponfj') na8E<JlV unof3af..).011EVO'). Ka8a Kat b EtKOV011cXXWV UAaKTl<JI10S'' OTl TIOTE 
11E:v T~V EtKova TOU Kup{ou ~ 11wv 'I Tj<JOU XpwToiJ, EtBwA.ov nA.dv-r)S' f3A.a<Jcjn\ 11WS' 
anoKaAOlTj, TIOTE BE ou cj>CWlV, aA.A. OTl KaA.ov ~ l<JTop{a, E~TlYrl<JEWS' Kat 
ava11Vrl<JEWS' A.oyov E'xou<Ja, ou 11~V npoGKUVrlGEW')' Kat Bta TOUTO T~V EV 
U<j.JTjAOl') xwpav mhi] anovE 110U<Jl, BEBOlKOTE') 11 rf TIWS' EV TOl') xal1 TjAOTE pot') 
Ka8tE 11EVT), Kat npoGKUVrl<JEW') acpop11 ~V A a 11f3avou<Ja, EtBWAOAaTpEla') aUTOlS' El Tj 
a'lnov .... NiJv BE: E:nnB~ EtpX8EVTES' TOtS' EAEYXOlS', 011oA.oyou<Jtv EtKov{(E<J8at 
Tov Kuptov ~ 11wv' I T)<JoiJv Xpw-Tov, ou 11 ~v npoGKUVEtv BE1v T~v ava<JTTjA.w8d<Jav 
(The fables of falsehood, however, because they are fragmented and diverse in 
opinion, always shifting from one position to another, proclaim one thing now, 
then hold the opposite opinion, and never stand still in the same place, since they 
are subject to the pressures of variation and change. That is how it is with the 
barking of the iconoclasts: at one time they blasphemously miscall the El.Kwv of our 
Lord Jesus Christ an idol of deceit; at another time they do not say so, but say 
instead that the depiction is good, because it is useful for education and memory, but 
is not for veneration. For this reason they assign the ElKwv a place high up in the 
church, fearing that if it is located in a lower place, where it could provide an 
opportunity for veneration, it may cause them to fall into idolatry .... Now that 
they have been hemmed in by our proofs, they admit that our Lord Jesus Christ can 
be portrayed, but not that His EtKwv should be set up and venerated.) 
In Antirr I the iconoclast speaker had insisted that the image should not be 
portrayed at all. Theodore has the iconophile argue in typical eighth century fashion that 
the image is useful for education and the encouragement of piety and prayer. In the Antirr 
II preface Theodore suggests that that iconophile argument had succeeded in convincing 
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the iconoclasts by 815 that the image is useful for pedagogical purposes. The El.Kwv of 
Christ itself is no longer called 'an idol of deceit', as it had been viewed by Constantine V 
and iconoclasts in the earlier period. Rather, the 815 Council insists that it is the act of 
offering npoaKUVTJGlS' to an dKwv which is idolatrous. 
As the literary form of Antirr I was indicated in its preface, Theodore indicates the 
literary form of Antirr II in its preface where he says that he will proceed 'by the 
opposition of two persons, an orthodox, I say, and an iconoclast, in order that the power 
of the arguments might be better known and easier to see at a glance.' The preface to 
Antirr I made it clear that the strong iconophile arguments would be seen to defeat the 
heretic. In this preface however, Theodore suggests that he will present the power of the 
arguments of both sides ofthe debate. 
In his preface to Antirr III' 80 Theodore states that in this third argument he hopes 
or..Eaat Tov d:r..r..6<j>ur..ov vouv ntlv El.Kovo1-.uxxwv (to destroy the foreign/strange 
thinking of the iconoclasts). He indicates that, unlike Antirr I and II, this will not be a 
straightforward marshaling of traditional arguments and authorities. Rather, Theodore will 
employ syllogistic reasoning. Theodore is keen to caution that his syllogisms will be 
employed in a specific way: 'I shall use some syllogisms to present the subject of my 
treatise, not indeed with the technical artifice of the Aristotelian system (or rather 
silliness), but with a simpler form of expression, relying on the power of truth.' 181 
Thus the intention is to offer a logical destruction of the iconoclast heresy within 
the tradition. For the wise (i.e., those who have been educated in Aristotelian logic), says 
Theodore, this will be a beginning of a new way of considering the image question within 
1
'" Migne PG 99.389A-B. 
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oUK Exouat ~fv EvTEXVov T~v nAoK~v KaTO: 'T~V , AptaTOTEAlK~v TExvoAoy{av, ElT' oUv 
<j>A.uap{av anA.o"lKulTEpU) OE <j>8EyJlaTL, HD Kpchn Tij') aA118Eta') EPllPElOJlEVOt'). 
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8Ewp{a: 'a<jloPil ~v E: 11 notoDv o-o<jlwTEpas- 8Ewp{as-' (creating a starting place for a wiser 
contemplation). For those d:~-ta8Eo-t (uneducated in Aristotelian logic), 182 the argument of 
Antirr Ill will give '0TOlXElW0lV nva Els- ~ol]8nav TOU op8oD f..oyou, (a preparation 
to assist right thinking). Even after reviewing all of the eighth century iconophile 
arguments in Antirr I and in Antirr II giving the strongest response of the traditional 
authorities to the 815 Council, Theodore tells us in his preface to Antirr Ill that the op8os-
t..oyos- was still KaiJVOVTOS' apn ~-td/l.a EK TfjS' ETilAUTTW0TJS' ElKOVOIJaXtKfjS' atpE0EWS' 
(entirely worn out/hard pressed by the fury of the iconoclast controversy). Theodore's 
creative and philosophical third argument is motivated by the pastoral urgency to destroy 
a heresy which continued to upset the liturgical life of the church and the ascetic practices 
of the faithful. 
As with the previous two prefaces, Theodore indicates the literary style and 
structure of Antirr Ill. The third argument will contain four chapters and will conclude 
with the demonstration 
"on npunoTunov wv rfjs- E:auToil E\xovos- b Xpw-Tos-, lltav EXEl T~v npos-
auT~v E!l<jlEpEtav, W0TIEP Kat T~V npo0KUVT]0lV. 
(Since Christ is the prototype of His own EtKwv, he has one likeness as he has 
one veneration with it.) 
An examination of these three prefaces overcome any of the initial doubts over the 
integrity of the Antirr as a single argument. Although the preface to Antirr I might at first 
suggest that the entire iconophile reasoning will be presented there, the actual intention is 
1
"' Or uneducated in the practices of 8Ewp{a? 
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soon made clear in the argument itself. An analysis of the content of Antirr I reveals that it 
considers iconoclast arguments and iconophile responses which are fully admitted in the 
preface of Antirr II to be past iconoclast positions which are no longer held. An analysis 
of the content of Antirr II shows that it presents iconophile arguments which were not 
considered in Antirr I. 183 Either Antirr I was written at an earlier period than Antirr 11 and 
before the 815 Council, or, as I maintain, Antirr I limits itself to a theological defence of 
the specific claims of the 787 Council in the interest of Theodore's broader argument. 
Although Theodore earlier had harboured doubts about the worth of the 787 Council, in 
his letter to the iconoclastic 815 Council 184 he first makes it known that he supports it as 
the authentic Seventh Council. Since the 787 Council had not attempted to give a 
theological response to the theological argument of the 754 Council, 185 Theodore provides 
this response, within the limits of the content of the 787 Council proceedings and opos-. 
Antirr I describes and enhances the limited response of the 787 'Refutation', and will also 
substantiate the truth of the limited statements of the 78 7 o pos-. Although Theodore' s 
apology for the offering of npoaKUVT]GtS' to the Christ-dKwv in Antirr Ill will take a 
different tack, he recognizes the need to support theologically the positions articulated by 
the 787 Council. 
By 815 the situation had worsened substantially for the iconophiles. Antirr 11 does 
not manifest the same sort of dogmatic confidence in the iconophile position and shrinks 
from any definitive claim that the new iconoclast position of 815 is able to be defeated by 
183 Even Fatouros 57 (written to Plato around 809) reveals substantial developments in the iconophile 
arguments since 787, such as the distinction between TEXVTJTTt EiKwv and <j>uotKft ElKwv which are not 
presented in Antirr I. This distinction, along with other terminology in Fatouros 57, is absent from the 
787 Council 'Refutation' and opo<;. The promise in the preface to Antirr I to bring together all the 
iconophile arguments seems clearly to be limited to giving a theological grounding for the claims of the 
787 Council within the limits ofthe eighth century iconophile argument. 
184 Fatouros 71. 
18
; Perhaps this is why he withheld his full support of the Council earlier. 
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current iconophile argument and tradition. Rather Antirr II will set forth the full weight of 
the argument and florilegia of each side. Traditional iconophile arguments and the appeal 
to established iconophile florilegia have not been sufficient to prove that the act of 
offering of npooKuv11cns;- to the Christ-E\xwv is free from idolatry and necessary within the 
Christian o\.KoVoiJ.{a. This admission sets the stage for Antirr Ill which promises to be the 
new type of argument or oo<j)unEpas;- 8Ewpias;- required to achieve the iconophile victory. 
Antirr 1: The Councils of 754 and 787 
The fragments of Constantine V's IIEiJan::;/86 the opos;- of the 754 Council, 187 and the 
proceedings of the sixth session of the 787 Council including its opos;-, are the significant 
texts which define the context for the argument of Antirr I. Other sources relating to the 
controversy in the eighth century are peripheral to the stated intention of Theodore in 
Antirr I to marshall the various iconophile theological arguments. 
IIEiJan::; 1188 begins with a Chalcedonian based statement of the incarnate Lord as: 
TCDV 6uo <jlu<JEWV GUVEA80UGWV ds- EVWGlV aCJuyxuTOV jllaV, niv TE TflS' 
8EOTTJTOS' Kat TfjS' av8pWTTOTTJTOS', E.va TOV mhov Ka8 I UTTOCJTQ(JlV jltav unapxnv· 
186 These fragments are found throughout Nicephorus' Antirrheticus I and II. (Migne PG 100.206-373) 
They have been gathered by Ostrogorsky (1964), 8-11 who generally divides the fragments into lTEvo-ttS' 
and 11. These also appear in Hennephof (1969), 52-57 who adds fragments from Nicephorus' Antirr Ill 
which he calls lTEva-nS' Ill. The addition of these fragments to Ostrogorsky's collection raises some 
significant questions (cf. the negative judgement of Gero 1975, 5) and thus I shall limit my consideration 
to the twenty four fragments as they appear in Ostrogorsky. There is also an accompanying tlorilegium to 
the ITEiJo-ttS' preserved in Nicephorus' Contra Eusebium and Versus Epiphanidem, which becomes 
relevant for us in our later chapters. 
187 The transcript of the 754 opos; is reproduced in the proceedings ofthe sixth session of the 787 Council. 
These proceedings along with the 787 Council opos; are found in Mansi XIII. 
188 I.e. the first fifteen, or perhaps eighteen, of the fragments. 
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TOUTECYTl ot n/\ouv E:v E:vl. npoCYWTTLi.J ovTa ... "~ 
(the two natures coming together in one unconfused union, both of divinity and 
humanity, he himself existing as one, according to a single unoCYTaCYt<;-. Thus being 
twofold in one npoCYwnov ... ) 
The next fragment asserts that a proper dKwv is 611oouows- with its npwToTunos-. 
TTcXGa ElKWV napaywyo<;- npwTOTUTTOU TlVO') yvwpt(ECY8at. ""' Kat El KaAW'), 
(Every EtKwv is known to be a derivative of some n pwToTu nos-. And if this 1s 
correct, the ElKwv is of the same otw{a as that which it represents.) 
The remainder of ITE:uans- I introduces the Christological dilemma which was to 
dominate the debate for the rest of the eighth century: 
(TJTOUf..lEV ... nap' Uf..lWV, nws- 6uvan5v ECYn TOV Kuptov ~wilv 'I TJCYouv XpwTov, Tov 
EK ouo <jluGEwv chi/\ou TE Kat E:vu/\ou E:vwCYH d:CYuyxuny Ev npoGwnov ovTa, 
(We ask of you how it is possible that our Lord Jesus Christ, being of two natures, 
one immaterial and one material, in an unconfused unity, one person, is depicted, 
that is, made into an image?) 
Constantine prefers to use npoGwnov rather than unooTaots-, but in fragment 5 suggests 
189 Migne PG I 00.216BC. A little later Nicephorus comments that Constantine does not use the 
Chalcedonian formula Ev ouol. <j>uoE<Jtv: 'Ev ouol. .SE mhov <j>uoEotv, ouoallWS" TEWS" Ei.nwv 
<j>a{ VETUl (3000). 
190 Nicephorus tags this protasis onto the end of the first fragment (Migne PG 100.216C) and himself 
comments on the unnatural breaking of the thought. 
191 Migne PG 100.225A. 
192 Migne PG I 00.232A. 
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that he assumes the terms to be interchangeable. 193 The crux of the argument is that any 
circumscription of the person of Christ includes the impossible attempt to circumscribe 
the divine nature which is uncircumscribable: 
0 TIEpl ypa<j>UJV TO npO<JUJTIOV E:KE'ivo, ofjf.-ov OTl Kat T~V 8Etav <j>U<JlV 
TIEptEypatjJEV, T]ns- E<JTlV anEpl ypanTO<;". "' 
If the circumscription is claimed to be only of the circumscribable nature of Christ 
(Et oE: Kat TllS' cmpKos- IJ.OVTJS' EtKova notE'l ), then a fourth person is added to the 
Trinity. 195 The attempted image is of a 4Jt"-o0 av8pwnou, 196 or Christ as creature alone 
(notwv Tov XpwTov KTt<JIJ.a Kat 116vov.) 197 Thus the npoownov of Christ cannot be 
imaged, because the attempt to separate the human from the divine natures results in an 
image of a Christ which is human and not divine. 
llE0<JH5' II claims the Eucharist to be the TUTIOV E\.s- <JWIJ.a alJTOU 198, ws- ' , EtKWV 
consecration the bread and wine become a true image axEtponotlJTov.200 
The opos- of the 754 Council begins by describing how the fallen Lucifer deceived 
mankind Tij KTl<JEt napa TOV KTioavTa npo<JKUVElV uno8EIJ.EVOS'. 201 God then 
appointed his own Son and Logos who: 
101 Kat To np6awnov mhou, ~youv ~ unoaTaats- ... 236C. 
1
"' Migne PG I 00.2360. 
,.; Migne PG I 00.2480-249A. 
19
" Migne PG I 00.252C. 
197 Migne PG I00.253A. 
198 Migne PG I00.333B. 
199 Migne PG I00.336A. 
'"" Migne PG 100.3370. 
"" Mansi XII1.2I3A. 
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Ti] lo(q: unapen llTOl UTIOCYTa<YEl <YapKa Aaf3wv Ti]v T)lllV O!lOOU<YlOV, Kat TaUTl)V 
6ta !lE<Yl)'> <J!uxf\<> "-oytKfjc;- TE Kat voEpdc;- <Yullnrieac;- TE Kat 6ta!lop<!Jw<Yac;-.""' 
(having dwelt in the virgin's womb and taken up in his own existence, or uno<YTa<Ytc;-, 
flesh consubstantial with that of ours from her holy and spotless flesh, having put 
together and formed this [flesh] by the mediation of a rational and intellectual soul.) 
Christ was thus able to undo the mischief of Lucifer: 
anE<YTT)<YEV ~ 110'> EK Tfjc;- <!J8oponowu HllV oaw6vwv 6t6a<YKa;\(ac;- llTOl Tfjc;- TWV 
napE6WKEV2m 
(he removed us from the corrupting teaching of demons, that is to say, from the 
deception and service of idols, and delivered us to an offering of npo<YKUVl)<Ytc;- which 
is in spirit and in truth.) 
Lucifer however is still active in this world. 
TIEl<Ya<;' TOl<;' l6tOl<;' <YOtPl<Y!la<Yl TOU<;' npoc;- mhov 6pwVTac;- !liJ ano<YTfjVat Tfjc;-
KTl<YEW<;', aHa TaUTT)V npo<YKUVElV Kat TaUTT)V <YEf3E<Y8at Kat 8EOV TO TIOll)!la 
o'tE<Y8at Ti] Tou XpwTou KArl<YEl E:novolla(O!lEVov'"' 
(with the pretext of Christianity [Lucifer] re-introduced idolatry unnoticeably by 
convincing, with his subtleties, those who had their eyes turned to him not to 
relinquish the creation but rather to offer npo<YKUVT)<Ytc;- to it, and pay respect to it, 
202 Mansi Xlll.213D. 
'"' Mansi XIII, 216C. 
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and consider that which is made as God, calling it with the name 'Christ'.)"" 
The Council reviews the results of the previous six oecumenical councils and concludes 
(following IT£0on~ I) that the Christ-El.Kwv either attempts to circumscribe the divinity 
and falls into the errors of Arius, Dioscorus, Eutyches and the heresy of the Acephali, or 
it intends to circumscribe the flesh only and falls into the error ofNestorius. But both the 
flesh and soul of Christ are inseparable from the divine nature: 
Kat E:nt Tfj<;' m'noD ay{ac;- l.);uxfic:;-. IIpoo-t .. af3ouOT]<;' yap Tfj<;' TOU u\.oi} 8EOTT]TO<;' EV 
Ti] l.Biq unooTaon T~v Tfjc:;- oapKoc:;- q>uotv lj l.);ux~ EIJ.EOtTEUOE 8EoTTJn Kat 
oapKO<;' naxuTT]Tl Kat WOTIEp OIJ.a oape, OIJ.a 8EOU A.oyou oape, o{hwc:;- Olla l.);uxr], 
a11a 8EoD A.oyou l.);ux~ Kat a~-t<VoTEpa a11a TE8EWIJEVTJ'> BT]A.ovon Tfjc:;- l.);uxfi<> we:;-
Kat TOU OCDIJaTO<;' Kat axwptoTOU TOUTWV Tfj<;' 8EOTT]TO<;' unapxoUOT]<;' Kat EV atJTi] 
Ti] 8ta(EU(Et Tfi<;' l.);uxfi<> ano TOU OWIJaTO<;' EV TCD EKOUOl(J) na8n. "Onou yap 
l.);ux~ XptoTOU, EKEl Kat ~ 8EOTT]<;', Kat onou OCDIJ.a XptaTOU, EKEl Kat ~ 8EOTT]<;' """ 
(It is necessary, even on this point, for one to consider that if, according to the 
205 See Sideris (1979) who reviews the theological arguments of the iconoclasts from Eusebius of Caesarea 
in the fourth century through to the 754 Council and concludes that the sole motive of iconoclasm was the 
charge of idolatry: 'The conviction of the iconoclasts that the worship of the images was idolatry can be 
noticed at the close of the Council of754, when the council decreed the destruction of the images prompted 
by the theology of Constantine V. All those present at the meeting praised the emperor by standing up, 
raising their hands high, and crying out that that day salvation had come into the world because the 
emperor had redeemed them from idolatry. [PG 100, 11218] ... They could not reconcile matter, out of 
which the images were made, with the worship of God in spirit and in truth. Because of this, the Patriarch 
Germanus was anathematized by the Council of 754 as a worshipper of wood (~u:\o:\aTpTJv). [PG 
100,1121A] For the iconoclast, matter had no place in Christianity. For this reason, they stated that it is 
wrong to insult in ignoble and dead matter (E:v acSo~0 Ka{ VEKpq u:\1] Ka8uf3p{(nv) the saints who will 
be illumined in such glory. [Mansi XIII, 2770].' (184). 
'
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orthodox Fathers, the flesh is at the same time flesh and t1esh of God the Word, 
never subject to any notion of partition, but rather assumed as a whole within the 
divine nature and deified as a whole, how can it be split into two, or be given a 
hypostasis of its own, by those who try impiously to do so? So it is with his holy 
soul too. For when the divinity of the Son assumed the nature of the flesh in his own 
unoma<JtS', the soul played the role of the mediator between the divinity and the 
density of the flesh. In the same way that the flesh is at one and the same time the 
flesh of God the Word, so is the soul at one and the same time the soul of God the 
Word - both these together: that is, the soul is deified just as is the body. Divinity 
remains inseparable from them, even in the parting of the soul from the body during 
His voluntary passion. Where the soul of Christ is, there is also the divinity, and 
where the body of Christ is there is also the divinity.) 
This leads to the accusation that iconophiles depict Christ as a 'mere man' ( <jnl-.os-
av8pwnos-): 
Ka't E:v TO\JTU) yap ElS ETEpov aVO!llaS' ~apa8pov EllTilTITOU<Jl xwp{(OVTES' T~V 
<JapKa EK Tf\S' 8EOTT1TOS' Ka't lotouno<JTaTov wh~v napn<JayovTEs- Ka't ETEpov 
npo<Jwnov OlOOVTES' Ti'j <JapK't, onEp ElKOVl(Elv AEYOU<JlV, EK TO\JTOU OElKVUVTES' 
TETapTou npo<Jwnou npo<J8rJKTJV (v Ti] Tptaot, npos- yE TouTots- Ka't To 8Ew8h 
npO<JAT]Illla t<JTopoiJVTES' a8EWTOV. 207 
(For in this respect, too, they fall into another abyss of impiety, by separating the 
flesh from the divinity and presenting it as if it had a uno<JTa<JtS' of its own, and give 
another npo<Jwnov to the flesh which they pretend to depict. By this they show that 
they add a fourth npo<Jwnov to the Trinity; moreover they describe that which was 
assumed and deified as being without divinity.) 
207 Mansi XIII.257E, 260A. 
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These accusations of Christological heresy are entirely in the language of the IIEfJan:; I: 
May we be equally far from the "separation" of Nestorius and the "confusion" of 
Arius, Dioscorus, Eutyches, and Severus, opposing evils but equivalent as far as 
impiety is concerned."" 
The Council then takes up a theme from the IIE(Jan:; II in describing the 
Eucharist as the only ninos- of the body of Christ, but lllJ GXTlll(XTl~ouoav av8pwnou 
we:; OUK ai\Aou ElOOU<:; ETilAfX8EVTO<:; nap' mhoiJ EV Tij un, oupavov ~ ninou 
ELKov{oat T~V athou oapKWOlV OUVaiJ-EVOU. 'I Bou ouv ~ Et KWV TOU (wonowD 
(there was no other kind or Tunoc:; under the sun selected by Him which could depict 
his Incarnation. Behold the image of His life-giving body, the image made properly 
and with honour.) 
As in the IIEDan:; II, it is the priestly consecration which effects the change from 
the natural to the divine, thus allowing TO Tfjs- EuxaptoTias- apTOV ws- a<tJEuofj El.Kova 
Tfls- <Puou<fls- oapKos- .211 The lack of such a 'sanctifying' prayer for the Christ-Ei.Kwv is 
noted here, as in IIEiJan:; II. 
This completes the first part of the opos-212 which has shown how the 
"" Mansi XIII.260B. 
'"' Mansi XIII.264B. 
21
" Mansi XIII.264A. 
m Mansi XIII.264B. 
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Christological arguments of the IhiJoDs- follow directly from the Trinitarian and 
Christological orthodoxy ofthe six previous oecumenical councils. Through argument and 
appeal to authority, the 754 Council determined to demonstrate that the tradition declares 
the painting and use of images to be illegitimate. The second part of the opos-213 is an 
iconoclast florilegium, introduced by the statement: 'In addition, therefore, to this diligent 
and carefully thought out teaching of ours, we shall provide also the testimonies which are 
from the Scripture inspired by God and from our eminent Fathers ... .' 214 
The concluding canons and anathemas add nothing to the argument as outlined 
above. They position the claims of the 754 Council to be derivative entirely from the 
orthodoxy of the previous six councils and then they restate the Christological errors of 
the iconophile. The only subject introduced in the anathemas which is neither in the opos-
nor in the IhiJm::ls-, is that which today is called the 'ethical theory' of images:215 
uA.tKwv XPWIHhwv O:vaoTT)AoiJv E:m TTJOElJOt, llTJOfltlav OVT)<JlV <jJEpou<Jas-· ilaTaia 
yap E<JTlV -1) ETilVOta, Kat Ota~OAlKfj<;- jlE800Ela<;- EUpE<Jl')" Kat ouxt 61) jlQAAOV TCx') 
TOllTWV apETa<;- oux TWV EV ypa<jlat<;- nEpt atJTWV OT)AOUjlEVWV oiov nva<;-
Ejl</Juxous- EtKovas- E:v E:aun.\) O:va<;wypa<jJE"l, Kat npos- Tov Ojlotov atno"ls- f:K 
TOUTOU 6tqEtpETal (fjAOV, Ka8w<;- o\. EV8EOl "hllWV EtPT)<JaV naTEpE<;-, ava8Ejla. 210 
(If anyone ventures to set up profitless figures of all the saints in soul-less, speech-
less images made of material colours - for this is a vain invention and the discovery 
of diabolical craft - and does not, on the contrary, reproduce their virtues in himself 
as actual living images with the aid of what has been recorded about them in books, 
111 Mansi XIII.280E-313D. 
"" Mansi XIII.280DE. 
215 See Anastos ( 1979a). 
216 Mansi XIII.345CD. 
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in order to be stimulated to zeal like theirs as our inspired Fathers have said, let him 
be anathema.) 
Thus the 754 Council took up the Christological themes and language of 
Constantine's Il£ucnts-. The accusation of idolatry was set within the Biblical account of 
the fall, and the arguments of the JI £uans- are expanded and linked to specific heresies of 
the past. The notion that a proper dKwv is 6~ooucnos- with its npwToTunos- did not 
appear in the proceedings or opos- of the 754 Council. Neither do we find in 754 the 
Il£fJans- reference to the consecrated bread and wine of the Eucharist as axnponotl]TOv, 
although both documents agree that the transformation of the bread and wine into the true 
yet non-anthropomorphic image of the body of Christ is accomplished by the Holy Spirit 
through the priestly consecration. 
The 787 CounciF 17 refused to respond even to the first part of the 754 opos- which 
is a philosophical argument based on Christological definitions. 218 Instead, the 787 Council 
opposed both the first and second parts of the 754 opos- with legend, hagiography and 
quotation from the tradition, largely if not entirely based on the iconophile florilegium 
which had been put together in Rome in 770. 219 
The 787 proceedings begin by indicating the accusation of the 754 Council: 'they 
falsely accuse the holy Church of God of being adorned with idols.' 220 But instead of a 
217 The text of the 'Refutation of the Fabricated and Falsely Called "Definition" of the Mob Assembly of 
the Accusers of the Christians' is found in Man si XII1.205A-324E. I use the translation of Sahas ( 1986) but 
locate passages according to Mansi XIII. 
218 Anastos (I 955) correctly suggests that the only adequate response to the 754 Council would have been 
theological in nature. 'Whatever one's own theological predilections may be, it must be admitted that the 
iconoclasts presented the best possible case that could be made against the use of images. They omit 
nothing of importance that could be said on their side, and present their material with force, logic and 
energy.' (188). 
"' See Alexakis (I 996). 
110 Mansi XIII.212D. 
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reasoned reply to this accusation, the 787 Council responds with a bold claim that images 
have been part of the tradition of the Church 'since the time of the preaching of the 
Apostles, as we learn from looking at the holy churches in every place, as the holy 
Fathers have testified and as the historians, whose writings have survived until now, 
relate. ' 221 This claim is repeated several times. 
The 787 Council next presents the eighty-second canon of the Sixth Oecumenical 
Council (692). As Theodore refers to this passage in the Antirr and in three important 
image letters, I provide a translation here for future reference as well: 
In some venerable images, and pointed to by the finger of the Forerunner, there is 
the drawing of a lamb, which has been received as the figure of grace, making what is 
for us the true Lamb - Christ our God - glimmer through the Law. Although, 
therefore, we totally embrace the old forms and figures as symbols and 
foreshadowings which have been handed down to the Church ( na:f..a:tous- nlnous- Ka:l. 
na:pE6o11E'vous-), yet we prefer to honour Grace and Truth, because we have welcomed 
this as the fulfillment of the Law. We, therefore, decree that the human figure (Ka:Ta 
To avepu5mvov xa:pa:KTfipa:) of Christ, the Lamb of our God, who has taken away the 
sin of the world, be painted with colours as perfectly as possible, in view of 
everyone, and from now on be reinstated in images ( E:v Tdis EtKoou) in the place of 
the former lamb. This way we may perceive the height of the humility of God the 
Word (To Tfjs- wnnvwoEws- ut!Jos- Tou 8Eou f..oyou ), and be led to the remembrance 
of his conduct in flesh, his suffering, his redemptive death, and the salvation which 
resulted from it for the world.222 
221 Mansi XIII.217D. 
222 Mansi Xlii.220D 
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The 787 Council affirms: 'We all therefore see and understand that the painting of images 
is something that has been handed down to the church before the holy councils, as well as 
after them, like the tradition of the gospel. ' 223 The 787 Council refuses to engage the 
arguments of754 but rather is content to declare that images have always been part of the 
tradition. 
It is likewise with the notion of the 7 54 o pos- that in the image the creature is 
offered npooxuvT)cns-. The 787 'Refutation' simply states: 'As for images, Christians do 
not call them 'gods,' nor do they worship them as gods ... nor do they bestow a divine 
reverence upon them, or upon any of the creatures - away with such accusations.' 224 In 
answer to the charge of KTw~wTof..aTpdav, the answer is passionate and unequivocal: 
'Not one Christian who has ever lived under the sky has worshipped an image. ' 225 
The 787 Council refuses to enter into debate of the Christological issues because 
theological argument is not the path to right thinking: 
bBoiJ EXE08at I10VOV, Kat 11~ EKKAlVElV EV8Ev Kat EV8EV. ana OWOTpE<jJOVTES' Tas-
6oous- Kup{ou, E:vavnwT<has- Bo~as- nap' E:auTo"ls- out..AE"youot ni) l.otU) vo"l 
nappT)otaoToiJ 'Hoa{ou t..E"yovTos-· ouot o\. oo<jlot E:v E:auTo"ls-, Kat E:vwmov E:aunllv 
E1ll0Tlli10VES'. Kat yap Ta 11 l)OETIW nap a op8o6o~wv xpwnavwv !..at.. Tj8E1oa ws-
OI10AOYOU11EVa t..a11~avouot. Kat napaou/../..oyt(ollEVOl oo<jlwnKwS' T~v EKKAT)Otav 
EAEYXOUOl" Kat ouvayETm nap' mhwv u~plS' Kat AOlOOpta, ETit npoo8-rlKl) OE 
"' Mansi XIII.220E. 
'" Mansi XIII.225A. 
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TOIJTWV Kat Ct0Ef3Ela."" 
(In no sense do the propagators of the offensive heresy against the Christians 
follow the only way, as is the tradition of those who are orthodox with regard to 
divine doctrine - to follow, that is, the royal way, and not lean either to one side or 
the other. On the contrary, by distorting the ways of the Lord, they, guided by their 
own mind, collect the most adverse ideas on their own, thinking that they are wise 
in every respect. They are the ones of whom Isaiah, the outspoken one, says: 'Woe 
to them that are wise in their own conceit, and knowing in their own sight.' For 
they take as confessed what the orthodox Christians have never said. Drawing 
untenable syllogisms, they criticize the Church by using sophistry. The result of all 
this is simply insult and scorn, and, in addition to these, impiety.) 
Upon this view, the road to heresy is precisely the type of Christological argument of the 
ITEDons- and 754 Council. 
In a somewhat puzzling failure to understand the 754 accusation that the image 
must of necessity fall either into Nestorianism on the one hand (division ofthe natures) or 
the heresy of Severus, Arius, et. al., on the other (confusion of the natures), the 787 
proceedings interpret this as an accusation that iconophiles hold to both heresies at the 
same time, rather than one or the other. 227 Since the heresies are incompatible, the 787 
Council asserts, the 754 Council is foolish to suggest that the iconophiles fall into both 
errors at the same time. Equally unconvincing is the following rebuttal by the 787 Council: 
'Severus the confuser [of the natures] did not accept the d.Kw v of Christ our God in the 
Church, as many historians relate. Therefore, it is a wonder that they say that the catholic 
church follows Arius, Dioscorus, Eutyches, and the heresy of the Acephaloi, since she 
226 Mansi XIII.260BC. 
117 Mansi XIII.244E-245C. 
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has accepted iconographic representations. ' 228 The reasoning here is that the Christ-E\.Kwv 
cannot be an instance of the heresy of confusing the two natures of Christ because 
Severus was the chief architect of that heresy and we know from history that he did not 
accept images! 
The 754 suggestions that the implication of the Christ-ElKwv is the addition of a 
fourth person to the Trinity, or else reduces Christ to a <)nA.os- av8pwnos-, are described as 
folly and madness. The Eucharist is denied to be a type or image of the body of Christ, 
but after the consecration is called the 'true body and blood of Christ. ' 229 
I now briefly describe the four positive claims of the 787 Council: that the Christ-
ElKwv has a nominal relation with its prototype, Christ himself; that the image outlines the 
bodily shape of the prototype; that the image relates stories of the faith; and that the 
honour or dishonour of the image passes over to the prototype. 
The claim that the relation of image to prototype is solely nominal and that the 
image bears a resemblance only to the outline of the bodily form of the person, serves to 
dismiss every argument of the 754 Council. To the argument that the Christ-EiKwv 
reinstates the Nestorian division into a duality of sons, the 787 Council insists, 
(The EtKwv resembles the prototype, not with regard to the essence, but only with 
regard to the name and to the position of the members which can be given a 
particular character.) 
228 Mansi XIII.253B. 
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An image cannot be linked to any heresy since there is no reality of the prototype in the 
image, but is only related to the prototype by name. The image of a man does not include 
the soul, nor even 'the very substance of the body, I mean flesh, muscles, nerves, bones, 
and elements, that is, blood, phlegm, fluid, and gall, the blending of which it is impossible 
for one to see in an image.' 231 A man is one thing. The image of a man is something 
altogether different, excepting the name and bodily outline. As with the response to the 
accusation ofNestorian division, when the 'Refutation' considers the accusation that the 
image is the result of the heresy of Arius, Dioscorus, Eutyches, and the Acephaloi, the 
'Refutation' simply announces that the accusation is false. It states, 'Christians confess 
that what the image has in common with the archetype is only the name, not the 
essence. ' 232 
In other words, the Christological arguments will not be taken seriously because of 
the second positive affirmation of the 787 Council that the image is nothing but a mere 
outline resemblance of a body which also has the name of its prototype: 
npWTOT\JTIOU ou8a!lWS' TlS' TWV EU <j>povouvTWV EV Ti'j Et.KOVl ETll(T]TEt."'" 
(For the image is one thing and the prototype another. No one of sound mind looks 
in any way to the image for the qualities of the prototype.) 
The third positive claim of the 787 'Refutation' is that images are useful as reminders of 
211 Mansi XIII.244C. 
212 Mansi XIII.252D. 
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the: 
(life-stories of virtuous men, the narratives of the contests of the martyrs and the 
explanation of their sufferings, as well as the mystery of the dispensation of God 
almighty and our Saviour ... ) 
(the continuous looking at pictorial drawings serves to preserve one's conversion 
and keeps one constantly mindful of it.) 
The Refutation here teaches that an image of Matthew will convict a person of greediness 
and avarice and lead to repentance, the image of blessed Susanna gives encouragement to 
lead a life of chastity, and so on. A striking example of this is a quotation from Gregory 
Nazianzen found in the Damascene's florilegium appended to his third Apology, and read 
aloud at the fourth session of the 787 Council: 
I cannot pass over Polemon either, for his amazing performance too is one of the 
far-famed. At first he was not chaste at all, but an extremely shameful slave of his 
passions. Yet he found an advisor - I cannot say whether it was a wise man or 
himself- and was caught by love for virtue: suddenly he showed himself to have risen 
high above his passions. I shall mention one of his marvelous deeds. A libidinous 
m Man si XIII, 241 BC. 
'·'
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young man called a whore in. When she reached, it is said, the door, a portrait of 
Polemon looked down at her; she looked at it and immediately went away (for 
indeed it was venerable), overcome by the sight of it: she felt ashamed in front of 
Polemon's portrayal as if he were alive.'36 
Two participants (Basil, bishop of Ancyra and Nicephorus, bishop of 
Dyrrhachion) responded to this reading by agreeing that 'Indeed it [the image ofPolemon] 
provoked chastity, for if the whore had not seen Polemon's image, she would not have 
refrained from licentiousness,' and 'the image is respectable and venerable ( 8au11aaT~ Kat 
a~HfyaaTos-): it was able to save the woman from wicked and shameless conduct.' 237 
The fourth and important claim of the Refutation is that the signifying of a name 
to the image transfers the honour to the prototype after which the image is named: 'ota 
notion is dependent upon Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45: '~ Tf)s- EtKovas- n11~ E.n't To 
npwn5Tunov 8w(3a{vn.' (The honour given to the image passes over to the prototype.) 239 
This passing of honour from image to prototype because of the common naming, 
understood in the context of Basil's formula, justifies the embracing, kissing and 'offering 
to [the image] the veneration of honour'. 240 In the 'Refutation' this is said to result in our 
sanctification, in the same way that we receive a blessing from holy utensils when they 
are kissed and embraced. 
It is not until the o pos- itself, however, that Basil's formula is said to imply that 
23
" Mansi XIII.l3BC. 
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119 The 'Refutation' adds that dishonour given to the image passes over to the prototype in the same 
manner: 'Tfjc;- ElKovoc;- chq.w<;o .. , navTwc;- To npwToTunov (hq..ta(ETal.' Mansi XIII.273B. 
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'he who offers npoaKUVl]CHS' to the ElKWV offers npoaKUVT]GlS' to the unoaTaGlS' ofthe 
npoawnov .... ' 211 Undue emphasis here must not be attached to the notions of i] 
unoaTaats- or To npoawnov. The 'Refutation' is clear throughout that it does not 
promote a unique offering of npoaKuvT)ats- due only to the image because it shows the 
outline of the body of the prototype. Rather, the image receives the very same offering of 
npoadv11ats- which is given to the cross, the Gospel book and all types of holy utensils 
used in the Liturgy.242 
The opos- of the 787 Council which follows its detailed 'Refutation' of the 754 
Council adds no new statement or claim which is not considered in the 'Refutation', other 
than the assertion that Basil's formula formally implies that 'he who offers npoaKUVT]atS' 
to the image offers npoaKUVT]GlS' to the UTIOGTaGlS' of the npoawnov ... '. 
Antirrlteticus I: Theological arguments for the 787 'Refutation' and opos-
As I have pointed out, the preface to Antirr F43 reveals Theodore's intention to 
supplement an inadequate previous attempt to respond to the iconoclast arguments in a 
treatise he refers to as c5 LT1JIH nunK6:;. The first step of this task will be undertaken in 
Antirr I. Theodore will systematically review the iconophile arguments: 
<JUil<Pon{(wv. 
(proving the component parts concerning the overall design [of the argument] set 
before one, explaining them and bringing them together.) 
"
1 Mansi Xlli.377E. 
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My analysis will show that Theodore restricts himself in Antirr I to a consideration of the 
eighth century argument, and especially to an attempt to give theological grounding to the 
claims of the 787 Council. Even a cursory comparison of Antirr I with Theodore's earliest 
image letter c. 81 0244 makes it clear that Theodore is rehearsing the iconophile argument of a 
past generation. Nonetheless, the 787 Council must be theologically defended and 
affirmed. Theodore attends to this task in Antirr I. 
Theodore's intention to TCx<;" 0U0TaTlKCx<;" anOOEl~ElS' TIEpl Ti)S' npoKEljJ.EVT)S' 
uno8E0EW<;" aVEAlTTOIJ.EVO<;" Kal 0UIJ.<j}on{<:;wv is accomplished in the following way. After 
an opening statement of theology in Antirr I.l, eighteen questions and objections of 
heretics are answered (Antirr !.2-19) before the concluding anathemas are presented in 
Antirr I.20. The overall question and answer form of the Antirr is within the tradition of 
monastic catechesis (the general form of instruction given by a spiritual father to his 
disciples)245 and is ideally suited to Theodore's primary goals of pastoral care and spiritual 
direction which are the impetus of his writing the entire Antirr. Consciously within this 
ascetic and monastic tradition, Theodore writes the Antirr I, 'relying on the prayers and 
urgings ofmy Fathers' (Tal:s- naTptKa'ls- Evxa'ls- TE Kat napopiJ.~GEGt 8app~aas-.) The 
argument will proceed by 'opposing our own teaching and that of the other side' (KaTa 
aVTl8E0lV TOU TE OtKElOU BOyjJ.aTO<;", Kat TOU UAAOTplOU ). Both sides seek to 
represent orthodox Christological doctrine within the tradition. 246 The dogma ToiJ 
m Fatouros 57. 
w See chapter one of Blowers ( 1991) which is an informative essay on the monastic genre of 
E: pwTanoKpwns- and the positive review by Louth (1998), 76-78. 
2
"
6 See Sendler (1981) who is one of the few contemporary scholars who will acknowledge the 
intention and weight of the iconoclast arguments in defending Chalcedon Christology. Before Theodore's 
Antirr, the iconoclasts presented stronger arguments than the iconophiles. Leo V has gathered astute 
theologians under John Grammaticus to fortify and represent the iconoclast position. In Antin· I the 
arguments of Constantine V and the 754 Council appear, and the claims of the 787 Council are identified 
and given as much theological support as they can bear. 
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af-f-oTptou is represented only by the 'they' of <jlcw{, but their questions and objections 
identify them as representatives of the doctrine of the IIEi"1ans- and 754 opos-. Their 
theological questions are answered by an individual (first person singular) who shows the 
error in the iconoclast argument. This response in Antirr I is always an argument or 
dogmatic statement which supports an element of the 787 'Refutation' or opos-. 
As I begin a summary of Antirr I, the reader must be prepared to find only a 
dogmatic restatement of the claims of the 787 Council. Every substantial philosophical or 
theological question is avoided and the position of the 754 Council is simply contradicted 
with an opposing statement. The most stark and surprising comparison will be that of the 
dogmatism of Antirr I with the creative argument of Antirr Ill. Antirr II provides the 
bridge. Because Theodore refuses to enter into the theological debate more significantly 
than the claims of the 787 Council can bear (although Theodore offers clear explanations 
of the position of the 787 Council), so I shall attempt to reflect the nature of Antirr I by 
restricting myself to a presentation of its contents. Questions such as 
apophatic/cataphatic theology, the deification of the baptized individual, the character of 
the human nature found in Christ, and the deeper definition of the concept of the image 
itself are all introduced but not refined either in the proceedings of the 787 Council or here 
in the text of the Antirr I. These questions will be addressed appropriately in subsequent 
chapters of our argument. 
Antirr 1.1 
Antirr I .I begins with the unquestionable declaration that for Christians there is: 
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M{a ... nt<JTl'> Kat A.aTpda Kat npo<JKUVTl<Jt<;'· ~ Els IlaTEpa TE, <Pllllt, Kat Ytov 
faith, worship and npo<JKUVT]<Jt<;' - I mean for the Father, Son and Holy Spirit -
because that which is offered npo<JKUVT]<Jt'> is one in the nature of divinity ... even if 
they are intellectually perceived as three in their hypostatic properties, according to 
our common teaching.) 
Both iconoclasts and iconophiles agree that the entire debate over the permissibility of the 
offering of npoot<UVT)<JtS' to the El.Kwv depends on whether this offering of npo<YKUVT)cns-
violates or supports the indivisibility of the single worship and offering of npo<YKUVT)<YtS' 
to the Trinity as one in nature yet intellectually perceived as three in their hypostatic 
properties. 
Antirr 1.2 
The opening speech of the heretics 248 in Antirr I sets forth three fundamental accusations 
of the iconoclasts. First, that the offering of npo<YKUVT)<YtS' to images destroys the single 
offering of npo<YKUVT)<YtS' of the Trinity affirmed in Antirr 1.1.249 Second, that the offering of 
npo<YKUVT)<YtS' introduces the offering of npo<YKUVT)<YlS' to idols ( El.owf..tKT)v ). Third, that it 
denies the incomprehensibility and uncircumscribability of God. 250 Theodore' s response is 
wMigne PG 99.3298. 
"" A !though those opposed to Toli TE o\.KEiou 66y [J.aTos- are not called heretics in the body of the text of 
Antirr J, the position Tou a/.,AoTpiou is that of the iconoclasts who are anathematized as heretics in the 
concluding chapter of Antirr I. 
''"The adequate response to this fundamental charge against the iconophile position will be given only in 
the concluding arguments of Antirr IJI.C.5 where Theodore will insist that the affirmation of this 
theological truth in the Christian oiKoVo[J.ia not only allows but requires the offering of npoaKUVTJCYt!> to 
images. 
''
0 This accusation of idolatry taken straight from the IT Elians- and 754 opos-. 
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the admission that the heretics have accurately described three crucial issues of the 
controversy. First, the single offering of npoo-KUVT]<ns- to the Trinity must not be violated. 
Second, the iconophiles must counter the accusation of the 754 opos- that the setting up 
of images leads to worship of the created order. Third, theology demands a radical 
apophatic description of the Godhead: 
It is obvious to all that the Godhead is incomprehensible and uncircumscribable, and 
I add boundless, limitless, formless, and whatsoever else through the removal of 
[properties by privation] the Godhead is not ... We, however, have only one God 
whom we offer veneration as Trinity. And in regard to the doctrine of theology, so 
far from inventing some kind of circumscription or comprehension of form (perish 
the idea! for this was an invention of pagan thought), we do not even know that the 
Godhead exists at all, or what sort of thing it is, as it alone understands about 
itself.'51 
In this affirmation of radical apophaticism in matters pertaining to 8Eo;\oy{a, 
Theodore is surely following the teaching of those to whom he most often refers in his 
letters, the Cappadocians and especially Gregory Nazianzen. Theodore maintains 
throughout the Antirr and all his correspondence that human thinking is unable to grasp 
any adequate conception ofthe inner life of the Trinity. 
After Theodore establishes that the heretics have identified the proper questions, 
he indicates that the iconophile argument will develop entirely on an orthodox 
understanding of the Incarnation. The entering of one of the Trinity into human nature 
(E\s av8pwnEtav <jluow EArJAU8E) allows Christ to be imaged: 
251 Migne PG 99.329CD. Greek text is above, page 47. 
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Kat QlU<JlK~V TIEpt ypa<jl~v KaTEXETat TOU <JQlETEpou <JWI-laTOS', o Ti'j OtKElq: 8EOTT]Tl 
unapxwv anEptypanTOS' 
(He who in his own divinity is uncircumscribable, accepts the natural circumscription 
of his body.) 
The most basic demand of the doctrine of the Incarnation is that it must avoid the 
denial of either of Christ's natures of divinity or humanity (Antirr I.2). Theodore 
understands that the implications of the Incarnation can only be described in a paradoxical 
language: 
Kat YEYOVE TWV QIJ-lKTWV IJ-l~lS', Kat TlllV aKpaTWV KpU<JlS', ~TOl TOU anEptypanTOU 
npos- TO nEptyEypaiJ-IJ-EVOV" TOU anE{pou npos- TO TIEnEpaGIJ-EVOV" TOU aopt<JTOU 
npos- TO OtWplGIJ-EVOV" TOU a<JXT]IlaTl<JTOU npos- TO ElJ<JXT]IlaTl<JIJ-EVOV" 0 Kat 
napaooxov· Ol<l TOUTO Xpt<JTOS' EtKOVl(ETat, Kat 0 aopaTOS' op<XTat. 
(There is a mixture of the unmixed, and a compounding of that which is not able to 
be combined: that is, of the uncircumscribable with the circumscribed, of the 
boundless with the bounded, of the limitless with the definite, of the formless with 
the well-formed, which is paradoxical. Because of this, Christ is depicted in images, 
and the invisible is seen.) 
Thus the accusation of 754 that the image denies the divine nature of Christ is opposed 
by the 787 statement that the rejection of Christ's EiKwv denies the human nature of 
Christ. Each side is convinced that Chalcedonian orthodoxy is violated by the other's 
position on images. Theodore will now proceed to undo the theological arguments of the 
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IlEDCJElS' and 754 opos-, at least as much as the doctrine of the 787 Council will allow. 252 
Antirr 1.3,4 
Antirr 1.3,4 takes up the Christological challenge ofthe ITEUOElS'253 and 754 opos- that the 
image either divides or confuses the natures of Christ, contrary to the Chalcedonian 
definition. In his initial response, Theodore indicates the proper relation of iotwiJ-aTa, 
<j>UOlS' and UTIOOTaOtc:;: 
VOEl atJTOV flEflEVT]KEVat Kat aTTEptypanTOV EV Tcl;i TTEptyEypa<jl8at. Ta(lTa yap Kat 
u'lflOAOYT]Tat. Kat ou8' ETEpov 8aTEpov KEKatVOTOflT]KEV, ou8 I anE<jlOtTT]OE TOiJ8' 
(you should understand that [the divinity] has also remained uncircumscribable in 
being circumscribed. For these are \.8tw1J-aTa just as those are; but the [\.8twiJ-aTa] Tfjc:; 
anEpt ypanTou <jlu<JEwc:; are those in which Christ is known to be God, while the 
\.8twf1aTa Tfjc:; nEptyqpafliJ-EVll'> are those 1n which he is confessed to be man. 
Neither one makes the other into something new, nor departs from what it was 
itself; nor is one changed into the other - for such a change would produce the 
252 See Lossky (1987): 'Second Nicaea is primarily, above all, a Christological synod .... It is not primarily 
a synod about sacred images as such; it is primarily a Christological synod in the full sense of the word, 
i.e., in the soteriological, trinitarian sense of a proclamation by the church of the nature of salvation offered 
to humanity: deification.' (340). 
"' It is very likely that at least in the early years of the ninth century, later in the short reign of Michael I 
Rhangabe, and even in the beginning years of Leo's reign when he had reconciled with the patriarch 
Nicephorus, (times when Theodore was in favour with the imperial and ecclesiastical authorities), Theodore 
would have been one of the few who were able to study the writings of Constantine V and the full text of 
the Acta ofHiereia available in the Patriarchal Library. The Acta had been relegated by Canon 9 of the 787 
Council to the collection of heretical books in the Library, and thus were accessible to very few clergy. 
'" Migne PG 99.332C. 
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confusion which we have refused to admit; but he is one and the same m his 
{mocnacns-, with his two <jni<Jns- unconfused in their proper spheres.) 
This is the beginning of Theodore's attempt to give reasoned support to the themes and 
doctrine of the 787 Council. The 787 'Refutation' had ridiculed the 754 use of syllogistic 
logic255 but had not tried to refute it by argument. Here Theodore repeats the claim of the 
787 'Refutation>256 that the 754 opos- had misused logic, but then challenges, a'A'Aa OEupo 
KaVTED8Ev navo8Evws- f:xpan{o8l)n (come hither and be utterly overthrown). In Antirr 
I.4 he addresses the accusation of the ITEDoEls- and 754 opos- that the image reduces 
Christ to a 4JtA.os- av8pwnos-. Theodore suggests that a more accurate interpretation of the 
Incarnation reveals that Christ is: 
([man] in general, even the whole nature [of man]; but contemplated in an 
individual [manner]. .. 332D) 
A proper understanding of the Incarnation allows Christ to be circumscribed and remain 
'ou ElS' Twv noA.A.wv, aA.A.a 8Eos- av8pwnw8E{s-' (not one among many, but God made 
Just as Constantine V pointed to the Chalcedonian definition as proof of the 
illegitimacy of the EtKwv, so Theodore maintains that a deeper understanding of the 
Chalcedonian definition requires the E\xwv of Christ: 
'"'Using untenable syllogisms, they criticize the Church by using sophistry.' Mansi XIII.260C. 
""Kat ll~ vl\) vouv BtaKpouoj.lEVOS", nil d:noonKnKl\) Tov d:vanooHKTov· Kat Tl\) uu/../..oytanKw 
Tov d:uui\i\oywTov (You try to evade our argument with non-argument, to refute what is undemonstrated 
by your demonstration and what is illogical with your logic.) Migne PG 99.332D. 
'" Migne PG 99.333A (Antirr 1.4). 
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T01JTo yap To KmvonpEnE:'> Tfis- oiKovoll{os llUCJT~ptov, CJuvooov yEVECJ8m 8Eias-
Ka't av8pWTilVT]') <jHJCJEW') EV Tij Jlt<?: TOU Aoyou UTIOCJTcXCJEl" TCt') lOlOTT]TQ') 
EKQTEpwv a/..wf3~TOU') OWTT]pOUCJl) EV Tij aotalpETU,J EvWCJEl."' 
(For this is the novel mystery of the dispensation, that the divine and human 
natures came together in the one hypostasis of the Word, which maintains the 
properties of both natures in the indivisible union.) 
Antirr I.5,6 
In Antirr 1.5,6 Theodore begins to highlight the nature of the 787 defence of the ElKwv as 
legitimate 'symbol'. The 787 'Refutation' had begun by emphasizing the focus of the 7 54 
opos- on the charge of idolatry, and then indicates that the 754 opos- had set as its preface 
a quotation from Dionysius the Theophantor. The 'Refutation' then suggests that the 754 
Council would not have gone astray if it had truly held to the teachings of Dionysius the 
Areopagite. The argument of Antirr I and II reveals how the notion of 'image' had been 
progressively clarified in the controversy by a gradual distancing from other related but 
distinct notions of narrative representation, symbol and relic. I shall describe this 
important development in chapter two. It is simply to be noted here that in the eighth 
century debate reflected in Antirr I Theodore describes the 787 'Refutation' and opos- to 
be an attempt to defend the E1xwv as symbol. In Antirr 11 he will reveal that the defence of 
the Christ-EiKwv within the tradition demands an understanding of Ei.Kwv as other than 
m Migne PG 99.332C (Antirr 1.4). 
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symbol. 259 Antirr Ill will give this final justification ofthe EtKwv as wholly distinct from 
symbol. 
Antirr 1.5,6 tells that the prohibition of Exodus 20.4,5 was written to teach the 
Israelites that for the true God: 
av TWV oo-a uno Kanxi\ T]<jJlV av8pwTTlVl] 8tavo{q EVE0Tl. 260 
(there is no designation, no likeness, no circumscription, no definition, nothing at 
all of what comes within the comprehension of the human mind.) 
Nevertheless, at the same time as this teaching of the radical apophatic theology of 
divinity, Moses is commanded by this same God to make symbolic figures of angels 261 , 
and the serpent as a symbol of Christ. 262 Thus the distinction between image and symbol 
is established. The Godhead is not like any creature and any attempted likeness is 
forbidden, but symbolic representation is commanded. The Lord commands Moses to 
create symbols: 
'
59 In Antirr I Theodore not only insists that image and prototype must be different from one another in 
essence, but then StateS that Of apXETUTTOS" and TTapaywyov: 0UK av TTOTE [J.aVElTj av TlS" TOGOiJTov 
apxhunov Kat napaywyov "Af.yE{ E:v haTEPU! EKaTEpa, ~ 8aTEpov. 341B (No one could 
ever be so insane as to suppose ... prototype and derivative ... to say that each is in the other, or either one is 
in the other.) But in Antirr 11 the image begins to be seen in its own right as a notion different from that of 
symbol and thus the Dionysian formula is offered which says precisely what was claimed in Antirr I to be 
impossible: To aATj8ES" EV T!i;) OjlOUD[.laTl, TO apxhunov EV Tij ElKOVL' TO EKQTEpov EV EKaTEpw. 
357C (The truth in the likeness, the prototype in the image; each in the other except for the difference of 
essence.) The important shift in the concept of image considered as physical object (Constantine V and 754 
opos-) to image considered as immaterial symbol (787 'Refutation' and o pos- and reflected in A ntirr I) to 
image as distinct from symbol (Antirr II) will be considered below. 
'"
11 Antirr I.5. Migne PG 99.333C. 
"" Ex 25.18-22. 
'"'Numbers 21.8-9 and John 3.14. 
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npos BE. TO Bt' EKTUTIW]HXTWV KO:l !lOP<IJW!lCtTWV TlVWV 0Uilf30AlKWS' avayEa8at TOV 
'Japa~A, E.m T~V Tou E:vos 8Eou, ws E<jJtKTOV, 8Ewp{av Kat AaTpEiav, ~ 
KaTa<jJaGlS'' ~ oux't Kat auTO TO TE napaBnylla TfjS' OAT]S' GKTJVfiS' npoxapay!lOV 
E.vapyES' E.an TfjS' E.v nvEu11an AaTpE{as, oKtaypa<jJoUilEvov nws ou11f3of..tKaTs 
8Ewpims TQ llEyaf..(J) MwaET npos TOD Twv of..wv 8EoD;"" 
(to lead Israel symbolically by means of certain sculptured and modeled forms as far 
as possible toward the contemplation and worship of the one God. Is not the very 
pattern of the whole tabernacle a distinct prefiguration of worship in the Spirit, 
roughly sketched in symbolic visions for the great Moses by the God of all?) 
Antirr I. 7 considers the 754 opos- 'ethical theory of images,' which not only states 
that the d.Kwv of Christ is to be discovered in the virtues of His saints, but even Christ 'is 
formed in us by the Holy Spirit, who sends into us a kind of divine formation through 
sanctification and righteousness.' 264 Theodore does not deny this, but rather insists that 
this is the subject of Baptism: 
Kat ou nEpl TOU E~ElKOVl(EG8at EV ~ll'iV TOV xapaKTfjpa TfjS' UTIOGTQ<JEWS' TOU 
8EOU Kat ITaTpOS', 6 f..oyos, ana nEpt TOU E~ElKOVl(E<J8at ~ !ld'S' T~V 
av8pwn61lop<jJov El.KOVa Ev UAlKOTS' XPWilaGlV. 
(And we are not speaking about how the character of the hypostasis of God the 
Father is in us, but about how we depict His human image with material colours.) 
Theodore here establishes that his argument in defence of the 787 doctrine will focus on 
263 Antirr I.6. Migne PG 99.336AB. 
26
' 'llOpcj>ouTal EV ~Ill V EVlEVTOS' TOU aytou IlVE\J !la TO!) BEta V TlVCt llOpcpwcrt V ot' aytacr llOU Kat 
otKatocruvllS"·' Alexander (1953) describes the ethical theory: 'the only true image of Christ and of the 
saints is Man endowed with the Christian virtues' (44, 50). He wrongly suggests that this ethical theory 
was first introduced in the 815 Council. Anastos (l979a) shows conclusively that it was present in 754 and 
notes that six of the eight passages of the 754 florilegium deal specifically with the ethical theory. 
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the painted anthropomorphic image of Christ which was the direct concern of the 754 
o pos-. The o pos- promoted the Eucharist as image because it was 'J.llJ axll J.laT{t;;ouaav 
O:v8pwnou [.top<jn)v, lest idolatry be introduced. ' 265 It is the setting up and offering of 
npoaKUVT]ats- to the anthropomorphic image of Christ the god-man which the iconoclasts 
claim to be the falling into the same idolatry of the pagans who set up and offered 
npoaKUVYJats- to the images of the gods in human form. 
The theological debate in the eighth and ninth centuries focused exclusively on the 
Christ-E'txwv. Brown (1973) suggests that this focus was 'a red herring' which missed the 
real meaning of the crisis as more precisely 'a debate on the position of the holy in 
Byzantine society'. It is true that historically it was the offering of n poaKu VT]ats- to 
images of the saints which forced the issue, but the theological justification of images of 
the saints depended upon the legitimacy of the Christ-E1xwv. This linking of the Christ-
Elxwv with the images of the saints reveals that by the eighth century the El.Kwv of the 
saint is not seen to have the character of a portrait which sparks the remembrance of a 
holy person and his virtues, but the E1xwv of the saint is thought somehow to convey the 
same divine presence in the ElKwv ofthe saint as that of the Christ-El.Kwv. 
The possibility of the participation of the human soul in divinity through the 
sanctification and purification of the soul (including the body), i.e. through npa~ts- and the 
achievement of 8Ewp{a and even 8EonT{a, would be acknowledged by all monks and 
Byzantine laymen, both iconoclasts and iconophiles alike. They would agree also that this 
progress is entirely dependent upon the union of human and divine natures in the one 
Person of Jesus Christ. We are made in the image of God, and more precisely, as the image 
of the Image (the Son). Only through the Son do we carry the image of the hypostasis of 
265 Mansi XIII .2648. 
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the Father. As the Christian grows more completely into the divine image of Christ 
through np&:~tS' and 8Ewp{a, he more and more 'puts on Christ.' The question which is at 
issue in the controversy is this: can the soul, ~ unoaTaats-, or TO npoawnov of the saint 
who has participated in divinity be imaged? The answer is yes only if Christ himself can 
be imaged. Christ is the one in whom both human and divine natures are united in one 
unoaTaats-, 'without confusion, without change, without division, without separation.' 
Thus the theological controversy focuses on the Christ-dKwv. As Theodore describes it: 
'we are not speaking about how the character of the hypostasis of God the Father is in us, 
but about how we depict His human image with material colours.' 
Antirr !.5,6 takes up the claim of the 787 'Refutation' and o pos- that certain 
specific and divinely inspired symbols effectively can be used to lead the mind to 
contemplation of the true God. The doctrine ofthe Incarnation allows the Christ-E1xwv to 
be the ultimate and perfect instance of such a divinely inspired symbol. 266 But if this is 
admitted, the overwhelming strength of the iconoclast position is brought to bear against 
the Christ-E1xwv precisely because of the substantial and consistent Christian charge of 
idolatry against the pagan image in the early centuries. The image of Christ must somehow 
be distinguished from the anthropomorphic images of the pagans, but, in fact, how are the 
arguments of the iconophiles any different from the old pagan apology of the human 
'"" In comparing the serpent of bronze to the Christ-image, Theodore reflects the doctrine of the 787 
Council when he asks: 'And if the symbol in animal form cured those who had been bitten by its sight 
alone, how could the holy representation of Christ's very form do otherwise than hallow those who see it? 
(KaL El 6 8T)pt6~op<jlos- TUTIOS' opw~EVOS' TUTIOS' xapaKT~P TOU XptoTOU pt..ETIO~EVOS' ayutOEtE 
Tous- TE8Ea~Evous-;) Migne PG 99.336A. 
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symbols of divinity?267 Theodore admits that these are the questions to be answered when 
he pleads: 
'E/\1\~vwv ETil Tal:s- ElOWAlKa'ls- avaTUTIWGEGl Tij TOU XpwToU El.KOVl npo<JctTITWV; 
T(s- yap av voUv EXWV ou GUVlEl T~V 8w<j>opav ElOWAOU TE Kat El.Kovos-· OTl TO 
(Would you please stop ignorantly dragging out scriptural verses to use against us, 
taking the words spoken against the pagans in regard to the forms of idols, and 
misapplying them to the El.Kwv of Christ? For what person with any sense does not 
understand the difference between an idol and an image: the one is darkness, the 
other light; the one deceiving, the other not deceiving; the one is of polytheism, the 
other the clearest token of the oi.Kovo fila.) 
There is is no argument at all being offered against the iconoclast position, but a 
simple turning away from any serious consideration of the question which Theodore 
raises in a stark manner. In this way it is an admission that the 787 Council did not 
267 For example, the 'image made without hands' finds a parallel in Iamblichus attributing to the statues a 
miraculous origin. The iconophile agenda was to show how it was that the prototype was somehow present 
in the image, just as Iamblichus struggled to explain how it was that the gods are present in the statues. 
The psychological theory that images are aids to contemplation which raise the mind to the prototype and 
bring the prototype to the image, is similar to Proclus' teaching that through initiatory rites the statues can 
be made like to the gods and fit to receive the divine illuminations. See Armstrong (1963): 'The 
iconodules, when they made the doctrine of the Incarnation the foundation of their arguments, were arguing 
as Christians, not as pagans. But they were unconsciously giving Christian ratification to the deep 
instinctive conviction of Hellenic popular piety that man's strange power of making human images which 
suggested something more than man could rightly be used in divine worship, a conviction which some 
cosmic pantheists had attacked and which the philosophers whose arguments the Christian defenders of 
images took over had clarified and formulated rationally' (123). Hans von Campenhausen remarks: 'If we 
consider the actual development of devotion to images, and its 'decadence' in popular piety, we are bound 
to ask whether the victory of the Church over 'Judaism' was not bought, to a great extent, at the price of a 
victory of paganism over the genuine Christian heritage .... Greek theology actually took over completely 
the pagan philosophical justification of images and their worship .... ' Campenhausen (1968), 198. 
268 Antirr I .7. 
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succeed in demonstrating the difference between the Christ-dKwv and the pagan 
anthropomorphic representation of the divine. Kitzinger (1955) comments: 
For in the portrait there is no action to absorb the attention of either subject or 
beholder. Quietly confronted with each other face to face they may easily enter into 
a relationship basically identical to that between the heathen worshiper and the cult 
image in the temple. It was, in fact, its inherent resemblance to the pagan cult image 
(the foremost target of all Christian opposition in the sphere of the visual arts), 
which made the portrait a particular stumbling block for Early Christian writers. The 
increasingly frequent and bold use of the portrait form in the art of the late sixth 
and seventh centuries is a measure of the degree to which the original scruples in the 
matter of graven images had been overcome at this time. It meant the emergence of 
what was in effect an equivalent of the pagan cult statue.'69 
Those 'original scruples' returned fully in the iconoclast argument of the eighth century. 
Alexander (195 8b) agrees, 'At some time between the third and the seventh century, 
Christians took over the pagan argumentation. Arguments which heretofore had been used 
by pagan writers in defence of pagan cult statues were in the seventh century cited in 
writings directed against the Jews and Pagans in defence of Christian images. ' 270 
I am not suggesting that Theodore would not recognize this dependence, but I only 
point out that at this stage of the image debate a specifically Christian argumentation is 
not to be discovered. In chapter two, I shall show that Theodore understands generally 
that the inability to go beyond the older idol debate has to do with the eighth century 
perception of the Christ-El.Kwv as anthropomorphic symbol. In fact, both Baynes (1955) 
'"
9 Kitzinger (1955), 144. 
'
7
" Alexander (1958b ), 33. 
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and Armstrong (1963) point out that it is not only the iconophiles who represent the 
older pagan position, but the position of the iconoclasts also can be found in the former 
debate about the legitimacy of anthropomorphic symbol. Thus even the Christian protest 
against pagan anthropomorphic images was taken over from an earlier criticism of these 
images by the pagans themselves. Armstrong shows how there was a lively pro and con 
image debate among the Greek pagans, 'a dispute between men who shared the same 
theological position, that of the cosmic religion of late antiquity. ' 271 In the same vein, 
thirty years previous, Baynes had reviewed the evidence extensively and remarked, ' ... the 
Christian is, in his [anti-anthropomorphic image] argument, exploiting a capital which has 
been amassed by pagan thinkers.' 272 Thus the iconoclasts and iconophiles, 'men who 
shared the same theological position' as Armstrong contends, but this time a Christian 
position, unwittingly were locked in an ancient debate. 
The debate in Theodore's time is now set in the context of the Christian language 
of the Incarnation, but the nature and function of the Christ-EtKwv fundamentally is not 
understood by the 787 opos- to be conceptually different from any symbol. Theodore 
indicates here only that he recognizes the problem. The anthropomorphic nature of the 
Christ-El.Kwv demands that he show why the ancient Christian apology against pagan 
anthropomorphic forms no longer applies in the case of the Christ-dKwv. This task, 
however, is not the subject of the Antirr I which continues in its efforts to make clear the 
dogmatic claims ofthe 787 'Refutation' and opos-. 
271 Arm strong ( 1963 ), 122. 
171 Baynes (reprint, 1955), 121. 
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Antirr 1.8,9 
In Antirr 1.8 the Christ-EtKwv is justified on the same grounds as the symbol of the cross. 
The 787 'Refutation' had quoted Dionysius as authority that the 'nature' of the cause is 
what determines its standing above its effect.273 Theodore combines this notion with the 
dominant theme of the 787 'Refutation' and opos- that the relation of image and prototype 
is purely nominal: 
<JKta. Ka'\. yap O<Ja KaT a TOU al. TlOU AEYETO:t, TaUT a KO:l KaT a TOU al. TWTOU 
( ... the copy shares the glory of its prototype, as a reflection shares the brightness 
of the light. For whatever is said about the cause, the same can in all respects be said 
about the effect. In the case of the cause, it is said properly, because it is true by 
nature; while in the case of the effect, it is not said properly, because it is true by 
identity of name.)m 
Speaking ofboth the cross and the Christ-El.Kwv, Theodore remains strictly within 
the 787 doctrine which does not distinguish the justification of the anthropomorphic 
211 Mansi XIII.256A, quoting Dionysius, On the Celestial Hierarchy. 
m Theodore here draws upon the long history of exposition on cause and effect which would have been 
known to him through many authors, including Dionysius. A locus classicus for the late antique world 
was still Proclus' Elements of Theology 25-30 which explains how cause and effect are 'at once united and 
distinguished: Kat TfvwTat Ko:l. oto:KEKpno:t' (28). The effect at the same time is distinguished from 
cause yet participates in it. The effect (or image in this case) 'both remains in the cause and proceeds, and 
the two relations are inseparable.' (30) The question for the two sides of the image controversy is precisely 
to describe the nature of this participation. If it is a participation by name alone (as suggested here in Ant in· 
1), does this carry any ontological implications? The iconoclasts reasonably insist that any talk of 
participation carries ontological implications, but this is precisely the conclusion that the 787 Council 
wanted to avoid, insisting that prototype and image (Christ and the Christ-El.Kwv) could not in any way 
share the same nature. 
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Christ-El.xwv from the image of the cross, when he continues, 'Is not every image a kind 
of seal and impression bearing in itself the proper appearance of that after which it is 
named?' 275 Antirr I. 9 shows that the argument of image as legitimate symbol does not 
identify the image with the physical object on which it appears. The npooxuvl)ots- is 
offered to the image itself and not the physical object. 
Antirr I.l 0 
In Antirr 1.10 Theodore gives a very brief comment on the claim of the TIEDons- and 754 
opos- that the Eucharist is the one true image of Christ. Perhaps Theodore does not review 
the arguments of the 787 'Refutation' because he judged that it had adequately refuted 
this symbolic view of the Eucharist with its argument that the Eucharist must not be 
called a Tunos-, but a reality. Indeed, it seems that the Eucharistic doctrine at the time was 
such that this perspective of the 787 'Refutation' could not be seriously contested. The 
notion of the Eucharist as true Tu nos- does not reappear in the 815 iconoclast 
arguments.276 Theodore is content to ask: Tt Ta Tijs- aA T)8E{as- 1-luon]pw ElS' Tunous-
IJ.ETaAa!J.~avwv <j)AT)Va<jlE'ls-; (Why do you babble on, changing the sacraments oftruth into 
symbols?) 
A reflection on the development of the Eucharistic argument from the ITED'ons- to 
Antirr I helps to track the important shift of emphasis from considering the dKwv as 
material object to immaterial outline and depiction. Here in Antirr I.l 0 Theodore uses the 
language of Tunos- which we find in the original argument of the TIEuons-. By the Lord's 
command a Tunos- of his body had been given to mankind. In the pre-754 TIEuons-, 
2 ~H ouxl. naoa ElKWV o<}>po:y{s TlS' EGTl KO:l EKTUTIWGlS EV EO:VTij <j>Epouoa TO KUptov ElOOS 
Toue' om p Kat iiE'yETat; 
276 And thus is not considered in Antirr ll. 
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Constantine V's demand that an image be consubstantial with its prototype was 
consistent with his interpretation of the 'Christ-E1Ku5v' to include the physical object 
which contained the image. 277 The first evidence of this is the attestation of contemporary 
sources278 to Constantine's rejection of relics. Constantine likely was ofthe opinion that 
the Christ-E\xu5v was due the same claims of 'holiness' whether it was considered as a 
material object bearing an El.Kwv of Christ or as a physical relic. Secondly, it is noted above 
that Constantine called the Eucharist the genuine O:xnponotTJTOS' which is the term used to 
refer to images which had supernatural origin. Constantine thought that all proper images 
are consubstantial with their prototypes. In his understanding the Christ-E\.Kwv cannot 
properly claim this consubstantiality, but the Eucharist can. Neither the demand for 
consubstantiality of EtKwv and prototype, nor the rejection of relics, nor the calling of the 
Eucharist 'O:xnpOTTOlT]TOS'' is found in the 754 opos-. But a third element ofthe Eucharistic 
doctrine of the TIEDo-ns-279 was taken up in the 754 opos-, as outlined above. This was the 
objection that there was no sanctifying or consecration prayer for the image which would 
convey it (like the bread and wine of the Eucharist) from the realm of the common to the 
realm of the holy 280 • The 754 Council had made some ground in seeing the image apart 
from the object on which it was composed, but was still tied to the notion that the 
iconophile had to make holy not just the immaterial image, but the EtKwv as object. The 
277 Barber (1995), 5-10 suggests that Constantine's demand that the image and prototype share an essential 
relation is nothing other than the position taken by John of Damascus and the early iconophiles. Barber 
argues that this common essentialist reading of John Damascus and Constantine informed the debate in the 
first half of the eighth century. The Damascene's trinitarian emphasis led him to suggest that in His 
Incarnation Christ had redeemed matter, which could now participate to some degree in the divine essence. 
This is the sense in which the EtKwv participates in the divine. On the other hand, Constantine V drew out 
the Christological implications of this essentialist theory and concluded that the essentialist theory itself 
forbade the setting up of an EtKwv of Christ. 
""See Gero (1977), 152-165. 
"
9 In addition to consubstantiality and the Eucharist as axnpono{ l)Tos-, Constantine' s rejection of relics 
helps to explain the grounds of his rejection ofthe EtKwv although this is not mentioned in the ITEiians-. 
'
8
" Mansi XIII.268C. 
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response of the 787 'Refutation' further distanced the ElKwv as object from the ElKWV as 
image by insisting that the ElKwv as object did not require a consecration prayer any more 
than the sign of the cross required such a prayer. It was not the object on which the image 
appeared which was holy, but the immaterial image itself. The likeness of image to 
prototype is not to be found in the object but in the pure outline or depiction of the 
prototype. 
Antirr 1.11 
Theodore continues to explain the gradual distancing of the dKwv as object from the ElKwv 
as image in the the doctrine ofthe 787 opos-: 
El.KOVO: XpWTOU ElTIOl av TO OpW!lEVOV. "Eon yap TUXOV eut.ov, ~ XPW!-10:, ~ 
XPUGO<;', ~ apyupos-, ~ Tl TWV 6w<jJ6pwv UAWV 0 KO:l AEYETat. "OTE oE: npos- T~V 
ot' EKTUTIW!lO:TO<;' EeOilOlW<JlV TOU apxETunou, KO:l XpLOTOV Kat XpWTOU. 'At.Aa 
XpWTOV llEv KO:Ta TO O!lWVU!lOV· XpWTOU oE: KO:Ta TO npos- Tl. 
(When one considers the nature of the image, not only would he not say that the 
thing he sees is Christ, but he would not even say that it is the Elxwv of Christ. For it 
is perhaps wood, or paint, or gold, or silver, or some one of the various materials 
which are mentioned. But when one considers the likeness to the original by means 
of a representation, it is both Christ and the Et.Kwv of Christ. It is Christ by the 
identity of name, but the EtKwv of Christ by its relationship.) 
The Aristotelian language of the Categories is evident here. Antirr 1.11 begins with 
a question which clearly reflects the present stage of the argument in 787. About the 
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EtKwv of Christ and of Christ himself, the heretics ask: 'And how can one say that each is 
in the other, or that either one is in the other? The absurdity is obvious. ' 281 Theodore 
agrees that 'No one could ever be so insane as to suppose ... prototype and derivative ... 
to say that each is in the other, or either one is in the other. ' 282 
This language clearly mimics yet contradicts a crucial quotation from Dionysius 
which will form the basis of Theodore' s argument in Antirr II and Ill: 'The truth in the 
likeness, the prototype in the image; each in the other except for the difference of 
essence. ' 283 The seeming contradiction is resolved by placing each statement in context. In 
Antirr I Theodore reflects the 787 doctrine which was in the early stages of distancing the 
Elxwv as object to the Elxwv as pure image. But in Antirr 11 the EtKwv will be defined as a 
notion distinct from that of symbol. What is not true of the relationship of 'EtKwv as 
symbol' to its prototype, is true of the relationship of 'dKwv as pure image' to its 
prototype. Thus the Dionysian formula is articulated in Antirr 11 because the more 
complete development of the notion of EtKwv as image allows it to be correctly 
understood. Within the defined limits of Antirr I which sets out to present the doctrine of 
the 787 'Refutation' and opos-, Theodore cannot yet make use of Deny's EH 4.3.1 to 
advance his image theology.284 
Antirr I.I2 
Consideration of the nature of the dKwv as image continues as Theodore speaks of the 
"'Kat rrwc; AEKTE'ov E:v EKaTEp(J) haTEpa, ~ 8aTEpov; Kat TO (horrov rrpo<jJavE'c;. 
282 OuK av TTOTE ~tal/Ell] av ne; TOGoihov UPXETUTTOV Kat rrapaywyov AEYEl EV EKaTEp(J) 
E:KaTEpa, ~ 8ciTEpov. Migne PG 99.341 B. 
281 To UAT]8ES' EV T0 01-lOlWj..WTl, TO apxhurrov EV Ti] ElKOVl' TO EKciTEpov Ev EKaTEp(J). Migne 
PG 99.357C, fi'om Denys the Areopagite EH 4.3.1. 
28
• The sole quotation fi'om Dionysius in the 787 'Refutation' is one which emphasizes the difference 
between cause and effect, image and prototype. Mansi XIII.253E. 
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Christ-E1xwv as containing nothing of lj <jn!ms- Tfjs- aapKos- (the nature of the flesh), of 
Christ, much less anything of his uncircumscribable divinity. On the other hand, because 
it can truly be said that divinity is everything and present in everything, it is correct to 
say that the presence of divinity is in the Christ-El.Kwv, but only inasmuch as divinity is 
located E:v CJKt« Tfjs- E:vw8EtCJT)S' mhij aapKos- (in the shadow of the flesh [of Christ] 
united with it [divinity]). This passage is an important preparation for one of the 
anathemas at the end of Antirr I which speaks of the impossibility of offering 
npoaKuvl)ats- to Christ's divinity which is present naturally in the image. Rather, 
Theodore speaks of offering a axEnKT] npoaKuvl)CJt s- (relative veneration) to the image 
which itself 'is the shadow of the flesh which is united to the divinity.' ( lj CJKta Tfjs-
' 8 I ' "-' I )28< EVW ElCJT)S' QUTl) CJapKOS'. -
Theodore will use the figure of the shadow again in Antirr Ill to explore the 
relation of the Christ-El.Kwv to Christ. Nothing more clearly illustrates the limited nature 
of Theodore's intention in the Antirr I than to compare the philosophical and theological 
precision of that later discussion with the comments here. Such a comparison, and 
consequent confirmation of my argument, will have to wait until chapter four. 
Antirr 1.12 concludes with a passage reminiscent of the Damascene, if not in 
precise terminology then at least in concept: 
IToD yap ECJTlV, oiJ OUK ECJTlV ~ 8EOTT)S', EV TE /..oytKOlS' Kat a/..oyots-· EV 
ava8l)fl.CtTWV, at../..' QV <jJUGtKij EVWGEl' ou yap aap~ ~ 8EW8E'laa· GXETlKij OE 
m Migne PG 99.349CD. 
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(Is there anywhere, among rational or irrational, animate or inanimate beings, where 
divinity is not to be found? As is appropriate to the natures receiving it, in some 
places you find more, in some places less. Thus even if one says that divinity is in 
the image, he is not speaking improperly. The same is true for the figure of the 
cross and other sacred objects, although not by natural union; for flesh is not what is 
deified. The participation is relative, and takes place by grace and honour.) 
Theodore is careful in his language here to reflect the stage of argument of the 787 
'Refutation' without falling into the essentialist reading of the relation between the image 
and prototype. The tracking of the gradual transformation of the iconophile commitment 
from the essentialist to formal reading of the ElKwv I npwT<huno<::; relationship will be 
completed in Antirr Ill. I shall describe below how popular piety in the eighth and ninth 
centuries did not make a parallel adjustment in its devotional use of the EtKwv and in 
practice remained committed to the essentialist definition. Regardless, Theodore here does 
make it clear that not only a spiritual entity like soul can be divinized. He suggests that 
the deification of the (human) flesh is natural to it, whereas deification of irrational or 
inanimate beings can only be accomplished through a sharing in grace and honour by 
relative participation. 287 
Antirr 1.13 
Theodore continues to argue that the image has the same status as the cross or Gospel 
286 Migne PG 99.344BC; (Antirr 1.12). Cf. the Damascene's notion of 'sanctification of all matter' and his 
doctrine of objects made holy by divine energies, which is foreshadowed in the Enneads 4.3.11 where 
Plotinus allows the essence of the universal soul to be present in everything which is disposed to receive 
its action and thus in some small degree to participate in its power. 
'"' That deification is natural for the human flesh will be important as the argument develops. 
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book or any other consecrated thing which can be used as a symbol to assist the elevation 
of the mind to God/88 because God is to be worshipped in spirit and in truth. But note the 
ambiguous exaltation of ut.. TJ in Theodore' s presentation of the 787 doctrine, which again 
is reminiscent of John of Damascus: 
UTIE~alpOUilEVWV nllv UAWV OlCX Tfj<; TOU voD ETil 0EOV avavr]~EW<;. Ou yap TOl 
TIAcXVT]' Ol1 auTWV TE E:m Ta npwn5TuTia aVElCHV, ws;- ~ TWV 6p8oo6~wv n{ons;- .289 
(the matter is exalted by the raising of the mind toward God. The mind does not 
remain with the materials, because it does not trust in them: that is the error of the 
idolaters. Through the materials, rather, the mind ascends toward the prototypes: 
this is the faith of the orthodox.) 
Theodore need not be thinking here of any text in particular, for the entire tradition 
in some way cautions against seeing this finite and material world as an end in itself. He 
suggests that the way to avoid idolatry is to recognize that 'the sight of visible and 
empirical realities' was able to 'lead the mind, as by a hand, to the contemplation of 
invisible realities. ' 290 These words of Basil were echoed in various ways by the other 
Cappadocians. Gregory ofNyssa said, 'Our eyes are fixed, not on the things that are seen, 
but on the things that are unseen; for what is seen is transient, what is unseen is etemal.' 291 
Two centuries later, Denys the Areopagite was to gather up the previous tradition (so 
accurately that he was able to present it as the source of the tradition) and provide his 
'""Basil's formula that the honour paid to the image passes over to the prototype (De Spiritu Sancta 18.45) 
is quoted often by the Damascene. 
289 Migne PG 99.3440. 
19
" Basil, In Hexaemeron I .6; Sources chretiennes 26. I 0. 
291 Homiliae in Cantica Canticorum, Jaeger 6.411. 
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own synthesis of the 'anagogical' or upward movement of the mind from the sensible to 
the intelligible through the realm of symbols: 
For it is quite impossible that we humans should, in any material way, rise up to 
imitate and to contemplate the heavenly hierarchies without the aid of those 
material means capable of guiding us as our nature requires. Hence, any thinking 
person realizes that the appearances of beauty are signs of an invisible loveliness. 
The beautiful odours which strike the senses are representations of intellectual 
diffusion. Material lights are images of the outpouring of an immaterial gift of 
light. 292 
We know that Theodore is thoroughly familiar with the ascetic tradition of freeing 
the mind from those distractions which would tie the soul to sensible reality as if the 
sensible itself was eternal and the destiny of the human soul. Thus the finite became the 
means of achieving 8Ewp{a. Theodore continually urged his monks to an ascetic struggle 
which would prepare the soul to experience contemplation of the eternal veri ties through 
the anagogical movement described above. Blowers ( 1991) has argued that the entire 
hermeneutic of the monk scholar Maxim us Confessor can be understood by the notion of 
otaf3a<Jt5" or the sensible objects 'crossing over', 'passing over', 'ascending beyond', 
'passing through', or 'penetrating', 'en route to the intelligible and spiritual truth that 
inheres, by grace, in those sensible things' .293 
Each of these theologians refined the movement from the material to the 
""CH I; Migne PG 3.121CD. Dionysius warns us to 'withdraw from the attraction of material things' Ep. 
I 0.11178. Theodore advises that this is the way to avoid idolatry. 
293 Blowers (1991), 97. 
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prototypes to God in different ways, but Theodore's point here is simply to insist that 
the image itself, or even the material object on which the image is found, is not the object 
of the act of npoo-Kuvl]ots-. In order to avoid idolatry, the mind must ascend to the 
prototype of the image or symbol and offer to the prototype the npoo-Kuvl]ots- which it is 
due. 
Antirr 1.14 
Theodore has the Iconoclast raise a question: 'Is it the E1xwv itself that is venerated, or the 
title written on it?' This question indicates that Theodore believes that a proper 
understanding of the relation of name to the thing named will be important for image 
theory. The iconoclast separates the name entirely from that of which it is the name. The 
orthodox, on the other hand, sees a necessary relation between name and object. Objects 
are only known through their names and vice versa. 294 This discussion anticipates the 
argument of Antirr Ill which shows a similar necessary relationship between El.Kwv and 
prototype which is not arbitrary. Just as the object is known to us only through its name, 
so the prototype is made known to us only through its EtKwv. Thus the act of offering 
npooKUVTJGtS' to an EtKWV is something required of us according to the npooKUVT]GtS' due to 
the prototype. Here is Theodore's summation: 
Kat Tt yap E<JTl TWV KaT' o<jl8aAtJ.0US" ~tJ.WV aKaTOVOtJ.aUTOV; Kat TIWS' 
6wuxw8r]uETm Ti'j 66~11 TfjS" otKEta npouT]yop{as- TO ovotJ.au8E:v, 'lva Ev 8aTEpU) 
8rJGWtJ.EV T~V npo<JKUVT]<JlV, TOiJ ETEpou ano<JTEpOUVTES"; Twv yap npos- Tl TaiJTa 0 
TO yap ovotJ.a, ovotJ.a(otJ.Evou ovotJ.a, Kat oiov ns- <jluutK~ E\xwv Toll Ka8' ounEp 
m Plato, Cratytus, 428D-440E. 
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(What is there, of all the things before our eyes, that is nameless? How can the 
thing be separated in honour from its appellation, so that we may offer veneration 
to the one and deprive the other of it? These are relationships, for a name is by 
nature the name of something which is named, and a sort of natural image of that to 
which it is applied. Therefore the unity in veneration is not divided.) 
Antirr I.16 
Antirr 1.16 emphasizes how the language of the 787 Council does not show how the ElKwv 
is distinguished from idol, but simply claims the difference to be necessary. The use of the 
terms xapaKTTlP and OIJ.OlWIJ.a are said not to be in relation to the Trinity, but only m 
reference to the bodily form of Christ: 
IJ.OAAOV E:m T0 TOU XpWTOU <JWJHXTOElOEl xo:po:KTijpt Tij Tfj<; EtKOVOS' <jlwvi'j· WS' E:v 
d:pxl] E:v Tl] KOGJlonot{q Ko:Ta T~v otanf--o:<Jtv Tou d:v8pwnou, To:thl)S" 
TTpOGT)JlO:V8Et<JT)<;'. TfOUJGWJ.lEV yap, <jll)<Jl, av8pWTTOV KaT' ElKOVa rypEnfpav Kat 
(Therefore since the name of El.Kwv has been forbidden from of old for the likeness 
of God according to His limitless nature, we must not for that purpose use it or 
anything of the same order. We use the word El.Kwv rather in reference to the bodily 
form of Christ; as in the beginning, in the creation of the world, this was already 
indicated at the formation of the first man. For God said, "Let us make man in our 
EtKwv and o1J.otw1J.o:." (Genesis 1.26) And again the word is used in the divine 
295 Antirr 1.14. Migne PG 99.345AB. 
296 Antirr 1.16. Migne PG, 99.348A. 
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question, 'Whose EtKwv is this?' (Matthew 22.20). 
Thus although in one way the accusation of idolatry will disappear from the 
controversy after 787, Theodore indicates that the whole controversy continues to be 
about idolatry in a subtle fashion. The iconoclast continues to insist that any offering of 
npoaKUVY)atc:;- to the Christ-dKwv is an offering of npoaKUVY)atc:;- to an idol. Theodore 
discusses the difference in meaning between the terms To d8w;\,ov and b E1xwv297 and 
concludes rather surprisingly, 'For the danger of idolatry comes from both sides [idol and 
dKwv ].' The danger from the side of idol is that of giving undue npoaKUVY)atc:;- to the 
physical object on which the EtKwv appears. The danger from the side of El.Kwv is to 
suppose that the image fully represents the prototype so that the difference between 
them disappears. Theodore asks if the Christ-EtKwv which shows the bodily xapaKT~p of 
the incarnate Christ, whose bodily form was already indicated at the formation of the first 
man, does not become an Et8w;\,ov by seeing it as a complete representation of his divine 
xapaKT~p? 
Summary of Antirr I 
Antirr I.8-19 has reproduced vanous aspects of the argument of the 787 Council. 
Throughout, the depth and strength of iconoclast arguments are opposed only by the 
297 
'All<jloTEp(J)8Ev yap TfjS" Elowt-oAaTpEias- To EmKuvouvov. Henry (1984), 79. Henry comments 
that Theodore addresses three iconoclast accusations in his Antirr: I. that icons are idols; 2. that icons are 
an exterior sign of a Christological heresy; and 3. that icons are an abomination when improperly used. He 
suggests that the third is really a return to the first accusation of idolatry. The whole problem with the 
viewing of the image simply as a symbol is that the possibility of idolatry always exists. Almost a 
millennium later in the sixteenth century, John Jewel will argue against Harding's Roman defence of 
images (based on the 787 Council) that the differentiating degrees of worship were meaningless in practice 
for the simple folk who could hold no such subtle distinction in their minds. Cf. Jewel, Works, ii, 663-
666. 
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claim of the 787 Council, and not by reasoned argument beyond the 787 doctrine. Antirr 
I.l9 is an admission that the 787 Council failed to engage truly the challenge of the 
iconoclasts. Theodore suggests that the 754 Council reasoned successfully but the 787 
Council turned to the greater authority of ancient customs and traditions: 
Kpo:TEt<J8at E: 11 nEoouvTwv -fwac;- Twv 8E<JTIE<Jtwv Ilo:TEpwv, Et Ko:\ no:pEAKov ToDTo, 
npoc;- 'T~V AOYlK~V anooEl~lV' <j>o:<Jt yap, To aTIAOUV Tfj') Til<J'fEW') l<JXUPOTEpov 
ECY'TW TWV AOYlKWV anoOElXEWV. Ko:\ ano:xou· Ta TIO:Ao:ta E8Tl Kpo:TElTW. = 
(The divinely inspired Fathers command us to hold fast against even a logical 
demonstration, even if superfluous, for they say, 'Let the simplicity of faith be 
stronger than the demonstrations of reason.' And elsewhere they say, 'Let the 
ancient customs prevail. ')m 
The eighth century iconoclasts and iconophiles share a common faith and 
interpretation of the first six Councils, yet they entirely disagree about the implications of 
that common tradition for the producing and giving npooKUVl)Gl.S' to the Christ-El.Kwv. 
Each side is determined not to violate their common faith through the wrong approach to 
images. Neither side can find the theological and analytical tools to demonstrate that the 
Christian El.Kwv substantiates or violates this orthodoxy. Gardner (1904) is a typical voice 
of the opposite notion, proposing that iconoclasts and iconophiles radically disagreed 
about the essentials of the faith. She suggests that the two sides of the controversy, 
'involve rival conceptions as to the authority of Christian tradition, the essential nature of 
Christian worship, and the most fundamental doctrine of the Christian Creed, while 
298 Migne PG 99.349AB. 
299 The wording of this very inadequate conclusion (which reflects the state of the controversy in 787) 
clearly is taken up in the preface to Antirr III where Theodore will turn around and state his intention to use 
syllogisms to defeat the argument of the iconoclasts. 
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beyond all this they summarize opposite views as to the whole manner and disposition in 
which human nature should endeavour to reach after that which is divine. ' 300 But if 
Gardner is correct, how does she account for the fact that the same bishops who 
anathematized iconophiles in 754 became the iconophile bishops in 787 who 
anathematized iconoclasts! And in less than forty years again, most of the bishops of the 
church would be won over to the reversal of 787 in the iconoclastic Council of 815. These 
bishops could change their minds about the legitimate use of images precisely because 
they were firm in their common Christian faith. Contrary to Gardner, it seems clear that 
the controversy ultimately was about the one question of whether the giving of 
npooxuvT]<HS' to the Christ-dKwv properly expressed or violated that deeply held shared 
orthodox faith. 
This is well illustrated in the list of anathemas of the 754 Council. The first seven 
of the nineteen anathemas summarize the Trinitarian and Christological doctrine which is 
shared by both iconoclasts and iconophiles. The third, fourth and fifth anathemas are 
taken directly from the twelve which Cyril of Alexandria appended to his third letter to 
Nestorius. 301 The sixth and seventh are particularly important in presenting the 
Chalcedonian doctrine: 
If anyone does not acknowledge two natures in one Christ, our true God, and two 
natural wills and two natural energies, in communion [with each other] and 
inseparable [from each other], without change, without division, without confusion, 
according to the teaching of the holy Fathers, let him be anathema. 
'
00 Gardner ( 1905), 261. 
'"' Migne PG 77.105-122. 
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If anyone does not confess that our Lord Jesus Christ sits in council with God the 
Father along with that which he assumed, that is, along with his flesh which was 
animated by an intellectual and rational soul, and that he will return again in the 
same way, with the glory of his Father, to judge the living and the dead - being no 
longer flesh, nor without a body either, but with a more Godlike body described with 
words which only he knows, so that he may even be seen by those who pierced Him, 
and yet remain God beyond the density of substance - let him be anathema.'"' 
At this point the character of the anathemas shifts to reflect the contemporary 
controversy. The anathemas now turn against those who through the offering of 
npooKUVT)<JtS" or production of an ElKwv, attempt to circumscribe the uncircumscribable 
essence and hypostasis of God the Word,303 confuse the two natures,304 divide the one 
Christ into two hypostases,305 depict the flesh which was deified by the union with the 
divine Logos, 306 or introduce a fourth person into the holy Trinity. 307 The 787 Council 
denies that these are the implications of producing or giving npooKUVT)<JtS" to the Christ-
Elxwv, since there is only a 'nominal' relationship between the image and its prototype. 
On the positive side in favour of images, the 787 Council goes no further than to state 
repeatedly that insofar as Christ has assumed human nature, he is visible, circumscribable, 
comprehensible and therefore depictable in an EtKwv. The image serves only to prompt the 
memory to recollect the saving Gospel of the otKovoJl{a. 
The concluding anathemas of Antirr 1.20 summarize the doctrine of the 787 
Council: the Christ-EtKwv is identical to Christ in name only; the npooKuVT)<JlS" offered to 
102 Migne PG 99.336CD. 
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the Christ-Ei.Kwv is both relative ( oxEnKT)) and at the same time is offered to Christ 
himself; the offering of oxEnKTj npo<JKUVTJ<JlS' to the Christ-EtKwv is necessary; the 
Scriptural prohibitions of idols do not apply to the Christ-E'txwv; equal respect is due to 
the visual reminder of the Scriptural narration ofthe image and to the narration in speech; 
the cross and the Christ-E\xwv deserve equal treatment; and there are differing types of 
npooKUVTJ<JlS' according to the worthiness of the object receiving the npooKUVTJ<JlS'. 
The whole discussion in Antirr I accurately reflects the narrow focus of the eighth 
century debate which revolved solely around whether the Christ-Ei.Kwv is a legitimate 
symbol for Christian worship and devotion. This debate was not theoretical but took 
place within a church and culture which was sharply divided about the most practical 
issues, such as how the interior of churches should be decorated and how the Christian 
should seek a contemplative unity with his Saviour and Lord. How the faithful had come 
in practice to use images, both within formal worship and in their daily devotional lives of 
prayer, must be weighed as a significant aspect of the debate. In my next section I turn to 
the consideration of the influence of Byzantine piety on the eighth century debate, and 
how the 787 Council failed to address the most urgent demands of that piety. 
Antirrlteticus 1: The devotional use of the image in the eighth century: 
Byzantine piety and the 787 Council 
Theodore's presentation of the 787 proceedings in Antirr I thus rests on his judgement 
that the formal doctrine of the 787 Council contained in the 'Refutation' and opos- is 
supported by the liturgical, devotional and hagiographical sources within the tradition, 308 
"'"This is to say little more than that the 770 tlorilegia used by the 787 Council represents the true 
tradition. 
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and that the Council itself does not provide theological argument to justify those claims. 
Antirr I provides a sorting out of the arguments of 787, but Theodore is careful not to 
move beyond the four positive statements of the 787 Council described above. Thus by 
restricting itself to a theological articulation and careful elaboration of the 787 'Refutation' 
and opos-, Antirr I becomes Theodore's formal acceptance of the 787 Council as the true 
Seventh Oecumenical Council. 
Nonetheless, the controversy itself would not be resolved by an appeal to the 787 
Council. In terms of the current ninth century debate with the iconoclasts led by John 
Grarnmaticus, the 787 Council was of little theological currency and Theodore's apology 
for that Council would not contribute directly to the resolution of the controversy. As the 
first of a three part argument, Antirr I will be significant, but the issues had become both 
deeper and different. Meanwhile, the four positive statements of the 787 Council 
provided a sufficient basis to support neither its theoretical defence nor the actual 
devotional use ofthe El.Kwv in the eighth century. 309 The bold statement ofthe 787 Council 
that 'Not one Christian who has ever lived under the sky has worshipped an El.Kwv,' is 
hardly part of an argument and is in fact precisely the question which was at issue in the 
eighth century and on into the controversy in the ninth century. 
The 787 Council defended the use of the EtKwv as purely didactic or symbolic, 
declaring the El.Kwv to function either as a visual reminder of a Gospel narrative, a 
depiction of an incident in the holy lives of the saints, or as a pure symbol which can 
'"
9 Cf. Parry (1996), 'The thing that strikes one on reading the refutation [of 754 in the 787 proceedings] is 
its evasiveness, its reliance on patristic authority, and its failure to grasp the arguments of the other side. 
What it lacks in theological precision it more than makes up for with legend, hagiography and quotation.' 
(134). Schonbom (1994) is more direct: 'The veneration of images was indeed solemnly reinstated by the 
Council gathered in Nicaea in 787, yet theologically the Council's efforts remained rather disappointing. 
The detailed refutation of the iconoclastic decrees of 7 54 . . . at no time addressed that synod's 
Christological arguments. Instead, the opponent receives an elaborate tongue-lashing. The argumentum ad 
hominem largely replaces any theological argument.' (200). 
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elevate the mind to its prototype. But it has also been noted that the 787 Council itself 
offered accounts of miracles performed by images and healings attributed to the paint and 
other materials from which the image is formed. Although these stories are left 
unsupported by the argument of the image as visual reminder or symbol, in its 
presentation of hagiographical literature as confirmation of the tradition of Christian 
images the 787 Council was keen to promote images as: 
depictions of objective reality, and, as such, were held to bring the very presence of 
the divine to the worshipper. Images 'recalled' the Gospel narrative or the saint who 
was depicted, but were also regarded as having all the power of the personage 
represented. 31" 
This understanding of the movement from prototype to image such that the 
person depicted is made present in the image, must be the foundation for any suggestion 
of a necessary devotional offering of npoaKuvllats- to the prototype in and through the 
E1xw v. If the prototype is actually present in an Et KW v then the image cannot be ignored 
without shunning the prototype. Such an apparent identification of the EtKwv with the 
prototype in quoted hagiographical sources extends beyond the consideration of the 
relation of the immaterial image and its prototype, to that of the image as an actual object 
which includes the material on which the image appears. That is to say, sometimes the 
hagiography does not seem to describe an image which appears in the material as much as 
it points to the material image itself. It is this vague and undefined, yet passionately 
engaged, devotional use of the image as object which is objectionable, for example, to the 
3
'" Cameron (1992), 15. 
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authors of the Libri Carolini, and which would eventually lead to the second phase of 
iconoclasm in the second decade of the ninth century. 311 There are sufficient indications 
and implications in the 787 Council to promote the impression that the Christ-ElKwv 
should receive the same npoaKVVT)Gl~ as would be offered directly to Christ, because 
Christ seems to be present in his EtKwv. 
In actual fact, most of the confirmatory examples cited from from hagiography and 
earlier Christian literature did not deal with the Christ-ElKwv but with images of the 
Theotokos or other saints carrying the presence of their prototypes. Early on in the 
controversy, however, all sides were agreed that the Christ-dKwv was the test case for 
the legitimacy of the images of the saints. The heretics in Antirr I acknowledge that those 
who are depicted in an El.Kwv are the saints who have attained 'heavenly glory. ' 312 The 
orthodox speaker describes them: 'Here we have saints who are venerable and glorious, 
because they have earned honour by the blood of martyrdom or by a holy way of life. ' 313 
The question is not the depiction of a person, but of a saint who has attained deification. 
The problem then becomes, how is the deified nature of that saint depicted? Obviously 
the test case is that of the depiction of Christ, the god-man, in the Christ-ElKwv. 
Surprisingly, that doctrine which the 787 Council suggests in its hagiography, and 
which the iconoclasts most resist, is precisely what Theodore will eventually promote. In 
Antirr 11 Theodore makes it clear that to limit the dKwv of Christ, the Theotokos and the 
saints to a didactic or pedagogical use is to overturn the Christian olKovoll{a. Theodore 
seeks an image theology which is adequate to the whole tradition, including hagiography 
311 See Sendler (1981 ), 49 who acknowledges that the doctrinal definitions were not accompanied by a real 
theology of icon, but by bold and unsupported statements in relation to the worship of icons. 
312 'unEpKO<J~HOV oo~o:v' Migne PG 99.348B. 
313 
' , AA'A, EVTO:\J8o: <JE~O:<JTOl KO:l OO~O:O"TO'\., on Ol, O:lllO:TOS' llctPTUptKOU, ~ ~{ou tEponpETTOUS' 
To aETTTov a{no'lS".' Migne PG 99.348C. 
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and legend. The review of the eighth century debate in Antirr I, reveals that there is a 
significant gap between the strong implied claims for the Ei.Kwv in the 787 Council (cited 
from hagiography, early literature and devotional practice) and its formal theological 
presentation of the relationship between Ei KW v and prototype which is based on 
insubstantial argument (where there is any attempt at argument at all) too weak to 
support such claims. The 787 Council had discerned a proper doctrine of the image from 
the tradition, but had presented it in a confused and imprecise way. I have suggested that 
the recognition of this lack of clarity in the overall proceedings of the 787 Council very 
likely contributed to Theodore's long hesitation in acknowledging 787 as the legitimate 
Seventh Oecumenical Council. Perhaps Theodore felt that a more substantial and clear 
thinking Council would be convened? In any case, such a Council was not convened 
before the situation turned desperate by the sitting of the 815 Council and Leo's 
determination to enforce yet another period of persecution. Only then did Theodore feel 
forced to give his full attention to the image debate, almost forty years after 787. This 
task required that Theodore accept the 787 Council as authoritative and I have 
characterized Antirr I as his affirmation of the 787 Council. But before I consider the next 
phase of the controversy (815) which Theodore reviews in Antirr II, it is important to say 
more about this significant gap between the pedagogical and symbolic justification of the 
EtKwv and its actual devotional use in the eighth century. 
The 787 Council itself clearly supposed that it could support the continued use 
and role of icons on the basis of a pedagogical rationale: 
The holy Catholic Church of God, using many different means, attracts those who 
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are born within her to repentance and to the knowledge of how to keep the 
commandments of God. She hastens to guide all our senses to the glory of the God 
of all, as she works out a rectification through both hearing and sight, by displaying 
to the gaze of those who come forward what has taken place .... Thus we have the 
entire story of the gospel depicted in images, leading us to the remembrance of God 
and filling us with joy ... Therefore through the images we are continually reminded 
of God. For sometimes there is no reading chanted in the venerable churches, while 
the reproductions of images, being established in them, tell us either at daybreak or 
at noon the story, as they also proclaim to us the truth of the things which have 
been accomplished'" . 
This didactic use of images is summed up by John Damascene: 'The images are books for 
the uneducated, heralds that never fall silent but teach beholders with mute voice and 
sanctify their sight.' 315 The roots of this thinking can be traced at least to the Greek 
Fathers in the second half of the fourth century. 316 The didactic justification of images was 
articulated authoritatively for the western church by Pope Gregory I ( 590-604 ). 
Prompted by the report that Bishop Serenus of Marseilles was removing images from the 
churches in order to prevent their worship, Gregory sent two letters to order him to 
desise 17 
"' Mansi Xlll.360B-361 A. 
315 Jmag. 1.4 7; 11.43 (Kotter, !51). See Wallach (1977), I 06-7 who references the second letter of Pope 
Adrian to the Emperor Constantine VI and Irene in which he quotes Cyril of Alexandria in defence of the 
didactic role of icons. 
116 See Baynes (1955), 136 and Campenhausen (1968), 182. In the west see also Baedae Opera Historia, 
11.405, 407 where Bede describes the purpose served by the pictures of Christ, the saints, and various 
Biblical scenes which Bishop Biscop brought from Rome to adorn the walls of his abbey church of 
Wearmouth and Jarrow. Bede says that the paintings were installed 'in order that all men which entered the 
church, even if they might not read, should either look (whatsoever way they turned) upon the gracious 
countenance of Christ and His saints, though it were but in a picture; or might call to mind a more lively 
sense of the blessing of the Lord's Incarnation, or having, as it were be tore their eyes, the peril of the last 
judgement might remember more closely to examine themselves.' Trans. King (1930). 
117 Migne PL 77.1027-1028, 1128-1130. 
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Furthermore, we declare that it has come to our attention that you, Brother, seeing 
certain adorers of images, broke and threw down these same images. And we 
commend you indeed for your zeal, lest anything made with human hands be adored; 
but we declare that you ought not to have broken these images. For a picture is 
introduced into a church that those who are ignorant of letters may at least read by 
looking at the walls what they cannot read in books. You, Brother, should therefore 
have both preserved the images and prohibited the people from adoring them, so 
that those who are ignorant of letters might have wherewith to gather a knowledge 
of history and that the people might in no way sin by adoring a picture.318 
This position is reflected in a letter of Germanus to Thomas of Claudiopolis quoted at the 
787 Council: 
For that which the word of the story presents through the faculty of hearing is that 
which silent painting shows through imitation, Basil the Great proclaims, saying that 
those who pay heed are aroused to manliness from both these. For the very 
representation of each person set down by the painter in the image becomes for us 
the beholders a brief and compendious narrative, as one might say, of the exploits 
attained by that person and so an imitable example just as even in the case of idols 
or false gods, their defiled deeds are also in the proper sense exemplified ... Such a 
beholding urges him who has received the deeds of holy men through hearing about 
them to a remembrance of what he has heard, and prepares him who is ignorant of 
them to inquire after them and being instructed in them stirs him warmly to the 
m Migne PL 77.1027-28. 
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desire for them and praise of God, so that through both of these, those who behold 
the good works of the saints should praise our Father in heaven."9 
The didactic role was also combined with an emphasis on the emotive quality and 
inspirational value of the image. 320 Gregory continued in the letter quoted above, to speak 
of the power of the image to evoke an emotional response: 
that from the sight of the event portrayed they should catch the ardour of 
compunction, and bow down in oration of the One Almighty Holy Trinity. 
In a letter to the hermit Secundinus, accompanying pictures of Christ, the Virgin Mary 
and the Apostles Peter and Paul sent at the hermit's request, note how Gregory combined 
his insistence that the image be not reverenced with the acknowledgement of the ability of 
the image to move the heart: 
I know indeed that you do not seek the image of our Saviour, in order to worship it 
as God, but by bringing to mind the Son of God you may keep warm in the love of 
him whose image you desire to have before you. We do not bow down before it as a 
divinity, but we adore him whose birth or passion or enthronement is brought to 
remembrance by the picture."' 
In this same fashion the 787 Council attempted to separate the emotive power of the 
m Mansi XIII.II3DE. 
""Included in the 770 florilegia was the testimony from Gregory ofNyssa (Migne PG 46.572C) of how he 
wept whenever he saw a picture of Isaac about to be sacrificed by Abraham. When this passage was read out 
in 787 a participant remarked, ' ... if the picture had such an effect on a learned man, how much more would 
it have on the ignorant and unlearned?' (Mansi XIII.9D). 
'" Migne PG 46.991. 
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image from the temptation to offer npooKuVl)<ns- to it. The following passage from the 
787 Council indicates how difficult it was to maintain this distinction. The images become 
far more than aids to remembering: 
Just as true children, when their father is away from home for a while, feel great 
affection for him from the bottom of their soul, and if they see his staff in the 
house, or his cloak, kiss them fervently with tears, not venerating these things but 
showing their love for their father ... and just as Jacob, when he received from his 
sons Joseph's coat of many colours stained with blood, kissed it fervently with tears 
and enveloped it with his own eyes (Gen. 37.35), not out of love for the garment, 
but reckoning in this way it was Joseph he was kissing and holding in his arms, so too 
all Christians, when we handle and kiss the image of Christ, or of an apostle, or of a 
martyr outwardly, think inwardly that we are holding Christ himself or his martyr. 322 
In the above passage, it is implied that the images are not venerated at all (showing 
love for the prototype but not venerating the Elxu.lv ), but this denial was impossible for 
the iconophiles to maintain. The 787 Council stated that images share a TtiJl)TlKlJ 
npooKuvl)<ns-. 323 Thus the Council attempts to avoid the accusation of idolatry by making 
a distinction between npooKuVl)OlS' which is oxEnKT) and that which partakes of the 
nature of ;\aTpEunKT). Yet the fourth session (1 October) contained a florilegium of 
Scripture and Fathers to which was appended a number of reports of wonder working 
m Mansi 13.44E-45AC. 
123 Mansi XIII.377D. 
'H Cf. Man si XIII. I A-156E. 
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Demons are often driven away by the use of the relics and images of martyrs ... tell 
me, how many overshadowings, how many exudations, and often flows of blood too, 
have come from the images and relics of martyrs?'15 
How did a dead man revive when he touched the bones of Elisha? (2 Kgs. 13.21). If 
God works miracles through bones, it is obvious he can do so through images and 
stones and many other things" ."6 
Current researchers describe the seventh and eighth century Byzantine cultural 
environment as conducive to a popular superstitious and magical interpretation and use of 
Christian images. 327 The conclusions of recent archaeological research would caution a 
reliance upon extant texts alone, pointing to the vast gap between formal church teaching 
and actual popular superstitious belief and practices: 
As a rule such [superstitious] beliefs were frowned on by the authorities, both secular 
and religious .... No amount of preaching, however, nor even the occasional 
115 Mansi XIII.48C, Cf 132E. 
326 Mansi XII.52A. 
327 See Russell (1995), 35-50. For the evidence of Constantinople as a centre of pilgrimage in the middle 
(and late) Byzantine periods (along with the relics, ampullae, eulogiae, etc.), see Wortley ( 1982), 253-79 
and Majeska (1995). For description of other centres of pilgrimage, see Bakirtzis (1990), 140-149 where 
many lead ampullae with linear images of busts of saints (containing holy oils and myrrh) are dated from 
the 12th to 15th centuries, and miracle producing ampullae from Thessaloniki (inscribed with images of 
saints) are dated from the 9th century. Also see the convincing evidence of the widespread magical use of 
icons in Magoulias (1967), 228-69 who cautions against interpreting the emergence of the 'miraculous 
icon' as an isolated phenomenon, but rather suggests that sorcery, relics and icons are interrelated 
phenomena. He says, 'in a thought-world which accepts sorcery and relics, magic and miracle, angels and 
demons, the icon is but another manifestation of these assumed realities .... The concept of sympathetic 
magic, in fact, is the key to both the relic and the icon. To advance from sorcery to the miracle working 
relic and thence to the miracle-working icon was a natural progression.' (229-30). Margoulias usefully 
documents the numerous accounts of the magical use of the images of the saints in sixth and seventh 
century hagiographical material. The weeping of some images and bleeding of others, speaking images, and 
physical stepping of the saint out of the image, all confirms the belief that the image was 'the actual 
habitation of the saints.' (266). These same hagiographical texts reveal that the material on which the image 
appears is also believed to be imbued with miraculous properties, and to exude certain miracle-working 
substances. 
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imposition of penalties on their use by both civil and religious authorities, seems to 
have had much effect on the use of amulets by the peasant and the artisan. Just how 
widespread their use was may be deduced from the archaeological context of the 
objects under consideration, which provides a more objective record of how ordinary 
people coped with the evil eye in their daily lives than the prejudiced testimony of 
most literary texts."" 
In Russell's analysis of excavations of Anemurion on the coast of Isauria, 
(apotropaic objects found with coins dating 589 to 656) he describes inscribed amulets, a 
round terra-cotta mold (decorated with a Latin cross which stamps Eu;\oy{a Tou ay{ou 
'Pa<J>mi;\), rings equipped with a bezel engraved with a cryptic formula or mystical symbol 
to protect the bearer from harm, phylacteries, bells intended as apotropaic devices, etc. 
From the late sixth and early seventh century also was found a bronze steelyard 
counterpoise weight molded in the shape of a bust of Athena, undoubtedly apotropaic. A 
similar counterpoise weight in the shape of a bust of Athena was excavated from a 
Byzantine shipwreck at Yassi Ada, dated around 625. Russell concludes: 
What strikes us forcibly from what we can piece together of life in the cluster of 
houses occupying the old palaestra at Anemurium is that magic for their humble 
residents was no abstract belief or perversion of true religion practiced in secret, as 
the sermons of the church Fathers would have us believe, but was as common a 
function of daily existence as any other activity represented among the small finds. 
Given the circumstances of their discovery, in which they appear at random along 
with other disjecta membra of people's lives, there is surely nothing inherently 
special or remarkable about the various instrumenta magica found at Anemurium. 
128 Russell (1995), 38. 
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The measures taken to cope with the unseen menace of demons constituted a 
domestic necessity as familiar as cooking, working, playing games, or bringing up 
children. The worship of Christ and his cross was certainly an essential part of their 
lives, but it is hard to escape the impression that the control of the unseen force of 
the evil eye by the time-honoured instruments of their ancestors was of more 
immediate concern to them. It is an attitude that survives in remote corners of the 
Greek countryside even today, where people might still proclaim with the poet: 
We are neither Christians nor pagans, 
With crosses and pagan symbols 
We are trying to build the new life 
Whose name is not yet known. 329 
The iconoclasts saw clearly that Christian images were being used in superstitious and 
heretical ways. The iconophile defence of the image as pedagogical device or symbol of 
the divine was ineffective in curbing the popular and superstitious use of the image. 
One of the difficulties with the 787 distinction between the various forms of 
npoo-KUVTJGlS, is that the outward manifestation ofthe person giving veneration remains 
the same, whether offering honour to a person, an image of the emperor, an image of a 
saint, the Christ-El.Kwv, or to the Trinity itself. Kitzinger suggests that although the cross 
had received a gesture of npoo-KUVTJGlS" since at least the fourth century (Epiphanius of 
Salamis drew a distinction between honour, Tl!l~, and veneration, npoo-KUVT]GtS"), the first 
reference to npoo-KUVTJGlS" offered before an image is in the first half of the sixth century. 330 
"' Russell (1995), 50. 
"" Kitzinger (1954), 94. 
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But the practice quickly spread.331 Both Leontius ofNeapolis332 (7th c.) and the patriarch 
Germanos333 (8th c.) insist that the intention (o-Konos-) of each act ofnpoo-KUVTJGlS" is the 
determining factor in assessing whether proper veneration (worship of creator) or idolatry 
(worship of creation) is taking place. The Damascene goes further in describing the 
intention of the image-maker to be significant as well. In his summary of the discussion of 
npoo-KUVTJGlS" in the arguments of the first phase of the controversy (Antirr I.19), 
Theodore lists the types of npoo-KUVTJGtS" all the way from the /.,aTpE{a due to God alone, 
to the npoo-KUVTJGlS" which children should give to their parents. These many offerings of 
npoo-KUVT)GtS" have the same form (to-oTunos-), varying only in intention ( owvoTJGlS" ). The 
diversity of veneration (ow<jlopa npoo-Kuvl)o-Ews-) depends upon the nature of the 
prototypes who are offered npoo-KUVT)GlS" through the image. The 787 Council accused the 
iconoclasts of not distinguishing divine worship (8Eta t._aTpEia) from the relative 
veneration of honour ( GXETlKlJ Kat n fl T)TlKlJ npoo-KUVT)GlS" ). 334 Although such a 
distinction would mean that it was possible to give npoo-KUVTJGlS" to the image in a way 
131 Babic ( 1994), 189-222 seeks to understand the Byzantine contemporary significance of images and 
suggests: 'L'importance fondamentale des images, notamment de celles reputees pour leur pouvoir 
thaumaturge, s'est manifestee surtout a partir de la seconds moitie du VJe siecle, tout d'abord a 
Camouliana, en Asie Mineure, a Edesse, en Mesopotamie, a Memphis, en Egypte, et a Constantinople, au 
sein d'une population chretienne dont !'existence etait menacee par les attaques perses, puis arabes, avares, 
slaves et celles des autres peuples barbares. De nombreuses interpretations historiques, theologiques, 
iconographiques ou sociologiques et psychologiques, ont ete proposees pour expliquer cette importance 
croissante des ic6nes et du culte qui leur etait rendu, phenomenes dont l'amp1eur dans les grandes villes au 
cours de la seconde moitie du VIe et au VII e siecle est tout particulierement attestee par les sources ecrites. 
Dans les croyances des fideles de l'epoque, !'image du saint devenait elle-meme sainte par son role 
d'intermediare entre la population d'une ville et son saint patron ou entre l'individu et le saint protecteur 
qu'elle representait. le saint patron, reconnu a travers !'image, assurait en effet la protection divine a celui 
qui s'en approachait en priant, en faisant le proskynese, en baisant !'image du saint, et en lui offrant de 
l'encens et des cierges.' (192) The response of the iconoclasts (and perhaps the Libri Carolini) was not so 
much to the iconophile textual defence of images as a response to the popular devotion of the day as 
described here by Babic. The account of the proceedings of the 787 Council did not address the actual 
devotional practice of the faithful which went far beyond the didactic function of images. 
m Cf. Migne PG 93.1601A. 
333 Cf. Letter to Thomas of Claudiopolis, Migne PG 98.181 A, 1 88A. 
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that was not idolatrous, it equally allowed the possibility of the same outward act to be a 
true idolatry! The iconophiles could only declare what an appropriate offering of 
npooKUVT]OIS might be for a given image, but they could have no way of assuring the 
iconoclasts that those who offered npooKuvT]ots did not fall into exaggerated npooKUVT]OtS 
or the idolatry of worshipping the creation rather than the creator. 
The 787 Council argues that none of the properties of the prototype is found in 
the image: 
For the image is one thing and the prototype another. No one of sound mind looks 
in any way to the image for the properties of the prototype. True reason recognizes 
nothing in the image other than a nominal communion with the image's subject and 
not an essential communion, as we have said in many ways when we were challenged 
by their disputations. 335 
Christians confess that what the image has in common with the archetype is only 
the name, not the essence.m 
The iconophile claim that there was only a nominal relation between image and prototype 
was meant to suggest a minimal relationship to avoid the iconoclast charge of the division 
or confusion of the natures of Christ, but as such it backed away from an explanation of 
the intense devotion of the Byzantines for the image, let alone the miracles accomplished 
through and by the images themselves. 
Indeed, within the context of the popular devotional use of images, the language of 
m Mansi XIII, 2570. 
116 Mansi XIII.252D. 
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the 787 opos- no longer seems straightforward, but ambiguous and troublesome: 
We declare that, next to the sign of the precious and life-giving cross, venerable and 
holy images - made of colours, pebbles, or any other material that is fit - may be set 
in the holy churches of God, on holy utensils and vestments, on walls and boards, in 
houses and in streets. These may be images of our Lord and God the Saviour Jesus 
Christ, or of our pure Lady the holy Theotokos, or of honourable angels, or of any 
saint or holy man. For the more these are kept in view through their iconographic 
representation, the more those who look at them are lifted up to remember and 
have an earnest desire for the prototypes337 
The significance of the mention in this opos- of images on utensils, vestments, 
walls, houses and streets is highlighted by Maguire' s (1990) study which tracks the 
profound change in the use of Christian images on textiles before the eighth century and 
after the ninth. The evidence he gathers suggests why this 787 opos- would have been 
unacceptable to the iconoclasts. The changes documented by Maguire include the pre-
eighth century repeated figures of images on secular clothing of ambiguous identity which 
are not accompanied by inscriptions as opposed to the post-controversy identified image 
of an established portrait type on liturgical clothing only. Maguire has situated for us 
rather precisely the context in which this opos- is written. The 787 Council insisted on the 
purely nominal theory of image and prototype relationship but the inscription of the 
name of the prototype on the image was not yet universal practice. In the context of the 
pre-controversy superstitious use of the repeated image on secular clothing, the opos- did 
137 Mansi XIII.377D as translated by D.J. Sahas (1986). 
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not sufficiently restrict the image to single images in devotional settings but rather 
encouraged their appearance on 'walls and boards, in houses and in streets.' Maguire 
suggests that the new specificity in portrait types, the provision of inscriptions and the 
avoidance of repetition are characteristic of all visual arts of Byzantium after iconoclasm. 
The reason for these changes was to protect the image from being seen as magical charms 
or apotropaic devices, used in superstitious ways and offered inappropriate npooKUVTJ<ns-. 
Another adjustment in the presentation of the image to reflect the emerging 
orthodox doctrine was the placement of the image. Pre-controversy images were often 
placed in hard-to-see locations on the clothing, and they were too abbreviated to be useful 
for teaching. Thus they were not primarily directed at human viewers but rather 'at forces 
that were unseen. ' 338 These images were thought to be self-sufficient and powerful in and 
of themselves. It was natural in this context for the 787 Council to distance the true 
doctrine of the image from this magical conception by insisting on the direction of 
influence being solely from the narrative image to the prototype and not vice versa. Any 
notion of an ontological relationship of image and prototype would open the door again to 
the pre-controversy magical conception of the image. But the 787 doctrine in the end 
proved to be a sheer denial ofthe relationship between image and prototype which was at 
the heart of all Byzantine devotional use of the image. Insisting solely on a nominal 
relationship and failing to describe the relationship more fully, endorsing the narrative 
nature of the image as useful for teaching (the image as narrative), and limiting the 
direction of influence from image to prototype (the image as symbol), this positive 
doctrine of the 787 Council was insufficient to account for the current devotional use of 
the image which it itself describes. 
318 Maguire (1995), 64. See also Maguire (1990), 215-24 and Mango (1992), 215-23. 
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According to the 787 Council the one who looks upon these images has a "desire" 
for the prototypes: 
Also, [we declare] that one may render to them the veneration of honour: not the 
true worship of our faith, which is due only to the divine nature, but the same kind 
of veneration as is offered to the form of the precious and life-giving cross, to the 
holy gospels, and to the other holy dedicated items. Also [we declare] that one may 
honour these by bringing to them incense and light, as was the pious custom of the 
early [Christians]; for 'the honour of the image is conveyed to the prototype.' 
Thus, he who venerates the image venerates the hypostasis of the person depicted 
Thus in the same breath that it is said that /l.aTpE{a is not offered to the Christ-
EtKwv, incense and candles are burned before the EiKwv, the honour is conveyed to the 
prototype, and the offering of the EtKwv goes directly to the hypostasis of the person 
represented! Since the 787 Definition admits340 that /l.aTpda is due to the divine nature and 
this divine nature is wholly present in the person of Jesus Christ, if the ElKwv shows forth 
the person of Jesus Christ then it is an easy step to assume that Christ must be offered 
/l.aTpda in His ElKwv. 341 Since 'the glory of the image becomes that of the subject 
339 Man si 377E as translated by Sahas ( 1986). 
"" Mansi XIII, 377E. 
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" Indeed, Theodore addresses precisely this question in his letters because in the first quarter of the ninth 
century, iconoclasts are still challenging that the offering of i\aTpEta to the image is the implication of 
iconophile doctrine. In Fatouros 428 and 528 Theodore addresses the question which has been asked of 
him, "ITws-", <l>fiS', "ou i\aTpEUETat ~ ElKWV XpunoU, ai\i\' 6 EV auTij npoGKUVOUJlEVOS' XpWTOS', 
JlUXS' ouGTJS' En' aJl<j>o'iv npoGKuvr)GEws-;" (You say 'How is it that the image of Christ is not given 
i\aTpEta, but only Christ [is given i\aTpda] who is offered npoGKuvr)crts- in it [the image], although one 
act of npoGKuvr\GtS' is offered to both?'). 
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represented,' 342 if the only proper offering of npooxuvT)cns to Christ is A.aTpE{a, then only 
proper offering of npooKUVT)OlS' to the dKwv is also A.aTpEia because the npooKUVT)ots-
goes directly to the hypostasis of Christ himself. To the iconoclasts, these seemed to be 
the clear, and unacceptable, implications of the 787 Council. We shall see that Theodore 
himself accepts these implications of the tradition. However, his sharp mind would cause 
him to realize that the 787 Council did not only fail adequately to support these claims 
theologically, but that several theological statements of the Council itself about the 
relation of image to prototype would actually disallow these statements. The 787 Council 
did articulate the tradition faithfully. He would provide the theological underpinnings. 
The iconoclasts recognized that the didactic argument did not begin genuinely to 
address the real concerns of the controversy, nor in any way support the significant role, 
presence and function which the E1xwv had assumed in the church and Christian 8Ewp{a by 
the eighth century. Images were not simply, or even primarily, considered as useful for 
the remembrance of the saving events of the gospel story and of the edifying history of 
the church. In speaking of portable icons, Kitzinger (1955) says that narrative scenes: 
... though not unknown as subjects of portable religious paintings even as early as 
the fifth century, occur only rarely on the extant panel paintings of the period 
between Justinian and Iconoclasm. This concentration on portraiture is in striking 
agreement with the literary record. The icons mentioned in texts as objects of 
devotion or instruments of miracles are usually individual portraits of holy persons 
and the increase of such uses must have produced an increased demand for 
representations of this kind, especially in panel form. Icons such as the 'St. Peter' 
,., "If the icon of the emperor is emperor, and the icon of Christ is Christ and the icon of a saint is holy, 
neither is the power divided nor is the glory apportioned, but the glory of the icon becomes that of the 
subject represented". John Damascene, fmag !, 36, 1-4 (Kotter, 147). 
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on Mt. Sinai or the 'Sts Sergius and Bacchus' in Kiev [figured in his article] may, in 
fact, serve to give us a graphic idea of the kind of image that the texts tell us 
watched over the safety of the home and the traveler, received the prayers of the 
faithful and was expected to operate miracles on Christ's behalf.m 
The iconophiles and iconoclasts share this religious culture in eighth century 
Byzantium. The iconoclasts urge a reformation of this superstition and idolatry. The 
response of the 787 Council is to offer a rationale for images and relative npoaKuvll<JtS" 
which ignores the current devotional use of the ElKwv. Instead we find a justification for 
images of a different sort, the solely narrative image. The 787 Council repeats a traditional 
didactic justification of narrative images and proves unable creatively to move beyond this 
language to respond to the new situation of image veneration which had developed. 
Theology in seventh and eighth century Byzantium was not able to rise to the challenge of 
justifYing the contemporary status of the Christian image in Byzantine piety. The reason 
for this failure will become clear below when I describe the character of Byzantine 
theology in these centuries, and especially its strict dependence on established florilegia 
collected from previous centuries.344 
For these reasons the iconoclasts insist that in practice and in their hagiographical 
and other supporting literature from the tradition, the iconophiles treat the image and 
prototype as if they were of the same essence. The images are offered npoaKuvllats- as if 
Christ and the EiKwv of Christ were identified in essence, and not in name only. 
Theodore's argument in Antirr III will show a different solution to this impasse. He will 
"' Kitzinger ( 1995), 143. 
'" In particular, Alexakis ( 1996) shows the dependence of 787 on a huge iconophile tlorilegium which was 
compiled in Rome in 770. 
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show the necessary relation of image to prototype in terms of hypostatic identity. Within 
a year or so that Theodore wrote the Antirr he writes to Naukratios to defend the 
statement that he offers npoCYKUV~<ns- to the EtKwv of Christ as Christ himself ( Eyw TTJV 
EtKova xpwToD ws- cnhov Tov XpwTov npoCYKuvw 'Y45 and to Severianus he writes that 
Antirrheticus 11: The Libri Carolini and moderate iconoclasm 
I have tried to show that the Antirr I reviews the argument of the 787 Council and 
concludes that its opos- is correct but suffers from a lack of clarity, particularly in its 
failure to define its notion of 'image.' This ultimately is the cause of its inadequacy and 
confusion. Consequently, when the account of the proceedings of the 787 Council reached 
Charlemagne's court, it interpreted the 787 Council as promoting the various forms of 
excessive npoCYKuv~CJtS' and wicked superstition that had been associated with images for 
several centuries. The Carolingian theologians demanded correction of these abuses and 
resolutely refused to encourage what it saw to be heretical practices. 
In Antirr 11 Theodore presents a very different situation in his description of the 
theological debate within Byzantium at the time of the 815 Council. Now the voice of 
Theodore's a\.pEnKos- is that ofthe Byzantine churchman who has come to acknowledge 
that Christ legitimately can be portrayed in an image (at least in an image which shows 
him before his resurrection), but who denies only that npoCYKUVTJCYlS' can be offered to the 
w Fatouros 409.3-4. 
'" Fatouros 445.23. 
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image.347 This new moderate iconoclasm supposes itself to affirm the positive teaching 
role of the narrative image, and at the same time to safeguard the church from superstition. 
This is a much reduced doctrinal position from that of 754, even though the 815 gathering 
insisted that it wanted only to reinstate the legitimacy of 754 as the Seventh Oecumenical 
Council and overturn the claims of the 787 Council. To understand something of the 
impetus for this revised and moderate iconoclasm doctrine, it will be necessary briefly to 
observe the western responses to the 787 Council.348 
Theodore does not take up the specific objections of the Libri Carolini (793) to 
the 787 Council, but its general content would certainly have been known by him. It 
would also inform his understanding of the intention of the claims of the 815 Council. 
Recent scholarship has suggested that much of the weighty speculation earlier in the 
twentieth century about the reception of the 787 proceedings by Pope Hadrian I and 
Charlemagne's court was erroneous in its assumptions. This recent review of the evidence 
suggests that it is unlikely that the Libri Carolini (composed by Theodulf (?) in 
Charlemagne's name and originally called Opus Caroli Regis contra SynodumY49 received 
any distribution at all because of its inability to receive sanction from Pope Hadrian, in 
3
•
7 Afinogenev ( 1996b) notices that Antirr II deals exclusively with the situation in 815, but since he does 
not appreciate the overall structure of the Antirr, he attributes the character of Antirr 11 to the entire work. 
He refers to the opening statements of Antirr 11: '[Theodore] does not spend time refuting the old 
iconoclasts, and combats exactly those doctrines that were proclaimed by the council of 815 and became the 
official ideology of the second iconoclast period' (608). It is clear that Antirr I exactly reflects this 
refutation of the 'old iconoclasts' by the 787 'Refutation' and opo~. Alexander (1953) suggests other ways 
that 815 differs from 754, such as the introduction of several notions as the ethical theory of images, the 
description of saints in 815 as TOU~ au llllO<j>ou~ mhoiJ ay{ou~ (like Christ in form), and the definition 
of images as al(nixot~ EtKoat (soulless) or <);Euowvu 11ot (false). Anastos ( 1979) considers these claims 
and concludes that each of these notions is present in 754. 
""For recent discussions which judge the extensive scholarship of the previous century to be highly 
speculative and based on dubious assumptions, see Wallach (1977), Wallace-Hadrill (1983), Freeman 
(1985, 1994), and Neil (2000). We follow Freeman's datings of Capitulare versus synodum (792), 
Hadrianum (793), Libri Carolini (794). 
m Wallach (1977) assigns authorship to Alcuin of York, but Freeman (1985) discounts this because Alcuin 
had left for England in 790. Wallace-Hadrill (1983) suggests that Alcuin could have sent his contribution 
from England and Neil (2000) supports his dual authorship theory. 
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spite of the fact that its preface declares that wide dissemination was intended. 350 Even if 
we cannot be certain that Theodore was familiar with the actual text, the Libri Carolini 
accurately represented the general response ofboth the Carolingian Court and the prelates 
of England to the 787 Council which would have been well known in the Constantinople 
Court and thus part of the debate in Byzantium at the turn ofthe ninth century. 351 
A minimalist reading of the Libri Carolini is that it justifies icons as decorative and 
useful in commemorating past events. A more conventional interpretation of the Libri 
Carolini suggests that it recognizes the function of Biblical images to educate the illiterate 
and generally stimulate Christian devotion. The most recent and careful rereading of the 
Libri Carolini raises significant doubts that it can be given this generous interpretation. 
Two reasons follow. 
First, Freeman ( 1994) argues that Theodulf refused to refer to passages in Gregory 
which might lead to the suggestion that the pictures of Biblical scenes were on a par with 
the reading of Scripture itself. These passages had been quoted at the 787 Council, with 
that specific interpretation encouraged. In fact, the Libri Carolini quoted Gregory's letter 
to Serenus of Marseilles, but stopped short of the passage which later was to become so 
well known: 'It is one thing to adore a picture, another to learn, through the history 
presented in the picture, what ought to be adored. For what writing (scriptura) gives 
"" In this preface Charlemagne insists that he must meet the threat of these image worshippers ' ... aut 
manus tenentium aut aures audientium ... inertem vel potius inermem Orientali de parte venientem hostem 
occidua in parte per nos favente Deo lata sanctorum patrum sentia feriat.' ( ... wherever hands may touch 
or ears may hear them ... so that the enemy advancing from the East may be struck helpless and harmless, 
by the judgement of the holy Fathers, in the Western lands given us by God's grace.) in Libri Carolini sivi 
Caroli Magni Capitulare de imaginibus, ed. Hubert Bastgen, MGH Legum sectio 3, Concilia tomi 2 
supplementum (Hanover 1924), 5. 
351 
'The reaction of the bishops and princes of Britain to the Acta ofthe Second Nicene Council, sent to 
them by Charlemagne, had not differed from that of the Frankish king and his scholars - the shock and 
horror had been the same. In their name Alcuin composed a letter (now lost), apparently citing Scripture to 
justify their stand, which he presented to Charlemagne on his return to the Frankish Court.' Freeman 
(1994), 187, citing York Annals for 793. 
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those who read it, the picture (pictura) provides for the unlearned who see it; in it the 
ignorant see their duty, thus reading without knowing their letters. For this reason, 
especially for the gentiles, pictures take the place of reading (pro lectione pictura est).' 352 
Theodulf knew that scriptura in Gregory's letter was used in a generic sense, probably 
meaning the saints' lives. But since Bible scenes were often illustrated in churches, 
Theodulf suspected that it would be easy for others to think that Gregory was referring to 
those Biblical scenes. This was too close to the heretical notion that images were on a par 
with Scripture for Theodulf, and thus the concept for which Gregory was to become 
famous 'images are the Bible for the poor' (laicorum litteratura) finds no place in the 
Libri Carolini. 
Second, it is well known that although Hadrian I in his own correspondence was 
careful to use venerare and veneratio in reference to images, somehow the translation of 
the 787 Council which arrived at Charlemagne's Court used adorare and adoratio for both 
npooxuvl]atS' and ;\aTpda. This is generally taken to be a mysterious error. But could this 
have been a deliberate attempt by Hadrian to assure the total rejection of the 787 Council 
and eastern patriarchs by Charlemagne's court? His own role as mediator between the two 
empires would then be assured, a position which would delight him. Regardless, because 
of the mis-translation the text made the bishop of Cyprus say that the Greeks offered to 
images the same worship they gave to the Holy Trinity. Generally, this misinterpretation 
of the 787 Council proceedings has been seen to be the one unfortunate mistake (or, 
perhaps, intentional misrepresentation) which prevented the Byzantines and Carolingians 
from affirming a common view of images. This naive position does not bear a close reading 
of the available evidence. More recent scrutiny of the events surrounding the composition 
352 Freeman ( 1994), 170. 
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of the Libri Carolini show that Pope Hadrian and the Frankfurt Court disagreed generally 
and substantially in their responses to the 787 Council proceedings. 353 Hadrian fully 
assented to the doctrine of the 787 Council (not only because he had a true translation 
which did not suggest that the image received trinitarian ado ratio), and the Frankfurt 
Court radically disagreed with almost every aspect of the 787 Council proceedings. 
Neil (2000) outlines the positive contribution of Pope Hadrian I (772-95) to the 
787 Council. Just prior to his election, the Lateran Council (Rome) in 769 had condemned 
the 754 iconoclast Council. When the Empress Irene and her son Constantine VI sought 
papal support for a council to condemn the iconoclast heretics, Pope Hadrian I replied 
with two letters. 354 Both letters affirm iconophile doctrine and Hadrian agrees to send 
legates to the Council. In the Synodica he asks that the 754 Council be condemned in the 
presence of the Legates. Hadrian's three basic arguments for image veneration are 'their 
Christological significance, their pedagogical function, and adherence to tradition. ' 355 He 
suggests that images of Christ secundum carnem elicit feelings of spiritual love (spirituali 
affectu) that carry the mind upward toward the contemplation of God in spirit. 356 On the 
authority of Gregory the Great, Hadrian quotes Denys the Areopagite in an argument that 
corporeal seeing of the image has a place in the intellectual contemplation of God: 
Truly, the incorporeal hosts mentioned above are portrayed in various colours, and 
;;; See Freeman ( 1985). One hundred years ago Gardner ( 1905) had the same intuition that the notion of the 
entire spirit of the Libri Carolini as grounded upon a mistranslation was incredible: 'We can hardly say 
that the theological misrepresentation was the result of the density of the Western mind compared with the 
subtlety of the Eastern. It shows, not a failure to understand, but a culpable and voluntary 
misunderstanding.' (47). 
"'The Synodica to Emperor Constantine VI and Empress lrene sent in October 785, and a letter to 
Patriarch Tarasius sent at the same time. See Neil (2000). 
155 Neil (2000), 541. 
356 See Kessler (2000), 121-124. Kessler suggests that the Synodica of 785 'deserves more attention than it 
has received, as a cleaner and more concise statement on images than the later Hadrianum.' (232 n.58) 
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in diverse painted compositions, so that by means of these most holy likenesses 
(per sacratissimas effiges), we can, with pious mind, pass over silently to the 
abstract and incorporeal [beings] (ad simplices et incorporales). In fact, it is 
impossible for our mind to reach that imitation and vision of the incorporeal 
heavenly hosts, except through material elements can we touch the invisible and 
beautiful likeness by means of the visible (nisi per elementorum poterimus per 
visibilem ad invisibiliem pulcherrimamque attingi effigiem), and by means of 
visible and fragrant images the invisible and intellectual transmission shines 
forth. 157 
The attitude of Charlemagne's court could not have been more different. The initial 
response of the Franks to the 787 Council sent along to Pope Hadrian was called the 
Capitulare versus synodum (792), of which the text is known only on the basis of 
Hadrian's reply to it, the Hadrianum (793). In this document, Hadrian defended the 787 
opos- in a detailed refutation of each of Charlemagne's objections which are briefly 
quoted. 358 Unfortunately, as Freeman (1995) speculates, between the time that the 
Capitulare arrived from Charlemagne and Hadrian sent his response (Hadrianum), 
Charlemagne had finished his final tour de force against the 787 opos- in what is known as 
the Libri Carolini, which he intended to have broad distribution. The Hadrianum and the 
Libri Carolini crossed one another in the courier system, so to speak, and when 
Charlemagne received the Hadrianum he was forced to abandon his plans for distribution 
of the Libri Carolini. 
157 As quoted by Kessler (2000), 123. 
158 See Sefton (1987), 112-125, for details of Hadrian's long defence ofthe acts ofthe Council ofNicaea. 
His survey of contemporary texts shows that all of the eighth century popes defended the veneration of 
images. He concludes, 'It would seem beyond question that eighth century popes were not theologically 
backward with respect to the images. Their defense of the images contained traditional, didactic and 
Christological dimensions. One could not expect more, either from the images or from the popes.' (125). 
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Theodore would interpret that the Frankfurt Court understood correctly the 
radical implications of 787. Wholly inadequate in the rationale and justification of its 
opos-, the implications of the overall proceedings of the 787 Council were that nothing less 
than f-aTpEia was appropriate for the Christ-El.Kwv, although the Council did not say this 
explicitly in its proceedings or opos-. In an ironic twist, the mis-translation which was so 
offensive to Charlemagne's court will turn out to be precisely the doctrine out of which 
Theodore would construct a theology to defend in Antirr Ill. Theodore will encourage the 
offering of /-aTpEia to Christ in and through his image, implied by the 787 'Refutation' 
and judged to be so utterly reprehensible to the Libri Carolini and Frankfurt 794. 
There was no reason for the iconoclasts to diminish their rejection of the images 
during this period between 787 and 815. The superstitious use of images continued. The 
potential for ambiguity in the offering of npooKuv11cns- to the image did not lessen 
throughout the second period of iconoclasm. Even as late as 824, the emperors Michael 11 
and Theophilos wrote to the Carolingian emperor Louis the Pious to complain of the same 
excesses that had fueled iconoclasm from the beginning and that had prompted the severe 
reaction of the Franks to the 787 Council: 
This too we make known to your Grace, beloved by Christ, that many men, both 
clergy and lay, estranged from apostolic tradition and heedless of paternal limits, 
have become inventors of evil things. First they cast out the hallowed and life-giving 
crosses from the holy temples, and set up images in their places, with lamps about 
them, honoring them with incense, and according them the same reverence as the 
hallowed and life-giving wood [of the cross] on which Christ, our true God, deigned 
to be crucified for our salvation. They sang Psalms and paid homage, and appealed 
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to these same images for help. Moreover, many wrapped these images with linen 
cloths, and made them sponsors of their children at the baptismal font ... Certain 
priests and clerics scraped paint from images and mixed it with the offerings and 
wine [of the Eucharist], and after the celebration of the Mass gave it to those 
wishing to partake. Others placed the Lord's body in the hands of images, from 
which those wishing to communicate were obliged to receive it. Some, spurning the 
church, used panels [painted] with images for altars, and celebrated the sacred office 
upon them, in ordinary homes. And many other things, likewise illicit and contrary 
to our religion, were done in churches, which were recognized as disgraceful by wiser 
and more learned men. Consequently the orthodox emperors and most learned 
priests determined to unite in a local council to make inquiry into these things. 
When they came together in this gathering [the Council of 815], inspired by the 
Holy Spirit, by common consent they prohibited such things to be done anywhere. 
They caused images to be removed from less exalted places; those that were 
displayed in high places they permitted to remain, so that the picture might serve as 
Scripture, but not to be worshipped by the untaught and the infirm, and they forbade 
that lamps should be lighted or incense [used] to honour them. We now feel and hold 
the same, casting out from Christ's church those who favour wicked practices of 
that kind."" 
The danger identified by the emperors is in the confusion of the distinction 
between the image and the prototype. When he received this letter, Louis the Pious sent a 
small delegation to Rome to ask advice from Pope Eugenius about an appropriate 
'
59 Mansi XIV.420B-E as translated by Freeman (1985), 100. Michael had ascended the throne after Leo V 
was killed on Christmas 820, and soon after this Theodore wrote a letter to Michael, praising him for 
ending the active persecution and outlining the iconophile position (Fatouros 418). Still in 821, a 
delegation of several metropolitans, bishops and hegumeni, including Theodore Stoudite, met with Michael 
in order to persuade him to abandon iconoclasm. Michael's letter, co-authored with Theophilos, to Louis 
the Pious quoted here is subsequent to these approaches and indicates that Michael is more interested in 
correcting inappropriate and superstitious practices than he is in entering the theological debate. 
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response. The Pope arranged for a gathering of bishops in Paris late in 824 to consider this 
matter. Their reply to Louis the Pious in 824-5 confirms our interpretation of the Libri 
Carolini above. These bishops condemn both 754 and 787 Councils and indicate that 
Pope Hadrian was wrong in opposing Charlemagne's rejection of the 787 Council and his 
intention to distribute broadly a document which approved only the pedagogical use of 
images for all Christians. Note the repeated accusation that the 787 Council had fallen into 
superstitious error. 
First of all we had the letter read aloud to us that Pope Hadrian sent overseas some 
years ago, to Emperor Constantine and Irene, his mother, at their request, on behalf 
of the erection of images. Although, as far as we could comprehend the matter, he 
justly rebuked those who, in those regions, rashly destroyed the images of saints, and 
dared to abolish them altogether, we recognize that he acted injudiciously in ordering 
them to be superstitiously worshipped .... the emperor and clergy, together with the 
people, convoked a synod, in which -just as those [others] transgressed greatly who 
decreed in another synod, held under the Constantine who was the grandfather of 
this Constantine, that images of saints should be wholly done away with - so these 
[persons] went seriously astray, who not only ordained that images should be 
honoured and worshipped and called holy, but also claimed to receive sanctity from 
them. And to prove the truth of what they sought to assert, they rashly 
appropriated certain testimonia of holy Scripture, and certain sayings of the holy 
Fathers, and in order to confirm their superstitious error, ineffectually adapted them 
for that purpose ... When your father [Charlemagne] of blessed memory had [the 
Acts of] that same synod read aloud in his own presence and that of his advisors, he 
found them reprehensible in many places, as was [only] proper, and having noted 
down the capitula that were open to censure, he sent them by Abbot Angilbert to 
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Pope Hadrian, so that they might be corrected by his judgement and authority. He 
[Hadrian ], in return, favouring those who at his instigation had introduced into the 
aforesaid synod such superstitious and incongruous testimonia, 360 undertook to 
respond chapter by chapter, making excuses for them, and answering as he chose, 
but not as they deserved. Certain things he alleges in his objections [to the capitula] 
are of fact of such a nature that, in the absence of papal sanction, they would 
contradict both truth and authority.'61 
The bishops continue on to say that although Pope Hadrian I appealed to the authority of 
Gregory, he obviously did not understand Gregory's position which Hadrian ignorantly 
contradicted by his excessive support of images. 
Thus the moderate iconoclasm instituted in 813/15 under Leo V and continued by 
Michael 11 after 820 (albeit without the excessive persecutions), is consistent with the 
ninth century doctrinal position of the Carolingian church. Further, this position is 
characterized here by the 824 gathering of bishops in Paris under the authority of Pope 
Eugenius as neither that of 754 nor 787, but a true discerning of a 'middle way' which 
affirms what is best about both Councils and rejects the chaff. Such a seemingly judicious 
and responsible account of this new and moderate iconoclasm accounted for its strength 
and popularity, and why it was so detested by Theodore. 
Antirrheticus 11: The limits of 'argument by florilegia' 
Theodore introduces his reader to this new moderate iconoclasm in his preface to Antirr 
11: 
160 The iconophile florilegium of 770? 
361 MGH ibid. 481-482, surviving in the Libel/us synodalis of825, trans. Freeman (1985), 101-102. 
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~ jlWV 'I T)00UV XptoTOV, ou ll ~V npo0KUVElV OElV T~V ava0TT)AW8Et0aV avn,\5 
EI.Kova· KaVTEU8EV EVTapchTElV TTElpWVTal TOV voDv TWV an/\oU0TEpwv, ws- Ti] 
(Now that they [the heretics] have been hemmed in by our proofs, they admit that 
our Lord Jesus Christ can be portrayed, but not that his image should be set up and 
venerated; and they try to shake the understanding of the simpler people by saying 
that in venerating the image they are worshipping the creation instead of the 
Creator. )363 
He then promises to present the two sides of the argument, 'by the opposition of two 
speakers - an orthodox, that is, and an iconoclast - so that the force of the arguments may 
be easier to see and tmderstand. 1364 
A remarkable feature of Antirr II is Theodore's attempt to be fair in his 
presentation of both sides in the debate. 365 This characteristic of Antirr II, hitherto 
unnoticed by readers and commentators, distinguishes it from both Antirr I and Ill, and is 
explained by its role within my interpretation of the overall argument of the Antirr. 
Theodore re-examines many of the issues which were considered in the 787 Council and 
reviewed in Antirr I, but now re-frames this discussion within the theological context of 
the moderate iconoclasm surrounding the 815 Council. His concern in Antirr II is to 
362 Migne PG 99.353AB. 
363 Note how the challenge of the iconoclast has returned to a more sophisticated accusation of idolatry as 
indicated above in our consideration of Antirr I. 7. 
36
' Migne PG 99.3538. 
36
; I am unaware of any scholar who has suggested that Antirr I and li reflects a theological summary which 
gives equal weight to the two sides of the debate. I am convinced that the overall development of his 
argument in the Ant in· depends upon the presentation of the full weight of the iconoclast theological 
position so that he can address the iconoclast objections fully in Antin· Ill. 
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sharpen the points of the theological issues which are yet to be resolved in the aftermath 
of 815, 366 viz.: Christ as prototype of his image (Antirr 11.1-11 ); the different character of 
the offering of npooKUVT)CJlS" to 'symbol' versus 'image', concluding with the pivotal 
quotations from Denys the Areopagite and Basil (Antirr II.12-40); the fundamental 
distinction between 8Eof-oy{a and otKovojlia; and the new focus of the iconoclasts on the 
categorical denial ofthe circumscription or any depiction ofthe Risen Christ (Antirr II.41-
4 7). These themes will be addressed in his definitive and positive argument in Antirr Ill. 
Thus there is a well developed and intentional structure to the argument which allows the 
Antirr 11 to function as a bridge between Antirr I and Ill by giving contemporary early 
ninth century expression to the eighth century questions which remain unresolved. In the 
final section of Antirr 11, Theodore concludes his theological survey of the eighth and early 
ninth century controversy by identifying the excessive and exclusive use of florilegia 
(Antirr 11.48-49) to be the stumbling block which has prevented the resolution of the 
image question. The florilegia contest had ended in a draw. A new approach will be 
required. 
There is a long and interesting history behind the role of florilegia in theological 
disputes prior to the ninth century. From the fifth to the seventh century ecclesiastical 
councils became almost totally dependent upon Patristic testimony in the form of 
florilegia. 367 This development of a canon of the Fathers had begun immediately after the 
first Council of Nicaea and reached its zenith in this period of Byzantine history. The 
166 Alexander (1958b) suggests that the debate between 787 and 815 shifts to a justification of religious 
images and their veneration in terms of the philosophy taught in the Byzantine schools - the scholastic 
period of iconophile theory. 
167 For the growth of florilegia in the early church to the middle Byzantine period, see Gray (1989) and 
( 1996). For the massive increase in the production of florilegia in the sixth century, see Grillmeier ( 1987), 
52-53 and 55-71. Alexakis (1996) describes the actual florilegia in use in the eighth and ninth centuries. 
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first florilegia had been assembled by their users from their own reading of the Fathers, 
but by the sixth century florilegia were being derived entirely from earlier collections of 
texts. Citations from the Fathers became proof-texts divorced from their original contexts. 
Theology became: 
an enterprise that worked, not with ideas, but with authoritative sources .... We have 
with this arrived at a new vision, in fact, a vision of the past in which the 
development of the tradition really is seen as the majestic unfolding of a simple 
monolithic theology through pronouncements of Fathers who always intended to 
expound that monolithic theology and no other in their entirely consistent texts.'•• 
This theological enterprise is very different from the character of the first five 
centuries when theological discourse made use of philosophical and conceptual language to 
explore the meaning of the authoritative Biblical revelation within the liturgical and 
communal experience of the church: 
The sixth century theologians conceived of themselves as the organizers and 
harmonizers of the sacred and intrinsically complete tradition. Seeing themselves in 
this way, they functioned accordingly, and so did not do what the Fathers in fact 
By the eighth century, the patristic texts of the contemporary florilegia were 
acknowledged as the sole authority and justification of revealed doctrine. This fact is key 
to understanding the stark theological discourse which characterized the debate at the 
368 Gray ( 1989) 30, 32. 
369 Gray {1989), 35. 
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beginning of the iconoclastic controversy. 370 Patrick Gray suggests that Byzantine 
theology saw itself as 'a mere exegete and expositor of the truth formulated by the great 
ones of the past.' He posits that this attitude prevented the establishing of doctrine 
through creative philosophical argument but rather caused theologians to turn to the more 
fruitful fields of spiritual and liturgical theology. 371 
Antirr I was devoid of references to and quotations from the Fathers because 
Theodore was simply repeating the claims of the 754 Council and 787 Council, whose 
florilegia were well known. 372 In his Antirr II, since he is writing soon after the 815 
Council, Theodore provides a fresh response to the enhanced florilegi urn of 815. The 
iconoclast florilegium of 815 was more extensive than that of 754 both in number of 
references and in length of quotation, more accurate in its identification of sources, and it 
revealed many 'hidden quotations' of the Fathers from the 754 Council proceedings. 
Theodore presents the orthodox response to this fuller 815 florilegium, urged on 
by his literary heretic opponent who several times requests confirmation of the orthodox 
37
" Increasingly, the Byzantine emphasis had been on liturgical theology, the encouragement and 
reformation of the monastic life, and pilgrimages to holy places or to the holy ascetic on the way to 
becoming a saint. There was a hesitancy to attempt theological reflection as it had developed up to the 
seventh century. This paved the way for a continued emphasis on apophaticism and the doctrine of the 
incomprehensibility of God. In turn, this made the Byzantine soil fertile for a theurgy which promised a 
direct experience of the divine through the liturgy and the hierarchy of the church. Such theurgy also had a 
popular unrefined form which unequivocally led to much superstitious and magical belief. The question 
would be whether the Christ-ElKwv was legitimate theurgy or illegitimate superstition. Theodore would 
lift this debate onto the plane of theology and give it a truly theological foundation within the tradition of 
the Church. 
m Florovsky (1987) made this same point when he called Pseudo-Dionysius, 'not so much a theologian as 
a contemplative observer and a liturgist.' (21 0). 
172 According to Mango ( 1984) the tlorilegia of the Acts of the 787 Council contain seventy different 
quotations in addition to those contained in the iconoclastic tlorilegium which was read out and refuted. 
Cf. Van den Yen (1957), 325 ff. 
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argument from the Fathers.373 
In an illuminating accusation, the 787 Council alleged that at the 754 Council the 
iconoclasts did not produce the actual books, but circulated extracts on loose sheets which 
are referred to as m TTaKw, and that these extracts had been sometimes falsified or taken 
out of context. Within the temper of the times, it is astonishing that the 754 Council 
would take such a casual attitude toward the actual texts. Van den V en (1957) describes 
how the Lateran Council of 649 and especially the Constantinopolitan Council of 680-681 
took great care to collect various copies of the same text to expose interpolations and 
determine correct readings. Signatures and handwriting of the texts would be verified, and 
the age and physical properties of the manuscripts noted. The very real threat of forgery 
caused the Constantinopolitan Council to be exhaustive in these efforts, and thus it 'a ete 
appele, non sans raison, le concile des antiquaires et des paleographes, tellement on y 
admit de soin a la collation des documents sur les exemplaires des archives patriarcales et 
au contr6le des interpolations, qui devaient provoquer la decouverte de fraudes 
d'envergure ... ' 374 
Alexakis (1991) attempts a theory to explain the serious allegation directed to the 
754 Council that they misquoted passages and that they did not have the complete texts 
present. He suggests that these books were present, since it would have been 
inconceivable for a Council of the day not to have gathered the texts, but that the problem 
arose from their uncritical dependence upon existing florilegia during the proceedings. 
m Of thirty three direct quotations in Antirr II, thirty are used by the orthodox speaker, responding to such 
challenges of the heretic as the following: 'L:u 11 nE<jloprn.tEvos- 6 f..oyos- EK ow<jlopwv IlaTptKwv 
~J.apTupuilv ETil0ElKVUo8w· W<) av Ell] ~E~atOTEpos- npos- nn8w TOl<) E:na·iouotv.' (Please prove 
your case by bringing together testimonies from various Fathers, so that it may be more convincing to 
those who listen.) Antirr 11.28. Migne PG 99.3738. 
""Van den Yen (1957), 328-329. 
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Although participants at councils typically were cued in advance to bring forth texts 
according to the order and incipits/desinits of the florilegia in the hands of the 'organizing 
committee,' the general expectation was that volumes would be present to legitimize the 
translation and use of the florilegia. Alexakis concludes that the philological evidence 
points to the proceedings of the 787 Council as 'a thoroughly stage managed 
perfonnance. ' 375 Even so, this was the expected method and the 787 proceedings were not 
criticized by the iconoclasts. The dependence upon pre-existing florilegia was the sole 
authoritative standard of truth for both iconoclasts and iconophiles at that time. The 
criticism made of the 754 Council had not been its undue dependence upon florilegia as 
authority, but only that it had not been careful enough to check the accuracy of the 
florilegia in the manuscripts. It had relied on loose sheets of paper which caused suspicion 
both regarding the accuracy of the citations of the florilegia and in the possibility that 
fragments taken out of context could suggest a meaning contrary to its original intention. 
The 754 Council, in effect, was criticized for not properly orchestrating its reading of 
florilegia from the complete manuscripts of books in the established and approved 
practice: 
What appears, therefore to be a theatrical performance is a routine for the 
operation of a legal system and that is why the authority of the Lateran Council or 
the Seventh Ecumenical Council has never been disputed on the basis of prearranging 
a procedure. )76 
It is clear that the authority of the florilegia tradition was not one which 
m Alexakis (1991), 261. 
376 Alexakis (1991), 263. 
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encouraged the understanding of the arguments of the Fathers, nor an appreciation of the 
unfolding development of concepts and dogmas within the tradition. The controversy 
over images in the eighth century was carried out in the context of the oecumenical council 
as the highest ecclesiastical court, convoked only in exceptional cases to judge the crime of 
heresy. The florilegia embodied the authoritative tradition by which the orthodoxy of a 
theological position was judged: it is the 'presentation of the written evidence'. Alexakis' 
speculations help to explain why the stalemate in the controversy was not able to be 
resolved: no fresh thinking or consideration of the tradition was possible because a 
particular florilegium (iconoclast or iconophile) controlled each side's interpretation of the 
tradition. The tradition was fixed within the established florilegia. 
In the light of the allegations against the 754 Council, in 814/15, Emperor Leo V 
wanted to regain the credibility of the iconoclastic florilegia. He appointed a committee 
(John Grammarian plus five others) to lay the theological foundation for his iconoclastic 
programme by compiling an enhanced iconoclastic florilegium. The contemporary history, 
Scriptor Incertus, comments, '[John the Grammarian] requested [from the Emperor] 
authority to examine old books everywhere, namely those that are deposited in 
monasteries and churches, and he was allowed to do so. ' 377 
If not present already in Constantinople in 814, many volumes would have been 
brought to the capital by the imperial committee from monasteries within Byzantium. 
Generally speaking, the evidence suggests that there was no lack of theological and 
ecclesiastical books in Constantinople available in the eighth century, even if they were 
largely ignored until the budding of the renaissance of learning in the final decades of the 
m Migne PG 108.1025A-B. 
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eighth century. 378 The impoverished state of education and book learning generally in 
Byzantium and Constantinople contrasts starkly with the evidence of the number of 
books in the Stoudite library (obviously accessible to John Grammaticus' committee), and 
the expected reading of those books by the monks as noted in my introduction. This 
highlights the exceptional influence of the Stoudite initiative under Theodore to collect and 
copy manuscripts from the whole tradition, with emphasis on monastic and ascetic 
works. Instead of the typical assumption that Theodore had been swept up by a 
humanist revival, it might be more true to point to the Stoudite contribution as a chief 
cause, or at least the ongoing push behind this renaissance. 
At any rate, once the actual books were collected from which the various 
iconoclast florilegia had been compiled, 'The members of this Committee took up 
residence and met in the imperial palace. ' 379 The passage from the Scriptor Incertus 
continues, 
And so they brought together a great multitude of books and searched through them, 
but they found nothing, fools that they were ... until they laid their hands on the 
synodicon of Constantine the !saurian ... and, taking from it the incipits ( Tas-
apxas- ), they began finding the passages in the books, and these they stupidly 
brought forward, making marks in the places they had found. In this way they 
wished to persuade the senseless multitude that they had found it in old books that 
378 We follow Lemerle ( 1986) who argues that Photios' significant Bibliotheca was compiled in Byzantine 
territory and read in Constantinople. Others assume a dearth of learning and libraries in Constantinople 
such that Photios could have discovered these philosophical works only in his travels in Arab lands. 
Alexakis (1996) traces the development and and influence of the eighth and ninth century florilegia and 
supports Lemerle's positive opinion. For a less optimistic, but more generally held, speculation about the 
availability of books in Byzantium at this time, though unsupported by evidence or argument, see 
Cameron (1992a), ' ... By the eighth century it was a difficult thing to get hold of a classical text even in 
Constantinople itself, let alone the provinces ... The reign of the Emperor Heraclius (61 0-41) probably saw 
the last manifestation of traditional learning for many years to come.' (2,3). 
"" Alexander (1958b ), 126. 
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icons should not be offered npoKUVT]ots-. 
Thus although these books were available, even the most scholarly in Constantinople 
were not familiar with the contents of the texts and had to conduct a primitive word 
search operation based on the former florilegia. 
Around December 814 Leo asked Patriarch Nicephorus to remove the images 
which were hanging low enough to receive such expression of npooKuv~otc; as kissing. He 
refused. On the day before Christmas 814 380 many monks and bishops assembled in the 
Patriarchal Palace and the newly revised florilegium of iconoclastic quotations was read 
and rejected. 381 The next day this assembly met with the emperor. The general nature of 
the conversation between Emperor Leo V and Patriarch Nicephorus and his congregation 
turned out to be a very unsatisfactory citing of respective florilegia on both sides. 
Theodore also played a key role in the proceedings. After the florilegia had been thrown 
back and forth, Theodore reduced the issue to one of 'whose authority.' A choice had to 
be made between the opposing florilegia, and Theodore insisted that the Emperor was not 
to be the authoritative voice because 'the Emperor was outside, and even subject to, the 
Church.' 382 Theodore's challenge to the Emperor was not original in its conception, but 
exceptional in his daring to voice such a challenge to the Imperial Court. Alexander 
(1958b) suggests that Theodore's argument previously had been made by John 
Damascene who had been out of reach oflmperial sanction, and, in Alexander's words, 'It 
took almost a century before a man was found who dared to voice the sentiments of the 
'
80 As per Scriptor lncertus de Leone Armeno, Mansi, PG I 08.1 029C. 
'"' See Alexander (1958b) for a review of all the sources for the chronology of events. 
"' Alexander (1958b ), 132. 
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Damascene in the presence of the Emperor and of his court. n 83 
In fact Theodore concludes Antirr 11 with reference to the question of the 
authenticity of the same passage from Epiphanus which was so hotly debated at this 
Christmas Eve meeting of the two sides, an event which would have been fresh in the 
minds of those for whom Theodore was writing the Antirr. This observation strengthens 
my contention that Antirr 11 intends to reflect the current situation around 815. The 
Council of 754 had cited only one passage of Epiphanius384 but added that the same Father 
'issued many other statements which stand in opposition to the making of images and 
which can be found by those who lovingly seek to learn.' The 815 Council took up this 
challenge and cited quotations from an oration and two epistles purporting to be from 
Epiphanius. Because Epiphanius was the favorite Father for the iconoclasts, Theodore's 
concluding discussion in Antirr 11 in which he highlights the unresolvable question of the 
authenticity of Epiphanius' works nicely sums up Theodore' s argument in the Antirr that 
the controversy had reached a theological stalemate in the second decade of the ninth 
century. In the environment in which philosophical theology was unable to significantly 
contribute to the resolution of the image controversy, the question of pure authority 
became paramount. Who should decide which works were authentic and carried the 
sanction of the orthodox Fathers? Who would decide which florilegia were truly m 
keeping with the tradition of the Church? Whose authority? 
"'Alexander(l958b), 132. 
'"''And in this matter, my beloved children, keep it in mind not to set up images in churches, or in the 
cemeteries of the saints, but always have God in your hearts through remembrance. Do not even have 
images in private houses. For it is not pennissible for the Christian to let his eyes wander or indulge in 
reveries' (Mansi XIII.292DE). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
In the shadow of the 815 Council 
Lex orandi: lex credendi 
Although from another time and context, this pithy saying is a reminder that sometimes in 
the developing otKoVoiJ.{a the Holy Spirit leads his people into a deep form of praying 
which is followed only later by a theological understanding of this prayer. The space in 
time between the revelation of lex orandi and the establishment of an equivalent and 
adequate lex credendi is often a time of uncertainty in the church. Can this particular new 
lex orandi be defended theologically? Is it consistent with the tradition or are elements of 
this praying opposed to the authoritative and established dogma of the tradition? Is it 
prayer gone wrong, even by the majority of the church over a long period of time? Or 
prayer gone right? When the theologians of the church finally do give their attention to the 
lex credendi of this praying, it is expected that on the one hand this theological reflection 
will discern where the praying has opened new avenues of devotion which are 
theologically sound (and thus itself contribute to a deeper theology than had been known 
previously in the otKovoiJ.(a) and on the other hand that it will give correction to any 
aspects of the praying which are contrary to the true life in the spirit and proper Christian 
devotion. 
This understanding of lex orandi: lex credendi describes the general character of the 
eighth and ninth century image controversy. The iconoclasts challenged the orthodoxy of a 
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way of praying that had been developing in the church for several centuries. They were 
confident that a lex credendi could not be found for this praying and that it was time for 
the established lex credendi of the tradition to correct (and in their opinion, entirely purge) 
this careless lex orandi. But if the practice of the giving of npoCYKUVT)<ns- to the El.KWV had 
been consistent since the sixth century, why was there such a time lag in the articulation, 
or the challenge, of a specific lex credendi to the giving of npoCYKUVT)CJtS" to the ElKwv?385 
Generally it might be said that this time lag is always present in the developing 
ol.Kovoll{a, and that the theological work of the church in the patristic period was often 
driven by the need to identify heresy. When praying went wrong, often because of 
confused thinking about the Godhead or the person of Christ, the church convened 
councils to state definitively the parameters of orthodox doctrine so that the prayer and 
worship of the church might remain pure and effective, or be returned to such a state. Just 
two centuries before Theodore, Maximus defended the church against the contemporary 
heresy of monothelitism which he was convinced made true prayer impossible. He 
discerned the whole body of articulated doctrine of the previous orthodox Christological 
council definitions within the established tradition and concluded that this tradition is 
ultimately undermined by monothelitism. Maximus entered the theological debate in the 
seventh century only as a response to the queries of the faithful who were becoming 
increasingly confused about the Christological debates around them and the implications 
of those opposing views of the Person of Christ for prayer and devotion. The denial of a 
fully operating human will in Christ (even if this particular human will moves fully and 
naturally towards the good, as does his divine will) in the willing activity of the one 
''
5 Hans Belting (1990) despairs that lex credendi will ever catch up or be adequate to lex orandi, setting up 
as an unresolved opposition, 'Die Macht der Bilder und die Ohnmacht der Theologen' (11-19). 
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personal incarnate divine Lord is of tremendous consequence to the praying Christian. It 
carries practical implications of what it means to live 'in Christ' and for Christ to live 'in 
us'. If Christ cannot be spoken of as having a human will, profound doubts arise about the 
ability for the human will to be redeemed. What has not been taken up by Christ cannot 
be redeemed and glorified. 
When Theodore is challenged by the heretic in Antirr Il.7 that the statement 
'Christ is the prototype of his Elxwv': ' .. .is not included in the traditional confession of 
our faith,' he agrees that this is a new formulation in the developing articulation of 
doctrine. Doctrinal formulation is most often the response to a heresy which arises from 
time to time and which threatens the pure worship of the church: 
EV Ti'j 8EOTIVEU<JTC1) rpmpi], ana npo<; TCDV ITaH~pwv U<JTEpov TETpavwTat" W<JTIEP 
Kat 0EO<; TO ITVEUj.W TO aytov· Kal 0EOTOKO<; ~ KuplOTOKO<;, ana TE aTTa 
j.laKpov E<JTlV anapt8j..LEtv· wv 1-l~ Oj.lOAOYOUj.lEVWV, E~llPVTJTal ~ OAT]8tv~ AaTpE(a 
1' El Vat XpwTov Tfj<; E:auToiJ ToiJTo vuv ToiJ Katpou 
(Many teachings which are not written in so many words, but have equal force with 
the written teachings, have been proclaimed by the holy Fathers. It is not the 
inspired Scriptures but the later Fathers who made clear that the Son is 
consubstantial with the Father, that the Holy Spirit is God, that the Lord's mother is 
Theotokos, and many other doctrines which are too many to list. If these doctrines 
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are not confessed, the truth of our worship is denied. But these doctrines were 
confessed at the time when need summoned them for the suppression of heresies 
which were rising up against the truth. So after all how is it surprising, although it is 
not written that Christ is the prototype of His ElKWV, if times now require this to be 
said in opposition to the growing iconoclast heresy, since the truth is so clearly 
evident?) 
After monothelitism, the image controversy in the eighth century creates the next 
demand for lex credendi to catch up with and correct a developing lex orandi which has 
not been disciplined by theological reflection. It was natural that in the developing 
oiKovojl(a, the heresy of iconoclasm should follow that of monothelitism. They are 
related in that they both threaten the integrity of the human nature of Christ. They both 
challenge theology to explain how the fullness of the divine nature can be present in the 
single person of Christ without destroying or altering his human nature. Maximus' 
powerful theological meditations on Christ's struggles in Gethsemane lead to the 
confidence that our union with Christ can be total, for his human will operates in the very 
same manner as does our will. Thus, the possibility of the redemption and perfection of 
our wills in him is assured. Maximus' resolution of the two wills controversy depends 
upon his understanding of the notion of hypostatic union inherited from the tradition. In 
chapter four I will show how Theodore's resolution of the image question rests upon a 
similar attention to that Christology. 
Included in the Roman iconophile florilegia of 770, reproduced in the 787 Council, 
and referred to in Antirr 11.40 is an allusion to an incident where Maximus gave much 
respect to an image on a panel. Yet nowhere in his corpus does Maxim us address the 
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question of the relation of image to prototype, nor the giving of n poCYKu vT)GtS'" to the 
El.Kwv, because the devotional use of the EiKwv had not been challenged as a way of 
praying that might be inconsistent with established doctrine. That this challenge was made 
so long after the practice had become common, and why it took so long for an adequate lex 
credendi to be articulated in response to the challenge, is clearly related to my description 
above of the paucity of pure theological and philosophical reflection in these centuries. A 
contributing factor was also the increasingly prevalent view in these centuries that the 
doctrine of the tradition had been authoritatively and fully worked out in the previous 
council definitions of the faith. At any rate, it is clear that the continuing philosophical 
consideration of theological issues (as found lastly in a more rigorous philosophical style 
perhaps in Maxim us during this time) is largely produced and transmitted within a variety 
ofliterary genres including liturgical commentary (Germanus), scholastic style in-gathering 
of the tradition (John of Damascus), hagiography (voluminous), sermon writing, letter 
writing (Barsanuphius and John of Gaza), and practical catechesis especially written for 
monastic communities. This created an environment in which the vigorous and evolving 
prayer life of the church did not have a continuous and corresponding reflection in specific 
and independent theological tractates. 
Thus, the phrase lex orandi:lex credendi illustrates the general character of the 
image controversy. But this notion also highlights one very significant yet particular 
aspect of the debate which has not been adequately recognized in previous studies. In his 
review of the theological debate to 815 (undertaken in Antirr I and 11) Theodore uncovers 
a significant and clear lack of connection between lex orandi and lex credendi in the actual 
subject matter at the heart of the controversy. The EiKwv of Christ, the Theotokos or a 
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saint which appears on the portable panels that are found in homes, the larger liturgical 
panels found in churches, the panels displayed in public places, and as wall and ceiling 
mosaics and depictions, have stylistically evolved into a type of image which is not 
described nor defended in the iconophile theological writings of the eighth and ninth 
centuries. In the area of the theology of the image, lex credendi has fallen far behind lex 
orandi.386 In fact, the lex credendi which is thought to apply to the lex orandi does not 
embrace the actual image to which npocJKUVT)<JtS' is offered at all. The lex credendi is taken 
over from a previous age in the form of a florilegia of older texts, and it applies to forms of 
praying through images contemporary at that time, and the giving of npoaKUVTJCYlS' to 
those images from that previous era. The form of the El.Kwv has significantly changed in a 
way that affects the entire theology of the devotional practice, yet the lex credendi had 
not adjusted to the new character ofthe ElKwv. Indeed, inAntirr I and II Theodore sets out 
to identify first and foremost this specific separation of lex orandi: lex credendi which had 
confused the debate for more than one hundred years. It is one of Theodore's unique 
contributions to the debate to point out that the florilegia defend an Elxwv described in an 
imprecise way, and which had been significantly transformed since the texts of the 
florilegia were written. He shows that insufficient care has been taken to isolate, identify 
and describe the nature of the ElKwv which is actually at the centre of the current debate. 
Once this is made clear, the argument in Antirr Ill will describe the relation of this seventh 
to ninth century liturgical, doctrinal and devotional Eixwv to its prototype. This will 
allow the articulation of a lex credendi fully adequate and supportive of the ninth century 
386 Another example of this 'lagging behind' is canon 82 of the 692 in Trullo Council, quoted above. 
According to Kitzinger (1954), and cited by Neil (2000), theriomorphic representations of Christ were no 
longer common in either East or West by the seventh century: In this respect the Canon is nothing more 
than a recognition of an accomplished fact' ( 142). 
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lex orandi. 
The argument which follows has not been anticipated by others. I have developed 
it solely through hints and indications within the Antirr itself, and I think it reflects a 
genuine insight of Theodore which is present in his argument. As stated above, I believe 
that Theodore constructs his argument to have an internal integrity and demonstrable 
necessity which begins from indubitable theological truths, council definitions and 
universally accepted axioms, and then proceeds by 'simple' logic to show the requirement 
of offering npo<JKUVTJ<JlS' to the EtKwv. Within Antirr I and II Theodore indicates that the 
ElKwv which receives npo<JKUVTJ<JlS' in his day is often confused with a purely story 
narrative or didactic representation of an event, a symbol, or a relic. These internal textual 
indications of the Antirr will be compared with other literary evidence of the period. I take 
account of the evidence of surviving images from this period, as well as many studies and 
theories of art historians in the past fifty years about the stylistic shifts of Byzantine 
portraiture in these centuries. All of these considerations confirm our reading of 
Theodore' s text. 
The image as narrative 
As illustrated by the letter of Michael II and Theophilus to Louis the Pious, quoted 
above, the post-815 iconoclasts allowed that images of Christ, the Theotokos and the 
saints were permissible to educate the illiterate and to serve as Biblical aides-memoires, 
but that they were not to be offered npo<JKUVTJ<JlS'. The stylistic development of the 
artistic representation of Christ himself (or the saints) adds weight to iconoclastic 
concerns in general, and to the argument of the Libri Carolini, that the actual devotional 
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use of the ElKWV in these centuries was not primarily pedagogical.387 The formal, frontal 
and motionless figure of Christ or a saint teaches little about Biblical stories or saintly 
deeds. In this section I will very briefly review some of the implications of the current art 
historical discussion of the representational shifts in Christian art in the Middle 
Byzantine period away from the previously dominant style called 'Hellenistic' or 
'illusionist' to what is referred to as the 'abstract' style, and suggest how the evidence 
which has been uncovered contributes to the credibility of my argument. 
Maguire (1996) has recently synthesized and interpreted the last fifty years of 
research and speculation pertaining to the stylistic development of the image within 
Byzantium. He suggests that the key to understanding the Byzantine image is to 
appreciate that the Byzantines: 
did not seek optical illusionism in their portraits, but rather accuracy of definition. 
Their expectation was that the image should be sufficiently well defined to enable 
them to identify the holy figure represented, from a range of signs that included the 
clothing, the attributes, the portrait type, and the inscription. For the Byzantines, 
these features together make up a lifelike portrait .... Modeling and perspective did 
play a role in Byzantine images of some saints, but their role was not to create an 
'"'The image used for pedagogical purposes also has an historical development of style. Loerke (1984) 
documents how the earliest church depended entirely on signs and symbols which alluded or referred to 
Biblical events rather than represented them. He suggests that in the fifth and sixth centuries the narrative 
style develops the Biblical scene in the moment of happening such that viewers 'are drawn into the action 
of the scene and thereby into its "presence." In this process, they change from observers of a picture to 
eyewitnesses of a deed.' (30) This is the distinction made in the 787 Council and the Libri Carolini 
between images that teach and images that provoke an emotional response. Following Gregory, the Libri 
Carolini acknowledges both functions as legitimate uses of the narrative image. This description is also 
consistent with the increasing demands that the ElKwv be defined by the developing programme of images 
which is becoming established in church decoration. The 'drawing in' of the worshipper to an action which 
is 'made present' is one ofthe demands of the liturgical ElKwv which often has a narrative component. This 
'making present' fits the action of the Liturgy, and allows the worshipper to 'experience' the event of a 
particular liturgical feast or season of the expanding church year. 
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illusion. Rather, their purpose was also that of definition; that is, to make 
statements about the nature of the holy person being portrayed and about his or her 
position in the scheme of intercession and salvation.m 
Here Maguire points out a distinctive feature of the developed ninth century dKwv, its 
'doctrinal' character which Maguire calls its 'definition.' The former didactic or 'story-
telling' image has been gradually enhanced in such a way that it no longer only, or even 
primarily, describes an event. Rather, the dKwv seeks to describe the depicted holy 
person (almost always a deified saint) and 'his or her position in the scheme of 
intercession and salvation.' It is also important to point out, however, that the EtKwv of 
Christ, the Theotokos or the saint depicted was intended to bear the likeness, appearance 
and bodily outline of the person as he or she appeared in his or her lifetime. This might 
seem obvious, but some art historians suggest that at this stage of the development of the 
EtKwv, the physical resemblance to the person depicted had become irrelevant. Maguire 
himself insists that the Byzantine notion of life-like was not that of 'illusion' (or 
resemblance) and that portraiture had become a matter of 'definition,' whether through 
inscription, symbol, dress, or whatever: 'The Byzantine notion of true and lifelike 
portraiture did not correspond to our ideas of realism, for their purpose was only to 
define the saint sufficiently for recognition, not to create an optical illusion. ' 389 
Maguire and others do not adequately consider the testimony of eighth and ninth 
century image theology that the simple relation of bodily 'likeness' continued to be an 
essential link between prototype and image throughout the move toward the more 
abstract representation of Christ and the saints as they appeared in the dKwv. Kitzinger 
188 Maguire ( 1996), 16. 
189 Maguire (1995), 195. 
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(1955) describes the evolving aesthetic character of the image in the sixth and seventh 
centuries: 
Figures, on the whole, lack bodily weight and volume. They are apt to appear 
emasculated, unsubstantial, almost phantom-like. This quality appears most clearly 
in the full-length standing figures of the newly discovered icon of the Virgin from 
Mt. Sinai, whose bodies seem hardly substantial enough to support their heads 
[figured in the article]. But faces, too, are apt to be deprived of their solidity. Even 
so sharply defined a head as that of the Virgin of Sta. Francesca Romana [figured] 
has something brittle and transparent and gives the impression of a very thin shell 
liable to break any moment. The precariousness of its physical existence enhances 
the spiritual content of the face. As the material weight decreases, the spiritual 
weight increases. There is a haunting, a quietly hypnotic quality ... The image is, as 
it were, a mere shell dependent upon receiving power and life from on high.390 
This new style, seen in the surviving sixth and seventh century mosaics at Cyprus, 
Ravenna and Thessaloniki, as well as in the panel-icons at Saint Catherine's monastery at 
Mount Sinai, is thought to have been influenced by Egyptian funeral portraits. The 
function and purpose of these funeral portraits, and the representation of Christ or a saint 
in the E\xwv continued to depend upon showing forth the likeness of the deceased, even if 
the depiction of the bodily likeness was of a sort which included a spiritual 
'"'' Kitzinger (1977), 145-6. See also Kitzinger ( 1977), chapters 6, 7. Cameron (1992a) reviews this extant 
art with reproductions showing clearly the non-narrative character of the ELKwv. She concludes from the 
extant visual and literary evidence that Byzantine images 'were also regarded as having all the power of the 
personage represented' ( 15). See also the detailed survey by Kitzinger (1977), 99-126 and (1976), 30ff, 
Cormack (1975a), 42-3, and Mathew (1963). 
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interpretation.391 Parry (1996) suggests that by the seventh century the ElKwv is a 
composite image suited to expressing the spiritual state of the person depicted, and the 
blessings of living a virtuous and prayerfullife. 392 
Kitzinger (1980) writes of this period from the middle of the sixth to the early 
eighth century as having left behind precisely the type of narrative teaching image which 
is posthumously defended in the 787 Council. The symbolic, Biblical history in narrative 
cycles, epic narration and scenes of Christian martyrdom (emphasizing the story of the 
martyrdom rather than depicting the saintliness of the martyr) were no longer common. 
Evolving during this period was to be the art form which became dominant in the later 
seventh century: the simple, straightforward portrayal of the Christ or the saint on its 
own (Christ as pantocrator), or this straightforward portrayal in the midst of a more 
complex image, perhaps including other saints as well (Christ with his disciples at the 
Last Supper) or very often as part of a narrative scene of one of the major liturgical Feasts 
(the Ascension). Regardless, the depiction of Christ, the Theotokos or the saint is meant 
to be beheld and contemplated, beholder and prototype of the ElKwv in each other's 
presence. Although the narrative component of the painting often remains, the actual 
dKwv of Christ or the holy person now becomes entirely liturgical, doctrinal and 
devotional in nature: 
The shift reflects a need for a more direct and intimate communication with the 
391 See Peers (200 1 ): 'As Hans Belting [ 1990, 42ff, 92ft] has demonstrated, images of saints grew directly 
out of the late antique practice of honouring the dead through portraits; images became venerated like relics 
and were treated like vestiges that had contact with the person represented' (16). 
391 Parry (1996) speculates that Maximos' doctrine of deification allows that divine grace makes it possible 
for saintly individuals to regain the heavenly likeness lost by Adam. It is this 'heavenly likeness' which is 
conveyed in the image. This highly speculative interpretation is suggestive of important theological themes 
developed below, but does not dismiss the fact that the EiKwv intends to show a bodily likeness to Christ 
or the saint. 
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heavenly world. No longer is it sufficient for the beholder to perceive the image as a 
factual or historical record, or as part of a self-contained system. It must serve him 
here and now. It must receive, and be responsive to, his appeals. It becomes a means 
of harnessing the heavenly powers to clear and present needs .... the portrait's true 
function is 'representation' in the literal sense. It exists to make present that which 
is absent. It conveys no message and illustrates no story. ... A holy person 
represented in this manner is ready to receive homage and listen to pleas and -
particularly when the image is portable - may serve the votary in concrete 
situations of need.391 
Haldon (1990) points out the same shift in style which Kitzinger documents so 
thoroughly, even if he interprets the dynamic between image and beholder slightly 
differently. Haldon suggests that the developing 'abstract' style which dominates the 
seventh to ninth century allows the image to be more active in the world of the beholder. 
Acknowledging his debt to Kitzinger's scholarship forty years earlier, Haldon summarizes 
his own detailed description of the change in the perception of the effects of an image 
from the sixth to the ninth century: 
The central element in this change involves the transfer of emotional weight from 
the representation itself to the onlooker. The ... Hellenistic or illusionist mode 
depending upon an inwardly directed and narrativistic involvement within the frame 
of the composition; the abstract mode invoking attentiveness, accessibility, the 
direct involvement of the onlooker with the main subject of the composition, and, 
potentially, the intervention of the portrayed figure into the world of the onlooker. 
In the former, the figures inhabit their own world; in the latter, they look out and 
193 Kitzinger (1980), 148. 
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touch the world of the onlooker."" 
Haldon395 illustrates the difference in the narrative style (also called 'Hellenistic' or 
'illusionist') and the devotional style (also called 'abstract') by exploring situations where 
they exist side by side. The Ravenna mosaics, those in the church of Demetrius in 
Thessaloniki and some icons in the monastery of St Catherine on Mt Sinai all combine the 
illusionist and abstract modes. The figures who are meant to be spiritually 'present' to the 
beholder are represented frontally, formally and without motion. Other figures around 
these central images are presented in an active, illusionist, naturalistic style. 
It is also interesting to note that commemorative images of an ascetic were 
distributed even in the ascetic's life-time, although more so after his death. The 
significance here is that the dKwv clearly is meant to correspond to the 'holiness' or 
'deification' of the depicted saint, whether before or after physical death. The likeness of 
the EtKwv to the saint was very important. Anthony was said to have asked a silent 
pilgrim if he wanted to ask something. The pilgrim answered 'Father, it is enough for me 
to see your face: ' 396 
Such saints' emaciated faces, with their intense, spirit-filled gaze, were reproduced 
constantly in images by those who sought their subject's intercession and 
protection. Icons like these provided the growing-point par excellence of the 
potentiated image, a 'two-way door' [ Vita S. Stephani Junior is, Migne PG 
m Haldon (1990), 422. 
m Haldon (1990), 407. 
396 Apophth. Patrum (Alphabetical series), Antonios 27. Brown (1973) argues that from the fourth century 
onwards 'the holy man was a living icon .... The belief in intercession, and the consequent psychological 
need to focus one's attention and hopes on the face of the intercessor, was the lever that shifted the 
religious art of the early Byzantine world.' This is described by Brown as 'the momentum of the search for 
a face.' (12, 14, 15). 
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1 00.1113A], through which grace might be mediated and prayers conveyed. 
Standing face to face with the holy man in his image, the early Byzantine believer 
was provided with a palpable point of encounter with the heavenly world, through 
which he could directly address his needs to the saint in question and expect equally 
direct assistance. In this way, the relationship which might be established with the 
living ascetic as 'spiritual physician' could be indefinitely extended in time through 
his icon. No wonder, then, that (especially in the late sixth and early seventh 
centuries) we have numerous accounts of individuals always wearing an icon of their 
favourite saint on their persons.m 
This phenomenon of the significant stylistic change in the EtKwv contributes to our 
understanding of the urgent concern of the iconoclast to protect Chalcedonian orthodoxy. 
The iconoclast Christological objections are understood more sympathetically when the 
radical style of the El.Kwv is identified. The EtKu5v seeks to achieve both the bodily 
likeness and an impression of the divinity of Christ or the Theotokos or saint as deified. 
The offending representations of Christ were not 'story scenes' of Biblical teaching. 
For convenience, from this point on I shall use the term El.Kwv to refer to the 
liturgical, doctrinal, and devotional EtKu5v of Christ, the Theotokos or a saint. Such an 
El.Ku5v is sometimes included in a larger painting or scene of narrative style. An E1xu5v often 
includes a formal representation of a major feast or theme of the liturgical cycle (the 
Anastasis, the Ascension, etc.) which required the Christ-E\.Ku5v and the El.Ku5v of other 
saints to be figured within the scene in such a way that the worshipper in his 8Hup{a came 
to see himself within the salvific moment represented. This style of EtKwv is fully 
developed by the ninth century and generally can be described as an abstract, motionless, 
'"' Gendle (1981 ), 185. 
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formal, and frontal depiction of an established type for Christ (or one of the saints) with 
an identifYing inscription. Significant examples survive from these centuries. 398 Theodore' s 
apologia for the image in Antirr Ill is for the offering of npooxuvr)ots- to this devotional 
EtKwv.399 The separation ofthe devotional ElKwv from the strictly narrative 'story' image 
of previous times is an important step for Theodore in his untangling of the confused 
arguments in both east and the west in the eighth century. Although all of the elements of 
the developed seventh and eighth century EtKwv are found in EtKwv of earlier centuries, 
they were not gathered together in a concentrated and consistent form as they appear in 
the ninth century El.Kwv. The crucial point is that most of the examples of paintings and 
images cited in the Fathers and quoted at the 787 Council were Biblical stories or 
martyrdom narrative scenes which were very different from the ElKwv which was offered 
npooKUVTJOlS' in eighth and ninth century Byzantium.400 
I have described an instance of a significant lag of lex credendi behind a well 
established and developed lex orandi at a time of theological and philosophical inactivity. 
198 This describes the devotional Elxwv as it had fully developed by the eighth and ninth centuries. Not all 
elements were to be found in its earliest forms, and identifying inscriptions are found consistently only in 
the ninth century. Its primary use was liturgical, by which I include the iconic programme in church 
decoration, and devotional, either in a private home or carried by a person, regardless of whether the image 
appeared on a small panel or the wall or ceiling of a church. The liturgical identification is primary. Both 
public liturgical and domestic devotional use was related to the practice of 8Ewp{a. Such a devotional 
EtKwv could appear in various media. I fully acknowledge that the word 'EtKwv' does not have this limited 
connotation in Byzantine literature but continues to have a much broader meaning in ninth century texts, 
referring generally to all paintings and depictions, including narrative scenes, images which were also relics 
and images which were primarily symbols. Throughout I avoid the use of the word 'icon' because of its 
varied and indefinite modem meanings. 
399 Although I disagree with Belting's (1990 and 1994) reading of the Antirr, he also recognizes the need to 
identify the type of image being examined during this and later periods. He isolates the mediaeval 'holy 
image' from the mediaeval narrative image, and treats them separately in different books, as distinct 
phenomena. 
'
00 Examples from the iconophile florilegia include Gregory ofNyssa's allusion to the artist who depicted 
all the struggles of the martyr Theodore, 'as in a speaking book' (Migne PG 66.7390), Basil's praising of 
the eloquent scenes of the 'victorious conflict' of the martyr Barlaam (Migne PG 31.489), Asterios of 
Amasea's reference to the martyrdom of Euphemia as illustrative of the capacity of art to render emotions 
such as anger or compassion (Migne PG 50.335A), and Gregory Nazianzen's account of how the facial 
expression ofPolemon in a narrative scene was enough to convert a prostitute (Migne PG 37.737-8). 
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The inability of the church from the seventh to ninth centuries to engage in a continuous 
theological reflection on current devotional practices eventually led to a crisis when the lex 
credendi was demanded by the iconoclasts. The iconoclasts challenged the church to 
provide a theological justification of the current habits of prayer and the offering of 
npooKUVTJ<JlS" to the eighth century dKwv. This challenge forced the iconophiles to a 
dependency on florilegia developed at a time when the devotional practices, and the nature 
of the ElKwv itself, had been very different. Thus, an earlier lex credendi was borrowed and 
inappropriately applied to justify the current devotional situation which was far removed 
from that which produced the original teaching. 
I am not suggesting that Theodore isolates this liturgical, doctrinal and devotional 
ElKwv conceptually or describes it as such in his text. Nor is it plausible that Theodore had 
any sense that the EtKwv had recently developed since the sixth century in the way current 
art historians trace its evolution from the Egyptian and late pagan funeral portraits. 401 
Theodore was born into a religious culture for which this type of EtKwv had become a 
central element in the devotional life of the Byzantine Christian, and especially in the 
monasteries. Perhaps Theodore assumed that this type of Byzantine Christian El.Kwv had 
always been part of the tradition, although only recently challenged by the emperor and 
heretical Christians. At any rate, in his review of the eighth century arguments, in his 
awareness of the response of Charlemagne's Court to 787 (however unlikely it is that 
Theodore actually saw a copy of the Libri Carolini), in his familiarity with the 
•o 1 An example of current theory is found in Belting 1990 and 1994. Belting I 994 (78- I 0 I) traces Greek, 
Roman and Egyptian traditions of the painted mummy portraits which culminates in the funerary portrait 
of Roman Egypt, as reflecting 'both the Greek concept of idealizing a person and the Roman concept of 
recording his or her real likeness .... The icons of saints soon make use of the possibilities of the funeral 
portrait, their predecessor, as they too represent an individual in a most specific heroization, and as they too 
look backward at a human life as well as forward to a suprahuman reality.' (99). 
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authoritative texts of the established florilegia, and in his acquaintance with the 
proceedings of the 815 Council, Theodore came to understand that an apologia for the 
ElKwv based on the pedagogical Biblical story-telling ElKWV was woefully inadequate. An 
apology for the necessary giving of npooKUVTJ0lS' to the ninth century ElKWv would 
require a creative theological argument resulting from a fresh trawling of the depths of the 
tradition. 
The image as symbol 
This liturgical, doctrinal and devotional El.Kwv is easily distinguished from illusionist or 
narrative story telling paintings which represent Biblical history in narrative cycles, epic 
narration and historical scenes of Christian martyrdom. But the confusion of the eighth 
century controversy was not concerned primarily with the style of the representation of 
Christ, the Theotokos and the saints. The ElKwv was an established element in the 
practical devotional and liturgical life of the Middle Byzantine Christian, but its 
functioning and place within that prayer life and worship had never been defended 
theologically. The lack of theological vigour in these centuries prevented an adequate 
theological reflection and understanding ofthe functioning ofthis ElKwv within the prayer 
life of the church. The hopeful perusal of the authoritative texts of the past failed to 
provide a ready packaged apologia for this form of contemplation and prayer. 
Nevertheless, such authoritative texts were the only resources at hand for the eighth 
century iconophiles. The major distinction which was absent in the early texts of the 
florilegia was that between symbol and ElKwv. 
In my review ofTheodore's summation of the 787 Council in Antirr I, I suggested 
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that the image controversy was largely a revisiting of the pagan debate over 
anthropomorphic symbols of the gods. The iconoclast was convinced that the 
anthropomorphic likeness disqualified the image as a legitimate Christian symbol. Any 
npooKUVll<Jl~ would remain with the image as idol. The iconophile was convinced that the 
Christ-El.Kwv was a symbol separate from its prototype. The npooKUVll<JlS' would cross 
over or ascend from symbol to Christ himself. But this language was still too close to that 
ofthe older pagan debate, and as long as the two sides agreed to treat the Christ-EtKwv as 
symbol, arguments of neither side were persuasive. 
Until the devotional hKwv is distinguished from symbol, the iconophile arguments 
are nothing other than the traditional and sophisticated philosophical defence of 
anthropomorphic images of pagan gods: 
[These pagans] were perfectly aware that images of the gods are human symbols, 
not divine realities, and symbols by no means altogether adequate to represent the 
fullness of those realities. What they are defending is the religious value of 
anthropomorphic images precisely as signs and symbols.m 
The early church was tempted to represent Christ as anthropomorphic symbol in this 
same pagan tradition. Du Bourquet (1972) shows early third century anthropomorphic 
'symbols' of Christ as Good Shepherd (mural in the catacombs of Callixtus), Christ as 
Orpheus (mural in the cemetery of Domitilla) and Christ as True Philosopher (sarcophagi 
in the Lateran Museum and at the Palazzo S. Severino ). In like fashion, Baynes (1955) 
had previously illustrated from the writings of Maximus of Tyre, Dio Chrysostom, Julian 
•o2 Armstrong (1963), 118. 
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the Apostate, and others that pagan statues were also defended as pure symbols of 
divinity. 403 Armstrong points to Alexander (1958b) as actually contributing a plausible 
history of the transmission from the pagan to the Christian iconophile apology. Alexander 
concludes, 'But as far as the symbolic view of images is concerned, the evidence seems 
clear that it was consciously and deliberately annexed from pagan theologians.' 404 Thus, 
Theodore's efforts to isolate and distinguish the Christ-El.Kwv from anthropomorphic 
symbol of divinity, which I am about to document, were crucial to the iconophile 
apology. 
In his examination of the arguments of the eighth and early ninth century 
controversy presented in Antirr I and 11 Theodore undertakes to untangle the definition 
and function of EtKwv from that of 'symbol'. This is achieved with the help of a reference 
to Denys the Areopagite,405 supported by two quotes from Basil which deal with images. 
This Denys citation concludes Theodore's discussion of the relation of image and 
prototype in Antirr 11.11. It is a passage not present in the 787 'Refutation' or opos- nor 
used significantly by Nicephorus. This citation (EH 4.3) is not a reference to the 
Dionysian theory of symbol nor particularly useful in promoting the notion of the world 
as symbol. Rather it suggests a mutuality of presence in image and prototype. It is cited 
by the orthodox in response to a challenge by the heretic that Theodore is advancing a 
notion of image which is innovative to the tradition: 
Where did you get this idea? I will not accept you as a new law-giver. 
40
' Baynes (1955), 130,131. 
4
"
4 Alexander (1958b), 126. 
'";EH 4.3. 
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The importance of Theodore's reply, Dionysius' EH 4.3, in his developed understanding 
of image is indicated by the fact that this passage is the second most often quoted citation 
in Theodore's letters. Only Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 is quoted more often. In four 
critical letters these two passages are brought together in a creative juxtaposition, along 
with a critical change in a verb prefix, to promote Theodore' s final understanding of image 
theology.406 Theodore's commitment to the Chalcedonian definition ofthe Person ofthe 
incarnate Christ leads to an interpretation of this Dionysian passage in which the image 
and prototype mutually support one another to the extent that they come into being at 
the same time and are both seen to be equally necessary in the divine ol.Kovo,_da. At the 
same time Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 is given a peculiar interpretation by Theodore 
precisely to allow it to protect the priority of the prototype and avoid the charge of 
idolatry. All this will be considered in our analysis of Theodore's mature argument in 
Antirr Ill. Now I turn to Theodore's account in Antirr II of the unraveling of the 
devotional El.Ki.Dv from symbol in his review of the moderate iconoclast doctrine. 
Throughout Antirr I and II the iconoclast insists that both the theological 
representation of the image by the iconophile and the devotional use of the image strongly 
implies that the devotional El.Ki.Dv operates in a different way from symbol. By allowing 
the iconoclast to identify this distinction, Theodore gently points out that the eighth and 
early ninth century iconophile has not recognized the confusion and inadequacy of his 
own argument. The Dionysian passage which challenges the usual interpretation of 
symbol comes just before the section on npooKUVTJOlS' which Theodore introduces with 
Basil's De Sancta Spiritu 18.45. The voice of the orthodox in Antirr II does not put these 
'
06 Fatouros 57, 380, 393, 408 .. 
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two concepts together, and thus continues to represent the traditional eighth and early 
ninth century iconophile position which has not adequately isolated the nature and 
function of the EiKwv. This failure to discern the possibilities of the synthesis of the 
Dionysian/Basilian passages is characteristic of the inability of the pre-815 iconophiles to 
present a thoughtful, clear and sustained argument. In the controversy before Theodore' s 
Antirr, the theology of EtKwv as 'EiKwv' and its unique relationship to its prototype did 
not surface as a central question because this specific dogma is not represented in the 
established florilegia. 
The attempted iconophile justification of the image as symbol throughout the 
eighth century and the thorough rejection of the image as legitimate symbol by the 
iconoclasts of the eighth and ninth centuries is expressed in an exchange constructed by 
Theodore in Antirr II.23: 
OP80t.O:=:OL:. ... T{ yap EyyuTEpov XpwTmJ d.Kwv El.s- nap&on 'Yfl.a, l) Tunos-
<JTaupoiJ, emoTE Tfjs;- atnfjs- Efl.<jlEpdas- ~ El.KWV npos- To EKTUTTWfl.a; ... 
AIPETIKOL:. 
EKTunwf1.aTl. Kav \.ooouvafl.Etv <jlatTJS' To npC:ihov Trl;i OEUTEP0-'"' 
(Orthodox: ... For what closer comparison does the EtKwv of Christ have than the 
symbol of the cross, when the EtKwv has the same relation with its archetype as the 
symbol has? ... 
Heretic: ... Nevertheless you must compare El.Kwv with d.Kwv and symbol with 
symbol, even though you say that the former has the same meaning as the latter.) 
Such a statement put in the mouth of the heretic should be considered in the context of 
""Antirr II.23. Migne PG 99.368CD. 
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iconoclast theology in general. A theme in the writings of Florovsky (1950) suggests that 
the Origenist tradition provides the theological foundation of the iconoclast position. 408 
For the iconoclast, as for Origen, symbols are at the heart of the Christian faith, whereas 
an image such as the devotional dKwv has no place. Florovsky attributes to the 
iconoclasts an Origenist theology which results in a thoroughly symbolic interpretation of 
Christianity. Whether or not Florovsky' s tracing of the iconoclastic position to an 
Origenist influence is true, the comparison of Origenist and iconoclast thought highlights 
several characteristics of the iconoclast argument. For Origen, the humanity of Jesus is but 
the first and lowest step of our spiritual understanding. More than this, Florovsky argues 
that for Origen's symbolic/allegorical understanding of the material world, even in the 
days of His flesh Christ had no definable image because his external appearance depended 
upon the measure of one's ability to receive Him. According to Origen, 'He did not 
appear the same person to the sick, and to those who needed his healing aid, and to those 
who were unable by reason of their strength to go up the mountain along with him.' 409 
Thus Christ Himself is interpreted wholly as 'symbol' of the Word. 410 In like fashion, 
Antirr I reveals that the eighth century iconoclasts refused to portray Jesus in the 
humility of the form of the servant (human) which he took on in His Incarnation. For 
Origen, Christ's resurrection transcends the state of his humiliation which has now been 
exalted to a higher perfection, 'transformed into God.' 411 Similarly, the heretic in Antirr 
"'" Florovsky (1950) claims that the letter of Eusebius of Caesarea to Constantia Augusta is grounded in 
Origenist theology. 'Origen's Christology was the background and presupposition of Eusebius. He drew 
legitimate conclusions from the principles laid down by Origen. If one walks in the steps of Origen, would 
he, really, be interested in any 'historical' image or 'ikon' of the Lord? ... A true 'icon claimed to be 
something essentially different from a 'symbol'. It had to be a representation of something real, and a true 
and accurate representation. A true icon had to be, in the last resort, a historic picture.' (114, 115). 
•o• Contra Celsum III.41. 
"'"Contra Ce/sum II.64. 
"" Contra Celsum III.41. 
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II.41 quotes from Gregory the Theologian: '[Christ] has become that which anoints it [His 
divinity] and even the same as God.' The iconoclasts often refer to 2 Cor. 5.16 in their 
conviction that the resurrected Christ can no longer be imaged in his earthly body. Even in 
Theodore's description of moderate iconoclasm which includes the compromise of the 
iconoclast to allow the depiction of Christ's body before the passion there remains an 
absolute refusal to allow any depiction of the resurrected body of Christ. 
This iconoclast 'symbolic' view ofthe Christian religion was also made current in 
the preceding centuries by the popular Dionysian use of symbol in the contemplation of 
the divine. I believe that Theodore intentionally breaks away from this symbolic model in 
his apologia for the image in Antirr Ill, by referring to a lesser known passage in 
Dionysius which more closely supports the developing role of the dKwv in the 
contemplative and liturgical life of the church. The iconoclasts were content to accept that 
the cross and the other symbols of the faith always point beyond themselves to the vision 
of the Divine glory, but they resisted the Christ-El.Kwv precisely because it seemed too 
'earthy' (bearing a likeness to the earthly body) and likely to give the impression that the 
divine resides in this material world. 
Support for these observations about the significant yet subtle shift in the 
perception and understanding of the visual image from symbol to image is provided by a 
similar conceptual shift in the contemporary liturgical commentary, as described by Taft 
(1980). Taft argues that Maximus Confessor 'clearly depends on the Alexandrine-type 
symbol system ofDenys' EH. For both, the Incarnation is the 'model' of the soul's union 
with God, and Maximus' 'special' (\.BtKws-) level ofliturgical symbolism- i.e. the liturgy 
seen as an image of the individual soul's conversion and ascent to union with God - is 
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transparently Dionysian.' 412 Following Bornert (1966), Taft suggests that Maximus 
advances the tendency to put greater emphasis on the historical otKovoiJ.{a, but remains 
'decisively Alexandrine'. 413 Taft points to in Trullo 692 canon 82 as illustration that this 
shift in liturgical commentary was paralleled by a similar change in the perception of the 
visual image from pure symbolism to a less abstract symbolic art. Taft's main thesis is 
that Germanus' liturgical commentary 'is the encroachment of a more literal tradition 
upon another, more mystical level of Byzantine interpretation - and this precisely on the 
eve of Iconoclasm, when shifts in Byzantine piety led to such growth in the cult of images 
that Orthodoxy soon found itself locked in mortal combat to defend this new expression 
of radical Incarnational realism against the reaction of a more traditional iconoclastic 
spiritualism. 0414 Cameron (1992) adds her voice in testimony to the shift in liturgical 
commentary: 'we shall see in the seventh century a shift away from the more symbolic 
interpretation of Maximus Confessor in the direction of literal realism associated with 
Patriarch Germanos 1.' 415 I suggest that much the same synthesis ofthe purely Dionysian 
symbolic interpretation with the Antiochene 'realism' achieved by Germanos in liturgical 
interpretation, is described by Theodore in the Antirr. The fear of idolatry led the 
iconoclasts to insist on the purely non-anthropomorphic symbolic Dionysian 
interpretation of the sensible. The Christ-E1.Kwv itself, as it had recently developed, could 
not be part of such a purely symbolic interpretation of the world and of the faith. The 
iconophiles in the eighth century responded to the iconoclast attacks by attempting to 
"" Taft ( 1980), 70. 
m According to Bomert ( 1966), 117-21, Maxim us continued to describe this typological approach as 
symbol (auiJ.~oilov) which is conditioned by his allegorical view ofthe church as type and image (Tunos-
Kal. EtKwv) of the universe. 
m Taft (1980), 58,59. 
"" Cameron ( 1992), 23. 
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defend the 'more literalist, popular and monastic piety' (Taft 1980, 72) but were 
handicapped in that they were unable to find any such justification in the tradition. The 
central thesis of my argument is that only Theodore Stoudite, because of his years of 
studying the Fathers as monk and Abbot at Saccoudion and Stoudios, sufficiently 
understood all these strands of tradition at work in the controversy. Consequently, he 
applied the innovative synthesis of Dionysian mystical interpretation ('The sensible rites 
are the image of intelligible realities. They lead there, and show the way to them. ')416 to the 
devotional practices of eighth and ninth century Byzantines and produced a creative 
apology for the devotional ElKwv. 
The eighth century iconophiles insisted (see the 787 opos) that the Christ-ElKWV 
should receive the same npo<rKuvl}ats as other symbols of the faith. The difficulty with 
this position for the iconoclast, on the basis of either the Origenist or the Dionysian 
understandings, is that the image is prima facie different from the other symbolic holy 
items like crosses, gospel books, church buildings, etc. because it bears a bodily 
resemblance or physical similarity to its prototype. The Christ-EI.Kwv seems clearly to 
violate the Pseudo-Dionysian demand that the most effective symbol to lead the mind to 
divine contemplation must be a finite object which is clearly 'unlike' that to which it 
leads, just so there is no danger of confusing the material and the intelligible. This 
Dionysian way of thinking is clearly seen in the sixth century letter of Hypatius, 
Archbishop of Ephesus 531-538, to Julian, Bishop of Atramytium who had accepted 
paintings as devotional aids but was hesitant about allowing statues in churches. Hypatius 
concludes by rejecting all paintings as ineffective and lesser symbols to be tolerated only 
416 EH 11.3.2 
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for the edification of the simple and uneducated. 417 In this letter we see both the emphasis 
on the role of symbols in the Christian life and the caution that the best symbols are 
dissimilar to their prototypes: 
We leave the material ornament in the churches ... because we conceive that each 
order of the faithful is guided and led up to the divine in its own way and that some 
are led even by these (images) towards the intelligible beauty and from the abundant 
light in the sanctuaries to the intelligible and immaterial light.m 
For no existing thing is like or identical or the same as the good and divine Trinity 
which transcends all existing things and is the creator and cause of all existing 
things, for it is said "who is like Thee?", and we hear the divines sing "who will be 
likened to Thee?" ... Yet, 0 beloved and holy man, we own and record that, 
whatever the divine essence be, it is not like, or identical with, or the same as any of 
the existing things ... But we permit simpler people, as they are less perfect, to learn 
by way of initiation about such things by [the sense of] sight which is more 
appropriate to their natural development ... for the sake of their salvation ... 
We do not then, disturb the divine [commandments] with regard to the sanctuaries 
but we stretch out our hand in a more suitable way to those who are still rather 
imperfect, yet we do not leave them untaught as to the more perfect [knowledge] 
but we want even them to know that the divine being is not at all identical or the 
same or similar to any of the existing things.419 
m Theodore refers to this letter as highly offensive in that it promotes the view that there are several classes 
of Christians. His response to this view is that if these images are helpful for the simple, they are equally 
helpful for a bishop. The point for Theodore is that images are not narrative teaching aids, but play an 
essential role in Christian prayer, contemplation and worship. 
"'" Diekamp, OCA 117.128 as quoted by Bemard (1975), 11. 
m Translated by Alexander (1952). 
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The iconoclast in Antirr II.23 quoted above, who insists that symbol be compared with 
symbol and image with image, knows that the devotional Elxwv does not have a legitimate 
place in the traditional Christian understanding of symbol. I have indicated that the 
defining influence of the Dionysian framework in Byzantine culture encouraged a 
symbolic understanding of material signs as necessary aids to the contemplation of the 
intelligible and the divine. Theodore summarizes this perception of the world in Antirr I 
when he describes that by consecrated objects: 
God is evidently worshipped 'in spirit and in truth', as the materials are exalted by 
the raising of the mind towards God. The mind does not remain with the materials, 
because it does not trust in them: that is the error of the idolators. Through the 
materials, rather, the mind ascends toward the prototypes: this is the faith of the 
orthodox. m 
This general symbolic421 understanding of the universe and the necessity of symbol in the 
salvific process is shared by both iconoclasts and iconophiles and informs the eighth and 
ninth century controversy over the devotional EtKwv. The iconoclast claim is that the 
iconophiles violate the rules of this symbolic interpretation. 
This perspective helps us understand the questions raised at the very beginning of 
the image controversy, and in particular Constantine's insistence that the ElKwv be of the 
same oua{a as the prototype. Such homoousia cannot be expected of a symbol. This 
uo Antirr 1.13. Migne PG 99.3440. 
"' Dionysius freely uses the terminology of' images' but within the context of the eighth and ninth century 
'image' debate it is more accurate to speak of his teaching in terms of symbol. 
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seemingly absurd demand becomes reasonable when placed within its context. The Christ-
El.Kwv could not claim to operate under the normal rules of symbol. The 787 Council 
missed the point of the iconoclasts and declared that the EtKwv operated as a legitimate 
symbol according to the teaching of the tradition. By the early ninth century, moderate 
iconoclasm admitted that the narrative story image in some way could be seen to be a 
legitimate symbol in that it leads the mind to contemplation of the event pictured, but 
they could not accept the liturgical, doctrinal, devotional EtKwv of the holy person within 
the narrative image, or in a separate d Kw v. This is the theme of the 815 Council as 
reviewed in Antirr 11. 
Finally, the EtKwv is most clearly separated from symbol in Theodore's careful 
distinguishing of the symbol or type of the cross ( b Tunos o-TaupoiJ) from the Christ-
EtKwv ( ~ EtKwv XpwToiJ). The iconoclasts greatly promoted the symbol of the cross but 
resisted every comparison of the type of the cross with the Christ-dKwv. The cross did 
not replace images during iconoclastic periods 'merely as a neutral replacement for 
images,' but the iconoclasts practiced a positive and enthusiastic cult of the exaltation of 
the cross. It was the EtKwv at the centre of the controversy, entirely different from the 
symbol of the cross, which threatened to undo the symbolic universe and illegitimately 
attempt to offer a true material EtKwv of Christ, the Theotokos or the saint who already 
shines in light ineffable. 
By the final stage of the controversy Theodore admits that the iconoclasts have 
correctly pointed out a fundamental difference between Tunos and EtKwv which will be 
important to his final argument, but he continues to argue even in Antirr Ill, though very 
carefully, that appropriate comparisons can be made between type and image while 
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maintaining this distinction. The iconoclasts did not have to look far to discover the 
difference between the symbol of the cross and the Christ-d.Kwv. To begin with, in 
Theodore' s letters and throughout the Antirr the difference of designation between type 
and ElKwv is consistently maintained. In the earliest theological statement on images that 
we have from Theodore, his letter to his spiritual father Plato c. 810, he has established 
the language of type and image which he will hereafter maintain: 
Kat E:nt TOU ninou TOU <;wonotoD cnaupou~ Tfjs- ElKOVO!> Tfjs- TE navay{as-
0EOTOKOU Kat TTcXVTWV TfDV ay{wv Tlcl<JYJS' aytWTlKfjS' El.KOVOS' npo<JKUVl]<JEW!> 8ux 
IJE<JOU TWV KaT' mhos npWTOTUTTWV E:n\ 8EOV ava~alVOU<JYJS' ... 422 
(When we consider the type of the life-giving cross, the EiKwv of the all holy 
Theotokos and all the saints, or any holy EiKwv of sanctity, those who approach the 
ElKWV rise up to God through the offering of npo<JKUVYJ<Jl!>, by means of the 
prototypes represented in the EtKwv .) 
Earlier in this letter, and in his letter sent several years later to the participants of the 815 
Council, Theodore distinguishes two types of ElKwv (Et TE <j>uotKf)s- Et TE TEXVTJTilS' ), but 
all references to the life-giving and honoured cross are designated by Tun os- .423 Theodore 
says that the type of the cross and the Christ-El.Kwv are related by analogy (To 
d:vdt..oyov ), but type and image are clearly different. 424 This attention to distinction of 
m Fatouros 57, 121-125. Dated by Fatouros during Theodore's second exile, 809-811. 
m Fatouros 71, 51-60. 
"' I am aware that Barasch (1992) claims that Theodore uses typos as a synonym for Et.Kwv (259), but he 
gives no evidence or example. Barasch's discussion of Theodore's terminology is so general and careless 
that it is almost entirely misleading. In addition to typos, he wrongly suggests that eidos, morphe, schema 
and character are likewise used by Theodore as synonymous with ElKwv. In his discussion of morphe he 
insists that the term 'evoked the sense of a visually perceptible image.' (ibid., 260). On the contrary, in his 
letter to the 815 Council, Theodore describes Christ both as seen in his human morphe but also as 
remaining in his divine uncircumscribed morphe: f.tEVEl Tfj 8E(q: f!op<j>i] b mhos- arrEptyparrTos-. 
Fatouros 71.39&40. 
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image and type is peculiar to Theodore and not maintained by Nicephorus even in the 
section of his Antirr Ill (PG 1 00.428-433) which has been set apart by Mai and published 
separately as 'The difference between the Image of Christ and the Cross in ten reasoned 
demonstrations. ' 425 Nicephorus uses n)nos; to refer both to the Christ-E1xwv and the 
cross. 'The Tunos; ofthe stretching out of Christ's hands and ofthis figure are venerable . 
. .. Thus, those which belong to the body are better than those which belong to the figure, 
and if this is so, the Tu nos; of the body is more venerable than the Tun os; of the figure. ' 426 
Theodore is precise and consistent when describing the dead body of Christ on the 
cross.427 In his refutation of the Chalce inscription, Theodore writes 'His holy body 
became breathless and voiceless on the cross: that is why it is called a dead ElKwv by the 
great Gregory of Armenia. Suitably Christ is depicted as voiceless EiKwv bereft of breath 
••• '
428 Theodore is alluding to the authority of an excerpt from the life of St Gregory of 
Armenia: 
Because men loved to worship images in human shape, skillfully carved from wood, 
he himself became the image of man, that he might subject to his own image of his 
divinity the image-makers and image-lovers and image-worshippers. And because 
men were accustomed to worship lifeless and dead images, he himself became a dead 
image on the cross."'9 
The persecution of Leo V begins soon after the 815 Council and Theodore writes urgently 
"" Spicilegium Romanum, X.2.157-l70, as noted by O'Connell ( 1972), 59. 
"'"Migne PG 100.429BC. 
""The earliest example of the Crucifix with the dead Christ on the cross is the portable icon from Mt 
Sinai, from this period (early-mid eighth century). See Kartsonis (1986), 67, 68. 
m PG 99.461 D. 
"'"Agathangelos, History of the Armenian, trans. Thomson (1976). Greek text in G. Lafontaine, La version 
Grecque ancienne du livre armenien d'Argathange. Edition critique, 202.81-84. 
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But the iconoclast insists that the iconophile has established no basis for the 
analogy between type and E1xwv. Rather, ElKwv is to be compared with dKwv and symbol 
with symbol (Ei.Kwv yap dxovt napa~af..f..ETat, Kat EKTunw11a EKTunw11an). The 
iconophile suggests that the relationship of type and Ei.Kwv is so strong that sometimes 
figuratively (KaTa KaTaXpl)mv) the E1xwv aTaupoD is spoken of. Furthermore, similarity 
is understood, named, and perceived in both Ei.Kwv and type (To o'ollmov Kat E.nt Tfjs-
iconoclast grants all this, but continues to insist that the notions of ElKwv and type must 
not be conflated nor confused. At this point in the argument the notion of the iconoclast is 
not refuted by the orthodox, but rather the truth of his insight is implicitly acknowledged 
by the lack of iconophile response. 
Thus the iconoclast advances the cause of EtKwv doctrine by forcing Theodore to 
recognize not only the stylistic difference between the narrative story-telling painting and 
EtKwv, but also the theological, ontological, epistemological, liturgical and devotional 
implications which accompanied this stylistic development. The unique character of this 
EtKwv means that Theodore must construct an apologia for the EtKwv and its relation to its 
prototype which does not lean upon the sophisticated notion of Christian symbol within 
the tradition, nor upon the doctrine of the type of the cross. 
The Ei.Kwv as relic 
Theodore also came to realize that the EtKwv must be separated from its association with 
relic as part of his prolegomenon for the apologia for the devotional dKwv. The 
Damascene claims that the grace of the Holy Spirit resides in the EtKwv of the saints in the 
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same way that the Holy Spirit resides in their relics.432 The fourth session of the 787 
Council records that: 
Demons are often driven away by the use of the relics and images of martyrs ... tell 
me, how many overshadowings, how many exudations, and often flows of blood too, 
have come from the images and relics of martyrs?m 
I have suggested above that in the first phase of the controversy to 787 the 
imprecise language of the iconophiles grants the same holiness to an Eixwv as to a relic. 
This early iconophile theology convinces the iconoclasts that the same heresy, idolatry, 
superstition and magic which accompany the excessive offering of npoo-Kuv-rl<ns;- to a relic 
are potentially involved in the offering of npoo-Kuvl)crts;- to an d.Kwv. Theodore also 
believes that the relics of the saints are filled with divine grace 434 but he understands that a 
relic and an Eixwv theologically are defined differently in the divine olKovo~-tia.435 A relic is 
'sanctified matter,' usually without the form of an Eixwv. An ElKwv is pure outline and 
form, entirely apart from matter. The relic is offered npoo-Kuv-rlcrts- because of what it is. 
The ElKwv of the saint is offered npoo-KUVTJGlS' only because ofthe npoo-Kuv-rlcrts;- due to its 
prototype. The relic is a defined and isolated part of the body of a saint, or an object 
made holy by its association with a saving mystery. Relics cannot simply be 'produced.' 
"' Orations 1.19; Kot 3, 95. 
m Mansi XIII, 48C, Cf 132E. 
m Migne PG 99.1816A. 
m See Kitzinger (1954), 125 for the suggestion that regardless of the fact that theological writings 
continued throughout this period to compare images and relics, in popular devotion the relic and the image 
were seen to be very different. He believes that the cult of images was entirely separated from the worship 
of relics from the late sixth century onwards. Jones (1977) points out that Gregory of Tours 'had a great 
deal to say about wonder working relics, but fewer anecdotes to relate about miraculous images.' For a 
contrary view that is based on a thorough analysis of hagiographical material, and more consistent with the 
787 textual evidence and Theodore's commentary, see Magoulias (1967). 
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The EtKwv, on the other hand, is a repeatable and artificial likeness of the saint. The 
iconoclasts fear that the offering of npoo-KUVT)atS' to E\xwv will lead to heresy and idolatry. 
Middle Byzantine hagiographical sources relate how the pilgrim to a tomb 
containing a relic would seek to return home with ampullae or tokens containing oil, water, 
or earth charged with the healing and apotropaic powers of the holy martyrs by physical 
contact with their relics or tombs. Many extant examples from Palestine, Egypt, and Syria 
are impressed with relief El.Kwv of the saints and their attributes, accompanied by 
appropriate inscriptions. The ampullae from Asia Minor, however, are missing the 
identifying inscriptions and typical attributes such that their identity is not determined. 436 
The association of the E\xwv of the saint on these ampullae (with or without identifying 
inscription) along with the miracle working substances contained within the flask, is the 
type of phenomenon that would contribute to the doctrinal fears of the iconoclasts. 437 The 
sanctity and power ofthe holy person could be carried about by the privileged EtKWV. Not 
only was the EtKwv invested with the same type of power and mystery as the relic and 
physically blessed materials from holy places, but the dKwv was thoroughly associated 
with the relic and physical objects of holy power as an integral aspect of the ampullae 
themselves. 438 
Thus, because on the one hand the devotional dKwv was often described by 
•
16 See Vikan (1982) 3-6 & 10-14 and Gendle (1981): ' ... by the fifth century, icon and relic may be fused at 
times into a single spiritually charged object. The 'sacred dust' of ascetics like Symeon the Younger is 
incorporated into commemorative portraits ... ' ( 183 ). 
m The story is recorded in the Miracles of S. Simeon the Younger. Simeon received a priest with his 
infirm son brought to him to be healed. Simeon blessed the boy and sent him away. 'The priest suggested 
that they remain with the saint since "the presence at your side assures us of a more complete cure." To this 
the saint responded "The power of God ... is efficacious everywhere. Therefore take this eulogia of my dust 
and depart, and when you look at the imprint of our image, it is us that you will see." The same eulogia 
was later used to heal another child, who was told that with the object "S. Simeon has the power to come 
and visit you here." ' trans. Hahn ( 1990), 86 . 
• ,s Magoulias (1967) studies these sixth and seventh century ampullae and concludes that sorcery, relics and 
images are interrelated Byzantine phenomena which can only be understood in their relation to one another. 
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iconophiles as worthy of a similar npoaKUVT]GtS" as that received by relics, and on the 
other hand the npoaKUVT]GtS" offered to the actual devotional Ei.nSv was sometimes 
wrongly thought to include the material on which the El.Kwv had been produced, Theodore 
had to isolate the devotional EtKwv as the pure bodily outline and formal likeness of 
Christ, the Theotokos, or the saint. But there was yet another phenomenon in this period 
which combined the notions of relic and EtKwv as likeness. 
The axEtponot ~Tos- cloth of Edessa was a well established legend by the beginning 
of the eighth century. 439 Whatever the origin of the legend or the precise textual 
transmission, by the seventh century the following is common to the various versions. 
King Abgar sent his messenger Ananias (Hanan) to obtain a description of Jesus (either 
by painting his portrait or a verbal description), but Ananias was unsuccessful either in 
his attempt at portraiture or to comprehend Jesus with his mind. However, Ananias 
brought back to King Abgar a towel with which Jesus had washed his face. King Abgar 
was healed when he offered npoaKUVTJGlS" to the EI.Kwv of Jesus which remained on the 
towel. In 944 the Edessa dKwv and a letter which Jesus wrote to King Abgar to 
accompany the imprinted cloth were placed in a casket and taken from Edessa to 
Constantinople, producing healings and miracles along the way, where they were 
deposited with other such relics as the crown of thorns, the nails from the crucifixion and 
the burying cloths of Christ. John of Damascus refers twice to the Edessa image and each 
time it is not as an image by which we might know the likeness of Christ, but as a relic 
which proves both that such a likeness is possible and that Christ gave his authority to 
"' See An drew of Crete, De sanctarum imaginum veneratione, Migne PG 97.130 I. I depend on the 
following for the largely uncontested information on the Edessa image: Kitzinger (1954), Cameron (1993) 
and ( 1998), Drijvers (1998), and Kessler (1998). 
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venerate his likeness.440 In the 787 proceedings the Edessa E1Kwv is cited as an example of 
the miraculous power of the ElKwv.441 
That the Edessa image is more relic than ElKwv is illustrated by the history of the 
almost exact counterfeits made ofthe image and fraudulently exchanged as if the real item, 
while in Edessan hands. Further, considerable precautions were made by the court of 
Emperor Constantine VII to ensure that the image brought to Constantinople in 944 not 
be a counterfeit. 442 These accounts reveal the worth of the Edessa image to be primarily as 
a relic of sanctified matter. An almost exact replica or copy of a liturgical d.Kwv was as 
valuable as the Ei.Kwv from which it was copied. It was the likeness of the prototype 
reproduced in the ElKwv which was important, not the material object. 
Kessler ( 1998) comes close to understanding the need for Theodore to dissociate 
the ElKwv from the material in the instance of the Edessa image when he notices the general 
insistence of Theodore to separate immaterial EtKwv from physical object. Although 
Kessler does not appreciate Theodore's intention to isolate the devotional E1Kwv from any 
notion of relic, nevertheless in his historical survey of the Edessa image Kessler provides 
an interesting context for Theodore's arguments. Kessler strongly suggests that after 843 
an heightened awareness of the dangers of the possible misunderstanding of the nature of 
the Edessa image led to a change in its designation. In the early eighth century Andrew of 
Crete had referred to the Edessa image as EKI.LO:'YEtov (likeness or impression), but Kessler 
speculates that there was a conscious effort to re-name it as ~.to:v~h]Atov (derived from the 
Arabic word Mandi'l for the object of the towel) in the tenth century. In this way, argues 
Kessler, the Edessa cloth itself was finally defined fully as a relic and not primarily an 
+~o See De fide orth., 89; Contra imag. calumn., l.33; II.29; III.45. 
w Mansi XIII, 189. 
m See Kessler (1998), 137-38. 
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EtKwv. Kessler also notes that as the cloth itself was identified as a relic, copies of the 
image began to appear after it was received in Constantinople as a relic in 944. Such a 
copy of the Edessa Christ-Elxwv was now not seen as counterfeit but just as much an 
authentic E1xwv as the Ei.Kwv on the relic itself. Thus the devotional Christ-EtKwv was 
separated from relic. 
My argument suggests that it is no accident that the Edessa 'EtKwv as relic' was 
recognized to be potentially confusing and harmful for orthodox dKwv doctrine after 843. 
Decades before, Theodore had drawn attention to this potential confusion in his Antirr I 
and II conclusion that the iconoclasts could only be defeated if the liturgical, doctrinal and 
devotional EtKwv was distinguished from relic. He mentions the Edessa EtKwv only once in 
a letter to Naukratios. It is surprisingly in a context in which Theodore is teaching 
Naukratios that Christ is not in the Ei.Kwv by nature but by relationship, and therefore 
according to likeness (ouK EV cnh-6 OVT05" TOU Xpt<JTOU <j)UGlKW5" ana GXETlKW5" ... 
oj.totw~HXTlKW5"). Theodore offers no hint that King Abgar makes npoaKUVTJ<H5" to the cloth 
itself by nature (<j)uatKw5"), but only to the dKwv according to likeness (oj.totwj.laTlKW5").443 
On the other hand Theodore also uses the Abgar story to instruct Naukratios that Christ 
is not only to be offered npoaKUVTJGl5" intelligibly, but also through his ElKwv (waTE E:v 
cloth was permeated with the bodily fluids of Jesus and therefore a relic was ignored by 
Theodore in his attention to image theology. In his teaching to Naukratios, Theodore 
separates devotional ElKwv from relic in the clearest way. 
w This is not to say that Theodore did not believe strongly in giving npocrKUVTJcrts- to relics, but only that 
in his teaching on images Theodore is careful to separate the image from the relic. 
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The ei.Kwv as work of art 
Theodore describes the devotional EtKwv as neither a symbol, a narrative account of saving 
history, nor a relic. Positively, the devotional EtKwv was a depiction of Christ, the 
Theotokos or a saint whose image not only is an actual likeness of the appearance of the 
historical person and an indication of his or her glorified state, but also stretches over time 
and beyond physical death to the prototype such that the person depicted is made 
present to the beholder: 
In accordance with the affection and love which we feel for the Lord and the saints, 
we depict their countenance in images; we venerate not the boards and colours but 
the persons themselves whose names the images bear."'" 
Consistent with this description of the EiKwv, Theodore writes to John the 
Spatharius and praises him for using an d.Kwv of saint Demetrius as a baptismal sponsor 
for his son of the same name. Theodore assures Spatharius that 'the great martyr was 
spiritually present in his own EtKwv ( nvE\.1 !!an Tij otKEtq: EtKovt )', and 'the martyr 
clearly received the child through his own EtKwv (oux Tfjs- otKEtas- EtKovos-). ' 445 
Catherine Osborne states very well the mature and full expression of the 
devotional Christ-Ei.Kwv and its place within Byzantine Christian piety. She articulates 
the positive doctrine ofthe orthodox iconophile: 
w Mansi XIII.I063A. 
"' Theodore acknowledges that these claims were unacceptable to the iconoclasts (d:Koal.o; Kat amoTots-
<J;uxa'ls- TatiTa d:napa6EKTU WS" amoTa, Kat llaAlOTa TOlS" ElKOVO!laxotS") and speaks 
encouragingly to Spatharius that 'to your piety these things reveal self-evident proofs and manifestations' 
(n] 6E: ofj EUOE~E{q: Evapyfj TU yvwp{ollaTa TE Kat uno6ElY!laTa nE<j>avEpwTat). 
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... the argument is not that Christ was incarnate but that the Incarnation is an 
ongoing event that has fundamentally changed the relationship of God with the 
natural world. The point is not then that we can copy the once-upon-a-time 
incarnate Christ but that Christ is now m a position of being currently 
Incamationable. A picture of Christ is the currently incarnate Christ, not a copy of 
an old no-longer-existent-man. Christ exists incamate in art ... and he depends upon 
art ... for his current Incarnation}46 
But these positive descriptions of the devotional EiKwv must be explained and 
defended. After his account of the controversy up to the moderate iconoclasm of the 
second half of the second decade of the ninth century, Theodore has pushed the 
iconophile agenda to its final and most crucial questions. He represents the 787 iconophile 
argument as having left behind the final vestiges of an essentialist reading of the relation of 
image and prototype, and as adopting a purely nominalist and formal understanding of 
this relationship. 447 Is then this relationship of OIJ-wvu 11-a between image and prototype 
simply logical'r48 If so, does such a strictly logical theory ofthe relation ofthe Christ-
446 Osbome (1987), 68. Henry (1976) makes the same point: 'Once the Word became flesh he did not 
subsequently become non-flesh. The heart of the Iconophile argument against the Iconoclast Christological 
dilemma is the insistence that the paradox of the Incarnation cannot be relegated to a period of thirty-three 
years several centuries ago. The Iconoclast wanted the world to be intelligible in its own terms once again. 
The Iconophile claimed that even logic itself had been irreversibly altered by the divine oikonomia.' (23). 
""' From EiKwv as physical object to EiKwv as pure image. 
448 See Anton ( 1968) and (I 969) for a modem view which interprets the Categories to have a metaphysical 
as well as a logical intention. An ton (I 968) points out the internal evidence in the Aristotelian corpus that 
the doctrine of of!wvu f!a 'figures largely in Aristotle's various discussions on the nature of first principles 
and his method of metaphysical analysis' (3 I 5). He then outlines the approaches of ancient commentators 
on the Categories from Porphyrius (c.233-303) to Elias (fl. c. 550) concluding that these interpreters 
strayed far from Aristotle's text and meaning. Anton judges that one of the ways these neoplatonic 
commentators misrepresented Aristotle was to introduce the notion of 'intended' similarity to the 
discussion and to illustrate b f!wvu f!a by example of portraiture, especially in Simplicius (fl. c. 533) and 
Elias. Regardless of the modem debate, we know that it was through the tradition of Porphyry, Elias, 
David, etc., that Theodore would receive his knowledge of Aristotle, either directly or (at least partially) 
through the logical compendium ofthe day. 
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El.Kwv to its prototype reduce the role of the image in devotion and contemplation to 
psychological and mnemonic explanations? Are such psychological and mnemonic 
theories strong enough to account for the notion that the prototype is present in the image 
in some way? 
Barber (1995) is one who gtves such a psychological and experiential 
interpretation of the relation of the Middle Byzantine Christ-ElKwv to its prototype and 
concludes that the theological debate in these centuries develops the devotional ElKwv into 
a 'work of art'. Avoiding the dangers of an essentialist discourse, 'For Nicephorus the 
icon of Christ ... is simply a work of art, no longer an image that can be considered as the 
one it re-presents. ' 449 Barber attributes this particular reading of Nicephorus as the end 
point of the whole of the Middle Byzantine theology of the image. His careful attention 
solely to the writings ofNicephorus and his neglect ofTheodore's argument leads him to 
his inadequate analysis and erroneous conclusion. Based on his study of Nicephorus, 
Barber attempts to explain the developed Byzantine ElKwv as a work of art as understood 
by means of twentieth century theories of the viewer's subjective response. This 
formalist interpretation is, in effect, a denial of the ElKwv as intrinsically worthy of any 
f f :c • f ' 450 sort o o 1enng o npooKUVTJOlS". 
For Barber, Nicephorus' theology of the ElKwv is summed up in his own words: 
'In painting there is nothing of presence ... ' 451 Barber insists that this conclusion of the 
iconophile theology completely separates art and worship, but allows that 'Such a reading 
does not preclude cultic activity being brought to bear on the icon. ' 452 In his search for the 
'" Barber (1995, 7). 
';o Barber (1989), 80. 
';
1 Migne PG I 00.357B. Nicephorus is simply distinguishing painting from circumscribability, insisting 
that there is not an equivalency. Painting the Christ-ElKwv does not circumscribe him. 
m Barber (1995), 10 n.35. 
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best psychological theory to explain the use of the Byzantine image, he dismisses several, 
including the subjective inner transformation theories of Mathews (1986) and (1990), 
Franses (1992), and the 'gap' theory of Brubaker ( 1989). Instead, Barber posits his own 
psychological theory in which he calls the image a 'seat of desire': 'I would suggest that 
the icon maintains the gap between the icon and its archetype, and that the separation of 
art from worship is an aspect of this maintenance. The icon neither participates in its 
archetype, nor acts as a substitute for it; instead, it exists within its own terms as a site of 
desire. ' 453 
Brubaker's theory is based primarily on her interpretation ofNicephorus' writings 
and is similar to Barber: 'The force of images is, precisely, that of the subjective: the 
beholder supplies an emotional response, the beholder completes the image, the beholder 
becomes, in a sense, part of the picture. qs• 
But there are difficulties with this general approach. For example, Barber does not 
offer a convincing account of the continuing orthodox Byzantine devotional use of the 
EtKwv after Nicephorus. Art and worship were not separated, as he claimed. Nor does his 
theory acknowledge the radical difference in the future development of the artistic image 
in the west and ofthe d.Kwv in the east. The typical art historical overview of the different 
paths of developing painting styles in the west and the east cites the devotional El..Kwv in 
the east as clearly distinguished from the evolving naturalistic, illusionist styles of western 
art.455 Barber is not convincing in his argument that for the Byzantines the liturgical, 
"'Barber (1993), 15 n. 52. 
•;• Brubaker (1989), 80. 
m Belting (1994) notes that when the Greeks came to Italy for the Council of Ferraro-Florence in 1438, 
they were unable to pray before Western sacred images, whose form was unfamiliar to them. Thus Patriarch 
Gregory Me! issenos argued against the proposed church union: 'When I enter a Latin church, I can pray to 
none of the saints depicted there because I recognize none of them. Although I do recognize Christ, I cannot 
even pray to him because I do not recognize the manner in which he is being depicted.' (I). 
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doctrinal and devotional El.Kwv functions as a 'work of art' in that the viewer provides the 
only connection between El.Kwv and prototype.456 
Barber's general reading ofNicephorus is shared by others, including Mondzain-
Baudinet (1989) who presents Nicephorus' understanding of the relationship of E1xwv to 
prototype as entirely formal and relative. As for Barber and others, this purely formal 
relationship demands a psychological theory to explain the power of the EtKwv to the 
Byzantines. Mondzain-Baudinet describes Nicephorus' writing as 'une doctrine de la 
mediation symbolique et de l'intentionalite imaginaire' 457 
These scholars have identified an important aspect of the eighth and ninth century 
iconophile apologia. They correctly see that the later iconophile apologists realized that 
the justification of the E\xwv had to avoid the essentialist language of such theologians as 
John Damascus. According to Barber, ' 
Nicephorus demonstrates that the essentialist paradigm could be replaced by a 
formalist one. Through this discourse shift Nicephorus broke with the late Antique 
notion of the image and in its stead placed the icon, and autonomous visual 
discourse.m 
'
56 A completely opposite interpretation which better accounts for our knowledge of the actual devotional 
use of the image in Byzantium, is that of the social historian Cameron (1992a) who observes that in 
practice, "the images ... were taken to be not 'works of art' in the modem sense, but depictions of objective 
reality, and, as such, were held to bring the very presence of the divine to the worshipper. Images 'recalled' 
the Gospel narrative or the saint who was depicted, but were also regarded as having all the power of the 
personage represented.' ( 15). 
m Mondzain-Baudinet (1989), 13. At the same time that she describes Nicephorus' purely formal and 
logical image theory she senses its inadequacy and wants to claim a greater relationship of image to 
prototype. She remains with psychological theory: 'Mais la "schesis" dit plus que le "pros ti", c'est la 
modalite relationnelle elle-meme, c'est-a-dire I' intimite vivante et intentionnelle du visible avec I' invisible 
image.' (25). 
,;s Barber ( 1995), 8. 
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This caricature ofNicephorus saves the Elxwv I npwToTunos- relationship from accusations 
of superstition and the dKwv from receiving excessive npoaKUVT)ats-, but only by 
betraying the Byzantine popular understanding and use of the devotional Elxwv. Barber 
turns his reading of Nicephorus' attempt to answer the criticisms of the Libri Carolini 
and the iconoclast theologians, into a 'consensus' of ninth century Byzantine theology. I 
will respond to this claim below when I highlight some of the differences between 
Nicephorus and Theodore and show that in a very different type of argument Theodore 
reveals that he is aware of the dangers of Nicephorus' approach. Theodore carefully 
avoids the conclusion that a purely formal, nominal and logical relationship of ELKwv to 
npwToTunos- is a sufficient theological defence of the Christ-E1.Kwv.459 Antirr Ill provides a 
theological defence of the intimate relation of ElKwv and prototype based on the identity 
of hypostatic likeness. Before we go on to that, more must be said about the liturgical, 
doctrinal and devotional character ofthe ninth century dKwv. 
The liturgical, doctrinal and devotional Ei.Kwv 
In Theodore' s review of the eighth century arguments in Antirr I and II the iconoclasts 
successfully challenge the offering of npoaKUVTJGlS' to the ElKwv as indistinguished from 
relic, symbol or pure narrative story-telling. Theologically, the iconoclasts have 
contributed to clarifying the unique character of the ninth century Byzantine ELKwv and 
the real dangers of idolatry and heresy inherent in presenting such an ElKWV as either relic 
or symbol. On the one hand, the understanding of the Christ-ELKwv as relic leads to an 
exaggerated emphasis on the material in which the image appears and thus obscures the 
m Belting ( 1990), is a recent argument that the Byzantine ElKwv cannot be interpreted as a work of art in 
the modern sense but as having more the nature of the objective reality of its prototype - obviously the 
El.Kwv does not share the oucna of the prototype, but neither is the relationship purely formal. 
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way the image operates in assisting Christian devotion and contemplation. On the other 
hand, the understanding of the Christ-E\xwv as symbol fails to acknowledge the peculiar 
claim of the Christian image to be an actual likeness of the body of Christ or the saint who 
is depicted. But if not solely narrative, nor symbol nor relic, what are the positive 
characteristics of the devotional El.Kwv? Fundamentally, it was defined liturgically and 
doctrinally. 
The conceptual isolation of the E1xwv is necessary for Theodore's argument to 
proceed. In practice, however, the dxwv was neither an isolated object nor 'devotional' in 
a personal, subjective sense. The individual El.Kwv was but an instance of the liturgical 
programme of images defined by the hierarchy of images in the church, which made 
present the entire saving work of Christ. Thus the EtKwv at the centre of the debate was 
as doctrinal as it was devotional, not only because it represented both the historical and 
glorified bodily likeness of Christ or the saint, but also because it ultimately found its 
meaning in its place within the overall otKovo~{a represented in the church iconic 
programme. 
The detailed doctrinal programme and hierarchy of images was not fully developed 
in the early part of the ninth century. We know that by 881 when Patriarch Photius 
preached on the occasion ofthe consecration of the Nea Church built by Emperor Basil I, 
there was a substantial doctrinal programme of images in the church interior. He praised 
the mosaics which are clearly not of historical incidents from the Gospel, but are 
primarily portraits of Christ, angels and the saints, in an hierarchy beginning with the 
Pantocrator in the dome. In the next few centuries the full Byzantine programme 
developed a cycle of images demonstrating the oixovo~{a corresponding to the cycle of 
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Sundays and Feasts with their appointed Gospel readings. 
But it is certainly not anachronistic to suggest that in the seventh and early eighth 
centuries the devotional EtKwv was already beginning to be defined doctrinally by its 
place within the represented o\.KovoiJ-ia as if in a formal programme of images which might 
appear in a church. There is a primitive description of an ordering of images in the eighth 
century text in Migne PG 95.309-344. This text is no longer attributed to John of 
Damascus (the final text, though perhaps based on an earlier discourse, must be dated 
after 766 because it mentions the falling out of Patriarch Constantine II with the emperor), 
and Beck (1969) speculates its author to be John of Jerusalem. Its title indicates that it is 
directed against Constantine V (741-755). It catalogues the subjects ofthe images which 
are offered npoaKUVTJ<ns in churches: 
Who will dare apply the word idolatry in connection with such a beautiful exposition 
of the order of salvation, and by so doing blaspheme against the suffering of Christ 
and his saints and of those whom holy Church has handed on to us? For the church 
we have received from the holy Fathers is a church adorned [and representing] what 
the sacred Scriptures also teach us: The o\.Kovoll(a of the Incarnation of Christ, his 
descent among us for our salvation, the annunciation of Gabriel to the Virgin, and 
the following as well: the birth, the cave, the manger, the midwife and the swaddling 
clothes, the star and the wise men. In addition: the baptism, the Jordan, John who 
touches the head of Christ, and the Holy Spirit descending in the form of a dove. 
Let us move further on to his passion ... the crucifixion ... Furthermore; the 
resurrection, which is the joy of the world; how Christ descends into hell and raises 
Adam from the dead, and likewise the ascension . .. ! 6" 
If a pagan should come to you and ask: 'Show me your faith, so that I too may 
460 Migne PG 95.313C. Trans. Schulz (1986), 52, 53. 
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believe,'what would you show him? ... Listen, then! You lead him into the church 
and show him its decoration. You open his eyes to the figures in the images .... and 
in this way you bring the man to a knowledge of God.'61 
Theodore himself in Fatouros 532 lists a series of images as if they would be familiar to 
the reader in 826: 
Of what sort are the things which are perceived? Lo, on the one hand, this is the 
one who was born in a grotto and who was glorified by the angels, verily lifted up 
into the arms of his mother and offered npooxuvTJOlS' by the magi. Then as a young 
boy he was seen sitting among the doctors. Then he was baptized by the Precursor. 
He did miracles with the apostles. He mounted the cross, gave up the ghost, was 
dead, risen, ascended into heaven. In all these things therefore, everything has been 
contemplated by means of images. 
Thus we see that the ElKwv which is at the core of the controversy is understood 
by both sides of the debate to have a basic doctrinal and liturgical character, largely 
defined by its place within the set programmatic schema of the o\.Kovo ll{a which was 
being developed in concert with the liturgical Feasts and associated Gospel readings. But 
the Ei.Kwv was doctrinal in another sense as well and in his description of the ElKwv 
Theodore picks up on a theme introduced in Antirr I. 7. 
There the heretic reminds the orthodox that the true image of Christ is within the 
soul of the baptized Christian: 'He is formed in us by the Holy Spirit, who sends into us 
'
61 Migne PG 95.325CID. Trans. Schulz (1986), 53. 
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a kind of divine formation through sanctification and righteousness (edav nva flOp<jHD<nv 
Ol, aywa flOU Kat OlKatOOUVT) s ). , Theodore quickly dismisses this line of discussion 
because he wants the debate immediately to focus on the painted image of Christ. Later in 
Antirr 1.17 & 18 however, he makes it clear that only those saints who have 'obtained 
heavenly glory', 'venerable and glorious', are depicted in a devotional El.Kwv. Since there 
would be many other figures represented in the paintings in the churches, especially in the 
paintings which included a narrative scene, Theodore is again making clear that his 
argument in the Antirr has to do with a specific type of image, the devotional EtKwv. 
In his catecheses Theodore continually spoke to his monks about their 
advancement in the spiritual life toward God. From the Fathers, and especially from the 
Cappadocians, the ascetic saints and Maximus, the tradition had presented to Theodore a 
notion of 8Ewats; which would be the final sharing of man in the being and nature of God. 
This process of deification begins at baptism (and thus Theodore says that at baptism 
Christ is fonned in us again - ava flOp<j>ou flEVOU 462) and is the goal of the Christian life 
sought through ascetic practice. This explains why the entire image debate focuses on the 
Christ-image. It is his image in whom we were made. That image was restored in our 
baptism, and the life of the Christian is a continual advancement toward the perfection of 
that image within us. The Theotokos and the saints have achieved the full image of Christ 
in their glorification. 
This theme ts dominant throughout the tradition. Gregory of Nazianzus 
sometimes speaks ofman as 'KaT' EtK6va',463 or according to Christ, the divine Image of 
the Father. According to Gregory: 
~' Migne PG 99.3360. 
~3 Or. 1.4: 'Let us give back to the image that which is according to the image.' Cf. Or. 2.22; 6.14. 
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This is for us the purpose of the great mystery, this [is the purpose] for us of God 
who was incarnated and became poor, that he might raise our flesh, and recover the 
image, and form man anew, that we all might become one in Christ who became in 
all of us all that he himself is, that we might no longer be male and female, barbarian 
and Scythian, slave and free, which are the marks of the flesh, but might bear in 
ourselves the divine xapaKTrJP of which and to which we have become, and have so 
far received our form and model from him that we are known by it alone. '"6" 
The notion that the human body takes part in the process of deification is an aspect of the 
ascetic tradition and has been alluded to at various points in this thesis. Just as the body 
participates in the purification of the soul in the ascetic struggle, it also reflects the 
progressive deification of the soul. John Klimakos teaches the gradual sanctification of the 
bodies of the saints during their lifetime so that they are 'in some way rendered 
incorruptible through the flame of purity. >465 Maxim us teaches that as the soul 
participates in divine grace, 'the body is deified along with the soul through its own 
corresponding participation in the process of deification. ' 466 
If Christ, according to which we have our divine likeness, can be painted in an 
image then so can the saints who now have achieved the fullness of his image and share in 
his divinity. Thus the style of the devotional EtKwv is meant to present the Person of 
Christ and the uno<JTa<JtS' of the Logos, God and man. It is likewise with the saints who 
are always imaged in their glorified bodies. If the moderate iconoclasts had achieved the 
compromise that Christ be imaged only before his resurrection, Theodore' s argument 
"""Or 7.23. 
""' The Ladder of Divine Ascent 30; Migne PG 88.11578. 
""'' Capita theologia et oecumenica, Migne PG 90.1168A. 
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would be useless because the devotional ElKwv always depicts Christ in his glorified body. 
The Transfiguration, considered in Antirr III.A.53, demonstrates that Christ's divinity 
was ever present. His resurrected body is the same body as before the resurrection. In the 
case of the saints, even if we see them in a scene depicting an incident before their death 
and glorification, we remember them as those who are now glorified, and at that time who 
were on the path of deification. The style of the devotional EtKwv always depicts the 
prototype as glorified and sharing in the divine nature. 
Thus the individual devotional dKwv was timeless, reminding us of the historic life 
of Christ or the saint, assuring us of the presence of the prototype in the present moment, 
but most particularly reminding us of the fulfillment of all things in the final eschaton. It 
was given a meaning by its specific place in the larger scheme of the programme of images 
in the church, but each particular devotional E1xwv also spoke doctrinally, in and of itself, 
of the eschaton in the same manner that the divine liturgy found its deepest meaning in 
looking ahead to the final consummation of the entire creation. This is another way in 
which the EtKwv is 'liturgical' in nature, even if it is found in a home or carried by a 
person. The Ei.Kwv has its primary place in the lifting up of the soul in 8Ewp(a during 
worship, and thus the EtKwv and the divine liturgy give interpretation and doctrinal 
confirmation to one another. 
Blowers ( 1997) 467 refers to a distinction which Maxim us makes between the 'ages 
of Incarnation' and the 'ages of deification', suggesting that the 'ages of Incarnation' have 
already reached their conclusion for us in Jesus Christ, and that we look forward to the 
'ages of deification' 'that have not yet (ounw) arrived, when God will finish the work of 
•
6
' See also Blowers (1992). 
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his Incarnation by elevating and divinizing humanity by grace. ' 468 The d.Kwv proclaims 
that the 'ages of Incarnation' are fulfilled and directs our attention to the 'ages of 
deification.' But this direction of focus is in itself the means by which the 'ages of 
glorification' will come, as the faithful see in the revealed Christ-Ei.Kwv and in the 
devotional EtKwv of his saints, the sanctification which is ours even now through the 
present indwelling of the Holy Spirit. The EiKwv has a part to play in both npO:~tS' and 
8Ewp{a. 
This completes our description of the ninth century El. Kw v as Theodore has 
presented it. It is not a narrative representation solely of a Biblical story for teaching 
purposes. It does not function as a symbol. It is not a relic. It is liturgically, doctrinally 
and devotionally defined. The one question which remains is the question which Theodore 
asked in his first image letter: why must the Christ-El.Kwv be offered npo<JKUVl)<ns-? 
Theodore can now proceed with his argument, but where will he look in the tradition to 
find support? The sources of the written tradition handed on through the established 
florilegia were prior to the full development of the liturgical, doctrinal and devotional 
EtKwv and thus most of the passages defended the narrative story telling image as teaching 
aid, symbol or relic. In other words, a creative demonstration was needed to show that the 
necessary offering of npo<JKUVl)<JlS' to the recently developed Byzantine devotional EtKwv 
falls within the parameters of the tradition. This is accomplished in Antirr Ill. To 
appreciate better the unique character of this creative argument and theological method of 
the Antirr Ill within the early ninth century context, I shall now present a general 
comparison of the iconoclastic dogmatic works of Theodore Stoudite and Nicephorus. 
'
68 Blowers (1997), 260. 
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Antirr Ill and the writings of Nicephorus as responses to 815: 
methodological difference 
Both Theodore and Nicephorus wrote significant theological responses to the 815 
Council. These responses have much in common, including the fact that they both 
introduce a greater amount of specific Aristotelian logical terminology than previously had 
been part of the image controversy. Yet even a general comparison of these two 
Byzantine responses also shows a critical difference in approach and method. 
Although the increased use of the terminology of Aristotelian logic by Theodore 
and Nicephorus in response to the 815 Council is significant, I will not attempt to 
contribute to the general question of the Byzantine Nachleben of Aristotle in the seventh 
to ninth centuries. There is little doubt that the Neoplatonic tradition as transmitted 
through the Cappadocians straight through to Pseudo-Dionysius, Leontius and Maximus, 
forged the only framework available for any Christian theology in the Middle Byzantine 
period. Whatever the precise history of the recovery of Aristotelian logical terminology 
(whether through the fresh discovery of specific Neoplatonic commentaries and exegesis 
on the Organon, a renewed emphasis on the three tiered classical education which 
included a basic grounding in the logical works, 469 or simply the attending to texts such as 
the seventh century logical compendia470 which were available but had fallen into disuse 
for a century or so), it is clear that the specific logical terminology of the Organon was 
-16
9 An examination of hagiographical literature leads Lemerle ( 1986), 169 to conclude that the secular 
education in the ancient curricula (both the literary cycle and the scientific cycle) had continued unimpaired 
in these centuries. This literature attests to the study of grammar, dialectic, rhetoric, ethics, philosophy, 
etc. as well as to the mathematical disciplines of arithmetic, geometry, music or harmonics, and 
astronomy. 
""Cf. Roueche (1974), 61-76. 
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taken up by Theodore and Nicephorus in the early ninth century. Although I have taken 
account of the opinions of current scholars on the cause of the recovery of the 
Aristotelian logic in the early ninth century, there is no need to summarize these 
speculations here. It is sufficient for my argument simply to establish the likelihood that 
there was no lack of complete theological texts available in Constantinople itself and more 
generally in the monasteries to allow Theodore the opportunity for a re-reading of the 
tradition in texts more expansive than the currently established florilegia. 
Of the books produced at the 787 Council to substantiate the seventy or so 
florilegium passages, fifty of these books came from the Patriarchal Library of 
Constantinople. The Patriarchal notary remarks, 'We have come bearing the holy books 
which we have brought from among those deposited in the library of the holy Patriarchate 
of Constantinople, namely the canons of the Holy Apostles and of the Holy Synods, and 
the books of our holy Father Basil and of the other holy Fathers. >471 Mango (1984) lists 
the bishops and abbots who provided the other twenty volumes at the 787 Council.472 
We also note that speculation concerning the complete uncial manuscript of 
Dionysius the Areopagite presented by the emperor Michael the Stammerer to Louis the 
Pious in 827 at Compiegne includes the observation ofLeroy (196la) of its palaeographic 
and archaeological similarities to an uncial manuscript of the Parva Catecheses of 
Theodore. This makes it possible that the two manuscripts were produced at Stoudios 
and perhaps Theodore himself gave the Dionysian manuscript to Michael. Whether or not 
this is true, it is likely that the complete works of Denys the Areopagite were available to 
m Mansi XII.IOI9D. See also Alexakis (1991) who claims that there were plenty of complete books 
present at the 787 Council which were produced not only by Patriarchal Secretaries from the Patriarchal 
Library, but also brought to the session by participating monks and clerics. 
"'Mango (1984), 31&32. 
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Theodore, although our argument does not lean on such dependence. More generally, 
Lemerle describes how the ninth century was the great century of Arabic translations of 
the sciences and philosophy, including Porphyry's Isagoge and Aristotle's Organon. For 
our purposes we need only note that this enterprise required the ready availability of 
Greek texts in the conquered lands. It is natural to assume that if the outlying reaches of 
the empire possessed such a quantity of manuscripts ready for translation, 
Constantinople would also have been rich in these full manuscript texts in which 
Theodore and Nicephorus would have been able to discover the philosophical tradition 
directly, or through logical compendia, or as mediated through theologians who themselves 
creatively had assimilated and applied the original and/or developing Platonic and 
Aristotelian philosophies. In addition to this common heritage and early education of 
Theodore and Nicephorus, I have outlined in the introduction how the intense literary and 
manuscript copying activity of the Stoudios Monastery, and the preparation involved in 
Theodore' s initiative of teaching the monks at least three times a week from the ascetic 
tradition, would have significantly provided Theodore with a familiarity with the depth of 
the tradition. 
Only this extent of availability of books would have made it possible for 
Theodore, as Alexakis suggests, to avoid quoting directly from the available florilegia but 
from the actual works. In his letters Theodore shows familiarity with the entire corpus of 
Basil's letters. Finally, in his study on Theodore's use of Gregory Nazianzen, Demoen 
(1998) concludes, 'We have seen that Theodore frequently cites Gregory, and sometimes 
gives evidence of perfectly knowing the context: he must have been thoroughly acquainted 
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with the works of the Theologian. ' 471 
I have pointed out that the extensive or entire use of florilegia in theological debate 
does not show that complete texts were not available, but that the current theological 
method recognized the authority of tradition only in the established collections of texts. It 
also needs to be remembered that the avoidance of florilegia does not indicate in itself that 
florilegia were not available. For instance, Alexakis (1996) comments that Theodore 
'ignored' the authoritative 770 florilegium. The immediate conclusion of Alexakis is that 
the 770 florilegium was not available to Theodore. A better explanation within the context 
of the broader evidence, is that Theodore' s theological method included the reading of 
complete texts to discern the logic governing the arguments and the theological meanings 
of the key concepts. In Fatouros 499 we read that Theodore has received a (3l(3Atov from 
the monk Nicetas, asking about the interpretation of a quotation from Hypatios (the 
Hypatios text here is more reliable than the texts which were available in the florilegia at 
the time, at least from the evidence of the surviving florilegia). The (3l(3Atov is either a 
large iconophile florilegium, or a fuller or complete text of Hypatios. It is reasonable to 
assume that the extensive correspondence of Theodore would make him aware of every 
iconophile florilegium in use at that time as well as other fuller texts being read and 
interpreted. 
In this discussion of the availability of books and theological method, it will be 
recalled that the assembling of books in 814 for the purpose of recovering the original 
context of all the citations from the previous iconoclast florilegia did not prompt a re-
m Demeon (1998), 82. We have noted above the witness of Lemerle to the availability of full texts in 
Constantinople in the ninth century, based on his review of the various theories of the possible sources and 
circumstances surrounding Photios' Bibliotheca which contained 279 summaries of books. Lemerle (1986) 
concludes, 'It is therefore certain, and this is what matters to us, that Photios procured in Byzantine 
territory and read in Constantinople the Greek books which he analyzed in his Bibliotheca.' ( 40). 
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reading of the complete texts. Consistent with the attitude of the previous one hundred 
years, these complete manuscripts discovered in the Patriarchal Library and elsewhere 
were not seen in themselves as a rich source of understanding the tradition, but only as the 
treasures from which authoritative florilegia could be substantiated. 
Since Alexander (19 5 8b) there has been considerable speculation to explain the 
sudden appearance of Aristotelian logical categories in the Byzantine iconophile 
arguments of the early ninth century. In the most general way, the availability of the 
Aristotelian logic in Constantinople in the early ninth century should not be surprising. It 
is probable that Maximus acquired his great learning, which included a thorough grounding 
in logic, through a private education in Constantinople.474 Within a few decades, soon after 
610, the Emperor Heraclius called Stephen from Alexander to Constantinople to teach and 
expound Plato and Aristotle in a new imperial university which probably was the school 
closed by Leo Ill in 729. Mossman Roueche has identified three logical compendia of the 
seventh century (composed after Stephen and before the Damascene) which he concludes 
to be school texts. In all likelihood these would continue to be used throughout the eighth 
century.475 These compendia quote both Stephen and Maximus, show familiarity with the 
prolegomena of Elias and David, and give evidence of direct influence of the Isagoge or at 
least a text which contained lemmata from the Isagoge. It may be true that there was a 
significant break in the writing of actual Aristotelian commentaries from Stephen, pseudo-
Elias and David in the seventh century to Eustratius and Michael of Ephesus in the 
m He reveals in the prologue to the Mystagogia that he was privately educated. 
"'On the general question of classical education in the eighth century, see Speck, Der Kaiserliche 
Universitat van Konstantinopel and Lemerle (1986). Speck challenges Lemerle's view that the classical 
tradition of three stages of education continued throughout the seventh and eighth centuries. In the 
introduction I mentioned the evidence from the sources of Theodore's life that after an elementary and 
secondary education, he studied philosophy, including ethics and dialectics. Migne PG 99.117-120. 
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eleventh and twelfth centuries, but in itself this does not suggest that texts of all sorts 
were not available in Constantinople for study throughout this period. Speculation 
continues about how much the actual writings of John of Damascus were available in the 
capital in the eighth century, but his writings were certainly known about. His KEcf>aJ..aw 
cf>tltoCJocf>tKd includes outlines of Porphyry's Ei CJaywyr( and of a Neoplatonic 
commentary on Aristotle's ITEpi 'Epf17JVda::;. One hundred and fifty years after the 
Damascene and only several decades after the death of Theodore, Photius clearly has 
knowledge of both Porphyry and Amrnonius 476 and gives his own explanation of the 
Categories. 
Given this context, it is no mystery that Theodore's Antirr contains Aristotelian 
terminology, argument, logic and definitions and betrays a familiarity with the Categories. 
In this, he and Nicephorus are noted to be representative of a general, though perhaps 
short lived, Byzantine renaissance of learning dating from the last quarter of the eighth 
century. 477 Both Theodore and Nicephorus make extensive use of terms and derivatives of 
such concepts as auvwvujl.ov, ojl.wvujl.ov, ojl.otov, ojl.ou.Dats- Kup{ws-, TatJTOTT)S', 
axEats-, t._6yos- Ti)S' oua{as- and npos- n. The availability and use of Aristotle in 
Theodore and Nicephorus is not an issue here, but rather to question why there is a lack 
of Aristotelian argument in the earlier eighth century image debate. We suggest that the 
answer lies not in speculation concerning the availability of texts, but in the discernment 
of eighth century theological method and the character of its argument. 
This inattention to the argument and structure of complete treatises led to an 
unfamiliarity with and lack of appreciation of the logical components of theological 
"'"Oehler (1964) suggests that Photius explained the Categories, wrote commentaries on 'many other 
works of Aristotle', and that his pupils Arethas and Zacharias of Chalcedon continued this enterprise (13 7). 
m Cf. Alexander (1958), Lemerle (1986) and Parry (1996), 54-63. 
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reasoning within the developing tradition. Part of the missing arsenal in the eighth and 
early ninth century controversy which stalled the debate had been an imprecision in the 
use of theological language and the loss of adequate analytic tools with which to 
understand better the underlying philosophical and theological trajectories of the tradition. 
The attention given to the Aristotelian logic within the general renaissance of learning in 
the early ninth century is important to Theodore's project, but he insists that the 
recovery of 'scholastic' language alone or syllogistic formula in itself is not sufficient to 
break the theological impasse. I have noted above Theodore's caution in his preface to 
Antirr Ill that Aristotelian philosophy and logic is useful only if it is applied within the 
proper context and parameters of the tradition. This attitude itself is a dominant aspect of 
the tradition at least since Basil whose witness and writings were so important to 
Theodore. In a similar type of passage, Leontius of Byzantium in his Against Nestorianos 
and Eutychianos had qualified the usefulness of philosophy in theological discourse: 
the simple impression of things [can] produce in us complete and solid 
understanding. The [further] distinction(s) which we fashion in our thinking lead us 
to a more exacting understanding of the elements which constitute [such] objects. 
Continuing [however] beyond primary division to further subdivision of these parts 
into smaller parts is absurd. [For] there is no point in pursuing inquiry indefinitely .... 
the endless drawing of distinctions is sanctioned neither by dogmatic conciseness nor 
by the Word of the Gospel; rather it is due to skeptical theorizing, and upon the 
excesses of an overworked and meaningless art ... m 
As in Theodore's Antirr, the Aristotelian influence in Leontius' treatise is unmistakable 
m Migne PG 10.1296B,I297B. Translation in Moutafakis (1993), 99-119, 100-1. 
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both in form and substance.479 Leontius' qualification quoted here is not a blanket 
indictment of philosophical inquiry but rather a caution against the divorce of logic from 
substantive theological discourse . This accurately reflects Theodore's attitude as well. 
Thus Theodore scolds a member of his community, Severianos, who did not have a 
sufficient grasp of grammar and philosophy to appreciate and make use of the technical 
language of the debate: 
For just as you have not discussed the reasoning of your argument neither have you 
heard from us what is required in this case. Thus you were led to suggest statements, 
perhaps from someone else who is an opponent, but more accurately an opponent 
of the truth. Indeed, such a one ought not to teach. I do not say this only because 
you should be quiet - for you bear that patiently - but also because you are one of 
those caught in the fellowship of heretics. I say that you do not have permission to 
open your mouth, but to remain still in an appropriate manner and to seek 
forgiveness with all your life. Since your knowledge and skills in dogma are not so 
great that you know how to speak in a precise manner, neither as a grammarian nor 
by clinging to philosophy, because even those who are wise concerning God do not 
propose something as dogma in isolation but swear by those who are inspired. I ask, 
where did it come to you to say 'the EI.Kwv of Christ is not to be offered 
npoaKuvl]aw axEnKws- ?' For do you not know what it means for something to be 
axE'ats-? axE'ats- is Twv npos- n, as the prototype is npos- n its derivative. Surely 
this is the case for Christ and his EiKwv, because each is understood in the other and 
is separated neither by power not by glory. Indeed, since you have not been taught, 
you do not know to speak elegantly that this is the case. I see wickedness 
everywhere: men who seem to be wise only to themselves, who are scarcely so, 
"" Cf. Moutafakis (1993). 
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striving to teach others."0 
After this strong condemnation Theodore goes on to challenge Severianos' 
suggestion that Christ is given 1-.cnpEta in his ElKwv. This reasoning is contrary and foreign 
to the tradition: 
(But of what sort is your second problem? 'Christ is given 1-.cnpE{a in his E\xwv, 
therefore the EtKwv is given 1-.aTpEia.' Where and from whom have you learned this 
dogma? For no one of the saints would ever say this ... ) 
This attitude is consistent with that found in Theodore's preface to Antirr Ill, 
written five years previously, where he suggests that the proper application of grammar 
and philosophy as governed by the tradition is crucial to the iconophile argument, ElS" 
ElKovol-taXtKi'\S" atpEaEws482 (to assist the proper thinking, which is now greatly wearied 
by the iconoclast heresy). In this letter to Severianos, Theodore criticizes him on two 
counts. First, he simply is not sufficiently skilled in grammar and philosophy to enter the 
debate. Second, he has not been guided by the tradition for 'those who are wise concerning 
God do not propose something as dogma in isolation but swear by those who are 
inspired,' and 'no one of the saints has ever said this.' 
'"° Fatouros 445.2-21. 
""
1 Fatouros 445.22-24. 
""' Migne PG 99.389A. 
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The preface to his positive argument in Antirr Ill thus indicates how Theodore 
breaks through the theological stalemate of the controversy whereas Nicephorus fails to 
do so, even though both equally use Aristotelian terminology and logic. Theodore is 
convinced that the renaissance of learning makes it possible for the controversy to be 
resolved only through a re-examination and re-appropriation of the tradition of the 
Church. Theodore appreciates that the 'new learning' is actually the recovery of a fuller 
Aristotelian logic which has been an essential element in the development of the tradition. 
The eighth century exclusive reliance on the piling up of florilegia prevented the 
discernment of the logical distinctions and the creative application of syllogistic argument 
which had governed the arguments of the past and the development of doctrine. 
Theodore's viewpoint is that the tradition must be read and understood in a deeper way 
which reveals how the logical categories properly had been applied to theological 
discourse. This approach allows Theodore to present a creative mode of argument in 
Antirr Ill which makes use of philosophical categories to interpret the tradition as a 
developing clarification of the oiKovo!J.{o: grounded in a firmly established and fixed 
8Eo/..oy{o:. 
On the other hand the approach and method ofNicephorus' theological writings, 
dated between 813 and 828, has not sufficiently freed itself from that of the eighth and 
ninth century controversy as described in Theodore's review of the controversy in Antirr 
I and Il. The eighth century had begun with the Damascene's keeping a strict conceptual 
distance between his logical and theological writings, and consequently he did not apply 
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the logic to the image question.483 This was both a result of and a further contribution to 
the view that logic was a preparation for, but not necessarily part of, speculative 
philosophy. In like fashion, these two areas of learning largely remained apart in the 
writings and arguments of the eighth century. There was very little speculative and 
theological debate in the eighth century which furthered the logical distinctions or 
arguments of the tradition, for such debate was replaced by the collecting and organization 
of tlorilegia. 
At the beginning of the ninth century this changed. First, the importance of 
Aristotelian logic was recognized. Nicephorus showed familiarity with the contents of 
Aristotle's Physics and Metaphysics, in addition to his logical works. 484 He seemed aware 
of traditional definitions and logical distinctions in a form typical of that given by John of 
Damascus in his Dialectica. Second, this logic was formally and studiously applied to the 
image controversy. A comparison of Nicephorus' writings with those of John of 
Damascus led Alexander ( 1958b) to conclude that the technical and logical character of the 
argument had been greatly intensified and refined by the familiarization with Aristotelian 
thought. A comparison of the Damascene and Nicephorus makes it clear that Nicephorus 
was more bold in turning Aristotelian definitions to the actual image argument than was 
John of Damascus. Nicephorus was determined to overcome the distance of logical and 
speculative thought as one might see, for example, in the Damascene's Three Orations in 
'"' Oehler (1964), describes the Damascene's K6rj;d:\aw rj;t:\ooorj;tKd as 'meant to be a definitive 
treatment of the problems of logic. It includes outlines of Porphyry's Eioaywyrf and of a Neoplatonic 
commentary on Aristotle's Il6pt 'EpJ1 TJVdac:;, discussions of qn!atc:; and unoaTaatc:;, and a collection of 
definitions.' Yet he says, 'It is surprising that in his theological treatises John does not use all the terms he 
used in his logical treatise but, almost without exception, only such as were used by the Fathers and only 
with the meanings which they had in the Fathers .... It is therefore unlikely that the K6rj;d:\aw 
rj;tAooorj;tKd was meant to be a general philosophical introduction to the theological treatises.' (142). 
•-' Baudinet-Mondzain (1978) suggests that 'les connaissances de Nicephore en matiere de textes 
aristoteliciens sont vraisemblablement de deuxieme main.' (85-1 06, 86). 
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which there is no speculative attempt to make creative and innovative use of the 
philosophical definitions found in his Dialectica. 
Both Theodore and Nicephorus use Aristotelian language to refute the arguments 
ofthe iconoclasts.485 They both use the language of the Categories extensively to counter 
the iconoclast view that there is an essential identity between image and prototype, 
distinguishing artificial from essential image and assigning the artificial image to the 
category of relations.486 However, Nicephorus and Theodore represent two distinct phases 
in this beginning of the flowering of humanism. In the initial phase Nicephorus applies 
Aristotelian philosophical argument to the contemporary theological concerns, remaining 
within the set florilegia of the controversy. 487 Theodore also applies the Categories in his 
examination of the arguments in Antirr I and 11, but in Antirr Ill he goes beyond this 
endeavour by using the recently appropriated philosophical categories to re-read the 
tradition and apply the philosophical and theological history to the contemporary image 
debate. Nicephorus' first step was insufficient for Theodore, and thus in the preface to 
Antirr Ill Theodore cautions that the direct application of Aristotelian reasoning to 
contemporary theological problems apart from the witness of the tradition (as found in 
"; Nicephorus wrote all of his theological tractates against the iconoclasts after 815: the Apologeticus & 
Antirrhetici and the Contra Eusebium & versus Epiphanidem. Finally, Nicephorus wrote the Refutatio et 
Eversio, described by J.M. Featherstone (1977) as 'the longest ofNicephorus' compositions; it is also the 
least satisfYing: as we shall see, it is largely a rhetorical re-working of bits and pieces of the author's earlier 
works.' (xvii). 
"
86 Schonbom (1994), 215 gives a good example ofNicephorus' efforts to apply Aristotelian logic in his 
detailed and sustained refutation of Eusebius' formulation that 'The form of the servant has been totally 
transformed into ineffable, inexpressible light, into light proper to the Word of God.' Schonbom reviews 
this passage from 'Contra Eusebium', in J.B. Pitra, ed., Spici/egium So/esmense, vol I (Paris, 1952), 425f, 
in which Nicephorus not only uses the Categories to challenge the integrity of Eusebius' argument, but 
indicates a familiarity with Maximus' distinction between f..oyos- and Tpono,-. 
487 In his recent critical edition of the Refutatio, Featherstone (1997) comments critically: 'Indeed, the 
Refutation is as much a work of oratory as of theology. Nicephorus here rehearses most of the standard 
Iconodulic arguments, but perfunctorily, it seems; and one cannot help finding the text's rhetoric more 
interesting in itself: first fruits, as it were, of the "revival" of learning in the ninth century' (xx). The 
analysis of Mondzain-Baudinet ( 1989) also supports the notion that Nicephorus represents the first phase of 
a two part humanist renaissance. 
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the argument of Antirr I and 11 and witnessed in the writings of Nicephorus) has limited 
value. This application of Aristotelian logic had clarified some issues in the debate, but it 
had failed to resolve the central theological dimensions of the controversy. 
In the introduction to his own critical edition of the Refutatio, Featherstone (1997) 
judges harshly Nicephorus' attempt to apply Aristotelian thought to the image debate: 
Perhaps most infelicitous of all is the author's use in the Refutation of the 
Aristotelian material which had been introduced into iconodulic argumentation in 
the second period of iconoclasm ... As with so much else in the Refutation, the 
Aristotelian arguments occur in bits taken from Nicephorus' earlier works. 
Compare, for example, the (already weak!) argument of the relation of image to 
prototype in the first Antirrheticus, in answer to Constantine V's Christological 
objections, with the inept refitting of this same argument in the Refutation in 
answer to the charge of 'counterfeit' images.m 
Although generally more favourable in his assessment ofNicephorus' arguments, 
Alexander (1958b) gives several examples where Nicephorus unsuccessfully attempts to 
apply the Aristotelian doctrine of the categories and Aristotelian physical science, to 
Constantine V's ITEU<JHS".489 He concludes that Nicephorus' attempt to refute part of the 
IlED<JEtS' by an argument from the category of relation is 'erroneous'; that his lengthy 
argument of cause and effect, dependent upon Aristotle's Physics and Metaphysics, 'is as 
faulty as the one discussed in connexion with the category of relation;' 490 and that even 
Nicephorus' unique contribution to the doctrine of images (his distinction between 
'"' Featherstone (1997), xx. 
'"'Alexander (1958b), 201-203. 
~9" Alexander (1958b), 205. 
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circumscription and religious art) resulted in an argument which is 'confused. >491 
Regardless of his 'lack of tight reasoning which distinguishes the works of the Aristotelian 
school, ' 492 Alexander says ofNicephorus' theological treatises: 
What remains true is that they are scholastic from beginning to end. From the first 
warning of the distinguendum est (ypa<Pli and nEptypa<Pli) to the careful definitions 
borrowed from the highest theological authority (John of Damascus), terminology 
and argumentation are coloured with the scholastic dye. 493 
The suggestion here is that the whole ofNicephorus' argument remains within the broad 
conceptual framework that had been shared by the opponents since the beginning of the 
controversy. Nicephorus was not able to understand the authority of the tradition of the 
church beyond a piling up of florilegia. In this way, Nicephorus remained true to his 
times: 
They [Byzantine thinkers of the seventh to tenth century] did not read them 
[ancient works] much; they were easily content with florilegia, collections of 
quotations, glossaries, commentaries and manuals. They did not seek out the spirit 
of them; everything seems to have been reduced to techniques. Often their erudition 
surprises us, but if we look closely, is ancient literature for them anything but a vast 
store of props at the service of a learned and complicated 'rhetoric'?'9' 
Alexakis ( 1996) traces the development and dependence of the eighth and ninth century 
,.
1 Alexander ( 1958b ), 210. 
'"'Alexander (1958b), 201. 
'"' Alexander ( 1958b ), 211. 
m Lemerle ( 1986), 352. 
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florilegia and shows that Nicephorus made use of the huge iconophile florilegium of 770 
which was the collection of all earlier iconophile florilegia, including the florilegia of the 
Damascene. His dependence upon florilegia indicates an understanding of the tradition as a 
set 'external authority' which did not lead Nicephorus to desire to understand the 
philosophical and theological principles as revealed in their historical development. Thus, 
he was not able to break out of the methodological impasse which had stalemated the 
debate for so long. For example, in his final work, Refutatio et Eversio, the first part 
contains a systematic refutation of the Horos of 815 and the second part is a criticism of 
the 815 florilegium. Alexander describes the second part of the Refutatio et Eversio as 
follows: 
Nicephorus' system of refuting the heretical florilegium is as follows. Wherever 
possible he undertakes to prove that the quotations do not actually belong to the 
Church Father to whom they are attributed. This proof is conducted in such a way 
that the iconoclastic quotation is confronted with undoubtedly genuine works of the 
Father in question and found to be inconsistent with this second text. Where this 
method of rebuttal is impossible, Nicephorus shows that although the quotation is 
genuine, it is not really directed against image-worship. This method makes the 
second part of the Refutatio et Eversio a long-drawn-out duel of quotations."" 
It is precisely this 'proof text' approach which Theodore describes in Antirr II as 
ultimately ineffective in resolving the theological debate. 
This discussion has established significant differences between Nicephorus and 
Theodore. As an early representative of the renaissance of Aristotelian thought in the late 
m Alexander (1958b), 181. 
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eighth and early ninth century, Nicephorus is not skilled in his application of Aristotelian 
logic to the image question.496 Theodore's superior skill in this regard, long overlooked by 
scholars, recently has begun to be noticed. 497 Nicephorus continues to see theological 
debate as grounded in the authority of tradition as transmitted fully in florilegia. This 
dependence on florilegia, characteristic of his age, hides from Nicephorus a deeper 
understanding of the theological issues within the tradition, and prevents his appreciation 
of the strength of the iconoclastic argument. This also makes it impossible for him to 
discover the application of the Aristotelian logic as it was 'baptized' developmentally 
within the writings of the tradition itself. The Aristotelian logic is not something apart 
from and applied to the issues of the tradition, but like the whole neoplatonic history, its 
philosophical tools and concepts gave shape to and influenced the formation of every 
aspect of developing Patristic thought. Theodore' s Antirr Ill acknowledges the role of the 
Aristotelian logic in better understanding the tradition as an evolving clarification of the 
Christian otKovoiJ-{o: grounded in a firmly established and fixed 8Eo/..oy{o:. Theodore's 
appreciation of the wider historical and philosophical understanding, gained through a re-
reading of the authoritative texts of the tradition is what distinguishes Antirr Ill from the 
writings of Nicephorus. 
It is within this deeper and renewed appreciation of the core teachings of the 
tradition of the Church that the resolution of the controversy will be discovered. 
'
96 Alexander (1958b ), 201-211. 
'"'Cf., for example, Featherstone (1997), xx. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The response to 815: Antirr Ill 
The urgency 
So far we have considered the entire Antirr from a theological perspective, and the style of 
Theodore's writing encourages such a reading. The juxtaposition of the orthodox and 
heretical positions throughout the Antirr clearly proceeds by the demands of an argument 
which is highly structured and intentional. The reader is not caught up in the intrigue or 
passion of an imagined dialogue between two rivals. The role reversed E:punanoKpwns- of 
Antirr I and II ('questions and answers': the heretics ask the questions in Antirr I, the 
orthodox in Antirr 11) and the interjections by the heretic of the most difficult theoretical 
anop{cn to his fresh argument in Antirr Ill, are formal, structured theological applications 
of the long-established monastic literary genre. 498 In treating the Antirr as a purely 
theological treatise I attempt to be true to Theodore's own purpose which is to offer a 
theological argument within the Christian ol.Kovo~-t{a whose timeless revealed truth is 
applied to images and defended by definition and logic within the tradition. His opening 
sentence to Antirr 11 reads: 
Because the word of truth is single and unshakable by nature, it is not subject to 
divisions of opinion or changes with time; for it is always glorifying and proclaiming 
"' As Louth (1998b) describes this phenomenon in Maxim us: 'the scholarly tradition finds a role within 
the monastic tradition.' (77). 
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the same doctrines, since it is free from all subtraction or addition. 
Thus to contextualize the Antirr as a 'period piece' illustrative of the style of argument of 
the second phase of the iconoclastic controversy is to dismiss the integrity of the treatise 
altogether. Theodore would have it judged by its legitimate use of logic and force of 
argument within the ongoing tradition. 
On the other hand, the historical circumstances which prompted the writing of the 
Antirr can help to explain the situation to which the argument, although complete in itself, 
responds. For theology is not an abstract subject for Theodore, unrelated to Christian 
devotion, worship and service. His letters reveal that Theodore writes this theological 
treatise for urgent pastoral reasons, although in the Antirr itself there is little to indicate 
this, and no reference to historical event. There are suggestions in his three prefaces, 
however, which help to place the setting of the Antirr. There he speaks of 'a certain 
heresy threatening us, barking at the truth and frightening unstable minds'; of the heretics 
who 'try to shake the understanding of the simpler people'; and that correct 
understanding is 'now hard-pressed by the attack of the iconoclast heresy.' 
It was the moderate 'new iconoclasm' of the softened claims of the 815 Council 
along with the offer of reconciliation to the iconophiles that the iconoclasts would endorse 
the putting up of images high up in churches (although likely only those which included at 
least an element of story-telling narrative), that signaled the crisis for Theodore, monk and 
abbot of the Stoudios monastery. The 815 Council convinced Theodore that much more 
was at stake here than just another church skirmish among the faithful in the east. As I 
suggested above, the claims of the 815 Council were carefully put together in such a way 
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as to be agreeable to both the emperor in the west (being largely in accord with the spirit 
of the Libri Carolini) and the papacy. Although it claimed only to be promoting the 
legitimacy of the 754 Council, the significance of the 815 opos- lay in its reserved tone. 
Compared with the highly charged debate of the previous century, the language of the 
opos- appeared to be balanced and moderate in spirit, appealing to a spirit of compromise 
and toleration. It submitted to the council authority of the 754 claims, but reduced the 
extremity of its language and demands wherever possible. Alexander (1953) 499 expresses 
surprise at the conciliatory tone of the 815 opos- and comments: 
one will have to admit it is an exceedingly tame and disappointing document ... while 
they do not hesitate to revile their opponents in a general way, they hesitate to 
drive them into theological despair: the argument of idol-worship is officially 
disclaimed by the Council, and the famous dilemma of Constantine V -
Monophysitism or Nestorianism - is presented without naming these heresies. 
Alexander is wrong to suppose that the 815 proceedings were a 'tame' (and thus 
inadequate) expression of a well known extreme position. Rather, the 815 position was 
quite different from that of 754. It was representative of the moderate 'new iconoclasm' 
under emperor Leo V and his freshly appointed patriarch Theodotus. This 'new 
iconoclasm' is described by Theodore in his Antirr II preface and reviewed throughout 
Antirr Il. It acknowledges the usefulness of the narrative image, 500 forbids the offering of 
m Alexander (1953), 41. 
'"'In the Antirr 11 preface Theodore describes the new moderate iconoclast as one who says on Kaf..ov ~ 
laTopta, E:~ll'Y~aEw<; Kat avaf!v~aEw<; /..oyov Exouaa: (that the depiction is good, because it is useful 
for education and memory) Migne PG 99.352C. 
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npooKUVTl<JlS' to these images, allows them to be displayed high up in churches/01 and 
strictly forbids any post resurrection depiction of Christ. 502 The 815 opos- said very little 
on its own, content to gently summarize and condone the 754 Council (removing the 
names of heresies attributed to the iconophiles, as noted in the quote above), and to 
summarize and condemn the 787 Council for promoting the manufacture of spurious 
images ( Twv tj;Euowvu IJ-WV Elxovwv) and the giving of n pooKuvTlots- to other images. It is 
at least possible that the wording here is more significant and the syntax more careful than 
modem scholars have noticed. A straight reading of the text of the 815 o pos- suggests that 
its disapproval of the 787 o pos- was twofold. On the one hand, it condemned the 
manufacture of a certain type of image (viz. Twv tj;EuowvuiJ-wv ElKovwv) and on the other, 
it condemned the excessive honour which was paid to other images. These other images 
(i.e., those not 'spurious') were presumably legitimate to manufacture, but it was heretical 
to offer npooKUVTl<JlS' to them. This would be consistent with the famous request ofLeo V 
to Patriarch Nicephorus, in December 814, just four months before the 815 Council 
convened. This request of the emperor to the patriarch seemed innocent enough. Leo V 
appealed to the charity of Nicephorus for the sake of the laity who were unsure or 
confused about the offering of npooKuVTl<JlS' to images, in the interest of olKovoiJ-{a, to 
remove the lower images for risk of improper offering of npooKUVTl<JlS' but to allow the 
higher ones to remain. 503 It would seem that the higher images could not have been those 
50
' See Anrirr 11 preface (Migne PG 99.3720) and the new-style moderate iconoclast who admits that KO:yw 
6~ TtiJ.W O:vw<jlEpij E.wv T~v EtKova XpwToD (I too honour the image of Christ, when it is placed up 
high.) Migne PG 99.372A. 
502 The final series of objections in Antirr 11 (Migne PG 99.381 B-388A) is from the iconoclast who 
concedes Christ is circumscribed before his passion, but not after his resurrection, El Kat w(lof..oyT]Tat 
nEpt ')'E')'pa<jl8at TOV Kuptov ~ (lWV 'I T]GOUV XptaTOV, af..Aa llEXpt TOU na8ous-, ounw OE (lET cl T~V 
avaawatv. (381C). 
503 This new moderate view of the iconoclasts is reflected in the Antirr preface and later by the iconoclast 
speaker in Antirr 11 (Migne PG 3520 and 372A). 
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described by the 815 Council just four months later as Twv <j;Euowvu ~wv ' , ElKOVWV 
(deceitful or spurious images) because this specific type of image presumably would not 
have been permitted at all. 
What are these spurious images? It is very possible that this could be a reference 
to the isolated Christ-E\xwv or full single E\xwv of the Theotokos or a saint, as opposed to 
a broader narrative representation in which such an dKwv might appear? That is, if the 
painting contained no story-telling teaching value whatsoever, it would be called a 
'spurious image' because its only purpose would have been for the offering of 
npoaKUVTJCYtS. At the time that the iconophiles are being asked to accept the images high 
up in the churches (images which are at least partially narrative), the 815 opos- declares: 
(Embracing the straight doctrine we banish from the catholic church the invalid 
production, presumptuously proclaimed [by the Seventh Ecumenical Council of 787] of 
the spurious images). ' 504 My speculation about the identity of the spurious image is 
supported by the 824-5 letter of Michael 11 to Louis the Pious where we read, 'Imagines 
de humilioribus locis auferri ... [of the others] ut ipsa pictura pro scriptura haberetur.' 505 If 
this is a reference to the situation just prior to 815, the images recommended to be placed 
at the higher levels definitely contain an element of Biblical or church historical narrative, 
even if it might happen to include a formal ElKwv as well. If placed high in the church the 
narrative aspect of the image could teach but any formal ElKwv included in the painting 
could not be offered npoaKUVTJCYtS. 
50
-' Trans. of Alexander (1953), 41. 
505 M.G.H. Leges, III.ii.479, in the Libellus synodalis of825, cited by Martin (1930), 165. 
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Regardless, a very moderate iconoclasm is being described. Was this new moderate 
iconoclasm a compromise which Leo hoped to be acceptable to both east and west? It is 
possible to see this new moderate iconoclasm as an attempt by Leo V to develop a 
doctrine of the image which would appeal both to the political and ecclesial powers in the 
west (at a time in which it was important for the east to establish positive relations with 
Rome and the Carolingians) and at the same time as a reasonable compromise in the east 
to resolve the image controversy which had caused so much division in the church. 
The hope of the emperor and bishops in the 815 Council that this moderate 
iconoclasm would find general approval within Byzantium was realized. Theodore's 
letters reveal that the moderate position of the post-815 iconoclasts was attractive to 
many and this relaxed dogma of the iconoclast position made it difficult to maintain a 
strong and rigorous opposition. In Fatouros 3 93 (c. 817 -18) Theodore coins a word 
\tE<JonovT]pos-' to mean something like 'moderately evil' to describe how some orthodox 
iconophiles viewed the softer position of the 815 iconoclasts. Theodore warns that this 
minimizing of the heresy is treacherous and that the iconoclast heresy is nothing other 
than the denial of Christ. Theodore describes how the iconoclasts often operate; they 
appear to be friendly, first inviting the iconophile to have a meal, then for conversation, 
and finally to worship together. In response to these 'devious plots', Theodore 
encourages the faithful not to compromise by taking communion with the iconoclasts, and 
he sometimes forbids any association with them at all. At every turn Theodore uses the 
strongest language to point out the utter apostasy and great danger of the iconoclast 
position. Even after Leo's persecution comes to an end Theodore writes: 
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Ko:'t t.oytKws- t.unwao: · To 11 E:v q>t. TJVo:<J>El: xpwTov 11 ~ nEpt ypa<J>E08o:t Ko:Ta Tov 
TOU 0uliJ.O:TOS' xo:po:KTTjpo:, OTTEp E0TlV O:vo:tpETlKOV TOU oapKO: YEVE080:l TOV 1\oyov 
(El yap aap~, naVTW<;' KO:l TTEpl yp&<j>ono, ETTEl <j>aVTO:OIJ.O: TO Euo:yyEt.u;;o IJ.EVOV 
(No heresy that has boiled up from the Church has been worse than that of 
Iconoclasm. It has denied Christ, and raging furiously by deeds and words it strikes 
him in the face. The one who babbles that Christ cannot be circumscribed according 
to his bodily character is a destroyer of the notion that the word became flesh, for if 
flesh it would be entirely able to be circumscribed, but rather he is a phantasm in the 
manner of thought of the evangelism of the Manichees). 
Theodore insists in this letter that by the rejection of the Christ-E\.Kwv, Christ is rejected, 
just as Christ is confessed in the affirmation ofhis El.Kwv. 507 Theodore became particularly 
discouraged as abbots and monks defected to the 815 position. By 817 his letters reveal 
that large numbers of monks joined the iconoclasts. 508 In Fatouros 333 he tells of a former 
orthodox Stoudite monk Leontius who sides with the iconoclasts and is made 'illegal' head 
of the Stoudios and Saccoudion monasteries. Even worse in some ways, is the strategy of 
some abbots formally to sign the oath to declare that one does not give npocrKUVT]CJtS' to 
the dKwv, in order secretly to maintain the practice. Theodore writes sternly to the Abbot 
Eustratios: 
'"
6 Fatouros 425.35-40. 
507 
'<.ocJTE Tfj Tfj<; El.Kovoc; apvr)an apvE1.a8a{ EOTl XptaTOV, we; Kal EIJ.TTaAlV Tfj OiJ.OAOYlQ: 
oiJ.ol\oy€ta8al.' To Thaddaeus, 816. Fatouros 183.9-10. The same language is used in Fatouros 301,817-
18, written to those imprisoned from his own place of exile, and in many other letters. 
508 See Fatouros 275, 332. 
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The reports of credible authorities have caused me great pain. I speak of your 
hyprocritical oath. Pardon me, honoured one, if I speak candidly. It was not without 
reason that you were arrested by the imperial authorities and remained unpunished, 
that is to say, were let go free .... And do not tell me that your churches have been 
saved, your Tas- \.<nop(os remain intact, and the name of our holy patriarch kept in 
the Office. That is what others claim who have been caught in the trap. It is not 
possible to have kept these things except at the price of betrayal of the true faith. 
What use is it to make ourselves useless who are in name and fact the Temple of 
God and preserve lifeless buildings? ( Tl TO o<j>EAOS", El lJilElS", o\. vaos- 8EOU Kat 
oVTES" Kat AfYOilEVot, ~XpEu.08T] llEV Kat (Xtj.n)xous- o'(Kous- nEptEnot T]<JallE8a;) The 
ElKwv of Christ, as well as that of the Theotokos and of any saint, does not perish. 
It remains in them as in its prototype. The ones who really perish are those who 
seem to destroy the Ei.Kwv: and the same holds true for those who treat such people 
sparingly, thus avoiding the suffering that results from speaking openly .... Let the 
whole material world of things perish; let the certain damnation of the soul be 
known, which is the portion of every prevaricator.;o• 
All of these factors help to provide the context for the writing of the Antirr which 
Theodore undertook only when convinced of the pastoral urgency for an adequate 
apologia for the Byzantine Christian ElKwv. He did not intend to present a disinterested 
theory of art or Christian representation, but suddenly and passionately entered the 
debate after the 815 Council and beginning of the persecution of Leo V. He undertook the 
dual task of highlighting the severity of the iconoclast heresy and encouraging those who 
had been banished, persecuted, imprisoned, and tortured for their faithfulness to Christ, 
the Theotokos and the saints, through their refusal to take an oath not to offer 
509 Fatouros 448. 
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npoaKUVT)GlS" to an EtKwv. Only Theodore's own words can portray the urgency with 
which he writes. Here are three brief introductions to letters written in each of three years 
following 815. They are chosen not primarily as examples of Theodore' s elegant yet 
sincere hyperbole in describing the Leontine persecutions, but to illustrate Theodore's 
determination to highlight the apostasy of the iconoclast position. It is important to note 
that each of these letters then proceeds to address significant theological aspects of image 
doctrine. In Theodore's mind there can be no divorce between pastoral and dogmatic 
issues. These letters also reveal that for Theodore the resolution of the terrible image 
controversy in the church will only be achieved by a renewed proper philosophical and 
theological understanding of Christian prayer and worship. The first letter is addressed to 
the exiled and imprisoned: 
Grace to you and peace, to speak to you in an apostolic manner, from God our 
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, who is our hope. For him and through him is our 
persecution, affliction, distress, destitution, exile, prisons, penalties and whatsoever 
other things we have met and suffered in tribulation. Because of this, my brothers in 
love, although our humble face is absent, we send this epistle to you as an 
encouragement that you may know that we remember you without ceasing in our 
humble prayers. We recollect and keep each one of you in our thoughts. With tears 
and groaning we lift our hands to God so that we might appropriately enter into 
your struggle for truth with one spirit and one soul and proceed from our holy 
monasteries, as from a nest. In this way we shall persevere even to the end through 
the strength of the Lord. 5"' 
51° Fatouros 221.1-16, c. 815-16. 
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The second is written after the death of Thaddaeus (end of 816) and another 'martyr'. 511 It 
is addressed to fellow monks who have been imprisoned: 
We are, 0 brothers, in this crooked and perverse generation, as lights shining in 
the darkness of heresy, even as Christ chose us in his glory, in the glory of 
orthodoxy. As there were those who established us, even so we afterwards give 
support and example to them, and in the day of Christ we shall be found ecstatic 
with joy. And in truth we have the testimony of those devoted ones who shine 
even yet more brightly: 512 
The third is written from 'captivity': 
I am late in writing to your holy father because I was hindered by those keeping me 
in captivity. I heard a long time ago of your incarceration because of the Lord and 
the work of your brave struggle. But God is praised, who calls your piety to the 
confession of his son Jesus Christ, our Lord and our God. For to suffer bravely in 
defence of the EI.Kwv of his bodily xapaKTfjp is nothing other than to be a martyr for 
him because the EiKwv is one and the same in hypostatic likeness to him who is 
imaged. (ou yap Tt aA.Ao EGTlV TO UTIEP rfjs- ElKOVOS' TOU GWI.WTtKOU auTOU 
Thus, from his various places of exile and house imprisonment in Bithynia, central 
511 Fatouros 301.44-46. Thaddaeus died after having been flogged one hundred and thirty times. In 
Fatouros 186 he is called 6 11apTuS' XpwToD Gaooal.os- (I. 30) and consequently Theodore begs his 
intercessions: ~EO!lal oou, aytE TOU 8EOU 8aooatE, npEO~EUE uni:p EllOU TOU ava~{ou OOUAOU 
oou (26,27). 
512 Fatouros 301.59-65. 
511 Fatouros 305.1-9. 
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Asia Minor, and Smyrna from 815 to 820514 Theodore held the dispersed Stoudios 
community together and encouraged many others through his voluminous correspondence. 
We must remember that only ten percent of the letters from this period deal substantially 
with questions of image theology. Although the theological and devotional controversy 
and its accompanying persecutions affected all aspects of life in Byzantium during these 
years following 815, Theodore exhibited a broader care and concern for his monks and 
those who turned to him for counsel. In the 557 letters edited by Fatouros we find 
correspondence to both men and women: laity, priests, bishops, theologians, patriarchs 
and emperors. In these letters Theodore gives confidence to the Christian who is being 
persecuted, urges resolve to the one who is being tempted by the iconoclasts, pronounces 
harshly on those who have betrayed the offering of npooKUVTJCJlS' to the EtKwv,515 counsels 
those who have repented of their apostasy, gives much spiritual counsel in many areas of 
Christian living, teaches the doctrine of the liturgical, doctrinal and devotional EtKwv to 
those who seek a greater understanding, arms those with doctrine who are being persuaded 
by the arguments of the iconoclasts, and challenges patriarchs and emperors alike to 
uphold the Christian tradition concerning the offering ofnpoaKUVTJGlS' to the dKwv. 
During these years (821-826) the catacheses contained in the PC are also being composed 
and sent out by Theodore, in which Theodore continues his teaching about the ascetic 
struggle and the ongoing purification of the soul. 
'
1
' See Fatouros (1991a), 17,18 who summarizes Theodore's movements during these years from the 
evidence of Vita A and Band the letters. 
515 Cf. Fatouros 384 (c. 818) which tells ofthe apostasy of a Stoudite monk Anatolios, and describes 
discipline for various forms of apostasy, including the apostasy oftaking a public oath (written?) that they 
do not give npo(JKuvl](Jt<; to any EiKwv, and the act of whitewashing an EiKwv: 'If anyone swears he does 
not venerate a divine EiKwv, and does not receive an Orthodox monk; then, after taking the oath, recognizes 
his guilt, repents, and venerates secretly, the fault is grave, since he has already denied Christ, the 
Theotokos, and the saints. Let him be excluded from the divine mysteries for a period of three years, and 
this is very lenient. If anyone through fear whitewashes an EiKwv of Christ, or of any saint, let him be 
excluded from communion for a year.' (31-37) 
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The Antirr was written within a year or so of the 815 Council and as the 
persecution of iconophiles under Leo V was intensifying. It had a clear spiritual and 
practical purpose and must be approached in the particular context of ninth century 
Byzantium. Theodore was not defending the Christian representation of images in general, 
but the offering of npooKUVT)<HS' to Christ through the liturgical, doctrinal and devotional 
Christ-dKwv. But at the same time that we admit that the historical context can assist us 
better to interpret the intent and language of the Antirr, Theodore only achieves his 
theological purpose if he is successful in producing an apologia which is grounded in a 
logical and philosophical presentation of the central themes of the tradition as established 
in Scripture, Fathers, Councils, creeds and canons. Aware of the failure of the appeal to 
the authoritative Fathers in the eighth century to produce such an apology, throughout the 
entire argument of Antirr Ill Theodore makes mention of only one quotation from Basil. 
Antirr Ill is the demonstration of the iconophile position that it is necessary within the 
Christian ol.Kovo,.da for every faithful Christian to offer npooKUVT)<HS' to Christ in and 
through the Christ-El.Kwv. To fail to do so is to deny the offering of npooKuvl)ots to his 
Lord. In the writing of Antirr Ill, Theodore is motivated by his care for the spiritual and 
eternal welfare of his monks and those who look to him for spiritual counsel. 
The letters and the Antirr: chronology 
In following the argument of Antirr Ill it will be helpful to have a clear sense of the 
chronology of the letters and their relation to the Antirr. In addition to the preliminary 
ordering of the letters which I outlined in the introduction, concepts and arguments within 
the letters also betray a sequential ordering which Fatouros and others have not explored. 
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Theodore's use of the phrase Tj Tfjs- ElKovos- Tlfl.YJ E:nl_ TO npwToTunov 
6wf3a{vn from Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 is the most quoted passage in the image 
letters, occurring in twenty of the fifty letters. The complete sentence runs: 
[lta Kat ou noHa(, 6u5n ~ TTjs- Elxovos- Tlll ~ E:n\. TO npunoTunov 6wf3a{vn. 516 
(For as the power and authority which rules over us is one, so even is our giving of 
honour one and not many, because the honour of the Ei.Kwv passes to the 
prototype.) 
The phrase is quoted five times in the Antirr. 517 It is clearly the authoritative quotation and 
concept in Theodore's iconophile doctrine. 
In the twenty citations of this phrase in the image letters Theodore makes an 
interesting change in the prefix of the verb. The verb ow(3 a{ vn is replaced by the verb 
ava(3aivn. This change seems to happen for the first time in Fatouros 71 which is his 
letter to the 815 Council, presumably when they were still meeting sometime after Easter. 
This 'mis-quotation' is all the more remarkable in a letter to this Council because, as 
described above, Leo V had mandated John Grammaticus to take utmost care to procure 
books and complete texts instead of depending upon iconoclast florilegia. Theodore would 
have known this. After all, it was to the monasteries that the committee had gone to 
discover, consult, copy and collect full texts. He knew his letter would be closely 
scrutinized. Further, Theodore was not in exile at this time and had books at his disposal. 
Finally, in Fatouros 57, written five years previously, Theodore retained Basil's use of 
'
16 Fatouros 57, 28-30. 
"'Antirr 1.8, II.24, II.25, 11.29, III.B.4. 
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the the verb ow~aivn in citing this passage. 
But the mystery deepens. In only two of Theodore's letters dated definitively 
after 815 is ow~aivn used in the citation of the text: Fatouros 170 in 816 and Fatouros 
201, c.816-818. It is possible, remaining within the allowable datings of Fatouros, that 
these were the next two letters written after Fatouros 71, and that therefore there is a 
moment in 816 that Theodore consistently began to use ava~aivn in the citation of De 
Spiritu Sancta 18.45. There are twelve image letters after this date that cite this phrase 
with O:vo:~o:ivn. 518 Fatouros' dating also allows that the other three letters (17, 479, 491) 
which use ow~aivn in the citation, be dated prior to 815. 519 Further, if the Antirr is given a 
date within a year or so of the 815 Council, written in immediate response to the Council, 
then the Antirr itself fits into the theory that from a specific point in time in 816, after the 
composition of the Antirr, Theodore uses ava~aivn consistently in the citation. But 
why? 
First of all, it seems unlikely that this was a variant in the Basilian text at that 
time. In his consideration of the Parisinus graecus 1115 (a manuscript dated 1276 with an 
archetype from 774/5), Alexakis (1996Y20 considers this passage as part of his review of 
the immense iconophile florilegium put together in Rome in 770 and its relation to the 787 
Council. It was from this 770 florilegium that the Parisinus graecus 1115 is derived. In 
his comments on the citation 'oton ~ Tfjs EiKovos Tl!J. ~ E:n't To npwToTunov 
ow~ai vn' which is included in the proceedings of the 787 Council, he suggests that the 
earliest source for the citation as it appears in the 770 florilegium is the Doctrina 
''
8 Fatouros 60, 63, 64, 221, 225, 305, 380, 393, 408, 427, 463, 546. These are all dated post 815, and 
conceivably after Fatouros 170 and 20 I if these are both given early dates within Fatouros' scheme. 
'"Letter 17 is undated by Fatouros but traditionally is considered to be early, appearing in Sirmond 1.17. 
Letter 479 is dated by before 815. Letter 419 is entirely undated. 
"" A lexakis (1992), 151-2. 
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Patrum. 521 This citation finds its way via the 770 florilegium and 787 Council proceedings 
to the Pari sinus graecus 1115. The citation in each of these sources is identical with the 
modern version of the text (Pruche 1968). The citation as quoted (Bwf3a{vn) is 
consistently found in John of Damascus522 and Nicephorus. In none of this textual history 
is there any suggestion that Theodore would have discovered avaf3a{vn as a variant to 
Bwf3a{vn in a received text of Basil. How then do we account for this exchange of 
avaf3a{vn for Bwf3a{vn in Theodore's citation of Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45? 
Second, Theodore is renowned for his paraphrasing when referring to a text. This 
is true particularly when he was writing from exile without benefit of a library. Excepting 
Fatouros 71, all ofthe letters in which avaf3a{vn appears in the citation were written 
when Theodore was in his third exile. These letters were written in various places of 
confinement from Metopa to Bonita to Smyrna, under Leo V, and from Smyrna to 
Acragas and finally to the island of Prinkipo, under Michael II. It is unlikely that he was 
able to consult books. Nicephorus, on the other hand, although less able to communicate 
and correspond with others, continued to have a 'well stocked library' at his disposal 
during his imprisonment. 523 Thus perhaps Theodore, without his books at hand, 
mistakenly recalled the verb with ava- prefix instead of the correct ota- prefix. According 
to this speculation, Theodore would have composed the Antirr just before his exile, with 
books at hand and the citation quoted accurately. 
Militating against this theory are three considerations. First is the use of avaf3a{vn 
m The Doctrina patrum de Incarnatione Verbi is an up to date dogmatic florilegium of Christological 
orthodoxy from the early eighth century. It cites 93 different writers and documents under a series of 
doctrinal headings. 
522 Contra imaginum 1.21,41-43; 1.35, 11.31, III.48; 1.51, II.47. Kotter (1975) 108, 147, 154. 
523 This is the opinion of Alexander (1958b) and O'Connell (1972) who cites Photius, Epistolae, Migne 
PG 102.768. This is also borne out by Nicephorus' texts. In late 816 Theodore describes him as 'hidden 
away' (h napa~ucnlJI). Fatouros 222. 
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in F atouros 71 to the 815 Council when we know Theodore had books at hand. Second is 
the importance of this citation for Theodore's ElKwv theory and his use of the correct 
form of the verb in five letters before 815. Third, in Fatouros 427 (undated 524) a monk 
Theodoros writes to Theodore and challenges his substitution of avaf3a{vn for Bwf3a{vn 
in the Basil citation. Let us observe Theodore' s reply. 
Theodore immediately admits the error (To <Y<j>cOq.w). But then he goes on to 
defend his use of avaf3a{vn. 'Besides, in this it bears both understandings. (nAYJV El<; 
Tmhov <j)EpEl Tov voDv d:ll<t><hEpa.)' Theodore claims that both in the case of the 
natural image (<j>u<YtKfjs- E\.Kovos-) and ofthe image technically produced (TEXVT]TT]s-), the 
honour of the image ascends to the prototype. ( ~ Tfjs- ElKovos- TlllTJ ' ' ' ETil TO 
' ' ' ) npWTOTUTIOV avaf3atVEl . 
Theodore then interprets Luke 1 0.16, 'He who rejects you, rejects me; and he who 
rejects me, rejects the one who sent me.' He reasons that as the Son is the natural image of 
the Father, so the fashioned devotional EiKwv is the To TEXVT]Tov image of the Son. 
According to similarity (Ka8' 611otw<Ytv) our 'character' (6 xapaKT~p) has a relation to the 
Incarnate Son, but not to the Father: 
ETIEl6~ 8EOU Kat av8pwnwv TO llE<JOV annpov· on b llEv aKTl<JTOS', anEplAT]TITOS', 
anEptypanTOS' Kat o<Ja TfjS' mhfjs- <JU<JTOlXtas-, av8pwnot BE KTl<J!la, <JW!la, 
nEptypallllOS' Kat ooa O!lO<JTOlXa TOIJTWV. 
(Because there is an infinite distance between God and man. For God is uncreated, 
incomprehensible, uncircumscribable, and those things of his rank: but men are 
created, in body, able to be depicted and whatsoever of those things are of his rank.) 
"' Fatouros refuses to assign a date. He cites Dobroklonskij who suggests 815-826. Our argument will 
indicate c. 819-826. 
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We learn here that Theodore's use of ava- has to do with emphasizing the ineffable nature 
of the Godhead and maintaining an awareness of the infinite distance between God and 
man. As the mediator, Christ is approached by us through his fashioned ElKwv (which 
shows a 'character' similar to ours), and in turn Christ approaches his Father as his 
natural ElKwv. Christ both reveals the Godhead and maintains its essential hiddenness at 
the same time. He is the one mediator between God and man. 
Theodore thanks the monk Theodoros for his question about d: va- and ota-
because it helps to clarify the relation of the ElKwv of Christ to Christ himself and thus to 
the Father: 
Ka\. EUYE TO npof3Al)llU <JOU, on UTTEOEt~EV ~lllV E~ mhi'j<;" Ti'j') 8EOAEKTOU <j>wvi'j') 
EV TiJ a8ETr]<JEt Ti'j') ElKOVO') a\nov a8ETEt<J8at Kal EV Tij mhoD Xpt<JTOU 
a8ETTJ<JEt a8ETEl<J8at TOV TTaTEpa TOV TIE ll4JaVTa mhov- KQl EUpt<JKOVTat Ol 
ElKovo11&xot ouK apv11<J1xpwTm 11ovov, at..t..a yap Ka't Tpw&pv11Tot. 
(And I am glad of your question, because it shows us from the divinely inspired voice 
itself that in despising the EtKwv he himself is despised: and in despising Christ 
himself the Father who sent him is despised. The iconoclasts are discovered 
therefore not to be deniers of Christ alone, but deniers of the three.) 
This is a crucial point for Theodore's image theology. The offering of 
npoaKUVTJGtS' to the ElKwv ultimately rises to the incomprehensible Trinity. In the same 
way, the despising of the ElKwv equally rises to the ineffable Trinity. In my opinion 
Theodore fears that this will not be understood unless he replaces ow~a{vn with 
d: va~a{ vn in the Basil citation; Theodore is not suggesting that Basil is in need of 
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correction, but only that his original meaning bears the sense of both prefixes. Fatouros 
427 continues: 
(With respect to 'crossing over', it bears 'the crossing over' in 'the ascending' ... 
Thus 'to ascend' and to 'cross over' are equally legitimate.) 
Within the general tradition, before the current demands to justify the devotional dKwv, 
notions such as of 'the Lord ascending' and 'Moses crossing over' were all understood to 
be included In the verb ow~a{vn. Theodore knows that the phrase in its original context 
described the relation between God the Only-Begotten Son and God the Father: 
(The Son is in the Father and the Father in the Son; What the Father is, the Son is 
likewise and vice versa - such is the unity.) 
In this context the use of the verb prefixed by avd- would be inappropriate. Basil wants 
to emphasize the divinity of Christ and goes on in the next sentence to say that being in 
the image of the Father in no way diminishes his divinity nor separates the glory given to 
either of them. The honour and glory given to the Son passes over (ow~a{vn) to the 
Father because they are of the same 'rank (6ru:5<JTo1xa). In replacing o1d- with avd-
Theodore claims that he is only bringing to the present debate that which Basil originally 
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intended and that which is true to the tradition. In the case of the npooxuv11cns- offered to 
the Christ-E\.Kwv, it must rise (avd-) to one of a different order (the Trinity). 
This shift in prefix is acceptable for Theodore precisely because he knows the 
tradition so well. He is aware that throughout the Cappadocian and more recent ascetic 
tradition the terms Ota~a{vnv/ota~a<JlS', ava~a{vnvlava~aats-, llETa~atVElV /llETa~aots­
and other like compounds are used sometimes interchangeably and with a variety of 
meanings to speak of the ascent of the soul to God or the passage from sensible to 
intelligible realities. This general phenomenon, from Origen to Maximus, is commented on 
by Blowers (1991), 96-100. Blowers describes how Maximus uses a number of 
compounds of ~a( vn v to describe various aspects of the spiritual ascent and their 
relatedness. He then speculates why Maximus betrays a preference for the language of 
ow~a{ vn v/ota~aots- (whereas, for example, Gregory of Nyssa prefers the d v d-
terminology): 
[Maximus] concentrates on ow~a{vnvlota~aats- because they can convey for him 
both a sense of transcendence - in keeping with the need to 'pass over,' or to 
'ascend beyond,' sensible objects and the passions which they can spark - and yet 
also a crucial sense of continuity, namely, the necessity of first 'passing through' or 
'penetrating' sensible objects en route to the intelligible or spiritual truth that 
inheres, by grace, in those sensible things. ... Maximus strives to reflect the 
hierarchy and harmony, but also the dynamism and continuity, inherent in the 
created order ... 525 
Blowers' comments reveal why Theodore might choose to shift Basil's verb to 
5
'' Blowers (1991), 97, 99. 
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that of d:va~a{vEt. It was precisely the sense of continuity of the prototype with the 
sensible object of the El.Kwv (implied by the prefix ota-) that caused so much confusion in 
the image controversy. Whereas John of Damascus gave an apology for images in much 
the same terms which Blowers here attributes to Maximus- of divine inherence 'by grace, 
in those sensible things' - Theodore carefully avoids this language in his argument. Rather, 
as Theodore makes clear in Fatouros 427, the verb change is made precisely because d:va-
suggests the necessary sense of transcendence - of a passage of honour simultaneously 
from the Christ-d.Kwv to Christ himself, and from Christ to the very Godhead. 
All this explains why, in his letter to the 815 Council (Fatouros 71) Theodore 
makes the prefix change in the verb. He tells us in the preface to Antirr II that the 
moderate iconoclasm of 815 focused again on the charge of idolatry, as the bishops 'try to 
shake the understanding of the simpler people by saying that in offering npo<JKUVTJ<HS" to 
the ElKwv they are worshipping the creation instead of the Creator.' As he later explains in 
Fatouros 427, Theodore wanted to use language which avoided this charge of idolatry, and 
to offer an understanding of the offering of npooKUVTJ<JlS" to the ElKwv which maintained 
the 'infinite distance between God and man. ' 526 
A reading of the image letters in the chronology suggested by Fatouros has led us 
to an analysis of the re-working of a phrase in De Spiritu Sancta 18.45. It seems likely 
that at a certain point in his thinking about the image question, within eighteen months of 
the April 815 Council, Theodore decided consistently to replace ow~a{ vEl with 
d:va~a{vEt in the citation. If this is so, the Antirr and the letters Fatouros 170 and 201 
must be dated within these eighteen months. Fatouros 17, 479, 491 would all be dated 
prior to 815. As well as offering evidence for the dating of these letters, the discussion of 
516 Fatouros 427. 
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this citation from Basil will assist in the continuing argument. 
The pre-815 letters 
Consideration of Theodore's image theology must begin with Fatouros 57 and the other 
three image letters dated prior to 815. Fatouros 57 is the best known of all the letters 
because it has been often quoted by scholars as a succinct expression ofTheodore's image 
theology. In it Plato has asked Theodore to give the reason 'why it is necessary to offer 
npooKUVTJ<HS' to the holy Christ-EtKwv. ( nws- BEt T~v oEnT~v XpwTou ElKova 
n pooKUVEt v ). ' This is the question which will direct all of Theodore' s writing on image 
theology. It is important always to keep in mind that he has no interest in writing about 
'image theology' per se. His writing is driven by his concern for the spiritual well-being of 
Christians who are being denied access to worship of Christ and the Holy Trinity by the 
iconoclasts who forbid the offering of npooKuVTJOlS' to the ElKwv of Christ, the Theotokos 
or one of the saints. I have explained above why the resolution of the question of the 
Christ-EtKwv will also resolve all concerns about the offering of npooKuVTJOlS' to the ElKWV 
of the Theotokos or any of the saints. When I speak about Theodore' s image theology, I 
mean his attention to this question which Plato has put to him. Theodore addresses the 
broader issues of image theology only inasmuch as they support his defence of the 
offering of npooKuVTJOlS' to the Christ-EtKwv. Theodore's remarks in Fatouros 57 must be 
understood in this context. He will speak both of the specific relation of the Christ-E1xwv 
to Christ, and of the relation of the Divine Image of the only-begotten Son to the Father. 
Theodore's response is clear and definitive. He claims it wholly to be 'leaning upon the 
teachings of the Fathers.' 527 
527 
••• Tl) TWV ay{wv TTaTEpwv 6t6aoKaAtq: EnEpEtOOJlEVOV. Fatouros 57.114,115. 
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We are not surprised to learn that Theodore is writing only after being prompted 
for some time by Plato. He also mentions in his introductory remarks that he has spoken 
out before about this question. The only texts we have of Theodore before this date are a 
few of his early catecheses, in which he does not give significant teaching concerning the 
offering of npooxuvl)CHS" to the Christ-EtKwv, and the image letters 17, 479 and 491. Of 
these, only 491 directly addresses the question in a way which might make it the previous 
image treatise to which Theodore refers. There are some interesting comparisons and 
positive indications. 
Fatouros 491 is a shorter letter than Fatouros 57, and it is prefaced by the precise 
formal question, 'What should one call the Christ-E\.Kwv and why is it necessary to offer 
npoGKUVl)GlS" to it?' 528 Both letters cite the De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 passage, with the verb 
ow~a{vn. Both letters say that if the Christ-EtKwv is not offered npoGKUVl)GlS" then 'the 
mystery ofthe Ol.KOVOIJ.ta' 529 (To TfjS" OlKOVOIJ.laS" IJ.UGTrJptov) Or 'the OlKOVOIJ.ta of 
Christ' 530 (l] XpwToD otKovo~J.ta) is destroyed. Both letters warn that 1-aTpE{a must not 
be given to the Christ-EtKwv, but then go on to describe how the offering of npoaKUVl)GtS" 
to the Christ-EtKwv ascends to the Holy Trinity: 
o\hws- OUOE Ti] XpwTOU ElKOVl 1-aTpEUTEOV, ana npOCYKUVTj TEOV, naGWV TWV 
1-aTpEUTlK~V npOCYKUVTJCYlV Tf\5" 'Ay{as- Tpufoos- ava<j>EpOilEVWV" "'' 
(Thus one must not give 1-cnpda to the EiKwv of Christ, but rather one must offer 
npocrKUVTJCYlS", such that all those offering npocrKUVTJCHS" through the means of the 
528 ITws- I>E'i Kah1v T~v XpwToiJ EtKova Kat nws- mh~v npoaKuvEiv xpr]. Fatouros 491.3. 
529 Fatouros 491.26. 
5311 Fatouros 57.116. 
"' Fatouros 491.33-35. 
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prototypes themselves, are raised up into the one and only g1vmg of t..aTpE{a, 
offering npoaKVVYJCHS' to the Holy Trinity.) 
OUl [1E00U TWV KaT' mhaS' npWTOTVTIWV ETil 8EOV ava~at VOV0YJS' Kal Ola TOiJTo 
[ililS' Kat [lOVYJS' OU0YJS' AaTpEUTlKi)S' npo0KUVrJ0EWS' Ti)S' aytaS' Kal O[lOOU0lOU 
Tpu:f6oS'. 532 
( ... [those who approach the EiKwv] are raised up to God by means of the prototypes 
themselves and because of this there is one only offering of npoaKVVYJGlS' which is 
f..aTpEia for the holy and consubstantial Trinity ... ) 
This similarity of content and expressiOn indicates the likelihood that as he writes 
Fatouros 57, Theodore has his previous letter 491 in front of him, expanding and 
enhancing his initial answer to the question of offering npooxuvT]<JlS' to the Christ-E1.Kwv. 
In no other letter of the corpus does the expression 'Bta llE<Jou Twv KaT' a1nas-
npwToTunwv' appear. One can easily identify the themes of Fatouros 491 as they are 
expanded in Fatouros 57. 
Fatouros 491 says that there are those who refuse to offer npo<JKUVT]<JtS' to the 
holy EtKwv and those who say that in their offering of npo<JKUVT]<JlS' the prototypes 
themselves (mha Ta npwT<huna) are offered npo<JKUVT]<Jts- naturally(<j>u<JtKws-). Both 
positions are said to be equally blasphemous. If this is Theodore's first attempt to explain 
the necessity of offering npo<JKUVT]<JlS' to the Christ-EiKwv, it is clear that he decides in 
Fatouros 57 that his position requires a consideration of the notions of natural and 
artificial images. He must explain at greater length how it is that the Christ-El.Kwv can be 
so closely linked with Christ, yet not share his divine otJ<Jta. 
"'Fatouros 57.124-126. 
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It is also significant that Theodore uses a word in Fatouros 491 which he will 
never pick up again. This might be another indication that Fatouros 491 is Theodore's 
first image letter. The word ' 1J-E8EKTWs"' does not appear in any subsequent image letter. 
Lampe (1961) translates this word 'by participation'. 533 Theodore tells us that the 
prototype exists naturally but the derivative 'by participation'. (on EKEt 1-1-E:v <jluatKWS", 
EvTaD8a OE 1J-E8EKTWS" napEGTlV. 531) Theodore may have borrowed this idea from the 
Cappadocians' use of the concept of 'participation' in their understanding of man being in 
the 'image' and 'likeness' of God. 535 In their view, 'participation' is what produces the 
likeness of the copy to the prototype, and generally implies a sharing in the being of the 
prototype. The possibility of sharing in the being of God explains how the human image 
can participate increasingly in the divine attributes. However, regardless of Theodore's 
source, it is tempting to speculate that after this first image letter, Theodore decides to 
avoid this suggestive language of 'participation' with its imprecise yet strong ontological 
overtones. 
Theodore begins Fatouros 57 by defining the artificial El.Kwv as follows: 
xapaKTTjpa TOU apxETunou llllll]TlKWS" OElKVUCH. 
(Every artificial El.KWV is a likeness of that of which it is the EiKwv, in itself showing 
the xapaKTTjp of its apXETUTTOS" imitatively.) 
Dionysius' EH 4.3 is quoted in support: 
m Lampe (1961) cites it as a word which does not appear in Liddell and Scott. 
''" Fatouros 491.16, 17. 
'" See Harrison (1992), chapter three, 'The ontology of human participation in God'. 
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( ... the truth in the likeness, the archetype in the dxwv, each in the other, except 
for the difference in substance.) 
The EtKwv is said to be identical to the prototype 'by similarity'. (Tmhov yap i] ' ' EtKWV 
From this definition Theodore confidently claims that it follows that any and full 
npocrKUVl)<HS' offered to the EiKwv is offered to the prototype undivided. This is 
supported by Basil's De Spiritu Sane to 18.45. In the following brief commentary on this 
text, notice how Basil's original intention to protect the unity of 'our giving of honour' to 
both the EiKwv and the prototype is matched here with Theodore's additional equal 
emphasis on the unity of E1xwv and prototype: 
npwnhunov. 
(But if it [the honour] passes to the prototype, it is not more than one, but one and 
the same honorable offering of npocrKuvl]crtc;-, just as the prototype which receives 
npocrKUVT]<Jtc;- is one and the same even if it is in the El.Kwv .) 
Theodore next distinguishes natural dKwv from imitative Eixwv. The natural image 
( <j>umK~ EtKwv) has a hypostatic but not natural difference from its cause (al. nov) 536 The 
536 ~ iJ.EV ou <j>U<JlK~V ota<j>opav EXOU<Ja npos- TO ahwv, at-A' UTIO<JTaTlK~V. 
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Son is the natural dKwv of his Father. The imitative Eixu5v ( Eixwv IJ.lll T)TlKrl) has a natural 
but not hypostatic difference. 537 The Christ-EtKwv is the imitative image of Christ. 
As the relation of the dKwv (of the emperor) is in relation to the emperor 
IJ.liJ.T)TlKWS", so is the relation of the Son to the Father <j>uotKws-. As in the case of the 
artificial image (To TEXVT)Tov) the likeness is according to shape, 538 so in the case ofthe 
divine and simple nature, the unity is that of the community of the Godhead.539 
Theodore implies that these concepts and definitions must be rigorously applied 
in order to understand his caution in Fatouros 491 about the dangers of falling into one of 
two contrary heresies: of either attributing a substantial identity to the artificial EtKwv and 
prototype and eliminating their difference, or of not recognizing the hypostatic identity 
and thus dividing the npooKuVT)OtS". 
Theodore gives the well-known illustrations of the d.Kwv in the mirror and the 
impression of the signet ring to stress that the material itself (i.e. the mirror or the wax in 
these instances) is not part of the dKwv. He concludes: 
(All the uf...11 ofthe EtKwv remains without a share in the offering ofnpooKUVl]OlS" to 
Christ in it by likeness.) 
aKotvwv11 Tov E.on TiJ E.v ~ odKvuTal uA.lJ, ~-tEvov E.v Tfi Too XpwToO unooTaoEl .. 
(He has nothing in common with the uf...11 in which he is shown, remaining in the 
hypostasis of Christ...) 
5
'
17 <!>UOlK~V 6ta<l>opav EXOUOa, aA.A.' oux 1JTIOOTO.TlKIJV. 
538 KQTQ T~V i-!OP<I>~V ~ 01-lOlWOl<;'. 
519 Tfj KOlVWVlQ: Tf\S' 8EOTT}TO') ~ EVWOl<;'. 
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By this insistence that 'npooKUVT]CYlS" is not offered to the ouo{a of the ElKWV, for this is 
the unbefitting work of those who offer f..aTpda to the creature instead of the creator,' 
Theodore seeks to avoid the charge of idolatry. 
But this claim in itself does not undo the letter's strong language of hypostatic 
identity between Christ-EtKwv and prototype, and the claim for the unity of the 
npooKUVTJCYlS" offered to the Christ-EtKwv being received by the Triune Godhead. The 
iconoclasts would not be comforted to discover the following words in Theodore' s letter 
to Plato: 
(And in this way it remains that the offering of npooKUVT)CYt<; and glorification of the 
much hymned and blessed Trinity is one, even if in the npooKUVT)Ol<; of the Christ-
' ' ) ElKWV. 
Further, if we add to the strong language of Fatouros 491 and 57 the incident 
reported in letter 1 7 of the use of an holy El KW v for a baptismal sponsor, 540 it is clear that 
the iconoclasts of 815 could find reason, even in these letters, to believe that the offering 
of npooKUVTJOlS" to the Christ-dKwv was a form of idolatry. In Fatouros 17 Theodore 
explains that in the Scripture the centurion believed the word and 'the divine command 
took the place of the bodily presence, while here the bodily EtKwv took the place of the 
prototype(~ ow1.wnK~ EtKwv avT't Toll npwToTunov).' 541 Heasks,'Orhowisitnot 
'""Referred to as an excessive and unacceptable practice by Michael 11 in his letter of 824. 
'"' EKEt TO 8Etov npocnay11a avTt rijs- awflaTtKfiS" napoua{as;-, KavTaiJ8a ~ GWflaTlK~ EtKWV 
avTt TOU npwToTunou. 
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that that which is imaged in the E1xwv homonymously both is seen and believed to be in 
it?' 542 As in Fatouros 491 and 57, Theodore here supports these statements with De 
Spiritu Sancta 18.45, inclusive of the verb ow(3a{vn. In this context, ow(3a{vn would 
carry an implication of the 'passing over' of honour to someone of the same 'order' or 
'rank'. 543 It suggests a mutuality or reciprocal relationship. 
Modern scholars like to quote Fatouros 57 and 17 because some of Theodore's 
strongest ElKwv language is found here. Together with Fatouros 491, which we accept as 
Theodore's first attempt at an apology for the offering of npoaKUVT]GtS' to the Christ-
Ei.Kwv, we have discovered in these pre-815 letters the language of 'participation', 
'ow(3a{vn', npoaKUVl]GlS' ofthe Christ-ElKwv rising to become /\aTpda of the Divine 
Trinity, the hypostatic identity of the Christ-EiKwv and Christ, and 'the bodily image 
taking the place of the prototype.' 
The use of this type of language and expression within two decades of the 787 
Council would confirm the worst fears in anyone with iconoclast leanings. The 787 
Council had promoted the unrestricted offering of npoaKUVT]GtS' to the EtKwv of Christ, 
the Theotokos or one of the saints, largely supported by legend, hagiography and 
dogmatic statement. The 815 Council did not feel that 787 had presented any new 
argument that had not been dealt with previously by the 754 Council. Consequently, the 
815 Council was content mostly to re-affirm the teaching and canons of 7 54, as I have 
described above. It forbade the offering of npoaKUVl]GlS' to the Eixwv on the grounds that 
it led to worship of the creation instead of the creator. 544 It rejected entirely the 'spurious 
;'
1KC!l TIWS' oux\. EV Tij ElKOVl b ElKOVtt;;OilEVOS' 01-LWVUilWS' opiiTa{ TE KC!l ElvC!l TIWTEUETC!l; 
"' In fact, of course, this was Basil's original use of the word. The honour passes from the Divine Son to 
the Father (of the same rank), or from the image of the emperor to the emperor. 
;" See Fatouros 71 and the preface to Antirr III. 
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image', or the single liturgical, doctrinal and devotional ElKwv which had no element of 
narrative or l.oTop{a. It will be recalled that just four months prior to the sitting of the 
Council, Leo V had asked the Patriarch to hang the remaining narrative and didactic images 
high, to avoid any offering of npooKtJVT)<JlS' even to them, or more likely, to individual 
dKwv which appeared within the larger painting. 
In such circumstances Theodore wrote to the 815 Council (Fatouros 71) and 
shifted his approach to the image question. First, he introduced the verb (3aivnv with a 
different prefix ( ava-) from what Basil had used in De Spiritu Sancta 18.45. Second, he 
built on his previous letters 491 and 57 with a strong Christological emphasis, pointing to 
Christ the mediator as the key to the upward movement of npooKUVT)<JlS' which begins 
with the Christ-E't.Kwv and ends up (simultaneously) as 1-aTpE{a offered to the Trinity. 
Christ can take on this role because he has both human IJ.op<Pl] (thus he is circumscribable) 
and divine IJ.op<j)lj (thus he is uncircumscribable). His human IJ.Op<j)lj is of the same 
character as ours and thus he is able to be portrayed in an EtKwv. 
Theodore cannot develop fully this Christological theme here in this letter to the 
815 Council. He says, 'But this is not the right time for a dogmatic explanation 
(ooyiJ.aTIKJlS' E:ean/-woEws-) which would easily persuade even a most dull person to look 
up to the splendours of the truth ( HXS' auyos TJlS' cXAT)8E{a.;; ). 'Within a year or so of 
this letter, Theodore will return to this Christological theme introduced here in Fatouros 
71, and compose that dogmatic explanation of image theology in his Antirr Ill. 
The argument of Antirr I and 11 has been outlined above. The style and general 
character of Antirr Ill has been indicated previously, as has its preface and its place within 
the structure and argument of the entire Antirr. I have also commented on the relation of 
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Antirr Ill to eighth and ninth century iconophile literature, and in particular to the 
dogmatic writings ofNicephorus. My final task is to present Theodore's apology for the 
necessary offering of npooKUVTJGlS' to the Christ-E1Kwv, and indicate how the later letters 
supplement that teaching. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The necessity of offering TTpouKU'VTJUt~ to the Christ-EiKwv 
The Christological basis 
This thesis has made it clear that both sides of the image controversy were committed to 
Chalcedonian orthodoxy as interpreted by the Councils of 553 and 680. For example, each 
of the contested councils of 754, 787 and 815 gives a summary of the previous six 
oecumenical councils, enumerates the dogmas they formulated (and sometimes the heretics 
they condemned), and then proceeds to pronounce that on the basis of the doctrine of the 
Person of Christ contained in that tradition, the Christ-Elxwv either is (787) or is not 
(754, 815) a legitimate object of npoaKUVlJGlS". 
A major contributing factor to this doctrinal entrenchment was the lack of a 
common ground upon which the two sides could engage in debate. The same set of agreed 
premises, viz. the Christology of Chalcedon as clarified by the church up to and including 
the Council of Constantinople in 680-81, immediately led each to opposing conclusions. 
In general it might be said that this is how all the past Christological heresies (including 
the Nestorian, monophysite and monothelite) arose and were eventually resolved. The 
difference in the eighth and ninth century, described in previous chapters, was the 
inability or unwillingness to engage in a significant debate about the Christological content 
of the received tradition. That is, both sides agreed that the possibility of offering 
npoaKUVlJGtS" to the devotional EiKwv depended upon its congruency with orthodox 
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Christology, but neither side initiated a thorough review of the definitions and arguments 
which were part of the received developed Christology. The closest attempt was made in 
the 754 Council which took over the Christological discussions of Constantine V. 
Generally, however, in its assumption that the meaning of the Chalcedonian definition 
was clear, each side was convinced that the implications of that definition were so obvious 
that argument could add nothing to the clarity of the truth. Even Constantine V's ITEfJCJn:; 
I & 11 did not provide so much an argument as a impassioned plea to 'see' that the 
devotional EtKwv of Christ led to a confusion or division of Christ's natures. In the 
absence of previous arguments in the tradition upon which to model a discussion of the 
orthodoxy of the devotional dKwv, each side repeated the 'obvious truth' of the relation 
of the offering npoo-KUVTJGlS' to the devotional ElKwv and the Chalcedonian definition of the 
Person of Christ. 
Theodore breaks through this impasse by attending more carefully to the 
Christology of the Chalcedonian definition and its implication for the circumscribability of 
Christ. But by Christ's 'circumscription' (To nEptypanTov), Theodore does not mean the 
ability to paint Christ in an EtKu)v ( ElKovoypa<j>{a). That is the next step in the argument 
and will be considered in Antirr III.B. Theodore's insight is that the issue of Christ's 
circumscribability is not about the Christ-EtKwv, at least initially. 
In his treatises Constantine failed to appreciate that the question of the 
circumscribability of Christ has been resolved already within standard Christological 
orthodoxy. Rather, he assumed that the issue of Christ's circumscribability was 
determined by his ability to be depicted in an EtKwv. He began with a focus upon the 
devotional ElKwv and argues that in the depiction Christ's divine nature is either denied or 
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confused. Therefore Christ is not depictable and neither is he circumscribable. 
Constantine's error was not so much a defective Christology as it was a failure to attend 
to the depth of Christological doctrine prior to considering the orthodoxy of the image 
question. He has reversed the order of dependence. 
Theodore, on the other hand, begins his argument with a summary of the 
traditional definitions concerning the integrity of the two natures of Christ, the necessary 
set of properties which attend and reveal each nature, and the relation of those two 
natures within the Person of Christ or the single unoaTa<ns- of the Logos. This analysis 
establishes the circumscribability of Christ entirely within established Christology. 
Theodore's prior attention to Christology in the image controversy not only 
corrects Constantine V' s reversal of the proper order of dependency of circumscri bability 
and depictability, but it also indicates the deficiency of Nicephorus' approach. I have 
indicated above that Nicephorus drives too much of a wedge between the two concepts of 
'circumscription in nature' (nEp{ypanTos-), and 'depiction' ( ypanTos-). 545 Nicephorus 
points out that circumscription occurs in space, in time or by apprehension (KaTaA.~lj>n). 
Depiction is achieved by colours and pebbles. Circumscription does not necessitate 
depiction, nor vice versa. I indicated above how this separation has led to the justifiable 
reading of contemporary scholars that in this argument Nicephorus promotes art as an 
autonomous phenomenon and severs any significant relation between image and 
prototype.546 Theodore proposes that the question of the Christ-EtKwv follows from 
Christ's circumscribability as determined by the tradition. 
Theodore's attempt in Antirr III.A to show the circumscribability of Christ as a 
"'Cited by Alexander (1958b), 253 in his summary of Nicephorus' Refutatio et Eversio. 
w, Add to the scholars cited above in chapter three, Barasch ( 1992): 'At least implicitly Nicephorus 
acknowledges art as a domain of its own.' (282). 
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Christological issue, not involving the devotional ElKwv, seems to be denied by the title of 
this section, as it appears in Migne. The title, TIEp't TfjS" E:v ow11an ElKovoypacj>{as- Tou 
XpwToli (The portrayal of Christ in the body), suggests that this first section will 
address the making of the El.Kwv of Christ ( El.Kovoypa<j>{as- Toll XpwToD). This is odd 
because the argument consciously and carefully avoids the language of i] ElKovoypa<j>{a 
(the making of the Ei.Kwv) and focuses entirely on the notion of i] nEptypa<j>~ 
(circumscription). Theodore strictly avoids speaking about circumscription in terms of the 
dKwv. There are well over one hundred instances of the variations of (d:)nEptypa<j>~, 
(d:)nEptypanToS", (d:)nEptypa<j>nv, but only in one passage does the verb EtKov{<;nv 
appear, and that is Theodore's presentation of the iconophile statement that when anyone 
is made into an EtKwv, it is not the nature but the person which is shown in the Et.Kwv. 
Antirr III.A is a theological justification of this statement by way of a consideration of 
Christ's nEptypanTov as determined within the tradition. I do not propose a solution to 
this problem, but it is important that the reader not be misled by the title of Antirr III.A 
which does not accurately reflect its content. 
Theodore's Christological discussion shows a general familiarity with the Councils 
and their canons, the Cappadocians, Leontius of Byzantium, Denys the Areopagite, 
Maximus the Confessor, and the various Christological heresies, some of which he 
mentions by name. In Antirr III.A Theodore will address all the points made by 
Constantine in his Jh:iJons- I & 11. I do not explore the themes introduced by Theodore in 
more detail than necessary to make clear his own presentation of the argument, nor do I 
attempt to identify his sources. As much as possible I allow Theodore to advance his 
argument in his own words. 
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Theodore begins by announcing that he will build his argument from 'common 
ideas accepted by everyone' (Al. Kotval. Evvowt n&:ow E_e 'loou WIJ-OAOYYJVTat). He 
claims that from such a beginning, only those who 'voluntarily deafen themselves' will 
not be able to follow his reasoning. Most of the fifty-eight individual sections of Antirr 
III.A are structured as simple reductio ad absurdum ending with the words onEp (honov 
(which is absurd) or onEp CWE(3ES' (which is blasphemous or impious). 'Blasphemous' 
( aoE(3ES) in this case does not refer to something contrary to an established dogma, but 
points to the contradiction of an initial true premise. Alternatively, other sections are 
syllogistic proofs, simply structured, which begin with a clear premise and proceed 
logically to a conclusion onEp aA.YJ8ES (which is true). 'Common ideas' are those which 
are accepted by everyone, by virtue of their definition or which are so commonly 
accepted as self-evident by people such as to deny them is to be called 'mad'. For 
example, every rational person would accept that by circumscription we mean 'a three-
dimensional body, having a firm surface, that can be seen and touched.' 547 
Circumscription, says Theodore, has to do with those types of things catalogued 
in Aristotle's Categories. After ouo{a, Aristotle lists nine categories he calls 'accidents' 
because they define an individual as something numerically distinct. Aristotle's nine 
categories are not exactly reproduced, but is the source of Theodore's list in Antirr 
III.A.l3: inclusion or apprehension ( ~ KaT at.. TJt!JtS518), quantity ( ~ noooTYJS' ), quality ( ~ 
nou)TYJS), position(~ 8E<JtS), places (o\. Tonot), times (o\. xpovm), shapes (Ta 
"' Antirr III.A.l; Migne PG 99.389CD. 
5
'" Cf. Fatouros 532.79-82 for Theodore's use of Kanff.. TJ<J!tS': ouK E:~nKovt(;ETat, on nEp TO 8El:ov 
unE:p KaTQAT]<)Jtv, D OE JlOpcjl~v OOUAOU E'Aa~EV, E~ElKOVl(;ETat, on uno KaTaf..T]<)JlV Tfj') EV a<J>fj 
TE Kat xpotq ~ oouf..tK~ Jlopcjl~ nEptopt(;ETat. ([in the form of God] he is not made into an image 
inasmuch that the divine is beyond comprehension (KaTaf..TJ<J!otv) . On the other hand he took the form of 
a slave and so he is made into an Ei.Kwv, because in the holding {KaTaf.. TJ<J!otv) of him in both touch and 
colour his servant form is contained.) 
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oxr] 1-wTa), and bodies (Ta ow11aTa). Throughout Antirr III.A, in a systematic way, 
Theodore shows how Scripture attributes each of these categories to Christ. 
Before the iconoclast objections begin, Theodore presents the dogma he will 
defend, as follows. 549 Uncircumscription (To anEp{ypanTov) is characteristic of God's 
ouo{a, circumscription (To TIEptypanTov) ofman's ouo{a. Christ is from (E:~) both and is 
known from two sets of properties (E:K ouo'lv totw11chwv) and from two <jn!oEwv. 550 If 
Christ is from two ouo{a he must have the properties of both: circumscription and 
uncircumscription. If he only has one of these properties he is only of the ouo{a of which 
he has the property. (El OE 8chEpov llOVOV, llliXS'" apa EOTlV ouo{as- ~S'" EXEl TO 
\.o{wlla, onEp aoE(3Es-). The properties (totwllaTa) of each nature are said to be of the 
'same order' (o11ooTmxaY51 and no property ofthe same order can be separated from the 
series. Properties of a nature are the common characteristics that bind a group of 
individual hypostases into a single intelligible whole, forming and expressing their 
common ouo{a. They are a complete set and one property cannot be removed from the 
set. 552 Thus, uncircumscription is one of the properties from the set expressing the divine 
ouo{a. Circumscribability is one of the properties from the set expressing the human 
' ' OUOla. 
In Antirr III.A.8 Theodore argues via reductio that we do not understand that the 
Word has been changed (llETanEnotl)o8at) into flesh, but that the Word 'has become 
( yEyEvfjo8at) flesh while remaining on the height of his divinity. ' 553 
;H Antirr III.A.1-14; Migne PG 99.389C-396C. 
""Throughout this tight argument of Antirr III, the English translation of Roth ( 1981) is unreliable. She 
translates 'in' two natures, for 'EK' 'from' two natures and misses Theodore's orderly progression. 
551 Antirr III.A.l2; Migne PG 99.393D. 
m Antirr III.A.3; Migne PG 99.3928. 
m Antirr III.A.8; Migne PG 99.393AB. 
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So far Theodore' s reasoning has been uncontested, but now the iconoclast raises 
his first objection. If agreed by tradition ( napaooews-) that Christ took up flesh in his own 
unooTaots-, it was humanity in general (Ka8oJ\ou ), not a particular person: flesh without 
distinguishing features (d:xapaKn)ptoTov). On the contrary, Theodore argues that 
'generalities have their existence in particular individuals ( Ta yap Ka8oJ\ou E:v To'l s-
(XTOj.lOtS" T~v unapetv ). Therefore humanity is not in Christ, if it does not subsist in him 
as in an individual.' The notion of Christ's assumption of 'humanity in general' is a form 
of Manichaeism. 554 
In the first paragraph of his Jsagoge, Porphyry's third question was 'Do [general 
concepts] have an existence separate from sensible objects or do they exist only in them?' 
Whether or not one thinks that Theodore addresses the metaphysical question of the 
difference between the more Platonic universalia ante res (universals prior to the sensible 
objects) and the more Aristotelian universalia in rebus (universals in the objects), it is 
clear that epistemologically the general concept is only able to be seen or contemplated in 
an individual (Kat E:v atni) ws- E:v (XT0!-10 8EwpoullEVT)V ). That is, the general concept 
needs the particular substance in order for it to be expressed (regardless of its order of 
existence). This priority of knowing is affirmed even by the sixth century Alexandrian 
Neoplatonic commentators who insist on the ontological priority of universals. 555 As 
explained above, this is the tradition which would be available to Theodore through the 
popular compendia in ninth century Byzantium. There Theodore would learn that 
'universals are necessarily subordinated to the function of our mind in apprehending and 
expressing them (voE'lv Kat J\Eynv mha).' 556 
,. Antirr III.A.l5; Migne PG 99.396D,397A. 
"' See Benakis (1992 ). 
'
56 Benakis ( 1992), 83. 
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This notion will be important for Theodore not only as informing his argument 
here, but it also will become a dominant theme in the final stages of the Antirr. He asserts: 
o\. Ta O:t08T]Ta ~AETIOVTE!). Et ouv T~V K0:80AOU ~j..lWV <jHJ0lV 6 Xpl0TOS' UVEAO:~E, 
11~ E:v aTOj..l(J,l of. 8Ewpouj..lEVT]V, v(\i j..lOV4J E0Tt 8EWPTJTOS' Kat owvo{q: <j.JT]AO:<jll]TOS'. ,..., 
(Generalities are seen with the mind and thought; particular individuals are seen with 
the eyes, which look at perceptible things. If, therefore, Christ assumed our nature 
in general, not contemplated in an individual manner, he can be contemplated only 
by the mind and touched only by thought.) 
But Theodore insists that Scripture describes Christ within all the accidental categories 
which characterize a particular individual. He refers to the post resurrection incident with 
Thomas in John 20 and concludes, 'Therefore Christ is perceptible, tangible, and visible 
with bodily eyes; and therefore he is circumscribed.' Ot}(Jta, says Theodore, designates 
the nature which individuals have in common, 'When I say 'man' I mean the common 
oua{a. When I add 'a,' I mean uno<JTa<JtS' ... .' 558 
The definition of the individual becomes crucial. Theodore defines uno<JTa<JtS' as: 
(the self-subsisting existence of that which IS signified: the circumscription 
consisting of certain properties, by which those who share the same nature differ 
"'Antirr III.A.l6. Migne PG 99.397A. 
,, .. Av8pwnov El TTWV, T~V KOlV~V oua{av OTJAW. IT poa8EtS" OE, T{,;, UTTOGTaat V 
"" Antirr III.A.l7; Migne PG 99.3978. 
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one from another, for example Peter and Paul.) 
The distinctions made, the examples cited and language used in this discussion are 
dependent upon the opening paragraphs of Basil's 38th letter (generally attributed to 
Gregory Nyssa). 560 The 38th Letter teaches that the UTIO<JTa<JtS" individualizes the oua{a 
while the oua{a subsists only in particular unoaTaats-. Thus they are interdependent. The 
u noaTaats- cannot be thought of without the oua{a. The ou a{ a only exists in the 
unoaTaats-. The individual thing consists of oua{a plus unoaTaats-. In keeping with this 
line of reasoning in the 38th Letter, Theodore picks up the language of the 38th Letter and 
explains that a particular person can be called by a common noun as well as by the proper 
name: 'in respect to what he shares with the individuals of the same species, [Paul] is 
called 'man'; but insofar as he differs in his un6aTa<JtS", he is called 'Paul' .... ' 561 
This interdependency of oua{a and UTIO<JTa0tS" of the 38th Letter is further 
addressed in a letter of Theodore to John Grammaticus, Fatouros 492. John has disagreed 
with Theodore about the definition of To unoKEtiJ-Evov, or what constitutes an individual 
thing or person. To unoKEliJ-Evov is defined by Lampe (1961) as generally equivalent to 
uno aTaats-. Theodore refers to Leontius of Byzantium, Basil and Dionysius as he 
explains: 
For the {moKElJlEVov, says Leontius the blessed who has the most beautiful 
56
° For an influence not so direct, but typical of Cappadocian thought, see also Gregory Nyssa's 
commentary on Gen 1,27a (De Hominis Opificio 16). Generally following Philo's notion of a two stage 
creation, Gregory's first stage is that of the universal or intelligible. Theodore does not necessarily accept 
such a two stage creation of the sensible, nor even the prior existence of universals, but notice in Gregory's 
De Hominis Opificio the distinctions of 6 T1s/6 KaBo/\ou in a tradition Theodore knew well. Gregory 
says, 'When the word says that God made man, the whole of humanity is indicated by the indefiniteness 
of the expression. For it is not named now Adam alongside the creature, as the history says in the 
following: but the name for the created man is not the particular ( 6 TlS ), but the universal ( 6 KaBo/\ou ). ' 
561 Antirr III.A.l8; Migne PG 99.397C. 
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interpretation, is said to be the oua{a with hypostasis ( ~-tETa unomaaEWS' ). Does not 
Basil the Great speak about the Holy Trinity 'not in !moKdpEvov '? But even the all 
wise Dionysius says somewhere, 'many in the accidents5"', one in the unoKEi~-tEvov 
( nof.-f-a Tots- au 1-l~E~TJKOatv, EV TQ unoKnwtvc,J ). But the accidents are not in the 
universal ou<J{a ( ouK Ev Ti] Ka86f.-ou ou<J{cy), but in the hypostasis which is seen ( Ev 
Ti] unoaTaan TE8EwpT]Tat ); as you know.' Moreover, then, in saying 'many in 
accidents, one in unoKEi~-tEvov ,' he understood the unoKEtllEvov to be the ou<J{a with 
hypostasis ( llETa uno<JnxaEws- ) .... the unoKEt llEvov is nothing other than ou<J{a with 
hypostasis (llETO UTIOGTcX<JEW<;' ). 
Christ has assumed human nature ( ou<J(a) in general, yet he assumed it as contemplated in 
an individual manner63 (T~V EV CITOIJ.U) 8EwpOUIJ.EVT)V) and so he is differentiated from all 
other persons by his hypostatic properties (TOtS" unocJTaTlKOlS" \.thwjJ.a<HV ). Thus he is 
circumscribed (nE pt ypwj>o!J.EVOS" ). 
The second d:nop{m is the charge of Nestorianism that if the human nature 
assumed by Christ (whose nature is invisible and formless) is given form by 
circumscription (El. GXT)IJ.ana8EtT) Bta nEptypa<j>fjs-), then a second person (npoawnov) 
will be admitted in the unoo-Taats- of Christ. In other words, since there can be no nature 
devoid of hypostatic determination, the human nature assumed by Christ must bring its 
own unoaTCwts- with it (in which it subsists) or there is nothing to be taken up. The 
response of Theodore is careful and precise, building upon the distinctions already made: 
562 OUil~E~TJKOS" 
561 Or 'seen in an individual person'. Yet notice in Antirr Ill.A.l6 the uses of~f..Enw and 8EwpEw. 
Particular individuals are seen with the eyes: Christ is contemplated in an individual manner (Ev aTOill!,l 
8Ewpou~-tEVTJv). This phrase is Theodore's usual way of speaking of Christ's taking up of human nature 
within the unoawots- of the Logos. 
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T~v Tou Aoyou unoaTacnv Kotv~v yEvE'a8at nll ouo <j>u aEwv unoaTaatv ... E:v 
mhi) T~V av8pwn{VT]V <j>U<JlV UTIO<JTT\<Ja<Jav, IJ.ETCt TWV ano TWV AOlTIWV OIJ.OElOWV 
a<j>opu;;ovTWV mh~v lOlWIJ.(XTWV ElKOTWS' T~V mh~v TOU t..oyou UTIO<JTa<JlV 
anEpl ypaTITOV IJ.Ev <j>a{ TJ IJ.EV KaT a T~V TfiS' 8EOTTJTOS' <j>U<Jtv· TIEpl yqpa!J.IJ.EVTJV OE 
KaTa T~V Ka8' ~lliiS' oua{av· OUK E:v tOlO<JU<JTCXT(J,l Kat lOlOTIEptypa<j>CJ,J npO<JWTICJ,l 
napa T~V TOU Aoyou UTIO<JTa<JlV, an' E:v aUTi) T~V unap~lV EGXTJKUtav- WS' av 
ll~ ElTJ <j>U<JlS' avuno<JTaToS'· Kat E:v auri) WS' E:v aTOIJ.CJ,l 8EwpoUIJ.EVTJV Kat 
TIEpl ypa<j>OIJ.EVTjV. 564 
(the unoaTa<JtS' of the Word became a common unoaTa<JtS' of the two natures, 
granting the human nature subsistence in it, with the properties that differentiate it 
from all other persons. With reason we say that the one and the same hypostasis of 
the Word is uncircumscribable according to the nature of his divinity but 
circumscribed according to his essence like ours. This human nature does not have 
its existence in a self-subsisting and self-circumscribed person apart from the 
unoaTa<JtS' of the Word, but has its existence in that unoaTa<JtS' (lest there should be 
a nature without unoaTa<JtS' ), and in it is contemplated in an individual manner and is 
circumscribed.) 
The iconoclast now brings forward the specific objection of Constantine V which 
is articulated in the opos- of the 754 Council that the portrayal of the human nature of 
Christ in an EtKwv either leads to the "separation" of the natures as in Nestorius or to the 
"confusion" of the natures as in Arius, Dioscorus, Eutyches, and Severus. The iconoclast 
suggests that the only way that the portrayal of Christ would be allowable is if both 
natures were able to be portrayed 'unseparated' and 'unconfused' at the same time, which 
is impossible. 
Theodore's response again lies in the distinctions already articulated: it is not the 
56
• Antirr III.A.22; Migne PG 99.400D. 
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nature of a person which is portrayed in an EtKwv, but that which makes a person an 
individual, his unoaTa<ns-. A nature (general concept) must be contemplated in a 
For how could a nature be depicted, unless it is concretely seen in a unoaTaats;. For 
example, Peter is not portrayed insofar as he is animate, rational, mortal, and 
capable of thought and understanding: for this does not define Peter only, but also 
Paul and John, and all those of the same species. But insofar as he adds along with 
the common definition certain properties, such as a long or short nose, curly hair, a 
good complexion, bright eyes, or whatever else characterizes his particular 
appearance, he is distinguished from the other individuals of the same species 
(o~onc5wv). 565 
Because the natures themselves are not portrayed, but the individual in whom the natures 
subsist and are manifested, the natures are neither separated nor confused in the 
devotional El.Kwv. 566 
Constantine had objected that the portrayal of Christ in an EiKwv did not include 
the portrayal of his soul. Theodore continues: 
Moreover though he [Peter] consists of body and soul, he does not show the 
property of soul in the appearance of his form: how could he, since the soul is 
565 Porphyry's /sagoge may be recognized here as a source of Letter 38 upon which this is dependent. Peter 
replaces Porphyry's example ofSocrates. Cf.lsagoge 8, 15;,16; 9,11ff. 
566 Fatouros 380, written in 818, directly leans upon the philosophical expression and Scriptural citations 
of Antirr III.A, both 'according to Scripture and common syllogism': 'Because Christ at the same time is 
perfect God and perfect man, he is able to be called according to either of those natures from which he 
consists, and it can be said that he is thought of correctly according to one or the other nature; the 
individual properties of both natures in the unity of hypostasis are neither diminished nor confused 
(flElOU[lEVl)!) ~ GU[l<flUpO[lEVl)S').' 
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invisible? The same applies to the case of Christ. It is not because he is man simply 
(along with being God) that he is able to be portrayed, but because he is 
differentiated from all others of the same species by his hypostatic properties. 56' 
The natures from which Christ is composed ( auvETE8T) qn)aEwv) are not circumscribed. 
But circumscription is the property of one of those natures. We only know that the 
nature ( ou a{ a) is present through our perception of its true properties: 'The true 
properties of the natures make known the natures of which they are the properties.' 568 
The unoaTcwts- is the Logos who thus is the subject of all that pertains to Christ 
in the flesh, including his suffering and death. One unoaTaats- of the Holy Trinity 
becomes also the unoaTaats- of human nature, which apart from that unoaTaats- (from 
the definitions already accepted) does not exist at all. Theodore points to the orthodox 
response to the Theopaschites and applies it to the present discussion: 
If it is heretical to say that, because Christ is crucified in the flesh, the Godhead also 
suffers (for that is the teaching of the Theopaschites): then likewise it is heretical to 
say that, because he is circumscribed in the flesh, the Godhead is also circumscribed 
(for this is the teaching of the iconoclasts)'6" 
Up to this point Theodore has spoken only of Christ as being composed 'from' or 
'of two natures in the one unoaTaats- of the divine Logos. But this also means that he is 
'in' both natures (this is the precise language of Chalcedon).570 Theodore begins his 
567 Antirr III.A.34; Migne PG 99.4058 
568 Ta aATj8W') lOlWf.J.aTa T!DV OU<JlWV, wv El<JlV lOlWf.WTa, yvwp{Of.J-aTa· 
'
6
" Antirr III.A.33; Migne PG 99.405A. 
''" First mentioned in Antirr lii.A.37; Migne PG 99.408A. 
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discussion in Antirr III.A with the 'from' for two reasons. First, this was Constantine's 
preferred approach. Nicephorus tells us that Constantine does not use the Chalcedonian 
formula E:v oual. <jniaE<JtV. 571 Because Constantine falls into error by bringing the two 
natures together in a way which violates their integrities, Theodore wants to demonstrate 
how the natures come together in a way which maintain their integrity. Second, Theodore 
begins with a discussion of Christ's Person 'from' two natures to emphasize that the 
hypostatic union does not imply any pre-existence of the humanity of Christ. At this 
point in his discussion Theodore adds the 'in' of the Chalcedonian formula, to emphasize 
the permanence of the two natures in the union. He represents the fourth Council as 
proclaiming the single hypostasis of our Lord Jesus Christ from two and in two <jnJ<JE<Jt (~ 
TrwoDv XpwTov E:ooy11chwEv). 572 Christ is double and composite. 573 (XpwTos- oE-
om/..oDs- TE wv Kat auv8ETos-). 574 Only as such can Christ be the true mediator: 
Christ, who is the mediator between God and man, and who ... combines the 
extremes intO a union of natureS (El$' EvOTTfW <j>U<JtK~V <JUVOTITOVTO: Ta aKpa) by a 
just judgement, must be uncircumscribable (anEp(ypanTov) in spirit but circumscribed 
(nEptypo:nTov) 111 body. Otherwise, if he favoured the one, namely 
uncircumscribability, and did not maintain the other, namely circumscription, 
57
' Ev ouo\ 6E o:uTov <jluoEotv, ou60:JlWS" TEWS" nnwv <jlo:{vETo:t. Migne PG 100.3000. 
572 Fatouros 532.40-42. Although Chalcedon spoke of 'in two natures', the next two hundred years of 
reflection on the definition had led to the consensus that the meaning of Chalcedon is accurately expressed 
by the phrase 'from and in two natures', as Theodore here describes. 
"' This is what Constantine effectively denied. 
574 Antirr III.A.44; Migne PG 99.409C. 
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unhanned, he would fail to be a just mediator (IJ.E<YlTl)S' o{Kaws- ). "' 
Fatorous 463 (821-26) is a tidy summary ofthis doctrine: 
And he is wholly God and wholly man, bearing wholly and without defect in him the 
natures of each ( Ta nliv EKan~pwv <jni<JEwv) out of which he is composed (E.~ wv 
<JUVETE81)), thus he is said to be very God and very man in the properties of one 
hypostasis (h IJ.tq uno<JTaon Ta l.otwiJ.aTa ): circumscribable and uncircumscribable, 
on the one hand according to his divinity and on the other hand according to his 
humanity. For these are his properties ( Ta \.otWIJ.aTa ), according to which he is on 
the one hand uncircumscribed in that he is of the Holy Trinity, but on the other 
hand circumscribed in being from us. And in this he is believed to be the mediator 
between God and man, as joining the extremes (TO: aKpa) in himself, and through his 
divine nature ( ot' E:auTou 8E{as- <jni<JEws-) giving us fellowship as sons of God, so let 
us consider and so let us speak the wonder and the praise of all things! 
Theodore sums up his Christological argument in Antirr III.A by pointing to Luke's 
account of the Transfiguration, where it is recorded that the 'invisible one had an 
appearance or likeness, the formless one had a form, and the measureless one came within 
a measure. '
576 
Theodore has argued for the circumscribability of Christ from Chalcedonian 
m Antirr III.A.51; Migne PG 99.413A. In Fatouros 305, Theodore tells that the consequence of Christ's 
not being circumscribed is that A dam has not been restored and death has not been swallowed up. 'If then 
he has not been circumscribed, then it is not from her virgin's blood that he shaped a temple for himself, 
but rather he would bear a heavenly body, as it seemed to the heretic Marcellos and other impious ones 
before him. This would mean that his mother was not his true mother but one falsely so called, and that he 
was not similar (oJlotoS") to us but different. Furthermore, that Adam has not been restored. For how can 
the earthy be resurrected in a body of a different kind? It is understood that like is saved by like ( T!i;l OJlOt0 
To o Jlotov ). It would also follow that death is not swallowed up .... ' 
576 Antirr III.A.53; Migne PG 99.413C. 
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principles. Things which have different natures cannot have the same properties: 'as they 
differ in the principle of their ouaia, so also they differ in the mode of their properties. ''77 
The natures of Christ are different in kind and not consubstantial (hEpoyEvwv Kat 
oux OIJ-ooua{wv ). It follows from this that Christ must be recognized from his two 
properties ( EK ouo av Ell] Kat lOlWIJ-CtTWV yvwpu;:oiJ-EVOS} He is both uncircumscribed 
and circumscribed and must be recognized in both, or else one of his two natures will be 
denied. 
As with all of his theological writings, this discussion of Christology is related 
directly to Theodore's teaching on the practical life of prayer, worship and the spiritual 
struggles of the ascetic life. Many of his subsequent letters in which we find substantial 
image theology were written primarily as catacheses, 578 responses to those who have 
asked for clarification about the dKwv question, 579 to correct those who have revealed 
fundamental misunderstandings about the relation of the natures, properties and person of 
Christ/80 and even in letters primarily sent to encourage those who are detained. 581 In his 
letters, Theodore clearly makes use of his Christological argument in Antirr III.A. to 
support ELKwv doctrine and the necessity of offering npoaKUVTJGlS' to the Christ-ELKwv. 
"' 'a .\A, W<JTTEP TOV TfjS" oua{as f.-oyov anE<JXOlVl<J~EVOV EXOU<JlV oihw Kat TOV TljS" lOlOTTJTOS" 
Tponov.' Antirr III.A.58; Migne PG 99.4160. 
m See Fatouros 64. The Abbot Gregory has asked Theodore to write a catechetical discourse for his monks. 
Also see Fatouros 221, written about the same time as Antirr Ill, as a catechesis to his monks in exile, 
very Christological in tone. 
579 Fatouros 380 is written to Naukratios to prepare him for the possibility of another meeting with John 
Grammaticus. 
58
" See Fatouros 496. After correcting the Christology of the Abbot Eustratios, Theodore concludes: 
'Understand clearly from this truth that the one circumscribing Christ does not give f.-aTpE{a to man, as 
Nestorius claims, neither gives f.-aTpEia to the creature according to Arius, as you babbled ignorantly, but 
without letting go of true Christian orthodoxy, as does the one who refuses to circumscribe in the manner 
of the Manichees or equally in the manner of the Paulicians. The former by the voice of the 
uncircumscribed one leading to a naked God, making the notion of becoming a man a phantasm. The latter 
is the same voice of the uncircumscribed, as one who shares the body and blood of a naked man as Paul 
claims, and not of God truly having been made a man.' 
581 Fatouros 305, quoted above, written to an Abbot in detention in 818. 
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This Christological argument is unique in the entire image debate. Pelikan (1974) 
sees only Nicephorus' understanding of the controversy and misses the whole argument 
ofTheodore's Antirr Ill. Citing Nicephorus, 'a picture does not circumscribe a man, even 
though he is circumscribed; nor does circumscription depict him, even though he is 
capable of being depicted,' Pelikan is convinced by his reading of Nicephorus that: 'The 
issue of circumscription was in fact a false issue.' 582 To the contrary, Theodore thinks that 
Christ's circumscribability is the key to the entire debate and provides the grounding for 
an apologia for the E1xu5v. 
Schonborn (1994) is more aware of Theodore's argument in Antirr Ill and 
comments on the vast difference between the approaches of Theodore and Nicephorus. 
He cites Nicephorus' answer to Constantine's objection that the image cannot portray 
Christ's divinity: 
[The image] does not solely make present the visible form of Christ's humanity ... 
but also the Logos himself, even though he is not (together with Christ's humanity) 
'circumscribed' and depicted as to his own inner nature, since he is invisible and 
totally one; but since, on the level of the person, he is one and indivisible, therefore 
he [the Logos], too, is called to mind [through the image).'"' 
Theodore would not be satisfied with this qualified answer ('the Logos' is 'made present' 
and 'called to mind') but rather would insist that the Person of Christ and uno<JHX<HS" of 
"' Pelikan ( 1974), 130. He goes on to say that this is confirmed by the fact that circumscription was 
certainly not a problem for Theotokos and the saints. However, it was very much an issue, precisely 
because the Theotokos or saint was imaged in an EtKwv which depicts her or his glorified body. Thus 
Christ's circumscription and the legitimacy of portraying Christ in the EtKwv was still the test case for all 
holy images. 
'"' Migne PG 100.256AB, cited and translated in Schonbom (1994), 217. 
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the Logos is able to be portrayed because he is circumscribable by the property of one of 
his natures. Schonborn notes that Nicephorus does not deal with Christ's 
circumscribability, but rather focuses entirely on a demonstration that Christ's humanity 
can be 'circumscribed' and therefore depicted. 584 'Whenever he speaks of the 'imprinted 
individuality [charakter]' of Christ, he speaks ofthe charakter of Christ's body, ofhis 
human nature. ' 585 Schonborn knows that this is not the question urged by Constantine (i.e. 
how can the ElKwv portray the Person of Christ? 586), and Nicephorus' avoidance leaves the 
issue unresolved. What is needed to reply to Constantine is a Christology which shows 
that the Person of Christ is circumscribable. Theodore has provided exactly that in Antirr 
Ill. A. 
In this section Theodore has presented the established Christology worked out 
and articulated fully by the seventh century. There is nothing here that could not be 
found, for example, in the Doctrina Patrum. This presentation of Christology is longer 
than the remaining three parts of the Antirr Ill combined. These concluding sections will 
offer the implications of established Christology for the relation of Christ to his 
devotional EtKwv and the necessary offering of npo<YKUVl)<HS' to that EtKwv. 
The concluding sections will therefore have a different character than Antirr III.A. 
As I have described in earlier chapters, there is no established dogma in the tradition 
pertaining to the devotional El.Kwv or the npo<YKUVl)<YtS' due to it. In Fatouros 463, after 
suggesting that Christ cannot be offered npo<YKUVl)<YtS' unless he is believed to be offered 
npo<YKUVl)<YtS' in his d.Kwv (the precise theme of these concluding three sections), he 
asserts: 
'"
4 He cites Migne PG 100.261A, 285A, 301D, 305A. 
"' Schonbom (1994), 218, citing Migne PG 100.313D-316A. 
586 Migne PG 100.293A, 297A, 301C. 
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Thus, 0 man of God, is the truth as it has been taught by the apostles and prophets 
and God-inspired Fathers, even if not in these very words, but through the truth of a 
careful examination of their sayings. Because some seeds produce all the dogmatic 
meanings in the concepts (understandings) of divine utterances. 
The 'very words' of dogma about the Person of Christ are available for Theodore in the 
tradition, and he has outlined his findings in Antirr III.A. On the other hand, such 
definitive and actual expression of dogma concerning the devotional Ei.Kwv and the 
npoaKUVTJCH'> due to it are not to be found in the tradition. Nevertheless, Theodore 
understands that the seeds firmly planted in that tradition will bear fruit for his 
generation, if harvested through 'the truth of a careful examination of their sayings.' These 
concluding three sections begin to spell out the implications of established Christology for 
image theology. 
Christ and his artificial image (it TEXVTJ'f~ EtKwv) 
Antirr III.B consists of seven brief syllogistic arguments, two of which are re ducti os and 
five positive. Its argument relies heavily on the Christological analysis of Antirr III.A . 
Theodore begins: 
Whatever is artificial imitates something natural ... Therefore there is an artificial 
image of Christ, as he is the natural image of the mother who bore him. 587 
587 Antirr III.A.l; Migne PG 99.417A. 
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The natural image is d:napaHaKTos- in essence and likeness as is Christ to his Father in 
respect to divinity and as is Christ to his mother in terms of humanity. The artificial 
image is the same as its prototype in likeness, but different in essence, like Christ and his 
, , 588 ElKWV. 
When the iconoclast objects that if Christ has an artificial image of his mother then 
he ought to have an artificial image of his Father as well, Theodore reminds him of the 
relation of properties to natures, and of the two natures to one another in the uno<JTa<JtS', 
all of which has been clarified previously in Antirr III.A. Denying the integrity of Christ's 
human nature 'destroys the divine economy.' 
An EtKwv can be copied from an EtKwv. Christ the Son is the divine El.Kwv of his 
Father. Because of his circumscribability, we not only generally can partake of the divine 
work of making images, but we can portray the very El.Kwv of Christ who is himself the 
divine EtKwv of the Father. 589 'Christ, since he became like us, has an artificial EtKwv which 
refers to him by a relation of likeness ... he has an dKwv exactly resembling him which 
reveals the shared likeness ... ' 590 Since the shared likeness is the relation ofthe Christ-EtKwv 
to the whole Person of Christ (i.e. notjust to his human nature), the npo<JKUVTJ<JlS' which 
passes from the EtKwv to the prototype is not divided. 
Antirr III.B brings together the language of Deny's EH(' ... the truth in the likeness, 
the archetype in the image, each in the other, except for the difference in substance.') and 
Basil's De Spiritu Sancta 18.45 (' ... so even is our giving of honour one and not many, 
because the honour of the image passes to the prototype.') to allow the following 
statement: 
''" A clear reference to Dionysius EH, 4.3. 
"
9 Antirr lll.A.3; Migne PG 99.417C. 
'"" Antirr lll.A.3,4; Migne PG 99.417D,420A. 
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Kat Eix6va, npOO"KUVrJOEWS' , ' ETT 
ow~a{vouaa, OUOETTOTE jlEplGJH:;\ ooeT) S' OlE<J)(lGTal. 
Therefore he has an ElKWV, and its reference of npoanivT)ats- which passes over to 
him is never cut off by a division of glory. 
This is the last time that Theodore will use the verb Bw(3a{ vEt v in connection with 
this Basil passage. The reason for this is made clear by his later letters which present the 
development ofTheodore's thought following the writing of Antirr III.C & D. Antirr III.C 
is an argument to defend Theodore's bold language of hypostatic identity which he 
introduced in Fatouros 57. 
The one indivisible veneration of Christ and his image 
The first iconoclast objection is that the likeness which is in the ElKWV is always deficient 
in some way and fails to show precisely the likeness of the prototype. Therefore the 
npoaKUVT]<JtS' received by the prototype must be equally deficient to the deficiency of the 
likeness. This objection is overcome through an understanding that the prototype is not 
essentially in the ElKwv: 
Rather, the prototype is in the El.Kwv by the similarity of hypostasis, which does not 
have a different principle of definition for the prototype and for the ElKwv. 5" 1 ... the 
ElKwv has one and the same veneration with the prototype, in accordance with the 
identity of likeness .... when we venerate the ElKwv, we do not introduce another 
kind of veneration different from the veneration of the prototype. 592 
591 Antirr III.A.l; Migne PG 99.417D,420D. 
'"
2 Antirr III.A.22; Migne PG 99.417D,421A. 
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The unity of veneration offered to the dKuiv and prototype is not affected by the lack of 
skill of the artist, a damaged depiction, or the impaired condition of the material on which 
the El.Kwv appears. As long as the unooTctats- is recognizable, the veneration is one. In 
another work Theodore mentions that once an EtKuiv has lost its xapaKTrJp, it will be 
thrown into the fire 'like any useless piece of wood'. 593 The examples of the mirror and 
the signet ring in Fatouros 57 adequately made the point. The metaphor of the 'imprint in 
the seal' will serve as the conclusion to Theodore's entire argument inAntirr III.D.9,10. In 
his last extant letter in 826, Theodore quotes from a previous letter, 'we offer 
npooKUVTJGts to Christ himself and not to the material representation technically fashioned 
in the EtKwv. ' 594 It is solely the ElKWv of the prototype that appears in the depiction which 
is offered npooKUVTJGtS', not the depiction itself. 595 Nothing of the ouo{a of the El.Kuiv 
receives any npooKUVTJGtS' at all. Because the Ei.Kuiv has the identical form as the 
prototype: 'the objects of veneration are not two, but one and the same, the prototype in 
Since the discussion here revolves around the unity of npooKUVTJGlS' Theodore 
feels free to introduce the example of the Tunos- of the cross. The Tunos- can be of 
various sizes, shapes, descriptions, conditions and styles, yet the npooKUVTJGlS' offered to 
the prototype is always one and the same. The npooKUVTJots- is not offered to whatever 
deficiencies might be present in the Tu nos- of the cross, but to the prototype, the life-
593 "E~.tyxo~ Kai avaTporrry nJv ae>6f3wv TTOlTJJ.l.dTwV. Migne 99.464D. The same point is made by 
Leontius ofNeapolis, Contra Judaeos, Migne PG 93.1597C, and John of Damascus, Orationes, 2.19, 
Kotter 3.118. 
'
9
" Fatouros 532 as quoted from 528. 
''"Cf. Plato's Sophist, 234d ff., and 24ld regarding the image having no existence at all other than being 
similar to the model. 
596 Antirr III.C.5; Migne PG 99.417D,421 D. 
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giving cross itself: 
the veneration of Christ Himself and of Christ in the EiKwv is one and the same . 
... the Ei Kw v of Peter appears in Peter, just as Peter appears in his own EtKwv. 
Therefore the ElKwv of Christ is not differently venerated from Christ himself, but 
is venerated in the same way, as it has an exact resemblance and likeness to him. 
Theodore reasons that in the Trinity the npooKUVT)cns- offered to the Father and the Son is 
equal and the same, even though they are separate hypostases. Likewise, though the 
Christ-E\xwv and Christ are different in the principle of their essence (Kanx Tov ouo{as-
1-.oyov ), their npooKuvl)ots- is also equal and the same, in accordance with the unity of 
hypostatic likeness (KaT a To IJ.OVtKov TllS' unooTanKflS' o~J.otwoEws- ). Theodore gives a 
number of expressions of hypostatic identity, each of which implies an identity of 
If ... he who has seen the EiKwv of Christ has seen Christ in it, we certainly must say 
that as the EiKwv of Christ has the same likeness, so also it has the same veneration 
of Christ. 
Since the likeness is one, the veneration of both must also be one. 597 
The ElKwv of Christ is nothing else but Christ, except obviously for the difference of 
essence ... It follows that the veneration of the ElKwv is veneration of Christ. 
'"'We see here that the truth ofDionysius EH in the light ofTheodore's Christological argument, has a 
tendency to go beyond Basil's ow~atvEl. It seems to be no longer a 'passing over' but an offering of 
npoo-KUVT]Gl!> to Christ who is immediately in the image. 
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This concept of hypostatic unity becomes a common theme in the letters, as follows: 
The prototype is made clear in the EiKwv (E:v El.Kovt EK<jwivETat To apXETunov) and 
Christ is offered npooKuvl)ots- in the EiKwv. Thus in saying 'in the Elxwv' each is 
made known in the other (E:v hE'pc.y E'TEpov 6Eol)llwTat) and each is offered 
npooKUvr)ots- in/through the other (ot'aHou allllo ). 598 
Thus also Christ is both seen and offered npooKuvTJots- in his Elxwv .... these are two 
because of the difference of their substance, but not different in their similarity of 
hypostases (Kahot YE Taiha ouo T~ OW<j>OpOTTJTl TfjS" ouo{as-, ou TD OllOlOTTJTl 
There are then these two, both the EiKwv and the prototype, and the difference is 
not in the hypostasis, but according to the principle of ouaia. 
The final challenge of the iconoclast is a return to a theme of Constantine V and 
the opos- of the 754 Council that the offering of n p00KUVT)0lS' to the El.KWV is forbidden in 
John 4.24 which insists that those who worship God must offer him npooKtJVT)OtS' in 
spirit and in truth. Theodore claims that the iconoclast has failed to maintain the 
distinction between 8Eo/l.oy{a and ol.Kovo~-t{a. It is true that in speaking of 8Eo/l.oy{a the 
Father can only be worshipped in spirit and in truth (in the Holy Spirit and in Christ who 
is the Truth), but the offering of npooKuvT)ots- to the Christ-EtKwv is a matter of the 
;•• Fatouros 409. 
;
99 Fatouros 551. 
60
" Fatouros 546.44-46. 
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o\xovo~{a. The Christ-Elxwv is inseparable from Christ, like the shadow of a body. Yet 
this same Christ receives the npoCJKUVT)CJts; which is offered to him in the ElKwv: 'Christ 
together with whom we offer npoCJKUVT)CJts; to the Father and the Holy Spirit.( ... XpwT6s;· 
In this third part of Antirr Ill, Theodore has shown how the identity of hypostatic 
likeness guarantees that in the order of the o\.Kovo~{a, the npoCJKUVT)CJts; offered to the 
devotional Christ-El.Kwv is one and entire with that received by Christ. The Christ-El.Kwv 
does not have its own unoCJTaCJts; but is only an ElKwv by virtue of the one unoCJTaCJts; of 
the Person of Christ which is the unoCJTaCJts; of the Logos. Thus, the npoCJKuVT)CJts; is 
offered to Christ's unoCJTaCJts;, which is to say that it is offered and received by Christ 
himself directly in the ElKwv. Simultaneously, because of the two natures in the one 
unoCJTaCJts; of the Logos, it becomes the single offering of AaTpda to the Holy Trinity in 
the order of 8Eol\oy{a. 
Although the themes of this section are echoed repeatedly in Theodore's later 
letters, it is not surprising that the letter in which these themes are taken up and given 
most careful attention (Fatouros 528) is a letter to John Grammaticus, the chief theologian 
of the iconoclasts. 602 In a previous letter to Naukratios, Theodore describes him as 'John 
the impious'. 603 John had likely read Fatouros 57 (Theodore's letter to Plato c. 810), but 
the immediate cause of Fatouros 528 was John's disagreement with the dogma expressed 
in a letter of Theodore to an Athanasius (Fatouros 428). This letter had suggested the 
601 Antirr III.C.l5; Migne PG 99.4288. 
60
' There is considerable disagreement about the date of this letter. Alexander and Grumel suggest a date 
before 814, thinking that the introductory remarks identifY Plato as still living. This is impossible since 
Fatouros 528 contains a lengthy direct quotation from Fatouros 428, written c. 816-826. That Fatouros 528 
is a careful document is confirmed by the fact that Theodore quotes this letter in his final letter in 826 to 
the Emperor Michael (Fatouros 532) in a summary of iconophile doctrine. 
601 
'Iwcivvou Tou cwE~ous-. Fatouros 380.5,6. 
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same notion with which Antirr III.C concludes, using two variations of the verb 
au 11 npoaKuvElv which appears here. After a brief extract from Fatouros 428 (set apart by 
quotation marks), Theodore's defence to John of the use of this verb follows: 
'You say "How is it that the Elxwv of Christ is not given A.aTpda, but only Christ [is 
given A.aTpEia] who is offered n pooKUVT)CJtS' in it [the ElKwv ], although one act of 
npooKUVT)CJtS' is offered to both?"6"" This is so because when the npooKUVT)CJts IS 
offered to Christ himself, it is A.aTpE{a which is given. When I offer npooKVVT)CJts to 
him [Christ], I offer npoaKuVT)CJts in common and together with the Father and the 
Holy Spirit ( npoCJKUVWV OE mhov XptcrTOV 61)/.ov on ou ll npoOEKUVTJOa TOV TTaTE pa 
611oG Kal To nvEDila.) ... the offering of npooKUVT)CJtS' before Christ himself is thought 
of and called A.aTpEunK~, so in as much as it is both the thought of and the offering 
of npooKUVT)ats to Christ, these are both thought of and offered together with both 
the Father and the Spirit. (av vool.To Kat t.E'yono, E:n' mho\J oE: Xpw-Tou /.aTpEunKl], 
W~ OUVETilVOOUilEVOU TE Kat OUilTIPOOKUVOUilEVOU TOU TE naTpO~ Kat TOU 
My friend ... the preposition I ouv 1 supports its unity relating to its nature ( <jluotKrJ v) 
while showing forth the distinction of the hypostases, even as this is sung by all 
Christians in our symbol of faith 6" 5 ; and on the other hand, to give no place to the 
preposition 1 ouv 1 in reference to the offering of npoaKtivT)ats- to both Christ and his 
Elxwv. For if what has already been said606 made the one hypostasis to be divided into 
two hypostases, it would carry us into the impiety of creature worship .... 'And in 
other words,' the all wise Dionysius says, 'the one is in the other excepting the 
difference Tfj<;' ouo{as-.' Thus in speaking of the difference in oua{a it is clear that 
60
" Fatouros suggests here a reference to Dionysius ep. 4.1 (PG 3 .I 072A). 
605 The Nicene Creed ' ... who with the Father and the Son ... .' 
606 In the above quoted letter. 
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he showed the identity of the hypostasis ( unooTaoEws-) in the expression 'the one is 
in the other.' ... But when the letter adds unooTanKT],6" 7 this distinctly shows that 
there is not another u nooTaots- from that of Christ in his dKwv, but that it is the 
unoow<Jts- of Christ himself, that is to say, his xapaKTT] p, that through the Et8Et of 
his jl.op<!Jf]s-, both is expressed in the EiKwv and is offered npoaKUVT]<JtS'. And this 
entire discussion is vigorously affirmed by those with a sound understanding. 
Theodore interprets the Dionysian passage as saying that the unoaTaats- of the 
Christ-E1xwv is the same as the unoaTaats- of Christ, 'the one [unoaTaats-] is in the other 
[unoaTaats-]. ' The epistemological implications have been quoted above from Fatouros 
409, 'each is made known in the other ( £v hEpiJ,l ETE pov oEo-riAwTat) and each is offered 
npooKUVTlOlS' in/through the other (ot' anou aAAO ). ' The Dionysian passage is given an 
interpretation through the introduction Of the notion Of the UTIOOTaOtS' SUCh that the 
phrase 'excepting the difference of oua{a' becomes all important. In every other aspect, 
the ElKwv and Person of Christ share the same unoaTaats-, which is the unoaTaats- of the 
Logos. Thus the npooKUVTJOtS' offered to the Christ-E1xwv is offered to Christ directly, 
because he is in the dKwv. But the npoaKuvT)ats- which is offered to the ElKwv (or, as he 
corrects himself in a later letter, not to the ElKwv but to Christ himself) is received as 
AaTpda by Christ, together with the Father and the Holy Spirit (as Antirr Ill.C concludes 
and Theodore explains to John in Fatouros 528). This follows from the logic of the 
Christological doctrine established in Antirr III.A. 
There are three letters later than the Antirr in which the Dionysian and Basilian 
passages are quoted together; Fatouros 380, 393 and 408, 608 each of which combines an 
607 
'relating to unoaTo:cns-'. 
6
"" These passages are never quoted together in Antirr I & 11. 
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interpretation of the Dionysian passage making the notion of owj3a(vnv, or 'passing over' 
of the npooKUVT)OtS" from EtKu5v to prototype redundant. Christ receives npooKUVT)OtS" 
directly in the devotional Christ-EiKu5v. Yet because this same Christ is ofthe ouo(a of the 
Father and the Son, the npooKuvT)ots- is immediately that of the entire Holy Trinity as 
well. It is in order to make this movement of the npooKuvT)ots- from the Christ-EtKwv to 
the Trinity (from the otKovo~.da to the 8Eo/..oy(a) clear that Theodore replaces otd- with 
c:Xvd- as the preface to j3a(vHv. Basil had used the verb 15wj3a(vEtv to speak ofthe passing 
of the single and undivided honour from the Son to the Father. He also spoke of the same 
lateral movement from the image of the emperor to the emperor himself. The doctrine of 
the Christ-EtKu5v requires a new language to maintain the single truth of the tradition. In 
this case it requires the change of a prefix of a verb in a well known passage of Basil to 
protect the integrities of the natures of Christ, the one n pooKUVT)OtS" of the Logos, the role 
of Christ as mediator, and the appropriate distinction of and relation between the 
otKOVOIJ.ta and the 8EoA.oy(a. 
We do not err by depicting him at all times 
Theodore has shown that 'in respect to the identity of the hypostatic likeness (To 
TauTov Tfj s- unooTanKfjs- OIJ.OtwoEws-), the veneration is made identical in accordance 
with the one complete similarity in both. ' 609 In the conclusion of his argument Theodore 
meets the final objection of the iconoclast to the identity of hypostatic likeness of Christ 
and Christ-EtKu5v. Since the undivided npooKUVT)OtS" of EiKu5v and prototype has been 
grounded upon the identity of the unooTaots- of Christ with that shown in the EtKu5v, then 
the identity of the unooTaOlS" (without ouo{a) in the ElKWV and that of Christ must be 
609 Antirr 111.0.7; Migne PG 99.4328. 
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firmly established. If the iconoclast can drive a wedge between the unoaTa<ns- of the 
Christ-dKwv and Christ, the thesis ofthe common offering ofnpo<JKUVT)<JtS' will be lost. 
Theodore began Antirr Ill with a discussion of Christology in which he showed that the 
un6aTa<JtS' of Christ has the property of bodily circumscription (nE pt y panTos- <JWj.wn) 
with a human form (xapaKTl) p ). Further, this xapaKTl)p has a particular IJ.Op<j:>l) which is 
unique to Christ. This unique IJ.op<j:>l) distinguishes Christ from all other persons and 
appears in the Christ-EtKwv. Thus, of the Christ-EtKwv and Christ, there is not a different 
principle of definition ( ouK Eanv hEpos- l>.oyos- Ti)s- owp{aEws- ),610 but only a different 
principle of essence (l>.oyos- Ti)S' oua{as- ). The Person of Christ and the Christ-E\xwv 
share in one hypostatic likeness (IJ.{a ~ unoaTanK~ OIJ.o{wats-). 611 
The iconoclast rejects this reasoning and opens Antirr III.D with the objection that 
Theodore's argument demands an identity of hypostatic likeness (To TauTov Ti)S' 
unoaTanKi)S' OIJ.OlW<JEWS' 612) ofChrist-EtKwv and Christ which is indefensible. After all, 
asserts the iconoclast, the Christ-Ei.Kwv was produced in time after Christ himself 
appeared. Since they are not simultaneous, and thus different in this way, the unoaTa<JtS' 
of the Ei.Kwv is not simply that of Christ himself, and therefore they cannot share one 
offering of npoaKUVT]<JtS'. 
Theodore counters with an argument drawn from definitions and examples both 
cited previously in the Antirr and familiar in the well known logical compendia, in which 
he shows that the ElKWv and prototype share a simultaneous existence. As soon as Christ 
appeared, his Ei.Kwv, like his shadow, existed by implication and potential. Theodore 
points to the standard common examples of those things which belong to the category of 
61
" Antirr III.A.l; Migne PG 99.420C. 
611 Fatouros 430. 
612 Antirr Ill.D.7; Migne PG 99.4328. 
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related things (Twv np6s- n): 
The prototype and the image belong to the category of related things, like the 
double and the half. For the prototype always implies the dKwv of which it is the 
prototype, and the double always implies the half in relation to which it is double .... 
For there would not be a prototype if there were no EtKwv; there would not even be 
any double, if some half were not understood. But since these things exist 
simultaneously, they are understood and subsist together .... The prototype and the 
EtKwv have their being, as it were, in each other. With the removal of one the other 
is removed, just as when the double is removed the half is removed along with it. If 
therefore, Christ cannot exist unless his EtKwv exists in potential, and if, before the 
EI.Kwv is produced artistically, it subsists always in the prototype: then the 
veneration of Christ is destroyed by anyone who does not admit that his EtKwv is 
also venerated in him.m 
The Christ-ElKwv does not subsist in the material image in which it is signified or 
represented, but it 'points toward' the actual ElKwv which can never be separated from the 
prototype, for it is related to it by definition. 614 In a letter to John Grammaticus Theodore 
explains this in terms of Aristotelian logic: 
'And in other words,' the all wise Dionysius says, 'the one is in the other excepting 
the difference TfjS' oua{as-.' Thus in speaking of the difference in oua{a it is clear 
that he showed the identity of the hypostasis ( unomaaEws-) in the expression 'the 
one is in the other.' By means of this expression the offering of npoaKUVTJ<JlS' is 
considered to be according to axE'ats. Relation(~ axE'ats-), as one says, belongs to 
m Antirr III.D.5; Migne PG 99.429CD. 
6
" Nicephorus, on the other hand, speaks of their participation not in each other, but a common 
participation in the relation itself, 'nJ! Kotvl] ~ETEXHV TijS" GXECJEws-.' (224 ). 
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the relative terms ( Twv npos- Tt ECJnv ). They come into being simultaneously and 
turn toward one another, in such manner as the archetype to the image. For the one 
is not possible without the other, as things which exist together (nx aJ.la), 
philosophically speaking. The letter adds 'or equivocal' (T]youv OIJWVUJ.ltKl] );6 " for 
cer1ainly this expression has the same significance. For the 'name' is the name of 
that which is named. For which reason this is the principle of those things related to 
one another ( Twv n pos n ): as we are taught according to philosophical definition 
that things are said to be named 'equivocally' (6JlwVulla) if the name alone is 
common. On the other hand, the definition (t-.6yos- Ti]S' ouCJ{as-) corresponding to 
the name differs for each, as for Christ himself and the depiction of Christ. 616 But 
when the letter adds unoCJTaTlKlJ;"' this distinctly shows that there is not another 
hypostasis from that of Christ in his EiKwv, but that it is the hypostasis of Christ 
himself, that is to say, his xapaKTl]p, that through the Et6n of his llop<jli]s-, both is 
expressed in the El.Kwv and is offered npoGKUVT)CJtS'. 618 
Next, the iconoclast objects that if the EiKwv is already present in Christ as 
prototype potentially, then since it is seen and offered npooKUVTJcns- in him it is 
superfluous to depict the El.Kwv otherwise. This leads Theodore to a meditation upon 
Christ as seal ( o<j)pay1s) and a discussion about the necessity of the Christ-E1xwv in the 
oiKovoll{a. Christ loses his humanity if he does not have his EtKwv transferred from his 
xapaKn]p, shaped in some material (Ev nvt ut-.1)), and seen and offered npooKUVTJOlS' in 
that EtKwv. Unless Christ is stamped (d:noTunouJ.lEVTJ) in some material, he is idle and 
ineffective (d:Epyos- Kal. avEVEPYTJTOS' ). 'For the failure to go forth into a material imprint 
"" 'that is to say homonymous' 
616 
'[This sentence] is an almost literal quotation of the first sentence of the Categories. Also, Theodore is 
evidently pleased to use even Aristotle's example of things equivocal, that of man and his portrait, by 
applying it to Christ and His image.' Alexander (1957b), 196 n.l. 
"" 'relating to hypostasis'. 
618 Fatouros 528. 
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eliminates his existence m human form (av8pwnorwp<j:Jov).' 619 These comments are 
addressed fully in a letter to Naukratios several years later: 
But if someone should say: 'Since I ought to offer npooKUVTJOtS' to [Christ] in spirit, 
it is redundant/pointless to offer npooKUVTJOtS' to him in his EtKwv ,' he should know 
that with this he also denies the intelligible ( voE pw s-) offering of n pooKUVTJOt s- to 
Christ. You see, if the mind cannot contemplate him in his human likeness (El. 111] 
yap b vovs;- EvonTpw8EtTJ Ev b11otwwxn av8pwnou ), seated at the right hand of the 
Father, then it could not know any offering of npooKUv~ots;- at all, since it thereby 
denies that the Word has become flesh. But his faithful EtKwv is a witness to the fact 
that he has taken on the I ikeness of man ( w 11otwo8cn mhov av8pwmy ). For it is 
received in the tradition that if he is offered npooKUVTJOtS' in the ElKwv, Christ has 
been given npooKUVTJOtS', as the contrary is true in its rejection. Abgar received faith 
and offered npooKuv~ots;- to Christ intelligibly (voEpws;-), but he offered npooKuv~ots;-
even more to him in his manifestation in the EtKwv of his prototype sent from 
Christ himself ( Ev Ti) npos- mhoD XptoTOU TIE !l<!J8Eiol) aun)) axnponot ~T(y 
Elxovt). Whereby Christ has been offered npooKuvrfots;- both in that [EiKwv) 
according to the likeness (blloHDilanKws;-) and at the same time intelligibly (voEpws;-). 
Thus now, but in the final age to come it will be by a direct seeing of divinity 
(mhonnKws;- ). "With the visible manifestation of God," as the all-wise Dionysius 
says, "we shall be filled in all-holy contemplation (Ev navdyvots;- 8Hupiats;- ), 
illuminating us (shining around us) with the glorious shining forth, as [it illuminated] 
the disciples, at the divine Transfiguration. For we participate in his intelligible 
illumination by the mind free from passion and earthly things. ( Tf\S' oE. VOTJTf\S' 
619 Antirr 111.0.10; Migne PG 99.433A. 
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The final remarks of this letter, including the significant citation of Dionysius the 
Areopagite shall guide us in our consideration of the concluding theme of Antirr Ill and the 
entire treatise, which is a meditation on I Corinthians 13.12, 13, ' For now we see in a 
mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know even as I have 
been fully understood. So faith, hope, and love abide. ' 621 
InAntirr III.D.13 Theodore compares the contemplation ofthe devotional Christ-
El.Kwv with that ofthe obscure and imperfect vision of an ancient mirror. In such a mirror, 
the expectation is not that there will be an exact one to one correspondence of each detail 
of the prototype or subject, but only that the ElKWV reveal the identity of the prototype 
through recognition of the prototype by its form. Regardless of the ways in which the 
imperfections of the mirror distort the form of the dKwv, recognition of Christ in the 
ElKWv is the determining notion. This partial vision is contrasted with the future vision of 
God which is that of a supreme union in which there shall be a different mode of 
knowledge, direct and 'face-to-face.' For the present however, the devotional Christ-El.Kwv 
shows forth the divine life in the same manner that Christ revealed his Father during his 
earthly life. The Person of Jesus Christ both reveals and hides his divine-human nature, 
by doing human things divinely and divine things humanly. The revelation of God in 
Christ was not the revelation of a human 'nature' taken up into divinity, but the 
revelation of the Person of Christ who is the God-man. Theodore suggests that the Christ-
EtKwv likewise reveals the full unoaTaats- of the Person of Christ. This allows the 
possibility that the baptized Christian who has made progress in asceticism and 
contemplates before an EtKwv might have a similar experience to that of the disciples at the 
Transfiguration. Glimpses of a future face-to-face knowledge and the 'direct seeing of 
621 Antirr III.D.I2; Migne 4340. 
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divinity'(~ 8EonT{a) are possible even in this life for the one who achieves apatheia. 622 In 
one of his post-821 catecheses,623 Theodore tells us that the 'mystery of the 
Transfiguration hints at the restoration in the age to come ... so the elect will be with him 
in the kingdom of heaven, enjoying his ineffable manifestation as God and inexpressible 
joy.' But just as Peter, James and John were granted this vision while alive, so this vision 
is granted to all those 'whose way of life is pure and undefiled.' This leads Theodore to 
encourage the faithful not to grow slack and allow the soul to be defiled by l>.oywiJ.o{, but 
rather to 'love this beauty [of a pure soul] and guard this loveliness.' Finally, in his 
closing comments Theodore describes how the worshipper contemplates the unoo-Tacrts-
of the liturgical, doctrinal and devotional Eixu.lv under the three aspects of faith, hope and 
love. 
The Elxu.lv is defined under the aspect offaith in that Christ or the saint depicted is 
a historical figure within the ol.KovoiJ.{a. The Christ-EtKwv is a bodily likeness of the 
Incarnate God-man. The EtKwv of the saint shows forth the bodily likeness or xapaKT~P 
of one who has achieved deification in Christ. The Elxwv of the saint shows one who has 
'put on' Christ. 
The ElKwv is defined under the aspect of hope in that Christ is the natural and 
eternal image of the Father and it is in His image and likeness that mankind was created. 
The Christian 'contemplates' Christ's glorified humanity which is the hope for all 
612 Alfeyev (2002), 217, 224 denies that this theme is present in Theodore's writings, but interprets 
Theodore to limit 8EonT{a to the life after death. Alfeyev is correct in pointing out that Theodore teaches 
most often that the ascetic struggle, sufferings and the 'bloodless martyrdom' of the Christian have their 
reward after death. On the other hand, Fatouros 387 and 409 speak of 8EoTIT{a as the ultimate experience 
of np!i~ts- and 8Ewp{a in this life. Alfeyev seems unaware that Fatouros 387 directly supports his 
suggestion that Theodore might have refused to write about the possibility of a direct vision of God in 
order to provide people with a secure hope for the future, not wanting to discourage those who did not 
achieve such a vision in this life. 
623 PC 20. 
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baptized Christians and the goal of ascetic practice. In his reference to the Transfiguration 
through his citation of Denys the Areopagite in Fatouros 409 quoted above, Theodore 
suggests that the Christ-dKwv can reveal apophatically what must remain hidden to the 
active human intellect. In this sense every Christ-dKwv has the potential to be a 
'Transfiguration experience' for the one who has progressed in ascetic practice. In his 
commentary on the Transfiguration less than two centuries previous, Maximus 
anticipates Theodore's apology for the devotional Christ-E1xu5v: 
For he accepted to be unchangeably created in form like us and through his 
immeasurable love for humankind to become the type and symbol of Himself, and 
from Himself symbolically to represent Himself, and through the manifestation of 
Himself to lead to Himself in His complete and secret hiddenness the whole 
creation, and while he remains quite unknown in his hidden, secret place beyond all 
things, unable to be known or understood by any being in any way whatever, out of 
his love for humankind he grants to human beings intimations of Himself in the 
manifest divine works performed in the flesh. 6H 
Theodore has established in Antirr III.A that the one unoaTacns- of the Person of Christ 
includes all properties of both natures. The exact likeness of that unoaTaats- which is 
shown in the Christ-EtKwv is that of the Christ who is perfect man and perfect God. It is 
not Christ's humanity which is shown in the dKwv (nor his divinity), but his Person 
(which includes both natures). Because Christ the God-man is a subject both for 8EoAoy{a 
as well as for oiKovoll{a, both apophatic and cataphatic language is appropriate to him. 
Likewise, because the Christ-E1xwv is the exact likeness of the unoaTaats- of the Logos, 
"" Ambigua 10.3Ic, Louth (I996a) page 132. 
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apophatic and cataphatic language must be applied to the ElKwv. Each devotional ElKwv of 
a saint shows his or her historical body in its deified state, proclaiming this bodily 
deification as the practical goal of every Christian worshipper. Maximus asserts that the 
purpose of this movement of deification is so that 'the whole of man might participate in 
God, so that as the soul is united with the body, God might be accessible to the soul's 
participation in him, and so that through the soul and the body ... man might be wholly 
deified, deified by the grace of God incarnate while yet remaining by nature wholly man 
both in body and soul, and becoming God by grace, wholly, both in body and soul.' 625 
Finally, the devotional ElKwv is defined under the aspect of love in that the desire 
of every worshipper is not knowledge, nor even deification for its own sake, but loving 
union with the triune God in and through the ElKwv. Theodore stresses in these concluding 
thoughts of the Antirr, and throughout his letters, that the mental contemplation of Christ 
is not sufficient for our salvation: 'If merely mental contemplation were sufficient, it 
would have been sufficient for him to come to us in a merely mental way. (Et yap apKEt 
~ KaTa voiJv IJ-OVOV 8Ewp(a, ~pKEl av Ev TOGOUHy ahov xwpfjoat npos ~IJ-QS )'626 
Rather, what draws the Christian to his Lord is the sight of his loving deeds and his 
sacrificial sufferings, 'so as to behold Christ himself crucified.' 627 This desire for the one 
whose love for us is demonstrated in his Incarnation is asserted by Gregory of Nyssa in 
several passages in which he reflects on the future 'face to face knowledge' ofl Cor 13,12. 
''
25 Ambigua 7.1088C. Cited by Zhivov (1987), 370. See also the comment by Sherrard (1967) re. the 
images of the saints that 'testify not only to the reality of the Incarnation, but also to the reality of that 
sanctification in the spirit which is as it were the purpose of the Incarnation .... These portraits are not 
portraits of men and women in their 'fallen' state. They are portraits of a deified humanity ... who 
participate in the here and now of the new heaven and the new earth. What they show forth is the state of 
being which it is, or should be, the worshipper's desire to achieve through his initiation into the Christian 
mystery' (61). 
626 Antirr 1.7; Migne PG 99.3360. 
627 Antirr III.D.13. Migne PG 99.436A. 
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Gregory speaks of the love for the prototype: 
... this hope constantly inflamed his desire to see what was hidden because of all that 
he had attained at each stage. Thus it is that the ardent lover of beauty, constantly 
receiving an image, as it were, of what he longs for, wants to be filled with the very 
impression of the archetype. The bold demand of the soul that climbs the hills of 
desire tends towards the direct enjoyment of Beauty, and not merely through 
mirrors or reflections. In refusing Moses' request, the voice of God in a sense grants 
it, by pointing out in a few words an infinite abyss of contemplation.628 
The vision of God in the devotional Christ-E1Kwv is accomplished by a refusal or 
denial which both reveals and maintains the hiddenness of the divine at the same time. To 
see God face-to-face is the assertion that although the divine remains incapable of being 
understood by the finite soul, the divine is capable of being experienced. I have noted 
above how Theodore begins the entire Antirr with a radical statement of the apophatic 
nature of all language pertaining to 8EoA.oy{a: 'We do not even know that the Godhead 
exists. ' 629 But apophaticism has to do with more than language. The process by which the 
human soul comes to receive a vision of God or 'intelligible illumination' (voT)Ti'js-
<j)wTo6oou1s-t 30 is also that of passing through a succession of cataphatic and apophatic 
moments of 8Ewp{a. More than this, the process of purification of the soul through the 
intensifYing negation itself accomplishes the deification of the worshipper. In the final 
anathema of Antirr I Theodore says that whoever refuses to approach the Christ-dKwv 
because it will not benefit him until he is first purified from all sin, 'he is a fool'. The 
628 Gregory of Nyssa, Life of Moses, 11, 231-233. Cited by Mateo-Seco ( 1997), 156. 
629 Antirr 1.2. 
61
° Fatouros 409 as quoted above. 
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successive negations of 8Ewp{o: before an El.Kwv become the purification of the discursive 
thinking of the earth bound soul. 'Vision' is not simply intellectual, but involves the 
progressive deification of the whole person in the experience of the divine. In his review 
of Fr. Staniloae' s general discussion of apophatic and cataphatic language in Denys, John 
Chrysostom and the Cappadocians, Louth ( 1997b) points out that denial does not 
undermine the continuing affirmation of the image: 
to rise above the things of the world does not mean that these disappear; it means, 
through them, to rise beyond them. And since they remain, the apophatic 
knowledge of God does not exclude affirmative rational knowledge ... In apophatic 
knowledge the world remains, but it has become transparent of God. This knowledge 
is apophatic because the God who now is perceived cannot be defined; he is 
experienced as a reality which transcends all possibility of definition.631 
In Fatouros 380 Theodore says, 'Is not the EtKwv useful and uplifting? It is a 
reflection of face-to-face vision and a kind of moonlike light, to use an appropriate 
paradigm, an ElKwv pointing to the light of the sun' 632 Theodore uses similar language in a 
sermon on the feast of the KOtjll)CJlS'.633 He draws the attention of the congregation to an 
EtKwv of the Theotokos and reflects: 'Today the spiritual moon, shining with the light of 
God, has come into heavenly conjunction with the "sun of righteousness." ... At this 
moment her natural form, radiant as the sun, is hidden; yet her light shines through her 
painted E\.Kwv (Tij aKwypo:<jnKij o:t'nijs- EtKovt), and she offers it to the people for the 
life-giving kiss of relative veneration ( axEnKi)S' npoaKuv~CJEWS' ). ' The El.Kwv points to the 
611 Cited by Louth (1997b), 262. 
"·" Translation by Louth. 
611 Migne PG 99.720-729. 
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unooTa<ns- of the glorified Theotokos. It shares nothing of her essence. Yet in denying 
that an E1xwv can show her true light, we are made to think of that divine light. Likewise, 
continues Theodore, she is now speechless but beyond speechlessness and beyond the 
concept of speech itself, yet as we surrender to her we hear her speak and intercede for all 
of humankind: 'Now those lips, moved by God's grace to articulate sounds, grow silent, 
but she opens her [spiritual] mouth to intercede eternally for all her race. Now she lowers 
those bodily hands that once bore God, only to raise them, in incorruptible form, in 
prayer to the Lord on behalf of all creation.' This meditation on the Ei.Kwv of the 
Theotokos takes place within the Liturgy where the process of cataphatic and apophatic 
reflection is made clear by the spiritual logic and movement of the Liturgy itself. Signs of 
God's goodness (bread and wine) become his true Body and Blood to be received by the 
communicant, effecting the loving union and causing his progressive deification. 
In Fatouros 380 Theodore is clearly taking up the language which Denys the 
Areopagite used in relation to Scripture and Liturgy ('a reflection of face-to-face vision 
and a kind of moonlike light ... pointing to the light of the sun') and suggesting that the 
liturgical, doctrinal and devotional ElKwv has become another revealed and formal means 
by which the worshipper receives a Dionysian spiritual uplifting (d vaywyl]) 'to the 
simple and unified contemplations. ' 634 Theodore claims that the full fruit of pious 
contemplation (I.Epav 8Ewp{av) is to be discovered in and through the image (ota ToD 
IJ-W T] !-taT os-) in the very same way that a very great spiritual contemplation rises to the 
prototype (E:n't TO apxhunov ~ TIVEUIJ-aTlK~ 8Ewp{a avnot). The face-to-face vision of 
God is granted to those who have purified the soul through ascetic progress in their 
634 ETil TO:<) d:nt.a:s- Kat ~VWilEVa<; avayETat 8Ewp{as-. Divine Names 4.9; Migne 3.7058. 
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longing to be united with the God whom they behold depicted before them in an ElKwv, 
'Christ Himself crucified. ' 635 
63
; Antirr Ill.D.I3; Migne PG 436A. 
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CONCLUSION 
The spirits of Philo and Farrer have been with us throughout our consideration of the 
Christ-dKwv in Middle Byzantine thought, and they are present particularly in 
Theodore' s summarizing meditation. The two concluding themes of Theodore in the final 
two columns of the Antirr in Migne636 are the Philonic theme of seal and imprint (Christ as 
the seal and the Christ-EtKwv as his imprint), and a meditation on I Corinthians 13.12, the 
focal Scripture verse of Farrer's Bampton Lectures of 1948 and the subsequent title of 
those published lectures, The Glass of Vision. 
The Christ-El.Kwv is clearly what Farrer would call the 'master-image'. This is 
clearly witnessed in the Christ-E\xwv as Pantocrator or universal ruler with his retinue of 
angels in the dome of the Byzantine church which dominated the church interior iconic 
history of salvation. The Christ-E\xwv legitimizes the imaging of any saint, and sets before 
the baptized Christian the faith in the God-man and good hope of one's own deification, 
both of which are prompted by a desiring love for God the Trinity which seeks the Divine 
Presence. The desire of love ( Epws- Tfjs- ayanT)s-) of the Christian soul for divine union is 
sparked, enflamed and fueled by the Christ-EtKwv which depicts the infinite and eternal 
Love of the Father for the worshipper. This contemplative union or mystical illumination 
is received in this life only by the soul prepared through npd~ts- and gone out of itself 
through 8Ewpia. We have seen how the Christ-EtKwv plays a central role in both npd~ts­
and 8Ewpia. Finally, the Christ-EtKwv is the master-image not only because the redemption 
of the human soul is pre-figured in that E\xwv, but the final transfiguration ofthe entire 
636 Migne PG 99.433, 436. 
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cosmos is represented as well. The Christ-EiKwv is the making present of the one who 
gathers up every atom of creation in his redeeming love. In the Festal Menian we read of 
this cosmic dimension in the liturgical texts for Epiphany: 
Christ is baptized: 
He comes up out of the waters, 
And with him he carries up the universe.6" 
For thou by thine own will hast brought all things out of nothingness into being, by 
thy power thou dost hold together the creation, and by thy providence thou dost 
govern the world. Of four elements hast thou compounded the creation: with four 
seasons hast thou crowned the circuit of the year. All the spiritual powers tremble 
before thee. The sun sings thy praises; the moon glorifies thee; the stars supplicate 
before thee; the light obeys thee; the deeps are afraid at thy presence; the 
fountains are thy servants. Thou hast stretched out the heavens like a curtain; thou 
hast established the earth upon the waters; thou hast walled about the sea with sand. 
Thou hast poured forth the air that living things may breathe ... So by the 
elements, by the angels and by men, by things visible and invisible, may thy most 
holy Name be glorified, together with the Father and the Holy Spirit, now, and 
ever, and unto the ages of ages. Amen.638 
The master-image 1s not the birth, the baptism, the cross, the resurrection, or the 
judgement of Christ. Rather, it is the Christ-El.Kwv itself which makes present the Person 
of the Incarnate Lord, the unooTa<JtS" of the Logos, the Eternal Image ofthe Father. 
In his early image letter c.81 0 to his spiritual father Plato, Fatouros 57, Theodore 
6) 7 Ware and Mother Mary (1969), 361. 
638 Ware and Mother Mary {1969), 356, 358. 
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introduces the metaphor of the seal and impression ( o<P pay{s- Ka't EKTunwots-) to describe 
the relation of Christ to his ElKwv, using the same vocabulary as Philo. 639 The metaphor is 
effective to the extent that it both allows the meaning of the seal to be communicated but 
protects the seal from any taint of the intelligible world or u/1. TJ which receives, and 
becomes, the impression. For Philo, the 'l.BEa l.oEwv' or Logos, can be stamped only in 
the world of intelligible ideas (i.e., the Logos is not incarnate) which then further descend 
and manifest themselves in the sensible. For Theodore the unooTaots- of the glorified 
Incarnate Christ is stamped in the u/1. TJ which receives it. For Philo the metaphor is part of 
his overall scheme to keep an infinite distance between the ineffable divinity and the 
sensible. For Theodore, the Christ-El.Kwv is the demonstration that that distance has been 
overcome in the Person of Jesus Christ. Not only is the Logos formal and final cause, as 
for Philo, but for Theodore Christ the Logos also is efficient cause in the thoroughgoing 
providence which extends to sensible creation. 
The refocus of the distracted will upon its own redemption in the Person of Christ, 
shown forth in the Christ-El.Kwv, becomes the means by which grace visits the person, 
renews the image in baptism, purifies the passions through ascetic struggle, achieves 
8Ewp{a and is granted 8EonT{a. Theodore concludes: 'There could not be an effective seal 
which was not impressed on some material. Therefore Christ also, unless He appears in 
an artificial image, is in this respect idle and ineffective .... For the failure to go forth into a 
material imprint eliminates His existence in human form .... Christ's image becomes more 
conspicuous to all when it appears by imprinting itself in materials. ' 640 
The writings of Theodore Stoudite reveal a Byzantine abbot in the monastic 
639 See also Antirr 1.9. 
""
0 Antirr III.D.9, I 0, 12; Migne PG 99.4320, 433AB. 
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tradition for whom dogma and prayer are one. The practice of the ascetic struggle, prayer 
and worship (lex orandi) is the purpose of theological argument, right doctrine and 
legislated dogma (lex credendi). We have seen how Theodore engaged in theological debate 
only when the spiritual and pastoral care for his flock demanded it. When their ability to 
pray and worship was threatened by false image doctrine he entered the controversy 
without reserve. Dogma and prayer are not two things but one. The affirmation of 
orthodox theology, the promotion of the definition of Christ in all the Councils, the 
clarification of the implications of the Chalcedonian doctrine of the person of Christ in the 
acknowledgement of two wills and two natures in the one hypostasis of Christ, and so on, 
mean nothing if they do not assist us in our prayers and living. Thus Theodore says of the 
iconoclasts in Letter 301: 
For it is not concerning the natures or wills of Christ or anything like this that these 
dispute, in which the error is according to thought, not at all giving a demonstration 
perceptively, but now with those thinking conceptually and according to sight, the 
error is clearly impiety. For they are not deviant in saying that it is not possible to 
make an ElKwv of Christ only, but they have the same perverse opinion regarding 
the Theotokos and all the saints in that they destroy all depictions, as they 
dogmatize that the divine representations are the error and destruction of souls. 
In a long letter written to the Emperor just a few months before his death in 826, 
Theodore sums up the doctrine of the Christ-El.Kwv, beginning with a cataloguing of the 
results of the Councils and showing the veneration of the Christ-El.Kwv to be the fruit of 
orthodoxy. We are not surprised that on his death bed Theodore should challenge and 
appeal to yet another of the several emperors he dared to confront in his life. In the body 
303 
of the letter Theodore quotes his foundational citation from Deny's EH 4.3, significant in 
that just the year before Michael had made a present to Pope Lewis of a copy of the 
Dionysian corpus. In the conclusion of the letter Theodore boldly has the emperor 
imagine himself in a church with a typical programme of liturgical images. It is as if 
Theodore is there with the Emperor, pointing to each of the dKwv in turn. Although it 
was to be seventeen years before images were finally and formally accepted, these closing 
words of what is likely the final letter of the A bott of Stoudios anticipates the victory and 
leaves no room for pessimism. 
According to the telling of the Apostle even that all things have been filled with 
blessed light, coming from the one who says 'I am the light come into the world.' 
Of what sort are the things which are perceived? Lo, on the one hand, this is the 
one who was born in a grotto and who was glorified by the angels, verily lifted up 
into the arms of his mother and offered npooxuv11<ns- by the magi. Then as a young 
boy he was seen sitting among the doctors. Then he was baptized by the Precursor. 
He did miracles with the apostles. He mounted the cross, gave up the ghost, was 
dead, risen, ascended into heaven. In all these things therefore, everything has been 
contemplated by means of images. At this particular time, along with the apostles 
who were eyewitnesses, we can say reasonably, 'we have seen his glory, the glory as 
of the only-begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth.' 
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